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near. Writing acknowledgements feels a bit like reconnecting with the world. As you
sit down and think of all the people who have contributed in some way or another and
helped you accomplish this important feat, you are reminded that, despite what you
might have felt in the last couple of months, dissertation writing is far from being a
solitary process.
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1.1 The empirical domain
This dissertation offers a novel angle on uniformity of movement and binding depen-
dencies, arguing that common syntactic factors constrain both movement operations
and the relation between anaphoric expressions and their antecedents.
The starting point is a long noted puzzle regarding the possible sequencing of
movement operations. Consider the following example of what Chomsky (1973)
calls improper passivization:
(1) a. John asked what to read.
b. *What was asked to read by John?
As (1a) illustrates, a phrase can undergo a step of wh-movement to the Spec of the
embedded CP, but the same phrase cannot then be passivized, as evidenced by the
ungrammaticality of (1b). Some further examples considered to involve instances of
improper movement are provided in (2). Assuming that locality forces a stop-over in
the Spec of embedded CP, these examples again show that a phrase cannot be moved
to the subject position from the Spec of CP.
(2) a. *Who is possible John will see? (Chomsky (1981))
b. *John is possible Bill will see. (Chomsky (1981))
c. *John seems that it is certain to fix the car. (Chomsky (1995))
Examples of this type led to the conclusion that operations such as raising or pas-
sivization, i.e. operations targeting an A(rgument)-position cannot follow movement
operations that target a non-argument, i.e. an A’-position. The relevant generalization
is stated in (3).
(3) Ban on Improper Movement
A phrase occupying an A’-position cannot be moved to an A-position.
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The Ban on Improper Movement rules out examples where an A’-moved phrase un-
dergoes a step of A-movement, but allows the reverse application of these two move-
ment operations. Ever since these restrictions on ordering of movement operations
were first noted, the question of how to derive them in a principled way has been one
of the major concerns of the linguistic theory. This thesis aims at providing a novel
analysis of the phenomenon, relying on theoretical tools and conceptual advances of
the now broadly adopted Minimalist framework (Chomsky (1995, 2001)).
In addition to examples like (1) and (2), I will also consider the cases where A-
and A’-movement interact in more complex ways and argue, following some recent
proposals, that the empirical scope of the original generalization should be extended
beyond standard examples featuring consecutive movements of the same phrase. Two
additional configurations will be considered and shown to display the same ordering
asymmetry between A and A’-operations. The first set of relevant cases are those
where only a part of a phrase in an A’-position undergoes A-movement. As (4a) il-
lustrates, such a derivation yields an illicit output. In (4a), first the infinitival clause,
how likely Oscar to win, undergoes a step of wh-movement to the Spec of the embed-
ded C. A part of the moved phrase, namely Oscar, is then passivized and the resulting
structure is ungrammatical (cf. (1b)). A licit output can be obtained if A-movement
applies before the wh-movement of the infinitival clause, as shown in (4b) (examples
are from Collins (2005)).
(4) a. *[IP Oscari was asked [CP [ how likely ti to win]j it was tj]].
b. Max asked [CP [ how likely ti to win]j [IP Oscari was tj ]].
The second set of relevant cases are those involving remnant movement, i.e. config-
urations where a phrase containing a trace of movement is displaced. Consider (5)
(from Abels (2007). In this example, the phrase, which king, extracts out of the con-
taining noun phrase and wh-moves to the embedded CP. Subsequently, the remnant
phrase, a picture of, is passivized. The reverse application of these two movement
operations is licit, as already illustrated in (4b).
(5) *[IP [ A picture of ti]j is known [CP [ which king]i to have been sold tj]].
The examples just discussed show that in all three configurations considered, wh-
movement cannot feed passivization. On the basis of patterns such as these, we will
conclude that the same restrictions on the sequencing of A- and A’-operations can be
observed not only in cases where both types of operation affect the same phrase, but
also in cases involving subextraction out of moved phrases and remnant movement.
I will then argue that the observed ordering restrictions on (movement) operations
in all three types of configurations can be derived by relying on the internal featural
make-up of the moving phrase, in conjunction with a particular view regarding the
timing and manner in which linguistic structure is spelled out. Following recent
versions of Minimalism (e.g. Chomsky (2000) and subsequent work), I assume that
syntactic derivation proceeds in incremental chunks called phases. On the account
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pursued here, phase-based locality plays an important part in determining the order
in which operations can apply.
I will then turn to a different empirical domain, that of anaphoric binding, and
argue that the same factors that I have claimed play a role in constraining move-
ment operations are also crucial in regulating the distribution and interpretation of
anaphoric relations, namely the featural composition of the expressions involved and
the nature of Spell-Out. I will argue that due to their feature specification, anaphors
must enter into a syntactic Agree relation with another c-commanding noun phrase.
This syntactic dependency between an anaphor and its antecedent translates into a
particular interpretative dependency at the semantic interface. On the other hand,
no syntactic dependency is assumed to hold between a bound pronoun and its an-
tecedent. Pursuing this view will allow us to capture the well-known observations
that, unlike pronouns, anaphors require the presence of a syntactic antecedent, and
that moreover, the antecedent must be within the same local domain as the anaphor.
Both of these requirements are met in cases like (6a), for instance. In (6b), though
pragmatically salient, Mary is not local enough to bind the anaphor. The relation
between an antecedent and a pronoun on the other hand is not subject to the same
locality restrictions, nor is it the case that a pronoun must find a syntactic antecedent.
Thus, in (6c), the pronoun her can refer to Mary, but it can also pick up another
referent from the discourse.
(6) a. Mary criticized herself.
b. *As soon as Mary arrived, they asked herself to leave.
c. As soon as Mary arrived, they asked her to leave.
Given that anaphoric binding is encoded in terms of an Agree-relation, and the
application of the Agree-operation itself is constrained by phases, the analysis pur-
sued here predicts that phases constitute the local domain for anaphoric binding. A
considerable part of the dissertation will be devoted to showing that treating phases
as the relevant locality domain for binding can take us a long way in accounting for
empirical facts.
I will also follow the work of Lebeaux (1984), Reinhart and Reuland (1993),
Pollard and Sag (1992), among others in making a distinction between local and non-
local binding relations and argue that relying on the phase as the relevant locality
domain makes the correct split between these two binding environments. I will then
further enrich the typology of binding relations, by distinguishing two types of non-
local relations: those established at the semantic interface and those established in
the discourse component. Though the two nonlocal binding relations pattern alike in
being insensitive to syntactic locality restrictions, it will be argued that semantically
they differ considerably.
On the view pursued here, phases thus play a crucial role in constraining both
movement and binding dependencies. The intuition that locality constraints on move-
ment and binding should be unified is an old one, going back to Chomsky (1973). In
Chomsky (1981), the relation between movement and binding phenomena was for-
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malized by assuming that traces of movement are also subject to the binding theory.
Improper movement effects were then argued to involve violations of binding condi-
tions. In other words, it was the binding theoretic properties of traces that ensured the
proper sequencing of movement operations. Chomsky (1993), Chomsky and Lasnik
(1993) abandon this line of thinking by arguing that binding relations are purely in-
terface phenomena, leaving thereby the well-known similarities between the locality
constraints on movement and binding unaccounted for. The current proposal offers
a way of reestablishing the link between movement and binding. The distribution of
anaphoric expressions and the proper sequencing of movement operations are here
once again attributed to the same factors, though the implementation of this intu-
ition will differ substantially from the one pursued in Chomsky (1981). The primary
data in this work will be drawn mostly from English, but other languages, including
German, Dutch and Serbian, will be brought in at times where they provide comple-
mentary evidence.
1.2 Theoretical background
The analysis of movement and binding phenomena developed in the following chap-
ters is couched in the Minimalist framework and will rely heavily on certain Mini-
malist assumptions regarding the nature of syntactic derivation. This section there-
fore provides a brief outline of some key assumptions in the Minimalist framework,
focusing particularly on those aspects of the theory that will be relevant in the dis-
cussion to follow.
Minimalism explores the hypothesis that the human language faculty (FL) is an
optimal solution to minimal design specifications. According to Chomsky (2001),
these design specifications can be viewed as ‘legibility conditions’: “for each lan-
guage L (a state of FL), expressions generated by L must be ‘legible’ to systems that
access these objects at the interface between FL and external systems” (Chomsky
(2001), p.1), the external systems being the S(ensory)-M(otor) and the C(onceptual)-
I(ntentional) system. The role of the computational component of the grammar is to
supply the interfaces with legible representations. Syntax does so by manipulating
features of lexical items. Features can be viewed as attribute-value pairs. Feature-
attributes either enter the derivation already bearing a particular value, or they do not,
in which case the feature is said to be unvalued. Unvalued features are not tolerated
at the interface, so these must receive a value in the course of the syntactic deriva-
tion.1 Feature-valuation is achieved via the operation Agree. An unvalued feature, or
‘probe’ is the trigger for Agree. It searches within a syntactic domain for the same
feature-attribute bearing a value, a ‘goal’. If particular structural conditions are met,
i.e. if the probe and the goal are in a c-command relation, then Agree can apply
1Chomsky (2001) assumes that all and only unvalued features are uninterpretable and
therefore must be valued and eliminated before reaching the interface. This assumption will
be scrutinized in chapter 8.
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copying the value of the goal onto the probe. (7) illustrates this on the example of φ-
feature agreement. An Agree relation is established between the unvalued φ-features
of T, acting as a probe, and a matching valued set of φ-features borne by the subject,
John. As a result, T receives the φ-features of the subject, yielding the surface effect
of noun-verb agreement.
(7) John misses Mary.
a. [T’ T[φ:_] [vP John[φ:3,sg] [ v-miss [VP [ V Mary ]]]]] (Agree applies)
b. [T’ T[φ:3,sg] [vP John[φ:3,sg] [ v-miss [VP [ V Mary ]]]]]
Not every matching pair induces Agree. In addition to being in the c-command do-
main of the probe, the potential goal bearing a matching feature must also be the
closest one available (Chomsky (2000), p. 122). G is the ‘closest’ goal if a probe P
c-commands G and there is no G′ such that P asymmetrically c-commands G′ and
G′ asymmetrically c-commands G.2 Therefore, although the object, Mary, bears a
valued set of φ-features, Mary in (7) cannot enter into an Agree relation with T since
it is not the closest available goal.
The computational system of human language (CHL) manipulates features (in the
manner just described) and at some stage, the generated syntactic object is sent to the
interfaces. This point is referred to as Spell-Out. Chomsky (2000, 2001) argues that
Spell-Out applies at multiple points in the course of the derivation (cf. Uriagereka
(1999)). In other words, the derivation is argued to proceed in incremental chunks,
referred to as phases. Once a particular chunk of syntactic structure is transfered to
the interfaces, it is no longer accessible for further syntactic operations. According
to Chomsky, this leads to reduction in computational burden, given that syntactic
computation can proceed without checking back to these earlier stages in the deriva-
tion. Chomsky argues that phase heads are C and the transitive v (more specifically,
v that introduces an external argument, which he marks as v*).3 Transfer of the en-
tire phasal category, CP or vP, would preclude the derivation to continue beyond the
immediate phase. Hence, some notion of the ‘escape hatch’ is generally assumed.
Chomsky (2001) argues that the phasal head itself and any of its specifiers remain ac-
cessible for operations at the next higher phase level, but nothing in the complement
of the phasal head does.
(8) [α [H β]]
2In Chomsky (1995), this locality requirement was imposed on the operation Attract and
referred to as the Minimal Link Condition (MLC). Since in Chomsky (2000) and subsequent
work, Agree is the operation that takes over the empirical burden of Attract, the obvious step
to take was to incorporate the MLC into the definition of Agree, as Chomsky (2000) does.
3It has been argued that the inventory of phase heads is richer than Chomsky assumes,
including possibly intransitive and unaccusative v (Legate (2003)), D (e.g. Svenonius (2004),
Bošković (2005)), and even P (Abels (2003)).
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(9) Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky (2000))
In a phase α with head H, the domain of H [=complement of H] is not acces-
sible to operations outside α [=HP], but only H and its edge [H plus any/all
of its specifiers].
The chief consequence of the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) is that oper-
ations such as Move cannot access elements embedded inside a phase; only the mate-
rial in the phase edge is computationally available in the next phase up.4 This forces
movement to apply successive-cyclically, via phase edges. To make the discussion
more concrete, let us look at an example involving long distance wh-movement.
(10) What did John say that Mary bought?
The embedded verb in (10) is transitive, which means that the embedded v*P consti-
tutes a phase. Since the domain of the phase is impenetrable to further syntactic oper-
ations, the wh-phrase will have to move to the edge of v*P. This is usually ensured by
endowing the phase heads (in this case, the v*) with an [EPP] (or a P(eripheral)) fea-
ture. Once all operations within the phase are carried out, the domain of the phase (i.e.
its VP complement) will undergo Spell-Out, making both VP and any constituents of
VP invisible to further syntactic computation. The wh-phrase will continue to move
in this manner through all intermediate phase edges (in this case the intermediate CP
and the matrix v*P) until it reaches the matrix CP, its final landing site. The derivation
of (10) thus looks roughly as in (11).
(11) [CP Whati did John [v*P ti say [CP ti that Mary [v*P ti bought ti]]]]?
In Chomsky (2001), the PIC is reformulated so as to allow the domain of the phase
to be accessible until the head of the next higher phase is merged. The analysis to
be outlined adopts the former more restrictive approach, whereby Spell-Out takes
place as soon as the phasal head is introduced. In fact, in chapter 5, I will further
limit the accessibility of elements contained within a phase, by somewhat modifying
Chomsky’s (2000) view regarding what precisely spells out. On the view pursued
here, upon the merge of a phase head, not only will its complement become opaque,
but under certain conditions, so will the phrase, or part of the phrase, occupying
the specifier of the phasal head. This will have important ramifications both for the
analysis of movement and for the analysis of binding phenomena.
It should also be pointed out in the context of this discussion that the literature
is not always careful in distinguishing the notion of phases from the constituent that
4According to Chomsky (2000, 2001), pure Agree is also constrained by phases, i.e. by
the PIC. In these works, Chomsky argues that Move is a composite operation, with Agree
and Merge as its subcomponents. Agree is a prerequisite for movement as it establishes the
required feature dependency, while movement itself is simply the consequence of an EPP-
type trigger on the probe. On this view, locality constraints on movement must therefore be
reinterpreted as constraints on Agree.
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spells out.5 Thus, when a phase is described as being sent to Spell-Out, what is of-
ten meant is that actually the domain of that phase goes to Spell-Out, with the edge
remaining accessible. I will use the term phase here to refer to the constituent con-
taining the phase head, together with its edge and domain, and assume that whatever
is spelled out is opaque for further operations. Thus, on this view, strictly speaking it
is not the phase that is sent to Spell-Out, but rather a subpart of it. The parts of the
phase that are spelled out cannot then be further manipulated by syntactic operations.
In addition to somewhat modifying Chomsky’s assumptions regarding which
constituent(s) spells out, another departure from Chomsky’s view of phases that will
be significant in the context of the present study concerns the identity of the phasal
heads. I will argue that the relevant phasal heads are C and Asp, AspP being the
projection immediately dominating v/V, rather than C and transitive v, as Chomsky
assumes. The inventory of phasal heads will bear importantly on how the system
works. For instance, note that the external argument occupies the phase edge when
it is inserted in the structure only if v is the phasal head, but not if Asp is. This
will have important consequences, particularly for the analysis of binding facts. The
approach pursued here also assumes a richer inventory of categories, in the spirit of
the cartographic approach to clausal structure (Rizzi (2002), Cinque (1999), among
others).
Let me close off this brief introduction with some concerns of a methodological
nature. Although achieving empirical coverage is obviously important, Minimalism
also places great weight on theoretical standards of parsimony, simplicity, and el-
egance. Language phenomena should be accounted for by using as little technical
machinery as possible and only that which is ‘virtually conceptually necessary’. In
the chapters to follow, we will try to comply to this methodology as much as possi-
ble, in general striving to reduce the number of theoretical tools and assumptions and
relying particularly on those that are not relevant solely for the empirical data being
discussed, but rather have broader application in the theory.
1.3 Organization of the dissertation
The thesis is organized as follows. The first part (chapters 2, 3, 4, 5) focuses on
improper movement phenomena, while the second part (chapters 7 and 8) takes
anaphoric binding as its empirical domain.
Chapter 2 lays the empirical groundwork for the investigation of improper move-
ment. Interactions between various movement operations in terms of possible feed-
ing/bleeding relations are examined. I also extend the empirical scope of the original
generalization from examples involving consecutive movements of the same phrase,
to cases involving remnant movement and subextraction from moved phrases, fol-
lowing some recent proposals to this effect.
5See also Svenonius (2004) for relevant discussion.
8 INTRODUCTION
Chapter 3 reviews some previous analyses of improper movement, discussing
their merits and shortcomings. I start off with the classical analysis relying on binding-
theoretic properties of traces, but devote most of my attention to more recent accounts
of the phenomenon.
Chapters 4 and 5 then outline and discuss two possible ways of deriving the ob-
served restrictions on the ordering of movement operations from the hierarchy of
functional projections. Chapter 4 posits a constraint on movement, regulating the
choice of possible landing sites. It is shown that in order for this constraint to have
any significant empirical value, it must be considered in tandem with a theory of lo-
cality, conceived of here in terms of phases. Some cases of what I will argue to be
instances of improper movement nevertheless remain beyond the scope of the pro-
posed account, unless additional assumption are adopted. What is more, an internal
theoretical inconsistency will be revealed, prompting us to search for a different so-
lution.
An alternative is developed in chapter 5. The proposal derives the noted ordering
restrictions by relying on the internal featural make-up of the moving phrase, again
in conjunction with a phase-based locality. I will argue that there is no need to for-
mulate an independent constraint on movement; rather the correct ordering can be
derived from the way the derivation proceeds and particular assumptions regarding
the nature of the functional hierarchy. As part of the analysis, a modification to the
standard view of phases and the nature of Spell-Out will be suggested, with important
ramifications not only for improper movement phenomena, but also for binding facts
to be discussed in the following chapters.
In the rest of the dissertation, I then turn to the discussion of anaphoric relations,
arguing that the featural composition of elements involved and the nature of Spell-
Out, as conceived of in chapter 5, play a crucial role in constraining dependencies
also in this empirical domain. Chapter 7 investigates in great detail the consequences
of assuming that the phase is the relevant locality domain for binding relations. It
will be shown that such an assumption has not only theoretical appeal, but empirical
bite as well. The proposal will lead us to suggest a three-way distinction in binding
relations, the nature of which will be investigated in this and the following chapter.
Chapter 8 explains the relevance of phases for anaphoric binding. Following
the intuition behind some recent proposals, I will argue that anaphors enter into an
Agree-relation with their antecedents in the course of the syntactic derivation. This
featural dependency then translates into a particular interpretative dependency at the
interface. A proposal along these lines explains why syntactic factors play a role in
governing the distribution of anaphors. Though the main focus will be on binding
relations involving anaphors, the proposed analysis, as will be shown, will also have






When does a phrase move
(im)properly?
As noted in the introductory chapter, the Ban on Improper Movement, as commonly
understood, rules out any derivation in which A-movement applies to a phrase occu-
pying an A’-position. A statement of this generalization is given below:1
(1) Ban on Improper Movement
A phrase occupying an A’-position cannot be moved to an A-position.
Consider the following set of examples, taken from Chomsky’s classic paper, Condi-
tions on Transformation:
(2) a. John asked what to read.
John asked [CP what [IP PRO to [VP read <what>]]]
A’ ← A
b. *What was asked to read (by John)?
[IP <what > was asked [CP <what> [IP to read]] (by John)]
A ← A’
c. What did John ask to read?
[CP What did [IP John ask [CP <what> [IP to read ]]]]
A’ ← A’
The ungrammatical example in (2b) involves what Chomsky (1973) calls improper
passivization. The wh-phrase first moves to the Spec of embedded CP, an A’-position.
That this movement step is in principle licit is shown in (2a). A violation is incurred
when the wh-phrase moves from the Spec of CP to the matrix IP, an A-position.
1In the classic references regarding this phenomenon (Chomsky (1973), May (1979)),
the generalization is stated in terms of movement to/from COMP position: movement of a
phrase in COMP into a non-COMP position is proscribed.
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Example (2b) can thus be taken to show that A’-movement cannot feed A-movement.
On the other hand, movement from an A to an A’-position, or from an A’ to another
A’-position is allowed, as shown in (2a) and (2c), respectively.
The Ban on Improper Movement also captures the ungrammaticality of examples
in (3) under the standard assumption that movement out of a CP proceeds successive
cyclically through each intermediate SpecCP. The illicit movement step is again the
one which takes the moving phrase from the embedded CP to the matrix TP.
(3) a. *Who is possible John will see? (Chomsky (1981))
[CP who [IP <who> is possible [CP <who> [IP John will see<who>]]]]
b. *Who seems it is likely to leave? (Obata and Epstein (2008))
[CP who [IP <who> seems [CP <who> [IP it is likely [IP to <who>
leave]]]]]
Examples in (4), cases of so called superraising, do not contain a wh-phrase and
thus omit the final step in the derivation of (3). The derivation of these examples
otherwise parallels those in (3) and involves the same illicit movement step.
(4) a. *John is possible Bill will see. (Chomsky (1981))
[IP John is possible [CP <John> [IP Bill will see <John>]]]
b. *John seems (that) is likely to win. (Zwart (1996))
[IP John seems [CP <John> (that) [IP <John> is likely to <John>
win]]]
c. *John seems (that) it is likely to win. (Zwart (1996))
[IP John seems [CP <John> (that) [IP it is likely to <John> win]]]
Movement from an A- to an A’-position, on the other hand, does not yield a de-
viant result. In (2a) for instance, the object moves to SpecCP from its base-generated
position, which is an A-position. Alternatively, it might be argued that the object first
moves to a case position and then to a position in the C-domain. On either scenario,
the launching site of wh-movement is an A-position. That a phrase can A’-move
from an A-position can also be shown on the basis of examples like (5) and (6), given
standard assumptions that subjects extract out of SpecTP and move to the C-domain.
(5) Who seems to like cheese?
[CP who [IP <who> seems [TP <who>to like cheese]]]
A’ ← A
(6) Who seems to be likely to win?
[CP who [IP <who> seems [IP <who> to be likely [IP <who> to win]]]]
A’ ← A
The Ban on Improper Movement (BOIM) is just a descriptive generalization, which
itself calls for an explanation. The question of what the nature of the mechanism
responsible for this prohibition is has been a central concern since Chomsky (1973),
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though a satisfactory account of the phenomenon remains elusive to this date. Before
we begin tackling this issue, we must first reconsider the very generalization we are
trying to account for. First of all, the BOIM, as standardly formulated, relies on the
binary distinction between A- and A’-movements. However, it has often been pointed
out that this binary division is insufficient to adequately describe movement phenom-
ena, given that the diagnostic tools that have been utilized to distinguish A- from
A’-movements do not always yield clear-cut results.2 If the A/A’-distinction should
be refined, then the immediate question we face is how to properly characterize the
BOIM. Secondly, the traditional formulation of the BOIM is limited to cases involv-
ing consecutive movements of the same phrase. However, it has been argued recently
that the same ordering restrictions on the application of movement operations can
be observed in cases involving remnant movement and subextraction from a moved
phrase (Grewendorf (2003), Williams (2003), Abels (2008b)).
In this chapter, I will explore the empirical basis of the BOIM, thereby setting
the stage for subsequent discussion. I will focus in particular on the two issues just
raised. Namely, (i) what restrictions on the ordering of movement operations can
be observed once a more fine-grained typology of movement operations is assumed,
and (ii) whether the observed ordering restrictions extend beyond cases involving
consecutive movements of the same phrase.
2.1 Expanding the movement type inventory
2.1.1 On the status of A- vs A’-distinction
The standard formulation of the BOIM rests on the assumption that movement oper-
ations can be classified as either A or A’-movements. Though widely assumed, over
the years this binary typology of movement operations has proven to be problem-
atic in a number of respects. For one, the notions A-position and A’-position are not
well-defined. When first formulated, A-positions (or Argument-positions) were con-
sidered to be those positions in which an element can be base-generated and assigned
a θ-role. It was assumed that SpecIP is a position where subjects (of transitive and
unergative intransitive verbs) are base-generated in active sentences and receive a θ-
role (cf. Chomsky (1981)). On such grounds it was argued that the SpecIP qualifies as
an A-position. Note that it was only required that an A-position potentially functions
as a θ-position, not that it always does so. Thus, movement to SpecIP, as with passive
and raising verbs (see (7)), is commonly treated as an instance of A-movement, i.e.
movement to an A-position, though in these cases no θ-role is assigned in SpecIP. An
A’-position, such as the SpecCP, on the other hand, can never act as a θ-position.
(7) a. [IP John [ was criticized <John>]]
2See particularly Williams (2003), who argues extensively that the A/A’-typology is too
coarse.
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b. [IP John seems [IP <John> to be intelligent]]
That this is not a particularly satisfying way of defining A/A’-positions has been
pointed out by Chomsky (1995), among others. Referring to the notions θ-position
and A/A’-position, Chomsky (1995, pp. 63-64) notes the following: “These notions
are formally quite different in character. A particular occurrence of a category in a
phrase marker is, or not, a theta-position, depending on whether it is theta-marked
in that phrase marker. The notion A-position, however, depends on ‘potential theta-
marking’, which is to say that it presupposes an equivalent position of some member
of the equivalence class. This is not an entirely straightforward notion, and . . . it be-
comes unspecifiable in any way that will bear the considerable theoretical burden that
has been laid on the A- vs. A’-distinction, which enters crucially into large areas of
current work.” What is more, the VP-internal subject hypothesis calls into question
even this potential of IP to function as a θ-position. It is now generally assumed
that subjects of transitive and unergative verbs are base-generated in Spec of vP and
receive a θ-role in this position, rather than in SpecIP. If so, then Spec of IP in fact
never functions as a θ-position. Thus, if θ-assignment is taken to be the distinguish-
ing criterion, then SpecIP turns out to be an A’-position and movement to SpecIP
in raising and passive construction an instance of A’-movement. This is clearly an
unsatisfactory outcome. The goal of grouping together various movement operations
under the label of A- or A’-movements was to capture the observation that particular
movement operations pattern alike with respect to various properties. For instance,
it is argued that elements moved to A-positions can bind anaphoric expressions that
are unbound in their base position. On the other hand, A’-movement does not give
rise to new binding possibilities. In this respect, raising and passive (movements tar-
geting the SpecIP position) clearly contrast with A’-movement operations, such as
wh-movement or topicalization (examples are from Grewendorf and Sabel (1999)).
(8) a. The meni seem to each otheri [ <the men> to be nice].
b. John thinks that the meni were [ kissed <the men>] by each otheri’s
wives.
(9) a. *Which actorsi did pictures of themselvesi convince the director that he
should interview <which actors>?
b. *The guestsi, each otheri’s dance partners criticized <the guests>.
The question then arises as to how A/A’-positions could be characterized. Given that
A-movements are said to share a number of properties, we might rely on these prop-
erties to identify the set of A-positions. The phenomena that have been argued to
distinguish A from A’-movements include the binding possibilities, weak crossover
effects, licensing of parasitic gaps, locality restrictions, etc. However, applying these
diagnostics to movement operations does not always yield clear-cut results. There are
movement operations that seem to display mixed properties, i.e. that seem to behave
both as A- and A’-movement, depending on which property is tested. Consider for in-
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stance scrambling to the pre-subject position in German. The scrambled direct object
cannot bind an anaphor contained in the subject, as illustrated in (10b). (10a) shows
that the anaphor contained in the direct object is licensed by the c-commanding sub-
ject. In this respect, scrambling behaves as A’-movement (examples from Grewen-























































intended: ‘The teachers of himself have undoubtedly kept the student
in good memory.’
However, when weak crossover (WCO) effects are considered, scrambling to the
pre-subject position in German patterns with A-movement. Weak crossover effects
occur in configurations where an element A’-binds both a trace and a pronoun con-
tained in an argument XP that c-commands the trace. Wh-movement in English is a
paradigm example of a displacement type that exhibits WCO effects, as demonstrated
in (11). However, scrambling in German does not yield a WCO violation, as (12b)
shows (examples from Grewendorf and Sabel (1999)).4













3Scrambling in German can also license parasitic gaps, which is standardly taken to be
an A’-property. I refer the reader to Grewendorf and Sabel (1999) for relevant data. See
also Neeleman (1994) who argues that this test is unreliable since parasitic gaps can also
be licensed by A-movement in Dutch (Hinterhölzl (2006) shows the same for German), and
Putnam (2007) for criticism of this claim.
4A complicating factor here is that short wh-movement in German also fails to display
WCO effects, as illustrated below. However, Wiltschko (1998) has argued that this unex-
pected behaviour of wh-movement in German can be explained by assuming that the wh-
























Scrambling in German also patterns with canonical cases of A-movement, such
as passive and raising, in being clause-bound. (13) shows that long-distance scram-











































The patterns discussed show that scrambling (to the pre-subject position) in Ger-
man cannot be classified as clearly displaying either A or A’ characteristics.5 This is
not just some quirk of German grammar. Saito (1992, 1994) for Japanese and Maha-
jan (1990) for Hindi have shown that clause-internal scrambling in these languages
also does not display either A or A’-properties across-the-board. Cases such as these
show that properties attributed to A and A’-movements do not always cluster together,
casting doubt on the adequacy of this binary typology as a means of classifying and
describing movement phenomena. These considerations call for a reformulation of
the BOIM, one that would not appeal to the A/A’-distinction. To this aim, the fol-
lowing sections investigate what generalizations regarding the ordering of movement
operations can be formulated if a richer inventory of movement types is assumed.
2.1.2 Exploring feeding/bleeding relations between move-
ment operations
The BOIM formalizes the observation that there is an asymmetric ordering relation
between two classes of (movement) operations. In particular, operations that target
A-positions can be followed by A’-operations, but not the other way round. If we
assume a richer inventory of movement types, many questions immediately arise.
Some of these are formulated below (drawing on Abels (2008b)):
5The observation that German middle field scrambling exhibits mixed A/A’-properties is
often referred to as Webelhuth’s Paradox, as it was first noted by Webelhuth (1989). One way
of resolving the paradox is to make a finer-grained distinctions among movement relations.
See for instance Williams (2003) for a recent proposal along these lines.
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1. is the ordering of operations total, i.e. is it the case that for any pair of opera-
tions {α,β}, either α feeds β, or β feeds α?
2. are movement operations always asymmetrically ordered, i.e. is it always the
case that if an operation α feeds a different operation β, then β does not feed
α?
3. is the ordering regarding the application of various operations universal?
A number of authors have argued that, for a subset of movement operations they
have investigated, the answer to the second question is positive: various movement
operations indeed enter into asymmetric feeding/bleeding relations in a way that al-
lows us to establish a hierarchy regarding the ordering of their application (Sternefeld
(1993), Grewendorf (2003), Abels (2008b)).6 The proposed hierarchy, as stated in
Abels (2008b), is given below.7
(14) θ ≺ A-mvt ≺ (clause internal) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
What is meant by A-movement here is movement to a case position. As regards
scrambling, Abels (2008b) limits the term to denote a local movement operation tar-
geting a pre-subject position, of the type found in German.8 The hierarchy thus
requires that θ-role assignment applies first, followed by Case related operations, fol-
lowed by scrambling, etc. Let us now review some of the evidence in favour of the
proposed Hierarchy of Operations.
A syntactic argument starts its life in a theta-position. In the Government and
Binding (GB) framework, movement from theta to non-theta-positions and from
non-theta to non-theta-positions was allowed. However, movement from one theta-
position to another or from a non-theta to a theta-position was forbidden. These
restrictions followed as a consequence of the assumption that theta-roles are assigned
at the level of Deep Structure, ensuring thereby that no movement operation can pre-
cede theta-assignment. Although recent claims can be found in the literature that
movement from a theta- to a theta-position should be allowed (Hornstein (2001),
Ramchand (2008)), there seems to be a general consensus that movement from a non-
theta to a theta-position is impossible. No movement operation (other than possibly
theta-movement) is able to target a theta position. Consequently, theta-operations
occupy, quite uncontroversially, the bottom of the Hierarchy.
6The researchers cited also assume that the proposed ordering is universal, though the
validity of that assumption is yet to be confirmed.
7The hierarchies proposed by Sternefeld (1993) and Grewendorf (2003) are stated
slightly differently, though for the data examined all three approaches in general make the
same predictions. I will briefly return to these differences after examining the relevant data.
8Grewendorf (2003) places scrambling (‘Adjunction’ movement in his terms) on the
same place in the Hierarchy of Operations as Abels does, but he assigns a broader scope to
this notion. In particular, both mittelfeld scrambling in German and long-distance scrambling
in Japanese would be instances of an Adjunction operation (though not mittelfeld scrambling
in Japanese). See Grewendorf (2003) for further details.
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The Hierarchy further states that A-movement can feed scrambling, wh-movement
and topicalization, and that the reverse application of these operations is illicit. Con-
sider first the interaction between A-movement (i.e. case-driven movement) and wh-
movement. The licit ordering of these two operations is illustrated below.
(15) a. [CP Whoi [IP ti was arrested ti]]?
b. I known [CP whoi [IP ti has been invited ti]]]
c. [CP Whati did you [AgrO ti buy ti]] ?
d. [CP Whoi do you [AgrO ti believe [ to have ti won]?
A few comments are in order regarding the examples above. In the first two ex-
amples, a phrase undergoes wh-movement from the subject position. It is sometimes
argued that extraction from the subject position is prohibited (see for instance Rizzi
(2006)), which would make the examples (15a) and (15b) irrelevant for the point we
are trying to make. This complication however does not arise with respect to the
last two examples. In (15c), it is the object that is wh-moved. Even if there is no
movement from theta to a case position, i.e. if case is assigned in the base position,
(15c) still might be taken to show that movement can proceed from a case to a wh-
position. Anticipating somewhat what is to follow, this is all we need to show since
we will later restate the BOIM in terms of possible launching and landing sites. Ex-
ample (15d) involving wh-movement of an ECM subject illustrates the same point.
Depending on the analysis, the ECM subject either moves to the embedded TP where
it is “exceptionally” assigned case, or it moves to a case position in the matrix clause
(as represented here). It then wh-moves to the left periphery.
There is a general consensus that a wh-moved phrase cannot be A-moved (i.e.
moved to a case position). We have already seen some examples illustrating the fac-
tual correctness of this claim at the beginning of this chapter. (16) and (17) illustrate
the same point.
(16) a. I know who to invite.
b. *[IP Whoi is known [CP ti to invite ti]]?
(17) a. They asked which book John had read.
b. *[IP Which booki was asked [CP ti John had read ti]]? (from Neeleman
and van de Koot (2010))
Assuming that objects move to case positions, any example involving scram-
bling or topicalization of objects might be taken as evidence that a step of case-
driven movement feeds both scrambling and topicalization. In any case, it is clear
that case-marked phrases can be both scrambled and topicalized. Grewendorf (2003)
also provides the following example of a German ECM-construction with the unac-
cusative verb misslingen ‘fail’ to show that A-movement can feed scrambling. The
surface subject of the unaccusative verb (italicized in the examples below) undergoes
A-movement, followed by scrambling out of the infinitive:








































The Hierarchy of Operations states that scrambling and A-movement are asym-
metrically ordered. However, while evidence can be adduced to show that A-move-
ment can feed scrambling, as we have just seen, it is extremely difficult to either
prove or disprove the claim that the opposite ordering of these operations is illicit,
i.e. that scrambling cannot feed A-movement. What is more, if scrambling in (14)
should be defined as an operation targeting a pre-subject position (in German), then
in fact all case positions would be lower than the scrambling position. An appeal to
the Extension condition, which requires movement always to target a c-commanding
position, would then rule out the possibility of scrambling feeding A-movement quite
independently of the Hierarchy of Operations. To circumvent this interfering factor,
one would have to focus on cases involving cross-clausal movement, i.e. have an ele-
ment scramble in the embedded clause and then move to a case position in the matrix
clause. However, this test cannot be carried out given that A-movement is strictly
clause-bound.
Whether scrambling can feed wh-movement and topicalization is a debated issue.
It is often noted that wh-phrases in German are not allowed to (freely) scramble
(Fanselow (1990), Müller and Sternefeld (1996), Pesetsky (2000) among others).
(19a) shows the normal order in German multiple questions, with one wh-phrase
fronted to the left periphery and the other remaining in situ. (19b) shows that the
object wh-phrase cannot be scrambled over the subject. Assuming then that wh-
phrases which do not move to SpecCP in overt syntax, do so at LF, examples like
(19b) are taken to show that wh-movement cannot follow scrambling. This is the
view assumed for instance by Müller and Sternefeld (1993). Note that [-wh] phrases
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However, it has been noted that wh-words can scramble over quantified and other
operator-like NPs, as the examples in (20) illustrate.9 In fact, scrambling of the
second wh-phrase seems to be required in these contexts, considering that the failure
to scramble yields a deviant result.10 If there is a general prohibition against wh-
moving scrambled phrases, then examples like those in (20) become problematic.
Fanselow (2001) thus argues that the ungrammaticality observed in cases like (19b)
has nothing to do with the feeding relation between scrambling and wh-movement,
but is rather due to a violation of the ban against placing an indefinite to the left of a
definite NP.11
















































‘When would only a hero help whom?’
Many other scrambling languages allow wh-phrases to scramble more freely than
German does, further suggesting that scrambling can in principle feed wh-movement.
Consider for instance Japanese. It is well-known that Japanese is a wh-in-situ lan-
guage, i.e. that wh-phrases typically remain in their base generated positions, as
illustrated in (21a). (21b) shows that a wh-phrase can be displaced, though it need
not end up in the C domain.12
9(20a) is taken from Beck (1996), while (20b) is from Fanselow (2001).
10With respect to (20a), Beck notes the following: “[(20aii)] needs a good context (e.g. a
conversation about deliveries in a pizza service). If a good context is provided, the sentence if
fine. (20ai), on the other hand, is ungrammatical, no matter how good a context is provided.”
(Beck (1996), p. 6)
11An interesting alternative way of analysing Beck’s data has been put forth by Grohmann
(2000). He argues that both wh-phrases always overtly front to the C-domain in German,
while everything that intervenes between the two wh-phrases has been moved there. The
examples in (20a) then do not show that the adverbial wh-phrase has scrambled over nieman-
dem, but rather that niemandem cannot move to a position between the two wh-phrases. If
this account is on the right track, then neither examples like (19b), nor those in (20) can tell
us something about the interaction between scrambling and wh-movement.
12Examples are provided by Naoyuki Yamato p.c. and modelled on an example from
Nemoto (1999). See also Saito (1989) and Grohmann (2000).


























Serbian is another language which allows wh-phrases to scramble. Unlike Japanese
where wh-phrases typically remain in situ, in Serbian no wh-phrase is allowed to stay























Though all wh-phrases must be displaced in Serbian multiple questions, they need
not all move to the left periphery. Examples in (23) show that it suffices to scramble























Patterns such as these observed in Serbian and Japanese suggest that the ungrammat-
icality of German examples like (19b) is not due to the fact that scrambling cannot
be followed by wh-movement, a conclusion which is further corroborated by the
observation that wh-phrases in German can in fact scramble under the right condi-
tions. Furthermore, focusing on the distribution of weak crossover effects in German,
Wiltschko (1998) provides an additional argument supporting the same conclusion,
namely that scrambling can feed wh-movement. As already noted, scrambling in
German does not give rise to WCO effects. (24) shows that no violation arises when
the scrambled phrase binds both a trace and a pronoun in an argument position that
c-commands the trace. Another well-known property of scrambling in German is that






























13By clause-bound I mean that scrambling in German cannot cross the finite CP boundary.






















Interestingly, short wh-movement does not give rise to weak crossover effects




























‘Which studentk believe hisk parents that Maria supports?’
Wiltschko (1998) argues that this pattern receives a straightforward explanation if
scrambling can feed wh-movement. In (26a), a wh-phrase would undergo scram-
bling, obviating the weak crossover, before undergoing wh-movement. Since scram-
bling is clause-bound, the ungrammaticality of (26b) is expected. According to Abels
(2008b), the paradigm above can be replicated for topicalization by replacing the
word welchen ‘which’ by jeden ‘every’, with judgements remaining the same. It can
then be argued along the same lines that scrambling can feed topicalization. I con-
clude therefore that mittelfeld scrambling can in principle feed both wh-movement
and topicalization.
The reverse feeding relations are illicit. If wh-movement could feed scrambling,
we wouldn’t expect this type of scrambling to be clause-bound. The fact that a phrase
cannot undergo one step of wh-movement to the embedded SpecCP, and then scram-
ble to a position in the matrix clause, as illustrated in (27), speaks in favour of the






























14The data can be replicated in Serbian, with the same results. If the proposed analysis
is on the right track, then examples of this sort might be taken as evidence that there is no
long-distance scrambling in Serbian.
15Scrambling which can cross clausal boundaries, found in some languages such as
Japanese, would have to constitute an operation distinct from the scrambling operation dis-
cussed here, with its placement in the Hierarchy of Operations yet to be determined. Treating
long-distance and mittelfeld scrambling as two distinct operations is consistent with the ob-
servation that these two movement operations do not pattern alike in many respects (see Saito
(1992, 1994), Grewendorf and Sabel (1999), among others). See however Grewendorf (2003)
for a different view on this matter.
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‘Yesterday only a world-class detective could have known which student
Hans caught cheating.’
Finally, let us turn to the interaction between wh-movement and topicalization.
The Hierarchy states that wh-movement should be able to feed topicalization, but
that a topicalized phrase cannot be wh-moved. However, as Abels (2008b) notes,
it seems to be impossible to establish a feeding relation between wh-movement and
topicalization in either direction. He speculates that the reason for this might be
semantic in nature. It is quite plausible to assume that the same argument cannot
be topicalized and questioned at the same time. It is constituents which represent
discourse-old information that typically undergo topicalization, while a wh-question
asks for the identity of the relevant discourse referent. Wh-elements can thus be
viewed as inherently non-topic elements for semantic reasons. This view seems to be
reinforced by the fact that a topic marker in languages like Japanese and Korean does
not attach to wh-elements.The fact then that wh-movement and topicalization do not
interact would not bear on the Hierarchy of Operations.
The claim that wh-movement and topicalization do not enter into a feeding rela-
















The wh-phrase moves to the matrix C domain from an embedded V2 clause. What
is interesting is that wh-movement does not typically induce V2 in the embedded










































It might be argued then that the moved phrase first topicalizes to the left periphery
of the embedded clause in (28), and then undergoes a step of wh-movement. Observe
that this would yield the exact opposite ordering of these two operations to the one
stated in (14). Even if examples such as these are set aside, note that by now there
are no empirical facts in support of the proposed ordering. Grewendorf (1994) and
Abels (2008b) argue that the pertinent evidence can be adduced once we look beyond
cases involving consecutive movements of the same phrase and consider construc-
tions where movements affect two phrases which are in a dominance relation. We
will see however that the evidence presented is not as convincing as one would hope.
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The relevant examples will be given in the following section, and discussed further
in chapter 5.
Let me summarize the conclusions we have reached so far. As we have seen, there
is relatively solid evidence supporting the following pairwise orderings of different
movement operations:
(31) a. A-mvt ≺ wh-mvt
*wh-mvt ≺ A-mvt
b. A-mvt ≺ topicalization
*topicalization ≺ A-mvt
c. (mittelfeld) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt
*wh-mvt ≺ (mittelfeld) scrambling
d. (mittelfeld) scrambling ≺ topicalization
*topicalization ≺ (mittelfeld) scrambling
It is also clear that A-movement can precede scrambling. Whether scrambling
can feed A-movement is difficult to test. In addition, if we limit our attention to
scrambling targeting a pre-subject position, then this feeding relation would be ruled
out by the Extension condition and would not require a particular ordering to be im-
posed on these two operations. It is even less clear whether the ordering between
wh-movement and topicalization is as stated in the Hierarchy. At least no evidence
for the claim that wh-movement precedes topicalization seems to be available on the
basis of identity cases. In the following section, I explore the claim that further sup-
port for the proposed Hierarchy of Operations can be found by looking at cases where
the relevant movement steps affect two phrases that are in a dominance relation.
2.2 Non-identity cases
In the previous section, we looked at interactions between different movement oper-
ations in cases involving consecutive movements of the same phrase, as schematized
below.
(32) XP . . . <XP>OO . . . <XP>OO
Recently it has been claimed that the same feeding/bleeding patterns between differ-
ent movement operations can also be observed in cases where the relevant movements
affect two phrases which are in a dominance relation (Grewendorf (2003), Williams
(2003), Abels (2008b)). In this section, I explore this claim by looking at exam-
ples involving remnant movement and subextraction from the moved phrase. The
two configurations in question are schematized in (33) and (34). Following Abels
(2008b), I will often refer to configurations involving consecutive movements of the
same phrase as identity cases, and use the term non-identity cases to refer jointly to
the two configurations below.
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(33) Extraction from a moved phrase
YP . . . [XP . . . <YP>OO . . . ] . . . <[XPOO . . . YP . . . ]>
(34) Remnant movement
[XP . . . <YP> . . . ] . . . YP . . . <[XPOO . . . <YP>OO . . . ]>
Before turning to the relevant data, two notes regarding the configurations in (33)
and (34) are in order. Cases of remnant movement used to be ruled out by the Proper
Binding Condition, which requires that every trace has a c-commanding antecedent
at surface structure (Fiengo (1977)). The PBC was designed to rule out syntactic
lowering, among other things. However, in recent years, remnant movement analyses
of various phenomena have been steadily gaining ground and remnant movement has
become less exotic and more widely accepted, leading to the conclusion that the
PBC cannot be generally correct. The effects of the PBC then must be derived from
other principles. Note in this respect that if the Extension Condition is assumed (see
Chomsky (1995)), the PBC becomes redundant as a tool for ruling out downward
movement. The Extension Condition requires that syntactic operations extend the
tree at the root, and is presumably more fundamental as it derives both the prohibition
against syntactic lowering and cyclicity. It however allows remnant movement.
Another restriction on movement that used to be widely assumed was the Freez-
ing principle, specifically designed to rule out the configuration schematized in (33)
(see Ross (1967), Müller (1998) etc.) However, it has often been pointed out that the
Freezing principle is too restrictive, and that movement out of moved constituents
should not in principle be disallowed. Some counterexamples to the Freezing prin-
ciple will be discussed in this section. We will see that many illicit examples of
configurations in (33) and (34) can be captured by the generalized version of the Ban
on Improper Movement, casting further doubt on the need to postulate either the PBC
or the Freezing principle.
Let us start examining the data that bear on the ordering between movement oper-
ations by looking at the less controversial cases, namely those involving A-movement
on the one hand and wh-movement and topicalization on the other. The Hierarchy of
Operations states that A-movement (i.e. case-driven movement) can feed both wh-
movement and topicalization. That this is indeed correct for cases involving subex-
traction out of moved phrases can be shown on the basis of examples involving ECM
and raising verbs.16 Assuming the now standard raising-to-object analysis of ECM
16The examples in (35) are taken from Abels (2008b), while those in (36) are from Chom-
sky (2008). Chomsky’s (2008) article is noteworthy in the context of the present discussion
since it argues that A-movement does not in fact feed wh-movement (A’-movement more
generally) in certain constructions where such a feeding relation is standardly assumed. On
standard assumptions, arguments of unaccusative and passive verbs, as in (i) below, first
undergo movement from the object position to the SpecTP, and then are wh-moved to the
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verbs (Postal (1974), Lasnik and Saito (1991), among others), the entire phrase the
manager of which football team in (35a) for instance would move to a case position
in the matrix clause.17 Subsequently, a part of the moved phrase would extract and
undergo wh-movement to the C domain (cf. (5), (6) and (15) showing feeding of the
same type for identity cases).18
(35) a. [Which football team]i do you believe [the manager of ti] to have paid
a large fine?
b. [Which football team]i do you want/expect [the manager of ti] to pay
a large fine?
c. [Which politician]i do you believe [the rumors about ti ] to be false?
(36) a. It is the car (not the truck) of which the driver is likely to cause a
scandal.
b. Of which car is the driver likely to cause a scandal?
c. Of which car did they believe the driver to have caused a scandal?
An argument to the effect that A-movement can feed wh-movement in cases of
subextraction can also be made on the basis of examples like (37a) (from Starke
(2001)), which present exceptions to the subject island condition. According to
Starke (2001), (37a) is only slightly worse than the corresponding object extraction































‘Which movie do you think that the first part of would create a scan-
dal?’
left periphery if they bear a wh-feature. Chomsky suggests a novel analysis of these cases,
whereby both A-movement and wh-movement proceed in parallel from the base position.
(i) Who fell/was arrested?
I will discuss Chomsky’s analysis in more detail in the following chapter. What is important
to bear in mind now is that though Chomsky (2008) rules out the possibility of A-movement
feeding A’-movement in constructions such as (i), he doesn’t in general rule out this feeding
relation. Thus, even for him, such a feeding relation would exist in cases like (35) and (36).
17I discuss ECM-constructions in more detail in chapter 4.
18Chomsky (1973) marks similar examples as ungrammatical (see also Kayne (1984)). As
Abels (2008b) notes, one important difference between the present examples and Chomsky’s
original one is that Chomsky’s example contained a non-D-linked wh-phrase. More recently,
Chomsky (2008) has judged cases like (36c) involving extraction from an ECM subject as
acceptable.




















‘Which film did you miss the first part of?’
The examples discussed above involve wh-movement, but the same conclusion can be
reached for the interaction between A-movement and topicalization. Abels (2008b)






























‘The first part of this film caused a big scandal last year.’
The same feeding patterns are also licit in cases of remnant movement. The follow-
ing examples show that A-movement can feed remnant wh-movement. In (39b), for
instance, Oscar is extracted from the infinitival clause and moved to SpecTP of the
embedded clause. This movement step is followed by wh-movement of the remnant
infinitival clause (from Abels (2008b)).
(39) a. [ How likely ti to win the race]j is Johni tj?
b. Max asked how likely to win Oscar was.
[TP Max asked [CP [AP how likely ti to win]j [TP Oscari was tj]]]
The claim that A-movement feeds remnant topicalization is supported by the
following examples from English and German, respectively ((40a) is from Abels
(2008b), (40b) is from Grewendorf (2003)). In (40b), the infinitival clause has been
topicalized, and the embedded object has undergone long passivization, which is pos-
sible in German with certain verbs such as versuchen ‘try’.
(40) a. [ Criticized ti by his boss]j Johni has never been.
















The reverse feeding relations are illicit, i.e. neither wh-movement, nor topicalization
can feed A-movement in non-identity cases. (41) shows this for the combination of
wh-movement and A-movement.
(41) a. *Oscar was asked how likely to win it was. (Collins (2005))
[TP Oscari was asked [CP [AP how likely ti to win]j [TP it was tj]]]
b. *A picture of is known which king to have been sold. (Abels (2007))
[TP [ A picture of ti]j is known [CP [ which king]i to have been sold
tj]].
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Example (41a) shows that a phrase cannot A-move out of a wh-moved constituent
(cf. this example to the well-formed (39b)). On the intended construal the sentence
should mean something like It was asked how likely it was that Oscar would win.
(41b) is a remnant movement configuration. The wh-phrase, which king, extracts
from the dominating DP and moves to the left periphery of the embedded clause.
Subsequently, the remnant DP fronts to the matrix SpecTP. On the basis of examples
such as these, it can be concluded that clear instances of A’-movement operations,
such as wh-movement and topicalization, follow A-movement in non-identity cases
as well, i.e. non-identity cases pattern in this respect with cases involving consecutive
movements of the same phrase.
Let us now turn to the interaction between A-movement and scrambling. Recall
that by scrambling in this case we mean clause bound movement to a pre-subject
position (in a language like German). Abels (2008b) provides the example (42b) as
evidence that A-movement can feed scrambling in cases of subextraction. The argu-
ment presupposes that objects in German move to case position. It can be demon-
strated that the prepositional adverbial darüber has indeed moved out of the NP by
observing the specificity effect.
(42) a. . . . weil













‘. . . because nobody wanted to read a / the book about that’
b. . . . weil













‘. . . because nobody wanted to read a / *the book about that’
The following examples show that the combination of A-movement and remnant
scrambling is also possible (from Abels (2008b) and Grewendorf (2003), respec-
tively). In (43b) for instance, the first step involves long passivization of the em-
bedded object to the matrix clause, followed by scrambling of the remnant infinitival
clause.







































The Hierarchy states that the opposite feeding relation, i.e. the one where scrambling
precedes A-movement should be impossible. As already noted for the identity cases,
this particular prediction is difficult to test and relevant cases might in fact be ruled
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out by factors entirely independent of the Hierarchy of Operations. This is because
scrambling in the context of this discussion has been defined as movement to a po-
sition preceding the subject. Assuming the Extension condition, once a phrase has
moved above the subject position, subsequent movement steps cannot target the sub-
ject position. Likewise, scrambling followed by A-movement of the object should be
impossible as the object case position is lower than the scrambling position.
Consider now the following examples, argued by Grewendorf (2003) to show that
scrambling cannot feed remnant A-movement. Though A-movement and mittelfeld
scrambling cannot cross the finite clause boundary, it has been observed that these
two movement operations can extract constituents out of certain infinitival clauses
in German, such as those selected by the verb versuchen, ‘try’. This is shown for
scrambling in (44a), and for A-movement in (44b). Note that the adverbial vergeblich


































Grewendorf (2003) argues that in such environments, the combination of scrambling
and remnant A-movement is illicit. In (45), first the embedded pronominal object is





































There are two objections we might raise against the relevance of examples in (45).
First of all, if scrambling is defined as movement to a pre-subject position for the
purposes of the Hierarchy, then the ungrammaticality of such examples is irrelevant
since the landing site of the scrambled phrase is lower than the subject position.19
Secondly, German differs from English in that A-movement in passive construc-
tions is not obligatory (see Grewendorf (1989), Müller (1995), etc.). An internal
argument can move to the Spec of IP, but it can also remain in its base position.
19This objection does not extend to Grewendorf’s analysis as his use of the term scram-
bling is broader in scope, and applies to movement targeting an adjoined position. If both
left and right adjunction to AgrSP are allowed (a point which Grewendorf does not discuss),
then appealing to the Hierarchy of Operations might provide one way of excluding examples
in (45).
There is another clause-internal scrambling operation in German, analyzed typically as
adjunction to VP (or AgrOP), which could potentially provide a lower landing site for scram-
bled phrases. This type of operation is not discussed by Abels (2008b). I will thus leave it
aside for now, but will return to it once I have spelled out the proposal I will be suggesting.





























According to Grewendorf (1989), this optionality is due to the availability of an
empty expletive pro in German, which occupies the SpecIP position and transmits
nominative case to a VP-internal NP. Under this view, an empty expletive is not
present in (46b); hence, A-movement to SpecIP occurs to satisfy the Case Filter.
In (45), there is thus no reason why the infinitival clause would have to move to the
matrix IP, given that it does not need to check Case features. Hence, cases such as
these might in fact involve two instances of scrambling, namely scrambling of the
pronoun out of the infinitive and scrambling of the remnant infinitive, as suggested
by Sauerland (1996) for similar examples. It is well-known that scrambling cannot
affect a phrase out of which another phrase has scrambled, as illustrated in (47).20



































Thus, although there seem to be no counterexamples to the claim that scrambling
cannot feed A-movement, it is important to bear in mind that constraints independent
of the Hierarchy of Operations might rule out such derivations.
Turning to the interaction between scrambling on the one hand, and wh-movement
and topicalization on the other, Abels (2008b) provides the following examples to
show that scrambling can feed wh-movement ((48a) and (49a)), and topicalization
((48b) and (49b)) in both subextraction and remnant movement cases:21





















‘For which topic is it the case that even Peter cannot write an article
about it for the Südkurier when he is at the beach?’
20See Müller (1998) for a list of relevant references. Müller (1998) argues that the gen-
eralization is in fact broader in scope, namely that remnant creating movement and remnant
movement can never be of the same type.
21Abels (2008b) also notes that these examples are not accepted by all speakers.






























































‘A book about that, nobody has read.’
The opposite feeding relations are not possible, as illustrated here for cases of subex-

























































‘At the congress nobody said that he had a completed manuscript about
Charlemagne to offer.’
Of course, we might argue that examples in (50) are ruled out because scrambling
is clause-bound. However, the clause-boundedness itself is plausibly just another
property that an articulated theory of improper movement should capture. We might
ask why the scrambled PP can’t be smuggled out of the clause (to use Collins’ (2005)
term) by the wh-phrase that contains it. We will address this issue in more detail in
the following section.
Finally, let us see whether the interaction between wh-movement and topical-
ization conforms to the proposed Hierarchy of Operations. The Hierarchy given in
(14) states that wh-movement asymmetrically feeds topicalization. Recall that no ev-
idence for this ordering could be adduced from the identity cases, given that the two
operations in question cannot affect one and the same constituent. Abels (2008b)
argues that the evidence for the proposed ordering can be found once we turn to non-
identity cases. Consider the pair of examples in (51). (51a) shows that topicalization
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out of a wh-moved constituent, though degraded, is possible in German, and contrasts



















































‘About which German emperor does he say that a completed manuscript
nobody can offer?’
The same conclusion can be drawn on the basis of examples involving remnant move-
ment. The relevant cases with wh-movement feeding remnant topicalization are given
in (52) (from Abels (2008b) and Grewendorf (2003), respectively). The sentences are
degraded as they involve extraction out of a wh-island. However, both Grewendorf
(2003) and Abels (2008b) note that they are no more degraded than (53), where top-
icalization takes a complete, rather than a remnant category, out of a wh-island. The





















‘I don’t know what Hans refused to give Fritz.’


































































‘I don’t know why she tried to persuade the student.’
The German patterns just discussed thus seem to support the claim that wh-
movement asymmetrically feeds topicalization. However, this claim is challenged
by the English data. According to Lasnik and Saito (1992), in English, it is at least
marginally possible to wh-move out of topicalized constituents, as illustrated below.
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(54) a. ??Whoi do you think that [pictures of ti]j , Mary believes tj are on sale?
b. ??Whoi do you think that [pictures of ti]j , John wanted tj?
It might even be possible to construct better-sounding examples than those of Lasnik
and Saito. (55) is an attempt to do so.
(55) (?)? [Which emperor]i did you say that [even pictures of ti]j John worships
tj?
If any conclusions can be reached on the basis of these grammaticality judgements,
then these examples suggest that topicalization can feed wh-movement in English.22
Therefore, if these two operations in English are ordered, then it seems that the or-
dering should be as stated in (56). Note that this is the exact opposite of the ordering
proposed on the basis of German data, challenging the universality of the established
Hierarchy of Operations.
(56) topicalization ≺ wh-movement
Both Grewendorf (2003) and Abels (2008b) note this problem and suggest that
it can be dealt with if either wh-movement or topicalization are not the same kind of
operation in German and English. If the relevant operations in the two languages are
distinct, then discrepancies regarding the Hierarchy of Operations are not unexpected.
Considerations such as these reveal how important it is to clearly define criteria that
determine what counts as an instance of a particular operation if the proposal is to be
falsifiable. Abels (2008b) however remains quite vague on this point, noting only that
the feature-types that enter into computation of relativized minimality/attract closest
define the operational types.23 Grewendorf (2003) is a bit more explicit on this issue.
The hierarchy he proposes makes reference to the following operations:
(57) A-movement ≺ Adjunction movement (‘scrambling’) ≺ A’-movement as
non-operator movement ≺ A’-movement as operator movement
At first site, Grewendorf’s hierarchy seems to state exactly the opposite ordering for
wh-movement and topicalization than the one proposed by Abels (2008b), given that
wh-movement is standardly treated as an operator movement, and topicalization as
an instance of a non-operator movement.24 In this respect, English facts such as (54)
and (55) are expected and conform to the predictions of the Hierarchy. What is prima
22The examples are not fully acceptable, but neither are the German examples discussed
earlier.
23This requires a substantially refined view of classes relevant for computing relativized
minimality effects, as in the recent work of Starke (2001), Rizzi (2006).
24Sternefeld (1993) states the hierarchy in terms of landing sites, distinguishing between
movement to an object position (=SpecV), a subject position (=SpecI), an adjunction position
(=scrambling position), an operator position (=SpecC), and ‘topicalization’ position (=Vor-
feld position in a V2 clause). His view thus resembles more closely Abels’s proposal. It
should be however noted that Sternefeld only considers identity cases.
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facie unexpected is the German pattern of feeding/bleeding relations. Grewendorf
argues that particular properties of wh-movement and topicalization in German make
this pattern less puzzling. In his view, the key diagnostic for determining the status
of a particular operation as an operator or a non-operator movement is whether or not
it shows WCO effects. In German, short wh-movement thus counts as a non-operator
movement since it does not display WCO effects (see (26a)). On the other hand,
topicalization (as in the pertinent examples in (51a) and (52)) would in fact be an
instance of operator movement since topicalization out of wh-islands triggers WCO



















‘Hisi father doesn’t know who saw the studenti.’
Thus, both approaches in principle have a way of capturing the discrepancy between
German and English data by relying on factors that determine what counts as an
instance of a particular operation.
Consider next the following example:
(59) ?[That medicine]i I don’t know [how much of ti]j I should take tj .
In this case, wh-movement feeds topicalization in a configuration involving subex-
traction out of a moved phrase. Given that both (59) and (54)/(55) are (at least
marginally) acceptable, we might conclude that the feeding relation between wh-
movement and topicalization can in fact go in both directions. If only asymmetric
feeding relations are allowed, as Abels (2008b) hypothesizes, then further distinc-
tions between different types of wh-movement and/or topicalization in English seem
to be required to capture these patterns. The upshot of this discussion is that it is
not entirely clear that wh-movement and topicalization do indeed enter into an asym-
metric feeding relation. We might interpret these facts as indicating that no ordering
is imposed on these two operations, and attribute the ungrammaticality of German
configurations where topicalization feeds wh-movement to an independent factor. A
proposal along these lines will be developed in chapters 4 and 5.
2.3 Clause-boundedness
Consider again cases of superraising, such as those below.
(60) a. *John seems (that) likes cheese.
[TP John seems [CP <John> (that) [TP <John> [vP <John> likes
cheese]]]]
b. *John seems (that) it likes cheese.
[TP John seems [CP <John> (that) [TP it [vP <John> likes cheese]]]]
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c. *Who seems (that) likes cheese?
[TP who seems [CP <who> (that) [TP <who> likes cheese]]]
It is standardly assumed that locality forces any phrase moving out of the CP to
stop off in the Spec of CP. Given this assumption, examples in (60) can be ruled out
as instances of improper movement. The DP first undergoes a step of A’-movement
to the embedded C domain, and then A-moves to the matrix TP. Thus, the clause-
boundedness of A-movement can be captured by appealing to the BOIM. It remains
to be shown how, if at all, the ungrammaticality of such examples could be accounted
for by a theory of improper movement that relies on finer-grained distinctions in
movement types.
Whether clause-boundedness of certain operations can be captured in a theory
that appeals to a Hierarchy of Operations will ultimately depend on the way oper-
ations relevant for the Hierarchy are defined. If wh-movement is defined either as
a movement operation which checks a wh-feature or a movement that targets a po-
sition in which the wh-expression is interpreted, then fronting of the wh-phrase to
the embedded CP in (60c) would not count as an instance of wh-movement. It is
even clearer that A’-movement steps in (60a) and (60b) would not be instances of
wh-movement on this view, since no wh-expressions are involved. If the operations
relevant for the Hierarchy are defined in terms of the landing sites, as on Sternefeld’s
view (1993), then examples in (60) would fall under the purview of the Hierarchy of
Operations.25 In that case, these examples would be treated in the same way as those
in (61), where a wh-phrase moves to the embedded C-domain, where it is interpreted,
and then subsequently fronts to the Spec of matrix TP.
(61) *[IP whati was asked [CP ti [IP to read ti ]]] ?
I take it that an updated theory of improper movement that refines the taxonomy of
movement relations and redefines the BOIM accordingly should at least capture all
the cases that the standard theory of improper movement did. Our goal in the fol-
lowing chapters will thus be to develop a theory of improper movement that would
capture the observed feeding/bleeding relations between different movement oper-
ations, while keeping examples such as those in (60) under the purview of such a
theory.26
25See Müller and Sternefeld (1993) for a theory of improper movement that relies on a
similar definition of operations.
26Some of the illicit ordering relations might be ruled out by Rizzi’s (2006) Criterial
Freezing, a principle which prohibits a phrase moved to what Rizzi calls a Criterial position,
from moving further. Criterial positions are positions associated to certain scope/discourse
properties, such as wh, topic, focus, etc. Thus, operations such as wh-movement or topi-
calization would not be expected to feed any other movement operation. However, Criterial
Freezing does not capture a large set of illicit feeding relations and is thus insufficient as a
theory of improper movement. Examples such as those in (60) cannot be captured by Cri-
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2.4 Summary and conclusions
In this chapter, I have focused on interactions between various movement operations,
relying on a finer-grained taxonomy of movement than the traditional binary division
into A- and A’-movement types. In particular, I have been concerned with the issue
of whether there are restrictions on ordering of movement operations such that a
hierarchy of operations, as given in (54), might be proposed:
(62) θ ≺ A-mvt ≺ (clause internal) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
Though the predictions made by the Hierarchy of Operations are largely sup-
ported by the data reviewed, some pairwise orderings between different movement
operations are more difficult to test than others. One case in point is the combina-
tion of A-movement and mittlefeld scrambling, as we have seen. What is more, the
possibility of scrambling feeding A-movement might be excluded by factors entirely
independent of the Hierarchy of Operations. As regards the interaction between wh-
movement and topicalization, it is far from clear how these movement operations
should be ordered. In Abels’s ( 2008b) view, wh-movement precedes topicalization,
while for Grewendorf (2003), the canonical cases of wh-movement in fact follow top-
icalization. As we have seen, there is evidence suggesting that finer-grained distinc-
tions need to be made between different types of topicalization and/or wh-movement,
if we are to assume that movement operations are always asymmetrically ordered.
Alternatively, we might interpret the relevant facts as suggesting that wh-movement
and topicalization are in fact not ordered. The analysis to be proposed in the follow-
ing chapters will lead us to such a conclusion.
Setting these two problematic cases aside for now, the key observation stated as
the standard BOIM, namely that (at least some) operations are asymmetrically or-
dered with respect to each other, is corroborated by the data investigated here. Even
assuming a finer-grained typology of movement, asymmetric feeding relations be-
tween different movement operations can be observed. What is more, the same or-
dering patterns seem to hold both in cases involving consecutive movements of the
same phrase, as well as in configurations involving remnant movement and subextrac-
tion from a moved phase. These observations call for an explanation. The following
chapters thus aim at developing an articulated theory of improper movement, capa-
ble of capturing the illicit orderings between various movement operations both in
identity and in non-identity cases.
terial Freezing since the moved phrases are not interpreted in the embedded C domain. In
addition, the approach does not extend to non-identity contexts as Rizzi explicitly states that
subextraction from a phrase occupying a Criterial position is allowed.
Chapter 3
Previous analyses of improper
movement
Why is movement from an A’- to an A-position prohibited? The question of what
underlies this prohibition has been one of the central concerns ever since it was first
formulated (Chomsky (1973)). In this chapter, I will discuss some of the previous
accounts of improper movement. I’ll start off with the classic GB analysis, before
turning to more recent proposals.
3.1 The binding-theoretic approach
In the Government and Binding framework, traces of movement were assumed to
be subject to the principles of the binding theory. Traces left by A-movement were
treated as anaphoric and thus came under the purview of the Principle A of the bind-
ing theory. On the other hand, traces of A’-movement were argued to be variables.
Variables counted as R-expressions for the purposes of the binding theory and were
hence subject to the Principle C. Principle A requires that an anaphor be bound within
its binding category, while Principle C states that an R-expression must be free, i.e.
unbound. In addition, an element is thought to be bound if it is coindexed with
a c-commanding antecedent in an A-position. Improper movement violations were
then reduced to violations of binding conditions (Chomsky (1981), following May
(1979)). Consider a standard case of superraising in English.
(1) a. *John seems that it is certain to like ice cream. (Chomsky (1981))
b. [IP Johni seems [CP t′i that [IP it is certain [IP ti to like ice cream]]]]]
The trace in the most embedded IP (ti) is a trace of an A’-movement and hence
a variable subject to Condition C. However, it does not remain free as Condition C
would require it to be, since it is bound by John in the matrix SpecIP. The ungram-
maticality of (1) is thus attributed to a Condition C violation.
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The reverse application of A- and A’-movements is correctly predicted to be le-
gitimate on this approach. Consider (2). ti is a locally bound anaphoric trace. On the
other hand, t′′i and t′i are variables which are not bound (since the antecedent is not
in an A-position), conforming thus to principle C. No violation of the binding theory
is incurred.
(2) a. Who do you think was kissed?
b. [CP whoi do you think [CP t′′i [IP t′i was kissed t1]]]
It is important to note that the binding theory can be invoked to rule out (1)
only if there is a trace in the intermediate CP. In other words, in order to ensure the
illformedness of (1), John must not be allowed to move from embedded IP to the
matrix IP in one fell swoop, as illustrated in (3).
(3) [IP Johni seems [CP that [IP it is certain [IP ti to like ice cream]]]]
This type of derivation was ruled out by the Subjacency Condition in the GB, which
prohibited movement from crossing more than one bounding node (where bounding
nodes where IP and NP).1 Hence, improper movement violations were captured by
the binding theory only in tandem with the theory of locality.
In the following chapters, I will argue that improper movement effects can be cap-
tured by a theory of locality, conceived of here in terms of phases, without appealing
to the principles of the binding theory, providing thereby a more parsimonious ac-
count of the phenomenon.2 This is a welcome result given that various aspects of
the binding theory have become problematic with the advent of Minimalism.3 As we
will see, pursuing this line of thinking does not imply that we must abandon the GB
intuition that common syntactic factors constrain both movement and binding depen-
dencies. The final chapters of the dissertation will argue that phases play a crucial
role in regulating possible binding relations, establishing thereby the link between
movement and binding.
3.2 Müller and Sternefeld (1993)
Müller and Sternefeld (1993) point out that in addition to A’-movement not being able
to feed A-movement, various types of A’-operations do not seem to feed each other
either. Thus, both wh-movement and topicalization cannot affect the same phrase.
In addition, they argue that the same is true for combination of scrambling and wh-
movement/topicalization. These restrictions cannot be explained by Principle C of
Chomsky’s (1981) Binding theory. M&S thus set out to develop a theory of improper
1In Chomsky (1986a), Subjacency was restated in terms of barriers. This difference is
not relevant for the current discussion. See Chomsky (1986a) for details.
2In addition, the analysis to be outlined will have a broader scope since it will also regu-
late the sequencing of movement operations in non-identity cases.
3We will return to this issue in greater detail in chapters 7 and 8.
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movement that would capture these cases, as well as those covered by the binding-
theoretic analysis.
The key ingredient of their proposal is the following principle:
(4) Principle of Unambiguous Binding (PUB)
A variable that is α-bound must be β-free in the domain of the head of its
chain (where α and β refer to different types of positions).
Suppose that some of the different types of positions relevant for the PUB are
SpecIP (the landing site of A-movement), SpecCP (the landing site of wh-movement),
SpecTopP (the landing site of topicalization), and various left-adjunction sites (the
landing sites of scrambling). The PUB then predicts that A’-movement to a certain
kind of position cannot be followed by another movement step that ends up in a dif-
ferent kind of position. Observe how this captures the lack of interaction between
topicalization and wh-movement for instance. A phrase undergoing wh-movement
lands in a SpecC position. If the same phrase is subsequently topicalized, it will end
up in SpecTopP. This leads to a configuration where the trace of the first movement
step is bound ambiguously, both by its antecedent in the Spec of TopP and by the in-
termediate trace in Spec of CP, in violation of the PUB. Reversing the two operations
produces the same result.
The analysis straightforwardly extends to the canonical cases of improper move-
ment. Thus, in (5), wh-movement to SpecCP is followed by A-movement to SpecIP.4
Such a mixing of movement types is disallowed by the PUB. Locality, seen here in
terms of Barriers, ensures that there is a stop-over in intermediate SpecCP.5
(5) a. *John seems that it is certain to like ice cream.
b. [IP Johni seems [CP t′i that [IP it is certain [IP ti to like ice cream]]]]]
The analysis still crucially relies on the A/A’-distinction. Only traces of A’-
movement, but crucially not those of A-movement, are variables and therefore subject
to the PUB. Consequently, a configuration where A-movement feeds A’-movement
is predicted to be licit. In (6) for instance, no violation of the PUB is incurred since
4Note that what counts as wh-movement on this view is not movement that checks a
[wh]-feature, but any movement that targets SpecCP.
5Müller and Sternefeld (1993) rely on the following definition of a Barrier:
(i) Barriers Condition
Movement must not cross a barrier.
(ii) Barrier
XP is a barrier for A iff
(1) Xn includes A
(2) Xn is not directly selected
(3) X0 is distinct from Y0, where Y0 directly selects XP.
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ti is not a variable and t′i is bound unambiguously.
(6) [CP whoi [IP t′i was kissed ti]]]?
M&S argue that the theory of improper movement based on the PUB is superior
to Chomsky’s Principle C account because it rules out not only the illicit combination
of an A’- and an A-movement, but also illicit combinations of different types of A’-
movements.6 It is thus worth investigating how solid the evidence really is that differ-
ent A’-movements do not enter into feeding relations. The A’ movement operations
that M&S discuss are scrambling, wh-movement, and topicalization. Consider the
combination of scrambling and wh-movement/topicalization. Scrambling in M&S’s
view is any instance of adjunction operation to either VP, IP or CP. They further as-
sume that scrambling is uniformly A’-movement across languages. This is a highly
controversial assumption, as is clear from the discussion of scrambling in the previ-
ous chapter, but the one that is crucial for M&S. If scrambling were A-movement,
then traces of scrambling would not count as variables, making the PUB irrelevant
in regulating the application of this movement operation. Setting this concern aside,
the evidence that M&S provide in favour of the claim that scrambling does not feed
wh-movement/topicalization is based on the theory of barriers. They argue that if
wh-movement were allowed to proceed via intermediate adjunction (i.e. scrambling)
to either VP or IP, then Chomsky’s (1986a) Barriers framework would not be able to
derive the violation in extraction from clausal adjuncts. Consider (7).
(7) ??Whoi did you [VP t′i [VP go home [ without [IP Mary [VP ti [VP talking to
ti]]]]]]?
The adjunct is a barrier for movement. However, if adjunction to VP is allowed,
as illustrated above, then it is in fact the only barrier that intervenes between ti and
t′i, thus the sentence cannot be ruled out by Subjacency. If intermediate adjunction
is prohibited, as dictated by the PUB, then the ungrammaticality of (7) is captured
since the moved wh-phrase would cross two bounding nodes, namely, the adjunct,
and, by inheritance, the VP dominating the adjunct. On the basis of theory-internal
considerations such as these, M&S conclude that the combination of scrambling and
wh-movement is illicit.
On the other hand, in the previous chapter I have reviewed some evidence leading
6Rizzi’s (2006) Criterial Freezing principle is very reminiscent of the PUB as it also
rules out feeding relations between A’-movement operations. There are some significant
differences though. Criterial Freezing cannot account for cases of superraising since the
Spec of the embedded CP in this case would not be associated to scope/discourse properties
and thus would not count as a freezing position. On the other hand, the PUB, unlike the
Criterial Freezing, would not rule out cases such as (i), as these would involve movement
from SpecCP to SpecCP.
(i) *Which book does Bill wonder [CP ti she read ti]?
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to the opposite conclusion, namely that scrambling can feed wh-movement. Recall
that in languages like Serbian and Japanese, wh-phrases can be displaced though they
need not move to the left periphery of the clause. Assuming that wh-phrases that do
not overtly move to SpecCP do so at LF, such cases have been taken to suggest that
scrambling can be followed by a step of LF wh-movement. M&S are aware of such
data and they propose to handle facts of this type by parametrizing the level at which
the PUB applies. Thus, in languages like Serbian and Japanese, the PUB is assumed
to apply only at S-structure, but not at LF. Consequently, wh-phrases can be scram-
bled, and followed by an LF-movement of another type. In German, on the other
hand, the PUB applies, they argue, both at S-structure and at LF, which is why the
corresponding examples are ungrammatical in German. However, we have seen ev-
idence suggesting that even in German scrambling can feed wh-movement. Recall
that although overt scrambling of wh-phrases in German is not allowed as freely as in
Japanese or Serbian, it is nevertheless possible under certain conditions (see chapter
2, section 2.1.2). The same conclusion is further corroborated by Wiltschko’s argu-
ment based on the distribution of weak crossover effects in German, also reviewed
in the previous chapter. Thus, if scrambling can in principle be followed by wh-
movement and topicalization, as these facts seem to suggest, then the PUB in fact
incorrectly rules out this option.
Given these considerations, empirical support for the PUB now reduces to the
interaction between topicalization and wh-movement. As we have seen, it is indeed
the case that topicalization and wh-movement cannot affect the same constituent.
However, it could plausibly be argued that this restriction is due to a semantic incom-
patibility, rather than to an illicit feeding relation. The PUB is then not needed to
account for these cases, and if scrambling can feed wh-movement/topicalization, it
is also empirically inadequate.7 In any case, it is not obvious that the PUB has clear
empirical advantages over the Principle C account reviewed in the previous section.8
3.3 Williams (2003)
Williams (2003) develops an alternative to the standard model of syntactic theory,
with several interesting consequences, one of them relating to the ban on improper
movement. In Williams’s Representation theory, syntax is divided into multiple lev-
els of representation, related to one another by shape-conserving mapping principles.
Global shape conservation requires that two levels within a representation relation
maximally correspond, modulo the introduction of functional material. Thus, gram-
mar privileges mappings that conserve the linear and hierarchical relations across the
7See also Culicover (1996) for a critical review of this proposal.
8Note also that if ordering restrictions between movement operations in non-identity
cases should also be covered by a theory of improper movement, as I have argued in the
previous chapter, then a whole set of improper movements remains unaccounted for under
this proposal (as well as under the Principle C account).
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levels. The relevant levels include, but are not limited to, theta structure, case struc-
ture, predicate structure, surface structure, quantifier structure, focus structure and
accent structure.9
An interesting component of Representation theory is the way embedding takes
place. All embeddings are done in order of complement type, rather than in a bottom-
to-top fashion, as on the standard approach. This is ensured by the Level Embedding
Conjecture (LEC), which says that an item is embeddable exactly at the level at which
it is defined, and no other. Consider how that clause embedding, as in (8), takes place
on this view.
(8) Bill believes that Mary is sick.
a. Level of theta structure: [Bill believes that]V P [Mary is sick]V P
b. Level of predicate structure: [Bill believes that]IP [Mary is sick]IP
c. Level of surface structure: [Bill believes [that Mary is sick]CP ]CP
The two clauses (matrix and embedded) are built in parallel. Embedding of the sec-
ond clause occurs only when the level of surface structure is reached, and no earlier.
Thus, while (9) is a licit embedding in the standard model, it is not a possible structure
in Representation theory.
(9) [V’ V [CP . . . ]]
This kind of architecture has a number of interesting consequences, one of them re-
lating to the ban on improper movement. The RT levels determine different kinds
of embedding, and are in addition associated with different kinds of movement op-
erations. Thus, that-clause embedding and wh-movement take place at the level of
surface structure, whereas NP-movement operations, such as raising and passiviza-
tion, happen at an earlier level. Consider in this light an example of superraising:
(10) *John seems [CP that it is certain to like ice cream] (Chomsky (1981))
LEC dictates that both the embedded and the matrix clause must be at the same level
of development for embedding to be possible. Since that-clause embedding takes
place at the level of surface structure (SS), both clauses in (10) must have reached
this level. At this point however, it is too late to perform raising, since this operation
takes place at an earlier level. Thus, while cases of superraising can in principle be
derived in bottom-up theories of embedding and must be ruled out by independent
mechanisms, in the RT-model examples corresponding to (10) cannot be derived in
9Williams’s (2003) proposal is a further development and elaboration of the model out-
lined in Riemsdijk and Williams (1981). Riemsdijk and Williams (1981) argue for the exis-
tence of a separate level of representation called NP-structure, in addition to the D-structure
and S-structure that were already part of the GB model of grammar. They assume that all NP-
movements (and some other operations) first apply to derive NP-structure. This structure then
serves as input to the transformational operation of wh-movement that derives S-structure.
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the first place. The ban on improper movement thus falls out from the very architec-
ture of the model.
As Williams himself notes, RT crucially needs some notion of Extension to pre-
vent trivial defeat of the most interesting predictions of the LEC. He thus assumes
that Extension, essentially as it is used in Chomsky (1995), must also be part of the
RT-model: any operation has to affect material that could not have been affected in
a previous level. Without Extension there is no good reason why movement in SS
would have to be to the periphery of the structure available at that level (i.e. the
CP-structure), rather than to a position already made available at an earlier level (for
example the Spec of IP). In general, Extension ensures that the periphery be affected
by an operation.
As Hornstein and Nevins (2005) observe, an additional assumption is required
in order to ensure ungrammaticality of improper movement configurations. Sup-
pose a clause is embedded at an early level (somewhere before SS). Raising, ECM,
and other operations/relations that depend on the absence of CP structure could take
place at this point. At one of the subsequent levels, the embedded clause “grows”
a CP through correspondence with a surface structure representation. The SpecCP
could then be the target of movement. The questions is what blocks this kind of
derivation, which would rule in cases like (10) along with other improper movement
violations and in general undermine the restrictiveness of the model. Hornstein and
Nevins (2005) note that the answer can be found in discussion of an unrelated phe-
nomena in one of the later chapters where Williams suggests that correspondence
across levels must respect categories, i.e. “the only ‘growth’ that is allowed is growth
that preserves the category, essentially adjunction” (Williams (2003), p. 185).
It is easy to see that Williams’s theory is restrictive enough to capture all the
cases we have argued should fall under the rubric of improper movement, including
the interactions between movement operations in non-identity contexts. As an illus-
tration, consider the illicit feeding relation between A-movement and wh-movement
in a remnant movement configuration. (11b) gives the derivation of (11a) in the stan-
dard model.
(11) a. *A picture of is known which king to have been sold.(Abels (2008b))
b. [IP [ A picture of ti]j is known [CP [ which king]i [IP to have been sold
tj .]]]
Recall that on Williams’s view SS is the level at which CP structure is introduced.
It is also the level at which wh-movement takes place. The problem with (11) is that
the matrix and the embedded clause are at different stages of development, a state of
affairs prohibited by the LEC. The embedded clause is fully developed to the level
of CP, which means that the matrix clause that embeds it must also be a CP. Again,
at this point, a phrase cannot be raised from the embedded to the matrix clause since
raising happens at a level prior to the level of SS. The ungrammaticality of (11) thus
falls out in exactly the same way as in the identity cases. Since movement operations
are assigned to particular levels, and the levels themselves are ordered via the LEC,
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asymmetric ordering between different movement operations is also derived.
Note that in principle any type of grammatical relation, not just movement opera-
tions, can be assigned to a particular level within the RT-model. This allows Williams
to link various properties of syntactic relations. For instance, both the locality and
binding-theoretic properties of movement operations can be attributed to the same
factors (cf. the GB-approach reviewed in section 3.1). As an illustration, consider
the interaction between scrambling and anaphoric binding in German. As already
noted in the previous chapter, scrambling to the pre-subject position does not give
rise to new binding possibilities, i.e. an anaphor in need of a local binder cannot be
bound by the scrambled phrase, as (12a) illustrates. In addition, this type of scram-
bling permits reconstruction. In (12b), the anaphor cannot be bound in its surface
position since in this configuration it is not c-commanded by the antecedent. The
grammaticality of (12b) thus shows that for the purposes of the binding theory, the
scrambled phrase can be interpreted in the base position. On the other hand, scram-
bling to a position below the subject displays exactly the opposite properties: (i) it
creates new binding possibilities (see (13a)), and (ii) does not permit reconstruction
(see (13b)).10 For the sake of convenience, let me follow standard practice and refer









































10Examples (12b) and (13a) are from Müller (1995). (12a) is from Grewendorf and Sabel
(1999), already discussed in the previous chapter. (13b) is from Putnam (2007), citing Molt-
mann (1991). The binding possibilities in German scrambling constructions are further dis-
cussed in chapter 7, section 7.7.

















(i) features a nominative anaphor. It is a well-known fact that many languages ban anaphors
in nominative positions. Various analyses of this restriction have been offered, some of which
do not attribute it to the binding theory (see Everaert (1991b) for an overview). Therefore, it
might be argued that the ungrammaticality of (i) has nothing to do with the possibility of a
scrambled phrase acting as an antecedent. Example (12a) avoids this interfering factor.
Example (13b) is also not the one that Williams provides to illustrate the relevant prop-
erty. The problem with the example that Williams uses is that it does not clearly show that
displacement has occurred since the two objects appear in the uninverted order.






































‘I have shown the pictures of the men to each other.’
In Williams’s system, these observations are explained in the following way.12
Suppose that nominative subjects are defined at the level of predicate structure (PS).
Scrambling beneath the surface subject position (identified with nominative case
here) must therefore occur before PS, while scrambling to a pre-subject position must
occur after PS. Assume further that reflexive binding also applies at PS. It then fol-
lows that only scrambling which applies before the PS (i.e. VP-scrambling) can af-
fect binding relations, scrambling at subsequent levels cannot. Thus, as with locality,
reconstruction relations which a particular syntactic operation enters into are deter-
mined entirely by where in the model the relevant operation occurs: an operation will
“reconstruct for” any relation defined at previous levels, and for no relation defined
at the same or at later levels.13
In the standard theory, the possibility of creating new binding relations and the
lack of reconstruction, as well as tighter locality restrictions, are seen as properties
of A-movements, while A’-movement is argued to display the opposite behaviour.14
On Williams’s view, the A/A’-distinction is relativized: positions at level Ri are A
positions with respect to positions at level Ri+1.15
As we have seen, Williams’s system is restrictive enough to capture all ordering
restrictions on movement operations noted in the previous chapter. We might ask
12In Williams’s model, scrambling is not considered to be an instance of real movement,
but rather involves mismapping, i.e. displacement that arises from the mismatch of two lev-
els. Though there are significant differences between mismapping and movement operations,
these are not relevant for the point I am illustrating here.
13The term reconstruction is used here in a broader sense than usually assumed. As
Williams notes, theta-relations could be thought to be assigned “under reconstruction”, in
which case even VP-scrambling would show reconstruction effects of a certain kind. Ex-
amples like (11) can also be viewed in terms of reconstruction. In order to have remnant
movement, the remnant moving rule must “reconstruct for” the remnant creating rule. In the
RT model, this will happen only when the remnant creating rule is strictly earlier than the
remnant moving rule. NP-movement occurs at case structure (or possibly predicate struc-
ture), while wh-movement occurs at a later level. Thus, NP-movement does not reconstruct
for wh-movement, and cases like (11) are correctly predicted to be ungrammatical.
14The generalization that A-movement does not reconstruct is highly controversial. See
the following chapter for further discussion of this issue.
15For further discussion of anaphoric binding in the context of the RT-model, see chapter
7.
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however whether it is too restrictive, in that it also rules out certain well-formed con-
structions. In fact, Williams (2003) himself points out a couple of potential counter-





























‘It was necessary that they all speak.’ (Williams (2003))
The quantifier moves from the embedded clause, crossing the complementizer que,
but it clearly does not land in the matrix CP domain as it follows the subject and in
(14b) also the finite auxiliary. This is precisely the type of derivation that is ruled out
by the LEC, in tandem with Extension. If the embedded clause is a CP, then so is the
matrix, and Extension would prohibit any movement that does not target the edge of
that CP. Observing that the clause out of which the quantifier moves is necessarily
subjunctive (or infinitival), Williams (2003) speculates that the answer might lie in
treating the subjunctive clauses as smaller than full CPs, despite the presence of que.
Note however that the embedded clause would have to be considerably smaller than
CP (possibly smaller than TP), so that movement (which is always to a peripheral
position) could target a position below both the subject and the auxiliary verb. As
Abels (2008b) notes, there are more examples of this type. In general, the problem
seems to be that LEC rules out any displacement operation which targets a position
lower on the functional hierarchy (or, on Williams’s view, earlier in terms of the level
where it is defined) than one or more of the heads crossed on the path of movement.
In some, but arguably not all cases, this problem can be circumvented by reanalyzing
the relevant operation as involving mismapping between levels, rather than actual
movement. This is suggested by Williams for ECM constructions.
Setting these concerns aside, Williams’s account is the only proposal discussed so
far that captures all the restrictions that we have argued should fall under the rubric of
improper movement. An additional advantage of this approach is that no constraints
or filters specific to the phenomenon in question are required.16 Once operations are
assigned to particular levels, the restrictions on their ordering fall out from the very
architecture of the system. In chapter 5, I will show that there is no need to adopt
Williams’s model of syntactic theory in order to achieve these results. Even within
the confines of the standard model, the generalized version of the ban on improper
movement can be derived from the basic principles governing derivation. In chapters
7 and 8, I will then go on to show that, as is the case in Williams’s system, the proposal
to be put forth also allows us to establish a link between movement and binding, by
16Arguably, Extension and the restriction that correspondence under Shape Conservation
must respect categories, which as we have seen are crucial in deriving the ordering restric-
tions, would be needed independently, as they have consequences beyond the improper move-
ment phenomena.
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arguing that the same assumptions about the nature of the syntactic derivation not
only play a role in fixing the ordering of movement operations, but also determine
the binding possibilities.
3.4 Obata and Epstein (2008)
An attempt to account for improper movement within the Minimalist framework has
been made by Obata and Epstein (2008). The analysis they put forth relies on the
phase-based model outlined in Chomsky (2008), which differs in some crucial re-
spects from Chomsky’s earlier Derivation-by-Phase model. Let us therefore first
briefly review the key features of the system Chomsky (2008) proposes.
Chomsky (2008) argues that both Edge- and Agree-features are borne by phase
heads. This means that T has no inherent φ-features, but inherits these from C, C
being a phase head. One consequence of this view is that movement to SpecCP and
SpecTP takes place simultaneously and independently, which, according to Chomsky,
allows one to capture certain asymmetries in extraction from subjects. Consider the
following set of examples.
(15) a. Of which car did they find the driver?
b. Of which car was the driver awarded a prize?
c. *Of which car did the driver cause a scandal?
Example (15b) shows that extraction from a derived subject (internal argument) of
a passive verb is as acceptable as extraction from an object, (15a). On the other
hand, extraction from an underlying subject is prohibited, as illustrated in (15c).17
In both (15b) and (15c), the surface position of the subject DP is the same, namely
SpecTP. If extraction applies in SpecTP, then these two cases cannot be distinguished.
This suggests that the availability of extraction is determined by the base structure,
and therefore that extraction should take place from the base position of the sub-
ject. Chomsky argues that this can be achieved by adopting the feature-inheritance
system and thus forcing wh-extraction and A-movement to happen in parallel. Con-
sider first (15b). All the action takes place once the C head is merged. T inherits
φ-features from C and starts acting as a probe. Wh-extraction and A-movement of
the dominating DP then proceed in parallel from the base position of the subject.18
No intermediate stop-over at the edge of v is needed, given that on Chomsky’s as-
sumptions, unaccusative/passive v is not a phasal head. On the other hand, transitive
17These empirical claims have not gone unchallenged. Starke (2001) for instance argues
that extraction from the subject position is in principle possible (cf. (15) to (37a) from the
previous chapter), and Broekhuis (2005) argues that extraction is equally (im)possible from
both derived and underlying subjects.
18If all operations apply at the phase level, then intra-phasal violations of cyclicity con-
straints, such as the Extension condition, must be allowed. In the current system, the only
cyclicity violation involves going back to previously transferred phases.
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v* is a phasal head, therefore extraction in (15a) must proceed via the v*P edge (as
dictated by the Phase Impenetrability Condition). From Spec of v*P, the wh-phrase
can then be attracted by the next higher phase head C. According to Chomsky, the
PP complement in the illicit (15c) cannot be extracted in the same way, because it is
not in the search domain of the probe v*, the search domain of the probe being its c-
command domain. The PP thus remains embedded within the external argument and
can no longer be attracted when C gets merged. It is however not entirely clear why
the PP should be inaccessible, given that it is contained within a phrase that occupies
the phase edge. According to Chomsky, the external argument can be attracted from
the Spec of v*P (since it can be probed by T), but nothing embedded inside it can,
though he doesn’t make it explicit what this restriction should stem from. He only
notes that in cases such as these, the PP is inaccessible to the higher probe in C since,
at the point when C is merged, the PP would be embedded in a phase “which has
already been passed in the derivation.” (Chomsky (2008), p. 147)
Note that although there is no movement from SpecTP to SpecCP in (15), Chom-
sky (2008) does not categorically rule out the possibility of A-movement feeding
A’-operations. In fact, his analysis of ECM and raising constructions relies on such a
feeding relation. The derivation of (16), for instance, would go as follows. Assuming
that A-movement proceeds successive-cyclically through every intermediate TP, the
Agree feature of C-T would raise the subject step-by-step to the matrix TP, while the
edge feature of C would extract the PP from the intermediate position, SpecTP. We
know that extraction cannot take place from the base position of the subject, due to
the ungrammaticality of examples like (15c). Thus it must take place from SpecTP.19
(16) Of which car is the driver likely to cause a scandal?
Let us now see how Obata and Epstein (2008) employ this system to derive the
ban on improper movement. In addition to feature-inheritance which they adopt from
Chomsky’s work, O&E introduce another mechanism they refer to as feature-splitting
to account for the relevant facts. Consider an example of superraising:
(17) *Who seems will leave?
a. [CP <who[Q]> C[EF ] [TP <who[φ][Case]> T[uφ] [vP <who [Q]OO [φ][Case]>OO . . . ]]]]
b. [CP C[EF ] [TP T[uφ] seems [CP <who3[Q]> [TP . . . ]]]]
19We might now wonder why this kind of derivation, involving extraction from TP, is im-
possible in (15c). According to Chomsky, the reason is “the generalized inactivity condition”.
He argues that the head of the A-chain is invisible to Agree. In other words, A-chain becomes
invisible to further computation when its uninterpretable features are valued. It is thus impor-
tant that the SpecTP out of which extraction takes place in ECM and raising constructions is
not a position where all the uninterpretable features are valued.
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(17a) illustrates the point in the derivation when the embedded C is merged. The edge
feature on C and φ-features on T (inherited from C) each independently attract the
single element who occupying the edge of vP. As a consequence of this simultaneous
attraction of the single element by two distinct heads, O&E propose that feature-
splitting takes place. Namely, the features on who get separated: [uCase/iφ] move
to SpecTP, while [Q] moves to the edge of CP, as illustrated in (17a). Then, the
embedded TP is spelled out and the derivation goes on to the matrix clause. In (17b),
[uφ] on the matrix T seeks a matching goal with [iφ]. However, who at the edge
of CP bears only [Q], not [φ], by virtue of feature-splitting and thus it is not an
appropriate goal. On the other hand, who in the embedded SpecTP is inaccessible
due to the Phase Impenetrability Condition. As a result, [uφ] on matrix T is never
valued, which causes the derivation to crash.
Regarding examples like (18), O&E only note that the ungrammaticality of (18)
can be explained by saying that [uCase] on who is transferred unvalued along with
the lowest TP, which causes the derivation to crash.
(18) *Who seems it is likely to leave?
Presumably, the Q-feature of who can move to the edge of CP, while the insertion of
the expletive would preclude the movement of [uCase/iφ]. Clearly, feature-splitting
must take place in this case as well, even though [uCase/iφ] are not attracted. If
movement of [Q] could pied-pipe these features, then (18) would not be ruled out.
The details regarding when precisely feature-splitting can and must take place remain
to be worked out.
Many issues regarding the mechanism of feature-inheritance also remain unclear.
This becomes particularly obvious if one tries to extend the proposed analysis to
other cases we argued should be considered as instances of improper movement.
For example, given that the system accounts for clause-boundedness of A-movement
as in (17) and (18), it would be desirable and more parsimonious to derive clause-
boundedness of other movement operations by employing the same mechanisms,
rather than assuming additional ones. Thus, one would hope that the mechanisms
proposed would suffice to capture the clause-boundedness of middle field scrambling,
in languages like German. Following the logic above, the C head would presumably
come equipped with a scrambling feature, which would be inherited by a clausal
head in the middle field. A number of non-trivial questions regarding the feature-
inheritance system arise at this point. Are all features of the middle field present on
the C head? If so, which features are inherited and which not? Also, can features be
inherited by multiple heads in the IP domain? For German, we would have to assume
that the scrambling feature, if also inherited, can be spread to multiple heads since
scrambling can be iterated, as illustrated in (19) (example from Müller (1995)). The
same however could not be true for [uCase/iφ], as we might then expect German to
allow more than one element within the same clause to surface bearing nominative




















There are also concerns of a more general nature. Minimalism dictates that lan-
guage phenomena should be accounted for by using as little technical machinery as
possible and only that which is ‘virtually conceptually necessary’. From this per-
spective, feature-inheritance and feature-splitting look like extra technical devices,
marking a departure from optimal design, unless it can be shown that they are nec-
essary or provide a more parsimonious way of accounting for particular properties
of language. In chapter 5, I will show that improper movement effects can be cap-
tured within a phase-based theory of locality without appealing to these additional
mechanisms.
3.5 Abels (2008b)
Abels (2008b) captures improper movement effects by positing an extrinsic ordering
on the application of movement operations. As already noted in chapter 2, Abels
argues that there is a universal constraint on the order in which operations apply to
a given constituent, which he calls the Universal Constraint on Operational Ordering
in Language (UCOOL).21 A proposed subpart of UCOOL is given in (20).
(20) θ ≺ A-mvt ≺ (clause internal) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
UCOOL requires θ-related operations to apply first, followed by case-related opera-
tions, followed by scrambling and so on. In the previous chapter, I have discussed
how strong the empirical evidence supporting this particular arrangement of opera-
tions is. Let us now see how UCOOL is implemented.
Abels proposes the following principle in order to regulate how UCOOL is de-
ployed:
(21) Generalized Prohibition against Improper Movement (GenPIM)
No constituent may undergo movement of the type σ if it has been affected
by movement of the type π, where σ < π under UCOOL.
UCOOL is relevant not only for cases involving consecutive movements of the
same phrase, but also for cases involving subextraction and remnant movement, as
20We might also ask why T is needed at all in a system where C carries all the features;
or, more generally, why do nonphase heads exist at all, if phase heads do all the work? See
Richards (2007) for discussion of this issue and a possible solution.
21Recall that similar hierarchies of syntactic operations have also been proposed by
Sternefeld (1993) and Grewendorf (2003). Since these authors do not discuss how the hi-
erarchies in question should be implemented, I will focus here on Abels’s proposal.
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Abels argues.22 To ensure that the restrictions stated in UCOOL extend to these latter
configurations as well, Abels introduces the notion of affectedness in the definition
above. Affectedness is defined in the following way:
(22) A constituent α is affected by a movement operation iff
i. α is reflexively contained in the constituent created by movement, and
ii. α is in a (reflexive) domination relation with the moved constituent.
(22) ensures that when a constituent α is moved, this movement affects not only the
moving constituent itself (it is in a reflexive domination relation with itself), but also
constituents that make up α (the elements that α dominates), and the nodes along
the path of movement, since those dominate α in the pre-movement configuration.
Note that specifiers and heads along the path of movement are unaffected. Assuming
that the hierarchy stated in (21) is valid, UCOOL, in conjunction with the GenPIM,
captures the ordering restrictions between different movement operations for both
identity and non-identity cases.
A host of questions spring to mind, relating both to the hierarchy itself and to
the GenPIM.23 A particularly pertinent one is how operational types relevant to the
UCOOL should be defined. Though this seems to be a highly significant issue, Abels
does not discuss it in any detail.24 He merely suggests, as a first approximation,
that features that enter into the calculation of relativized minimality/attract closest
define operational types. As regards the GenPIM, though the notion of affectedness
that Abels (2008b) defines seems to be descriptively adequate in that it encompasses
the relevant improper movement configurations, one might wonder why exactly this
notion/definition should hold and not some other plausible formulation.25
The arbitrary nature of the notion of affectedness has also been pointed out by
Neeleman and van de Koot (2010) (henceforth N&K). They propose an alternative
way of implementing UCOOL which explains why the nodes affected by movement
are precisely those stated in Abels’s definition of affectedness. The main goal of their
paper is to argue for a new conception of syntactic dependencies, which, according
to the authors, provides a way of capturing patterns of interaction between different
movement types in both identity and non-identity cases, in addition to having some
other beneficial consequences that I will not discuss in this summary. They start by
investigating the implications of the Inclusiveness Condition, which leads them to a
22For relevant empirical evidence, see chapter 2, section 2.2.
23For issues related to the empirical evidence for the proposed hierarchy, I refer the reader
to the previous chapter.
24It seems to me that the question of how operations relevant for the hierarchy are to
be defined must be clarified if the theory is to be falsifiable. In order to establish whether
there are potential counterexamples to the proposed hierarchy, we must be able to identify
instances of the same kind of operation in other languages. See chapter 2, section 2.2 for
relevant discussion.
25See Abels (2008b) for a suggestion as to how the rather complex definition of affected-
ness might be simplified.
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revision of movement theory. In particular, movement is on their view mediated by
a selectional requirement (SR), which must be introduced by a trace, copied up the
tree, and satisfied by the trace’s antecedent. On their view, traces are lexical items.
Traces of A’-movement are lexical items that bear the SR Op (for operator); traces
of A-movement bear the SR θ. The syntactic properties of a terminal node (i.e. fea-
tures and selectional requirements) are freely generated, on the condition that they are
licensed either by matching the terminal to a lexical entry (what they refer to as exter-
nal matching), or by matching it to another node in the same representation (internal
matching). In case of A’-movement, the SR Op is licensed by an external matching
relation with a particular lexical entry, i.e. that of A’-trace. Op is then copied up the
tree and satisfied by the wh-feature of the antecedent. The function of Op is to iden-
tify the source for internal matching of the remaining properties of the terminal. In
N&K’s view, it is this internal matching that is responsible for syntactic reconstruc-
tion effects. Syntactic reconstruction is obligatory with A’-movement, they assume,
and to ensure its obligatoriness they stipulate the Copy Condition, which bans the
presence of a copy of an attribute (a feature or a SR) in the node containing a SR that
licenses the reconstruction. On their assumptions, θ never licenses internal matching
and therefore syntactic reconstruction should be unavailable in A-chains. It is this
difference in the reconstructive behaviour of θ and Op that ensures the correct order-
ing of A- and A’-movements. The derivation in (23a) violates the Copy Condition,
and is therefore ruled out. Op is copied to U from the trace that introduces it, and then
onward to Z where it is satisfied (indicated by #). Since Z contains Op and Op is a
SR which licenses the reconstruction of θ, the Copy Condition dictates that θ cannot
be copied onto Z. Therefore, A’-movement cannot be followed by A-movement. The
reverse ordering of these movement operations, illustrated in (23b) is licit, because
θ does not give rise to syntactic reconstruction of Op. Non-identity cases are cap-











26Compare this account to that of Riemsdijk and Williams (1981) and Williams (2003).
Like these proposals, Neeleman and van de Koot (2010) link the reconstructive properties of
A- and A’-movement to the patterns of interaction between these movements.
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The account can be generalized beyond the A/A’-movement typology, N&K ar-
gue, if Abels’s UCOOL is understood as a hierarchy of selectional requirements.
They dub this variant UCOOLR, for the Universal Constraint on Operational Order-
ing in Language Reinterpreted:
(24) UCOOLR
. . . θ ≺ Scr ≺ Op ≺ Top ≺ . . .
A principle regulating when syntactic reconstruction is possible replaces Abels’s
GenPIM:
(25) Principle of Syntactic Reconstruction (PSR)
Satisfaction of a selectional requirement SR1 gives rise to syntactic recon-
struction of SR2 if and only if SR2 << SR1 under UCOOLR.
Although N&K’s proposal approaches the problem from a different angle, in cer-
tain crucial respects it highly resembles Abels’s account. As the authors themselves
note, the predictions of their analysis and Abels’s account are empirically indistin-
guishable. Furthermore, like Abels (2008b), they also rely on an extrinsic ordering
hierarchy (in their case the hierarchy of selectional requirements), in addition to a
constraint regulating how the effects of the hierarchy come about, both of which can
be dispensed with, as I will argue in the following chapters.
Before concluding the review of this type of proposal, consider another no-
table aspect of the proposed hierarchy of operations. It is immediately obvious that
UCOOL bears a clear resemblance to the functional hierarchy of the clause. Within
the clausal structure, theta-domain is below the case-related projections in the IP do-
main, and in turn the IP domain is below operator positions in the CP domain. Given
this clear resemblance, having two hierarchies seems redundant and one should ask
whether one of these hierarchies could be derived from the other. Pursuing this line
of inquiry, the following chapters will argue that the hierarchy of operations is not
needed and that improper movement effects can be derived by relating movement to
the functional hierarchy in a particular way.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, I have reviewed some of the previous accounts of the ban on im-
proper movement, and discussed their benefits and shortcomings. Along the way,
I have already hinted at the direction that the alternative account to be proposed in
the following chapters will take. Namely, I will argue that the observed ordering re-
strictions between movement operations in both identity and non-identity cases can
be derived within the confines of the Minimalist approach to syntactic theory and in
strictly derivational terms, without appealing to representational filters. In addition, it
will be shown that this can be achieved by employing only those principles/properties
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of the grammar that are independently needed, namely the hierarchy of functional
projections and a phase-based theory of locality.
Chapter 4
Relating improper movement to
the functional sequence
It has been established in chapter 2 that there are restrictions regarding possible se-
quencing of movement operations that go beyond those imposed by the standard for-
mulation of the ban on improper movement. Assuming a richer inventory of move-
ment operations than the traditional A/A’-typology, there appears to be evidence that
movement operations apply in a particular order. As we have seen, a number of au-
thors have argued that the relevant ordering can be stated in terms of a hierarchy, an
example of which is repeated below (from Abels (2008b)).
(1) Hierarchy of Operations
θ ≺ A-mvt ≺ (mittelfeld) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
An obvious question to ask is whether these restrictions on sequencing of operations
follow from deeper principles of grammar, or the hierarchy needs to be stated as such.
It is easy to notice that the hierarchy given above highly resembles the hierarchy of
clausal functional projections. In the clause, theta-domain is below case-related pro-
jections in the IP domain, and in turn the IP domain is below operator positions in
the CP domain. Since the hierarchy of functional projections (or the functional se-
quence) is needed independently of improper movement effects, positing a hierarchy
of operations seems redundant. Thus, a desirable goal would be to try to capture the
restrictions on ordering of movement operations by relating movement/operations to
functional structure. In fact, within a single clausal domain, the sequencing of oper-
ations follows from the functional hierarchy, coupled with the standard assumption
that movement is always to a c-commanding position. Consider as an illustration the
interaction between wh-movement and A-movement.
(2) [CP Whoi [TP ti [VP ti likes cheese]]]?
The landing site of wh-movement (the SpecCP) is higher in terms of functional hi-
erarchy than the landing site of A-movement, SpecIP. Since downward movement is
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prohibited, it follows that A-movement can feed wh-movement, but not the other way
round.
However, as soon as we turn to examples featuring cross-clausal movement, this
simple account breaks down. Consider (3):
(3) *[CP Whoi [TP ti [VP seems [CP ti that [TP ti [VP ti likes cheese]]]]]]?
Example (3) does not violate the functional hierarchy, and movement consistently
targets a c-commaning position, yet the example is ungrammatical. The problem
is that relatively “big” structures can be embedded under “small” structures, so that
(4) is a stage in the derivation of (3). At this point, nothing said so far prohibits
movement from embedded SpecCP to matrix TP.
(4) *[TP Whoi [VP seems [CP ti that [TP ti [VP ti likes cheese]]]]]?
The challenge therefore lies in cases that involve embedding. Something more
is needed to regulate possible feeding relations between movement operations across
clausal domains. As a way of approaching this challenge, in this chapter I will ex-
plore one possible way of relating the ban on improper movement to the structural
hierarchy in the clause, namely by stating the conditions on movement over possible
landing sites.
The idea has its origins in the work of Sternefeld (1993), and Williams (2003).
Although Williams (2003) proposes a novel syntactic theory, he suggests that in the
standard model, the Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (i.e. the one that relies
on a richer inventory of movement operations) might be stated in the following way:
(5) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (Williams (2003), p. 72)
Given a Pollock/Cinque-style clausal structure X1 > ... >Xn (where Xi takes
Xi+1P as its complement), a movement operation that spans a matrix and an
embedded clause cannot move an element from Xj in the embedded clause
to Xi in the matrix, where i< j.
Slightly modifying and simplifying Williams’s formulation, let me restate the Gener-
alized Ban on Improper Movement in the following way:
(6) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (GBOIM)
A phrase cannot be moved to a position lower in terms of the functional hier-
archy than the launching site of movement.
Note that no appeal to an independent hierarchy of operations is made on this view.
Rather, the ordering restrictions are predicted to follow from the functional architec-
ture of the clause itself. The rest of this chapter is devoted to exploring just how
successful a theory that incorporates the GBOIM is in capturing improper movement
effects. The first conclusion that will be reached is that the GBOIM alone is too weak,
leaving many relevant cases unaccounted for. It will then be shown that the restrictive
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power of GBOIM considerably increases once it is combined with a theory of local-
ity. The proposal calls for a reanalysis of ECM constructions, which we will consider
in some detail in section 4.3. Finally, it will be shown that even this modified version
of the GBOIM-based theory falls short of being fully satisfactory, which will lead us
to considerably revise the proposal in the chapter to come.
4.1 The GBOIM is too weak
A theory which relies only on the GBOIM is not restrictive enough to capture all
the cases we argued should fall under the purview of improper movement. While it
accounts for the observed feeding/bleeding relations in identity cases, it makes no
predictions regarding examples that involve remnant movement and subextraction
from moved phrases. Let us first look at a couple of cases that do fall out from the
GBOIM.
Consider the pair of examples in (7), illustrating the proper sequencing of wh-
movement and A-movement (i.e. case movement). Following standard practice, I
assume that wh-movement targets SpecCP, while subjects undergo A-movement to
TP:1
(7) a. It is known who was invited.
[TP It is known [CP who [TP <who> was invited <who>]]]
b. *Who is known (that) it was invited?
[TP Who is known [CP <who> [TP it was invited <who>]]]
In the clausal structure, CP dominates TP. Consequently, the GBOIM correctly rules
out (7b). In this case, the wh-phrase moves from the Spec of CP to a projection
which is lower on the functional sequence than CP, precisely the kind of configuration
prohibited by GBOIM. This is schematized in (8). Considering that case positions
are in general below the CP domain, the GBOIM predicts that a phrase which has
undergone wh-movement to CP cannot move further for case purposes.
1As the structures involving remnant movement and subextraction from moved phrases
can quickly become extremely complex and cumbersome, for the sake of clarity, the clausal
structure is maximally simplified in the representations to follow, and only projections and
movements that are relevant for the discussion at hand are represented.











It is easy to see how this logic extends to other feeding/bleeding relations between
movement operations in identity cases. Consider for instance the position which
mittelfeld scrambling occupies in the hierarchy of operations, repeated below.
(9) Hierarchy of Operations
θ ≺ A-mvt ≺ (mittelfeld) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
The Hierarchy states that A-movement can feed scrambling, and scrambling can in
principle feed wh-movement and topicalization. Recall also that what was meant by
scrambling in this case was ‘movement to a pre-subject position in a language like
German’. Let us assume therefore that scrambling in German targets the specifier of
a projection on top of TP, which I will for the sake of convenience label as FP. Let
us also assume that objects in German move to case positions, which I have marked
here as AgrOP.2
2The predictions still hold even if object case is assigned VP internally, since VP is below
FP in the functional hierarchy. Nothing crucial thus hinges on this, and I resort to AgrOP at
this point just for the sake of explicitness.








Given the functional sequence in (10) and the GBOIM, we predict that a phrase which
has landed in FP can be further wh-moved to SpecCP, but cannot be moved for case
purposes as all case positions are below FP in the functional hierarchy. Crucially,
this prohibits scrambling from feeding A-movement even in cases of embedding,
as sketched in (11).3 Movement steps marked with the dashed line are predicted
to be illicit, while the one marked with the full line is allowed. It is therefore ex-
pected that mittelfeld scrambling should be sandwiched between A-movement and
wh-movement in the Hierarchy of Operations.4
3I present here the case where the embedded clause is smaller than CP, to circumvent the
restriction that A-movement in general cannot cross the finite CP boundary.
4German has another clause-internal scrambling operation which inverts the order of the
direct and indirect object, and shows properties distinct from scrambling to a pre-subject
position. Proponents of the Hierarchy of Operations do not discuss this type of scrambling
or its placement in the Hierarchy. I will follow this practice for now and set this type of
scrambling aside, but will return to it in the following chapter.
















Therefore, assuming that the Hierarchy of Operations is identical to the hierarchy of
functional projections (i.e. that θ-positions are dominated by case positions, which
are in turn dominated by the scrambling position(s), etc.), the GBOIM seems to be
delivering the desired results as far as identity cases are concerned.5
However, problems start to emerge once we look at cases of superraising. Con-
sider (12). The GBOIM rules out (12), on the derivation illustrated below. Observe
that the launching site of A-movement is SpecCP, which is higher in terms of the
functional hierarchy than the target.
5Rizzi (1997) argues that there are multiple Top positions in the left periphery. If so, then
on the current view, this leads to the conclusion that topicalization and wh-movement should
not be asymmetrically ordered, contrasting with the predictions based on the Hierarchy of
Operations. Note that this is not necessarily a problem since it seems that the proponents
of the Hierarchy of Operations must distinguish different types of topicalization and/or wh-
movement if they are to maintain the assumption that these two operations are asymmatrically
ordered, as discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.
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However, note that the stop-over in the intermediate CP is crucial for GBOIM
to have an effect. The derivation where John moves directly from the base position
to the matrix TP is not blocked by the GBOIM. This type of derivation is however
prohibited by locality, which ensures that movement proceeds successive cyclically.
Thus, the GBOIM captures the ungrammaticality of superraising examples only in
tandem with a theory of locality. This is in fact true of all the other accounts of
improper movement discussed in the previous chapter,6 i.e. they all must resort to
some version of locality to make sure that all possible derivations of (12) are ruled
out.
Once we turn to non-identity cases, it becomes even more evident that the GBOIM
is too weak on its own to rule out illicit combinations of movement operations. To see
this, let us look at the interaction between A-movement and wh-movement, starting
with the configuration involving subextraction from a moved phrase, as in (13) (from
Collins (2005)).
6With the possible exception of Williams (2003). In Williams’s system, both locality and
improper movement effects fall out from the LEC.
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(13) *Oscar was asked how likely to win it was.
[TP Oscari was asked [CP [AP how likely ti to win]j [TP it was tj]]]
Here, the AP undergoes wh-movement to the embedded CP. The derivation presum-
ably goes wrong when we try to extract the DP Oscar from the moved phrase and
A-move it to the matrix TP, as schematized in (14).
(14)
The crucial question to ask is what the launching site of A-movement is. The DP is
embedded in a phrase that occupies the SpecCP. However, the DP itself occupies a
lower position in the embedded infinitival clause: either the base position (SpecvP),
or the Spec of TP if TPs always have an EPP feature. Clearly we want the position of
the embedding phrase to count, but this does not seem to be ensured by the GBOIM.
The inadequacy of GBOIM is further revealed by examples involving remnant
movement. Recall that wh-movement cannot feed remnant A-movement.
(15) *[A picture of ti]j is known [which king]i to have been sold tj . (Abels (2007))
The remnant DP cannot undergo A-movement after a subpart of it has been wh-
moved. It is even clearer in this case that the landing site targeted by the remnant
DP (namely the matrix TP) is not lower in terms of the functional sequence than the
launching site.7 Therefore, (15) does not fall under the purview of the GBOIM.8
7Again there might be a trace in the embedded TP if non-finite TP also has an EPP feature
(see section 4.3 for discussion of this issue). This does not affect the argument developed
above.
8One might object that (15) does not bear on the ordering of operations since we know
independently that A-movement is clause-bound, i.e. it cannot cross the CP. However, recall
that on usual assumptions, the clause-boundedness of A-movement is also described in terms
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(16)
To summarize, we have seen that the GBOIM as defined in (6) does derive asym-
metric feeding relations between movement operations in identity cases, without
appealing to an independetly stated hierarchy of operations. However, it does not
capture the restrictions on sequencing of operations in non-identity cases, nor is it
sufficient to rule out cases of superraising. The following sections discuss a way of
strengthening the GBOIM which significantly increases its empirical scope.
4.2 Strengthening the GBOIM
4.2.1 Enter locality
Can the restrictive power of the GBOIM be increased in a non-stipulatory way? One
possible venue to explore presents itself when looking at cases of superraising. Recall
that ungrammaticality of superraising constructions, i.e. the clause-boundedness of
A-movement, follows from the GBOIM only in tandem with a theory of locality.
Locality forces the moved phrase to stop off in the intermediate SpecCP, as illustrated
in (17). Since A-movement then targets a position in the matrix clause which is lower
in terms of the functional sequence than CP, superraising examples are ruled out.
(17) *[TP Johni seems [CP ti that it ti likes cheese]].
of improper movement (as in the cases of superraising). (15) also shows that it is not finiteness
of the CP which matters in this respect. The embedded CP here is non-finite, but A-movement
out of it is still blocked. The same point is illustrated by the following example, which is
equally ungrammatical but does not feature remnant movement.
(i) *A picture of the king is known where to have been sold.
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This account carries over straightforwardly to cases of scrambling. Recall that
scrambling in German targets a position lower than CP, which we have labelled FP.
If an obligatory stop-over in intermediate CP is forced by locality, then the GBOIM
















This does not mean however that the domain of scrambling is confined to a single
clause. Cross-clausal scrambling is possible as long as there is no CP intervening.
Wurmbrand (2001) has convincingly shown that a certain class of infinitives in Ger-
man (often referred to as coherent or restructuring infinitives) are smaller than CPs.

















Since some version of locality is needed to fully account for cases of superrais-
ing, or more generally, to capture clause-boundedness of certain operations, it seems
natural to ask whether locality might play a role in capturing ordering restrictions in
non-identity cases as well.
That movement proceeds successive cyclically is in the current model of syn-
tactic theory ensured by appealing to phases. In chapter 1, I have briefly reviewed
Chomsky’s (2000; 2001) phase-based conception of locality. Recall that the general
idea behind phases is that once these domains have been built, the complements of the
phase heads are sent to the interfaces, i.e. they are spelled out. The internal domain of
the phase is thus no longer accessible to syntactic computation. This is stated in the
Phase Impenetrability Condition, repeated below. In order for an element embedded
in the phase domain to be visible to an outside probe, that element must move to the
edge of the phase. The PIC therefore ensures that movement proceeds phase-edge by
phase-edge, i.e. successive-cyclically.9
(20) Phase Impenetrability Condition (Chomsky (2001))
In a phase α with head H, the domain of H [=complement of H] is not
accessible to operations outside α [=HP], but only H and its edge [H plus
any/all of its specifiers].
Forcing movement to proceed successive-cyclically, which is ensured here by ap-
pealing to the PIC, eliminates the problem that superraising constructions posed for
the GBOIM. A phrase moving out of a CP is then forced to stop off in the Spec of CP,
C being a phase head, and any subsequent movement to a position below C would
violate the GBOIM. Many other feeding/bleeding relations in identity cases can be
captured by relying on the GBOIM, even without a theory of locality, as illustrated in
9For discussion and illustration, refer back to chapter 1.
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section 4.1. What remains to be determined is whether the GBOIM, coupled with a
phase-based theory of locality, suffices to account for ordering restrictions on move-
ment operations in non-identity cases. I turn to this issue in the following section.
4.2.2 Non-identity cases again
Let us consider again an example involving illicit sequencing of wh-movement and
A-movement in a remnant movement configuration:
(21) *[A picture of ti]j is known [which king]i to have been sold tj . (Abels (2007))
The ungrammaticality of (21) can now be ruled out in the following way. The
crucial point in the derivation is the merge of the embedded CP. The wh-phrase then
extracts out of the dominating DP and moves to SpecCP, where its [wh]-feature is
checked. C, being a phase head, then triggers Spell-Out of its complement TP, as
illustrated below (the spelled-out domain is boxed). Consequently, the remnant DP
becomes inaccessible to further syntactic computation, i.e. it is not visible and thus
cannot be attracted by the matrix T. The derivation crashes because the features on
the remnant DP and/or matrix T remain unchecked.
(22)
Recall however that there is a possibility of bypassing the PIC by moving to the
phase edge. The remnant DP could then in principle move to an (outside) specifier of
the CP and be accessible to probes in the matrix clause, as illustrated below.
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(23)
The remnant DP sitting in the SpecCP would then be available for attraction by
the matrix T. However, notice that in such a case the remnant DP would be moving
to a projection lower in terms of the functional hierarchy than the launching site,
precisely the kind of scenario ruled out by the GBOIM.
(24)
Both plausible derivations of (21) are thus successfully excluded. If the remnant
CP does not move to the embedded CP, it will be caught in the Spell-Out domain and
will hence be inaccessible to probes in the matrix clause. If on the other hand, the
remnant DP moves to SpecCP, the subsequent movement steps can only target the
matrix CP, but not any projections lower than CP, due to the GBOIM.
Let us now see whether this kind of approach ensures the correct sequencing
of A-movement and wh-movement in cases involving subextraction from a moved
phrase. A relevant example is repeated below (from Collins (2005)):
(25) *Oscar was asked how likely to win it was.
[TP Oscari was asked [CP [AP how likely ti to win]j [TP it was tj]]]
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Consider the point in the derivation where the embedded CP is merged. The
wh-phrase moves to the embedded CP, pied-piping the DP with an unchecked case
feature. The complement TP then spells out, making whatever is embedded inside
inaccessible to further syntactic operations, as sketched in (26). Note however that
the DP in need of case checking is not in the Spell-Out domain, but is embedded in
the phrase occupying the specifier of CP, the escape hatch position.
(26)
The question is whether goals that are buried inside a phrase sitting in the speci-
fier of a phase head are visible to outside probes or not. Nothing said thus far seems
to guarantee their invisibility. It should thus be possible in principle to extract a DP
out of the specifier of a CP and move it to a case position in the matrix clause. In
other words, ‘smuggling’-type derivations, such as (26), do not seem to be ruled out
unless additional stipulations are made.10
To summarize, we have seen that a theory which employs the GBOIM in com-
bination with the phase-based locality derives a broad range of improper movement
effects. In particular, it captures the fact that certain movement operations are clause-
bound, i.e. cannot cross the CP boundary. It also predicts asymmetric feeding re-
lations between different movement operations in identity cases.11 Finally, ordering
restrictions on movement operations in configurations involving remnant movement
also straightforwardly fall under its scope. In addition, all this is achieved by relating
movement to functional structure and without appealing to an extrinsic hierarchy of
movement operations. The GBOIM does rely on a theory of locality to achieve its full
10Recall that Chomsky (2008) encounters the same problem when trying to account for
asymmetries in extraction from subjects. He then assumes that extraction from within a
phrase sitting in a phase edge is prohibited, though it is unclear what this prohibition follows
from.
11To be precise, the account predicts asymmetric feeding relations to hold between many,
though not all movement operations in cases of cross-clausal movement. This particular
prediction will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. For now, let me just
point out that the asymmetric feeding relations that were shown in chapter 2 to be empirically
well-supported are captured by the proposed account.
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effects, but this is not a setback since locality is needed independently of improper
movement effects.
The cases of subextraction however are not captured and require an additional
assumption, prohibiting extraction from a phrase occupying a phase edge.12 In the
following sections, I will discuss some further challenges and problems that the pro-
posal faces. I will first focus on ECM constructions and show that, with some modifi-
cations, the standard analysis of these constructions in terms of raising-to-object can
be maintained. I will then close off the chapter with a discussion of a more serious
challenge, revealing an incompatibility of the GBOIM with the phase-based locality
the account relies on.
4.3 ECM constructions
A potential challenge to the validity of GBOIM is raised by ECM constructions, as-
suming that the now standard analysis of these constructions in terms of raising to
object is correct (Postal (1974), Lasnik and Saito (1991), among others). On this ap-
proach, the subject of the embedded clause moves to a case-licensing position in the
matrix clause. In (27) for instance, Mary first undergoes movement to the embedded
TP, to satisfy the EPP feature of the T head. It then moves further to the object posi-
tion of believe, which is taken to be some functional specifier position (AgrOP here).
It is also necessary to assume that the verb believe moves to a position to the left of
the landing site of the raised NP.13
(27) a. John believes Mary to be a genius.
b. [TP John [XP believes [AgrOP Maryi [TP ti to [VP ti be a genius]
If the GBOIM is adopted, then (27b) cannot be the correct analysis of (27a). Observe
that in (27b) the ECM subject moves from Spec of embedded TP to Spec of AgrOP
in the matrix clause. This movement step violates the GBOIM since TP is higher in
the functional hierarchy than AgrOP. The GBOIM is compatible with the alternative
analysis of (27a) in terms of exceptional case-marking, which used to be the standard
account of ECM constructions in the Government and Binding era. On that approach,
the ECM subject stays in SpecTP of the embedded clause, where it is case-marked
by the matrix verb.14 However, there are good reasons to think that the ECM subject
does in fact move to the matrix clause. The key piece of evidence concerns the surface
12As Abels (2008b) points out, it is more pressing to rule out cases involving remnant
movement since all illicit examples of subextraction can in fact be derived if remnant move-
ment is freely available.
13There is no consensus in the literature on what position the raised verb occupies. I won’t
have much to say about this issue, labeling the relevant projection simply as XP. I will focus
rather on the positions that the raised NP can occupy.
14In the GB, it was assumed that a verb like believe can govern into an IP and assign case
to its subject NP. The account of ECM constructions in English in terms of exceptional case-
marking is generally disfavoured nowadays, though an updated version has been reintroduced
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ordering of the raised NP and various kinds of main clause material. For instance,
the raised NP can precede adverbs and particles that are part of the matrix clause, as
originally observed by Postal (1974).
(28) a. I believed Nixon incorrectly to be interested in ending the war. (Postal
(1974))
b. I have found Bob recently to be morose. (Postal (1974))
c. Mikey made George out to be a liar. (Johnson (1991))
If the ECM subject remains in the Spec of embedded TP, then the surface strings in
(28) are completely unexpected. Examples such as those in (28) clearly show that the
final landing site of the ECM subject is in the matrix clause.
The overt raising analysis also easily captures the interpretational effects dis-
cussed by Lasnik and Saito (1991). Examples in (29) show that the ECM subject can
bind into a matrix-clause adverbial.
(29) a. the DA proved [no one to have been at the scene of the crime] during
any of the trials.
b. the DA proved [two men to have been at the scene of the crime] during
each other’s trials.
The negative polarity item any in (29a) requires a c-commanding negated phrase in
order to be licensed. The fact that the negated ECM subject can license the NPI in the
matrix adverbial suggests that it does appear in the (higher) c-commanding position
in the matrix clause at some relevant level of representation. The same conclusion
can be reached on the basis of the Condition A satisfaction in (29b).15 When the
binder is unambiguously in the embedded clause, as in the corresponding examples
with finite complements, binding into matrix adverbial is not possible.
(30) a. ?*the DA proved [that no one was guilty] during any of the trials.
b. ?*the DA proved [that two men were at the scene of the crime] during
each other’s trials.
Faced with such compelling evidence, we are forced to conclude that the ECM
subject does indeed move to a case-licensing position in the matrix clause. We might
however ask if there is equally compelling evidence that the launching site of this
movement step is Spec of embedded TP. Consider an alternative derivation of (27a),
sketched in (31).
(31) [TP John [XP believes [AgrOP Maryi [TP to [VP ti be a genius]
to account for similar constructions in some other languages (see Bruening (2001)).
15When combined with Lasnik and Saito’s (1991) arguments that covert raising does not
give rise to new binding configurations, the examples in (29) strongly argue for overt raising
in ECM constructions.
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In (31), the ECM subject moves to AgrOP from the base-generated position in
the lower VP. The raised NP thus ends up occupying a position in the matrix clause,
as the evidence just reviewed suggests, but there is no stop-over in the intermediate
SpecTP. This type of derivation does not violate the GBOIM. The rest of this section
reviews evidence in favour of intermediate touchdown in SpecTP. The conclusion
that will be reached is that this kind of evidence is rather slim, paving thus the way
for an analysis of ECM constructions which conforms to the GBOIM.
4.3.1 On the status of EPP in non-finite TP
What forces the raised NP in ECM constructions to stop off in intermediate SpecTP?
The answer is EPP. The EPP (or the Extended Projection Principle) was originally
stated as a requirement that all clauses have a subject (Chomsky (1981, 1982)). The
principle was intended to capture the ungrammaticality of constructions like (32),
where the subject position of the matrix clause is not filled.
(32) *Is likely that Peter likes Mary.
The EPP was then generalized to non-finite clauses, making it a general requirement
of T (finite or non-finite) to have a filled specifier. The stipulatory nature of EPP has
been noted often enough and it seems that thirty years of research have not brought
us any closer to understanding the true nature of EPP. As a result, there have been a
number of attempts to abandon the EPP completely and deduce its effects from other
independent principles (Grohmann et al. (2000), Bošković (2002), etc.). My goal
here will not be to argue for total elimination of EPP from the grammar. Rather, I
will focus my attention on non-finite clauses, leaving it as an open question whether
the EPP should in general be dispensed with.
Postulation of the EPP forces A-movement to proceed in successive cyclic fash-
ion through each intermediate SpecTP, as illustrated below for a raising (33a), and an
ECM construction (33b), respectively.
(33) a. Johni seems [TP ti to be likely [TP ti to be [ ti ill]]]
b. John believes Maryi [TP ti to be [ ti ill]]]
We have already seen that the derivation in (33b) involving an ECM verb conflicts
with the proposed GBOIM. However, the intermediate movement steps in subject
raising constructions do not at first sight seem to be problematic in the same way. At
no point in the derivation of (33a) does the raised subject move to a position lower
in terms of the functional hierarchy than the launching site. We might therefore be
inclined to limit our attention strictly to cases of ECM constructions, leaving the
status of the raising TP aside. However, apart from the fact that without a specific
proposal it seems rather ad hoc to assume that only the TP in ECM constructions does
not have the EPP requirement/feature, a moment of reflection reveals that positing
intermediate traces in SpecTPs in raising constructions would still be problematic
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on an approach adopting GBOIM. The reason is that a raising construction can be
embedded under an ECM verb. In this case, even if we were to assume that only the
raising T, but not the ECM one, has an EPP feature, there would still be a movement
step from SpecTP to SpecAgrOP, in violation of the GBOIM.
(34) John believes [AgrOP Maryi [TP (ti) to be likely [TP ti to cheat]]]
I conclude therefore that there cannot be a stop-over in intermediate TP in either
subject raising or ECM constructions. If this conclusion is correct, then it calls for
reevaluation of the evidence supporting the presence of intermediate traces in these
constructions, a task to which I now turn.16
4.3.1.1 Binding facts
Theoretical motivation aside, one empirical argument for the presence of EPP in non-
finite TP concerns the following paradigm, taken from Grohmann et al. (2000), who
attribute the data to Danny Fox.
(35) a. (i) John seems to Mary to appear to himself to be ill.
(ii) Johni seems to Mary [TP ti to appear to himself ti [TP ti to be ti
ill]]
b. (i) *Mary seems to John to appear to himself to be ill.
(ii) *Maryi seems to John [TP ti to appear to himself [TP ti to be ti
ill]]
The argument goes as follows. John in (35a) raises from its base-generated position
over the reflexive to Spec of intermediate TP, before landing in its surface position.
As a result, the reflexive is locally bound in virtue of the trace in the intermediate
SpecTP position (the pertinent trace is boldfaced). (35b) instantiates a ‘blocking
effect’. The experiencer is attempting to bind the anaphor across a closer binder,
namely the trace of Mary in SpecTP. The contrast in grammaticality between (35a)
and (35b) is thus attributed to the presence of an intermediate trace in SpecTP.
Note that the argument outlined assumes that the experiencer embedded in a to-
PP can bind a reflexive. If this were not the case, then the ungrammaticality of (35b)
would simply be due to the fact that the experiencer is not a potential antecedent
16Interestingly, Bošković (2002) who argues for complete removal of the EPP from the
grammar, nevertheless retains the intermediate movement steps in (33). According to him,
there is strong evidence that A-movement proceeds successive cyclically through each inter-
mediate TP, although the driving force behind these movements, he claims, is Takahashi’s
(1993) Minimize Chain Links Principle, rather than the EPP. Clearly, this conclusion is again
incompatible with the GBOIM. If the GBOIM is correct, then there simply cannot be a trace
in intermediate SpecTP, regardless of the possible trigger. As we will see shortly, the evidence
seems to be less compelling than Bošković claims.
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and no appeal to a ‘blocking effect’ would be needed. Grohmann et al. (2000) pro-
vide the following examples to show that experiencers can indeed bind out of their
PPs. In (36a), John is the only available antecedent for the reflexive. The fact that
the sentence is grammatical thus suggests that the experiencer can act as a poten-
tial binder.17 (36b) shows that variable binding by a quantified NP embedded in a
to-phrase is equally possible. Finally, (36c) shows that the experiencer can induce a
Condition C violation.
(36) a. It seems to Johni to appear to himselfi that Mars is flat.
b. It seems to [every boy]i to appear to hisi mom that Mars if flat.
c. *It seems to himi to appear to Johni that Mars is flat.
Even acknowledging that the experiencer is a potential binder, a careful consid-
eration of the pattern in (35) nevertheless reveals that the desired blocking effect can
be achieved even without successive cyclic movement through SpecTP. Consider the
following alternative derivation of (35a):
(37) [TP Johni [VP ti seems to Mary [TP to [VP ti V-appear [VP to himself [TP to
be [VP ti ill]]]]]]]
In (37), the raised DP moves through each intermediate VP on its way to the matrix
clause. John can therefore bind the reflexive from the Spec of the intermediate VP,
where the binding configuration is sufficiently local. The raised DP in (35b), Mary in
this case, would move in the same way to the matrix clause, by stopping off at each
intermediate VP. This is illustrated in (38). The ‘blocking effect’ in (35b) can equally
well be attributed to the trace of Mary in Spec of VP, rather than in the Spec of TP.
(38) *[TP Maryi [VP ti seems to John [TP to [VP ti V-appear [VP to himself [TP to
be [VP ti ill]]]]]]]
There is therefore no need to assume that a trace of the raised NP is present in the
Spec of non-finite TP.
The following argument from Bošković (2002) is deficient in the same way. Con-
sider the following pair of examples (originally from Lebeaux (1991)):
(39) a. *[Hisi mother’sj bread] seems to herj _ to be known by every mani _ to
be _ the best there is.
17Epstein and Seely (2006, p. 146, ft.31) note that the grammaticality status of (36a) is
not entirely clear. Assuming that A-movement reconstructs, Bošković (2002) and Sportiche
(2006) provide the following examples to show that experiencers c-command out of the PP
for purposes of anaphoric binding:
(i) a. Pictures of himself seem to John to be cheap. (Bošković (2002))
b. Pictures of each other seemed to the boys to be fuzzy. (Sportiche (2006))
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b. [Hisi mother’sj bread] seems to every mani _ to be known by herj _ to
be _ the best there is.
According to Bošković (2002), the data in question can be easily accounted for if
the matrix-clause subject passes through embedded SpecTPs, which can serve as re-
construction sites. (39a) is ruled out because the subject has to be reconstructed into
the most embedded clause to license the bound variable reading, but it then induces
a Condition C violation. On the other hand, in (39b) we can reconstruct the matrix-
clause subject to the higher infinitival SpecTP position, where a bound-variable read-
ing can be licensed without giving rise to Condition C violation. However, we can
just as easily conclude from (39b) that the reconstruction site is on the edge of VP,
not TP, and keep the rest of the argument intact. In other words, the paradigm in (39)
might be taken as evidence for successive cyclic A-movement, though not necessarily
for successive cyclic movement through SpecTP.
Is there a reason to think that the raised DP stops off in Specs of intermediate
VPs, rather than TPs? In fact there is. If we adopt Legate’s (2003) conclusion that all
types of Vs, not just those that introduce an external argument, are phase heads, then
the PIC would force successive cyclic A-movement through each intermediate VP.18
There is also an empirical argument to be made that successive cyclic A-movement
targets intermediate VPs, rather than TPs. Consider first an example like (40) (taken
from Sauerland (2003)).
(40) Every child isn’t smart.
(40) allows an interpretation where the universal quantifier is in the scope of the
negation. This interpretation can be paraphrased as ‘Not every child is smart’, and is
most natural if the sentence is followed by a clarifying continuation like ‘In fact, half
of them aren’t smart’. We can derive this reading by reconstructing the subject to a
position lower than negation.19
18As a result, there would be a single driving force behind all cases of successive-cyclic
movement- namely, the presence of phase boundaries. It seems to me that this makes Chom-
sky’s argument for phases regarding the reduction of computational complexity more com-
pelling. If Vs headed by raising verbs would not constitute phases, then clauses containing
raising predicates would have no phase-inducing heads and would be able to grow to un-
boundedly large structures before they are spelled out. Postulating the presence of a phasal
head in these constructions partitions the derivation into smaller chunks, reducing thereby the
computational load. Let me also note that the investigation of binding phenomena in chapter
7 will lead us to the conclusion that C and Asp (dominating v/V) are phase heads, forcing suc-
cessive cyclic movement via AspP, rather than v/VP. However, since nothing crucial hinges
on this assumption in the present context, the discussion in this section will be phrased in
terms of C and v/V as the relevant phasal heads.
19The exact nature of the mechanism underlying reconstruction effects is not relevant
for the argument to go through. I use the term reconstruction rather informally to refer to
interpretation of non-final positions in non-trivial chains.
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Consider next the example (41), discussed by Sauerland (2003).
(41) Every childi doesn’t seem to hisi father to be smart.
In (41) the quantifier every child can bind the pronoun his, while at the same time
taking scope under the negation. This interpretation can be paraphrased as ‘It’s not
the case for every child that it seems to his father to be smart’. Sauerland (2003)
provides several additional examples of the same type, with the subject scoping below
negation and binding a pronoun in the experiencer argument of seem.
(42) a. Every participanti didn’t seem to hisi coach to be in bad shape.
b. All linguistsi didn’t seem to theiri employer to work hard.
To derive the desired scope effect, the subject must be reconstructed to a position
below negation. However, the position in question cannot be the embedded TP since
the possibility of binding into the experiencer would remain unexplained. The correct
interpretation can however be derived if there is a reconstruction site at the VP edge,
as sketched below. In this position, the subject is below the scope of the negation, but
still high enough to bind into the experiencer.
(43) every childi doesn’t [VP ti seem to his father [TP (ti) to be ti smart]]
Sauerland (2003) also shows that the desired interpretation cannot be derived by rais-
ing negation over the subject. One piece of argument concerns the scope of negation
relative to material occurring between the subject and negation. Both examples in
(44) have only one interpretation where negation takes scope below the quantifica-
tional adverb, and the modal, respectively, suggesting that negation cannot raise over
quantificational material.
(44) a. Tom usually doesn’t follow.
b. Jan mustn’t get an A.
Compare examples in (44) with those in (45).
(45) a. Every student usually doesn’t follow. In fact, half of them usually
don’t follow.
b. Every student mustn’t get an A. At most a third of them can get one.
In these cases, the subject is able to scope under negation. Sauerland (2003) pro-
vides the following scenario that brings about the relevant reading in (45b): A junior
teacher gave every student in his class an A. However, the school has a rule that only a
third of all students may get an A. A senior teacher could then use (45b) to reprimand
his junior colleague. Note that even when the subject takes scope below negation, the
modal must has to take scope above negation. This would be unexpected if movement
of negation was the relevant mechanism to achieve wide scope of negation because
in that case negation would outscope must as well. The right interpretation can there-
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fore be achieved only by reconstructing the subject to a position below the negation,
which does not affect the relative scope of the negation and the modal. The same
point can be made on the basis of (45a).
To conclude, we have seen that whereas the paradigm in (35) does not decide
between VP and TP as possible intermediate landing sites, examples like (43) do.
We know on the basis of such examples that there must be a reconstruction site on
the edge of VP since reconstructing the raised DP to intermediate TP cannot explain
the relevant facts. However, what hasn’t been established yet is that there cannot
be a trace in the intermediate TP. What we have shown is that the data discussed by
now can be accounted for by assuming that A-movement proceeds through each in-
termediate VP. Positing in addition traces in intermediate TPs would be redundant,
but nothing said so far speaks against this option. However, as we will see in the rest
of this section, there are reasons to believe that there is no stop-over in the interme-
diate TP. Before we turn to examples in support of this conclusion, let me first dis-
cuss another apparent piece of evidence in favour of successive cyclic A-movement
through intermediate TPs that will play a role in a later argument. Again, the pur-
ported evidence can be reinterpreted as showing that long-distance A-movement pro-
ceeds through Specs of intermediate VPs, rather than TPs.
4.3.1.2 Quantifier Float
Since Sportiche (1986), floating quantifiers (FQs) have been taken as a standard diag-
nostic for A-movement. According to this analysis, FQs are generated together with
the element they modify and subsequently stranded under movement of the element
in question. If the stranding analysis is correct, then FQs mark positions from or
through which a DP has moved.20 Consider (46a) in this light:
(46) a. I believe the students all to know French.
b. I [XP X-believei [AgrOP the studentsj [VP ti [TP [ all tj]k to [vP tk know
French]]]]]
20There are two leading proposals regarding FQs: the adverbial analysis (Kayne (1975),
Doetjes (1997), etc.) and the stranding analysis (Sportiche (1986), Shlonsky (1991), Mc-
Closkey (2000), Bošković (2004), among others). Although there are still many open ques-
tions on both approaches, proponents of the stranding analysis have summoned some very
compelling evidence in their favour. One particularly telling observation is that in many lan-
guages, FQs show agreement (typically in case, number and gender) with the DP, strongly
suggesting that they are modifiers of the DP with which they are initially merged, rather than
adverbs (see for instance Shlonsky (1991) for Hebrew, Merchant (1996) for German). Dis-
cussing other evidence in favour of the stranding approach would take us too much afield. I
will simply assume, as is standardly done, that FQs can be used as a tool to identify positions
which the associate DP has occupied in the course of the derivation, and refer the reader to the
relevant literature for justification of this view. Needless to say that if the stranding analysis
eventually proves to be incorrect, then the data to be discussed cannot be used as evidence
either in favour or against the proposal developed here.
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On the standard derivation of ECM constructions, (46a) is simply taken to show
that the quantifier is stranded in the Spec of the embedded TP, through which the
DP passes on its way to the case-licensing position in the main clause, as illustrated
in (46b). However, this type of analysis must now be reassessed if our claim that
there is no intermediate stop-over in TP is correct. Now we have already reached
the conclusion that successive cyclic A-movement targets each intermediate VP. This
opens up another possibility of analysing (46a), sketched below:
(47) I [XP X-believei [AgrOP the studentsj [VP all tj]k [VP ti [TP [ to [vP tk know
French]]]]]]
Thus, we are again faced with the conclusion that the purported evidence for the
presence of an intermediate trace in SpecTP is far from convincing.21
An interesting set of data regarding quantifier float is discussed by McCloskey
(2000). McCloskey (2000) investigates a variant of English (West Ulster English),
which unlike Standard English, allows quantifier float under wh-movement. He pro-
vides the following pair of examples that are relevant for the discussion at hand:
(48) a. Who did you expect your mother all to meet at the party?
b. *Who did you expect all your mother to meet at the party?
Assuming that the VP headed by the ECM verb is phasal, the possibility of stranding
the quantifier to the right of the ECM subject occupying AgrOP is unsurprising, as
all movement out of the domain of the phase is forced to proceed through the phase
edge.22
(49) [CP whoi did you [XP expect [AgrOP [ your mother]j [VP [ all ti]k [VP tj [TP
to tj tk meet at the party]]]]]]
Now the example does not argue against the possibility of intermediate movement
through SpecTP per se, but it does show that even on the standard account of ECM
constructions the specifier of the matrix VP must be made available for intermediate
stop-over (at least in the case of A’-movement). The contrast between (48a) and (48b)
also shows what McCloskey (2000) intended it to show, which is that the ECM sub-
21The ungrammaticality of the examples in (i) does not bear on the possibility of an in-
termediate stop-off in SpecTP. On either view, the ill-formedness of these examples can be
attributed to the ban on stranding a quantifier in a θ position (for more details see Bošković
(2004)).
(i) a. *The students believed John all to be smart.
b. *The students believed all John to be smart
22I find this a more plausible analysis than McCloskey’s suggestion that the embedded
clause is a CP and the quantifier is stranded in the Spec of CP. This would lead to a prob-
lematic conclusion that A-movement out of a CP is possible in English (given that the ECM
subject moves to a case position in the matrix clause).
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ject must be moved overtly to the matrix clause. If it could remain in the embedded
SpecTP, the ungrammatical (48b) would be derived. On our assumptions, the ECM
subject never lands in SpecTP in the first place so the grammaticality judgement re-
garding (48b) is expected.23
The considerations discussed above force on us the following analysis of quanti-
fier float in subject raising constructions:
(50) a. The students seem all to know French.
b. The studentsi [XP seemk [VP [ all ti]j [VP tk [TP to [vP tj know French]]]]]
The quantifier is again stranded at the edge of VP, which as we have already seen
from Sauerland’s data, must be available as an intermediate landing site.
Having shown that the quantifier float data can be handled without assuming
an intermediate stop-over in SpecTP, let us now turn to another argument for the
presence of the EPP feature in non-finite T, discussed by Lasnik (1999). Some further
facts involving quantifier float will become relevant in evaluating the force of Lasnik’s
argument.
4.3.1.3 Scope interactions
While in his earlier work (Lasnik (1995)), Lasnik argued that overt raising of the
ECM subject to the matrix clause is obligatory, in Lasnik (1999) he argues that it is
optional. In other words, both derivations in (52) are available to (51).
(51) John believes Mary to be a genius.
(52) a. John believes [AgrOP Maryi [VP [TP ti to be [VP ti a genius]]]]
b. John believes [TP Maryi to be [VP ti a genius]]
The argument rests on certain observations regarding scope in ECM construc-
tions. According to Lasnik, (53) has two available interpretations, with the universal
quantifier taking either narrow or wide scope with respect to negation.24
(53) I believe everyone not to have arrived yet. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
Lasnik (1999) analyzes these facts in the following way. When the ECM subject
remains in embedded TP, the narrow scope reading with respect to the negation is
available. This reading however is lost when the ECM subject raises overtly to the
matrix clause. In that case, only wide scope reading for the universal is possible.
23The contrast between (48a) and (48b) also suggests that AgrOP, the surface position of
the ECM subject is above the phasal vP (with the concomitant need to raise the verb relatively
high in English), rather than sandwiched between the VP shells, as Lasnik assumes in a series
of works (Lasnik (1995), Lasnik (1999)). See also McCloskey (2000), Bošković (1997) for
the same conclusion.
24This observation goes back to Chomsky (1995).
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This proposal leads to the prediction that in cases where it is clear that the subject
must have moved to the matrix clause, the negation should not be able to outscope
it. According to Lasnik, this prediction is borne out. Consider the following pair of
examples:
(54) a. The mathematician made every even number out not to be the sum of
two primes. (∀ > neg , *neg> ∀)
b. The mathematician made out every even number not to be the sum of
two primes. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
In the rather unusual ECM particle construction above, many speakers allow the
ECM subject to surface both to the right and to the left of the particle out. Accord-
ing to Lasnik, for speakers who do allow both word orders, there is a difference in
interpretation though. In (54a), where it is clear from the word order that raising to
matrix clause has taken place, narrow scope for the universal ECM subject is impos-
sible. Apparently, the only available reading in (54a) is the implausible one where
the mathematician was engaged in a futile activity of trying to convince everyone that
no even number is the sum of two primes.
This analysis of the pattern in (54) makes a further prediction that the ECM sub-
ject should display the ‘high’ binding behaviour only when it precedes the particle
since only in this case it occupies a position in the matrix clause. According to Las-
nik, the results obtained by testing this prediction point in the right direction, though
he concedes that more data collection is necessary. For example, a negative ECM
subject to the left of out ‘seems much more comfortable with a negative polarity item
in the matrix clause, than does one to the right of out’ (Lasnik (1999), p. 201).
(55) a. the lawyer made no witnesses out to be idiots during any of the trials.
b. ?*the lawyer made out no witnesses to be idiots during any of the trials.
The same subtle judgements arise with other height tests, such as anaphor binding.
(56) a. the DA made the defendants out to be guilty during each other’s trials.
b. ?*the DA made out the defendants to be guilty during each other’s trials.
There are several aspects regarding technical implementation of Lasnik’s pro-
posal which are unclear or worrying. First of all, the analysis considerably compli-
cates case assignment, with two different mechanisms available for checking struc-
tural case in ECM constructions. When overt raising takes place, the nominal checks
its case features in AgrOP. On the other hand, when the ECM subject remains in the
embedded clause, case is checked by covert raising of formal features to V. In addi-
tion, since Case features need not be checked overtly, movement to the matrix clause
cannot be driven by Case. Lasnik assumes that the driving force for the overt raising
to AgrOP is a strong EPP feature on AgrO. Case checking is then just a side-effect of
EPP satisfaction. Since he argues that overt raising is optional, he then concludes that
AgrO only optionally has the EPP feature, making it crucially different from AgrS
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which obligatorily contains the EPP feature.
Let us now see what implications the scope interactions discussed by Lasnik have
for an analysis of ECM constructions within a theory that endorses the GBOIM. The
derivation in (52a) is not compatible with the GBOIM since it involves a movement
step from SpecTP to AgrOP, as already discussed. However, Lasnik’s account of
scope interactions in terms of two surface positions for the ECM subject could in
principle be made compatible with the GBOIM. All we need to do is to remove a trace
in intermediate SpecTP in (52a), for which Lasnik provides no empirical argument.
The scope facts can then be captured in the way Lasnik suggests, by allowing two
derivations: one where the ECM subject remains in the embedded SpecTP, and the
other where it moves to the matrix AgrOP, possibly via intermediate SpecVPs. The
drawback of this kind of approach is that it would lead to the conclusion that the
EPP feature in embedded TP is optional in a rather arbitrary way: whenever the
ECM subject would have some business to do in the matrix clause, there would be
no EPP feature in the intermediate TP. A more plausible alternative is to assume that
intermediate TP is simply not available as a potential landing site. Thus, Lasnik’s
argument merits some more discussion.
An underlying assumption that Lasnik’s argument is based on is that there is no
reconstruction with A-movement. Consequently, two available scopes in ECM con-
structions such as (53), repeated below, suggest that the ECM subject can occupy two
different positions at surface structure. On the other hand, if this assumption were in-
correct, then the observed scope effects could be derived from a single derivation.
For instance, the wide scope reading would be derived by interpreting the ECM sub-
ject in the surface position, in AgrOP. The narrow scope reading would be derived
via reconstruction, by interpreting the ECM subject in the position of the trace in
(57b). As a result, no movement to embedded TP would be required to capture the
two interpretations.25
(57) a. I believe everyone not to have arrived yet. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
b. I believed [AgrOP everyonei [VP [NegP not [TP to [ have [VP ti arrived
yet]]]]]]
In light of this, the claim that A movement does not reconstruct deserves careful
consideration. Lasnik (1999) bases himself on an observation noted in Chomsky
(1995). Chomsky (1995) provides the following paradigm:
(58) a. (It seems that) everyone isn’t there yet.
b. Everyone seems not to be there yet.
In (58a), the negation can take wide scope over the quantifier. On the other
hand, in (58b) where the subject undergoes A-movement, only the narrow scope
for negation is available. Though these facts are suggestive, basing such a strong
25For the time being, I am setting aside the high binding behaviour and the particle order
with the make out examples.
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claim solely on (58) seems premature. In fact, there is considerable evidence that A-
reconstruction is possible. The most famous argument is given in May (1977), based
on (59).
(59) Some politician is likely to address John’s constituency. (some > likely,
likely > some)
The intuition about (59) is that it is ambiguous. According to May, “[(59)] may
be taken as asserting either (i) that there is a politician, for example, Rockefeller,
who is likely to address John’s constituency, or (ii) that it is likely that there is some
politician (or other) who will address John’s constituency” (May (1977), p. 189).
Consider another example taken from Sportiche (2006), with three scope induc-
ing elements involved: the existential quantifier introduced by the singular indefinite
subject a southerner, the universal quantifier every, and the verb predict.
(60) A southerner is predicted to win every senate race.
a. It is predicted that for every senate race, a (different) southerner will
win it.
b. For every senate race, there is a (different) southerner who is predicted
to win it.
c. For every senate race, it is predicted that there is a (different) south-
erner who will win it.
In principle, there should be six scopal readings available, but the three in which
a southerner outscopes every senate race are pragmatically odd (since they require
the same southerner to win every senate race). The two readings in (60b) and (60c)
express a summary of individual predictions, one for each senate race, and are ac-
cording to Sportiche difficult to test. The most natural reading is the one in (60a),
which reports a unique global prediction. This suggests that at least one input for
scope computation is (61), where both the universal and the existential are under the
scope of the verb. Then, within a single clause, every senate race can outscope a
southerner.
(61) is predicted [ a southerner to win every senate race]
The issue regarding the availability of A-reconstruction is complex and far from
settled, and I cannot do justice here to all the literature written on the topic. However,
examples such as these just discussed suggest that reconstruction with A-movement
is in principle possible, a conclusion I will adopt here (see also Sportiche (2006) for
a longish list of authors supporting this position). The fact that (58b) is unambiguous
presents then an interesting challenge to any theory of reconstruction, but it does not
necessarily show that A-reconstruction does not exist. As Bobaljik and Wurmbrand
(1999) point out, the lack of some expected non-overt readings simply reveals that
we do not yet fully understand all the factors influencing the availability of non-overt
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scope interpretations.
The possibility of A-reconstruction then takes care of the ambiguity in (57a),
without the need to posit two derivations of ECM constructions. However, the true
force of Lasnik’s proposal lies in the prediction that in cases where the ECM subject
clearly occupies a position in the matrix clause, only the narrow scope for negation is
available. The relevant examples are those showing ‘high’ binding behaviour of the
ECM subject, such as (62).26
(62) John proved [every defendant]i not to be guilty during hisi trial. (∀ > neg,
*neg> ∀)
To get the bound variable reading of the pronoun which is contained in the matrix
clause adjunct, the ECM subject must move to a c-commanding position in the matrix
clause. In this case, the universal must take wide scope with respect to negation.
How could these facts be captured assuming that A-reconstruction exists? In fact,
observations similar to these have been used to argue in favour of A-reconstruction.
Consider (63) (from Lebeaux (2009)). The sentence is ambiguous, allowing the two
interpretations given in (63a) and (63b).
(63) Two women seem to be expected to dance with every senator.
a. There are two women who dance with every senator ( 2 > ∀)
b. Every senator has two women who dance with them - not necessarily
the same two women (∀ > 2)
Interestingly, placing an anaphor in the top clause freezes the scope ordering of the
quantifiers. Thus, (64) is unambiguous, and has only the reading given in (63a).
(64) Two womeni seem to each otheri to be expected to dance with every senator.
( 2 > ∀ , *∀ > 2)
Lebeaux (2009) calls this a ‘trapping’ effect. Assuming that there is A-reconstruction,
opens a way of approaching these facts. To get the lower scope reading of two women
in (63), the raised subject must be reconstructed into the most embedded clause, pro-
ducing an LF representation as in (65a). Being in the same clause, the two quantifiers
can now scope over each other and the ambiguity arises. The sentence in (64) ‘traps’
the quantifier upstairs. If the quantifier were reconstructed, the putative LF represen-
tation would be as in (65b). The reconstructed position is too low to bind the anaphor
in the matrix clause. As a result, it is not possible to get the inverse scope without
sacrificing binding at the same time.
(65) a. e seem e to be expected two women to dance with every senator.
26Lasnik (1999) doesn’t in fact discuss these examples. The example given here is taken
from Boeckx (2001). I assume that the data displaying other kinds of high binding behaviour
yield the same results.
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b. e seem to each other e to be expected two women to dance with every
senator
(64) also shows that the proper way to derive the wide scope reading of the universal
in (63) is not by scoping the downstairs quantifier upstairs via QR. If the wide scope
reading could be achieved by raising every senator above two women, the addition
of the anaphor in the matrix clause should not make a difference, and we would still
expect both scopes to be possible.
I conclude therefore that the limited scope possibilities in ECM constructions
that require binding within the matrix clause should also be attributed to ‘scope trap-
ping’, rather than to two possible Spell-Out positions of the ECM subject. In fact,
Lasnik’s account becomes dubious since it cannot be extended to the similar facts
just discussed, involving subject raising constructions.
The strength of Lasnik’s argument now rests on examples featuring the ECM
verb make out. The relevant patterns are repeated below.
(66) a. The mathematician made every even number out not to be the sum of
two primes. (∀ > neg , *neg> ∀)
b. The mathematician made out every even number not to be the sum of
two primes. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
(67) a. the lawyer made no witnesses out to be idiots during any of the trials.
b. ?*the lawyer made out no witnesses to be idiots during any of the trials.
a. the DA made the defendants out to be guilty during each other’s trials.
b. ?*the DA made out the defendants to be guilty during each other’s trials.
If the judgements indicated prove to be valid, then some additional assumptions may
be required.27 I have nothing interesting to say about these examples at this point.
Let me now turn to another set of facts which seem to suggest that Lasnik’s
analysis of scope effects in ECM constructions might not be on the right track. Recall
that floating quantifiers are standardly taken as a tool to identify positions which
the raised DP has occupied during the course of the derivation. One observation
regarding quantifier float that becomes relevant now is that floated quantifiers are
frozen in scope in their surface position (Dowty and Brodie (1984)). Consider the
scope interaction between negation and the floated quantifier in (68) (examples taken
from Bošković (2004)).
(68) a. The students did not seem all to know French. (*∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
b. The students seemed not to all know French. (*∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
c. The students all seemed not to know French. (∀ > neg , *neg> ∀)
27There is some controversy regarding the given judgements. For instance, Bošković
(2002) notes that Norbert Hornstein disagrees with the judgements, and Lasnik himself con-
cedes that the judgements are subtle and need to be checked more carefully.
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The same observation can be reproduced with other quantificational material.
(69) (from Bošković (2004))
a. The students rarely all go to the Zoo. (*∀ > rarely , rarely> ∀)
b. The students all rarely go to the Zoo. (∀ > rarely , *rarely> ∀)
(70) (from Bobaljik (1993))
a. The contestants could have all won. (*∀ >  ,  > ∀)
b. All the contestants could have won. (∀ >  ,  > ∀)
Consider (70). A sentence such as (70b) where the quantifier is not stranded is am-
biguous with respect to the relative scope of the universal quantifier and the modal.
On the wide scope for the universal, the sentence asserts that the predicate [can win]
is true of all the contestants, i.e. that any of them can win. On the reading where
the universal takes scope under the modal, (70b) asserts that a universal tie is pos-
sible, e.g., every one of the contestants will receive a prize. The example (70a) has
only the second reading, i.e. the one where the floated quantifier takes scope in its
surface position, under the modal. We might interpret these facts as showing that
a quantified DP can undergo reconstruction, but a quantifier separated from the DP
cannot. Regardless of how this restriction is derived, the fact that FQs are restricted to
taking scope in their surface position makes examples involving floating quantifiers
particularly relevant in evaluating potential analyses of scope interactions in ECM
constructions.
Recall that on Lasnik’s view, the scope is read off the surface structure, without
resorting to reconstruction. Thus, the ambiguity of (71) is due to the availability of
two derivations, sketched in (71a) and (71b). When the quantified DP raises to the
matrix clause, only the wide scope with respect to negation is available. On the other
hand, when the quantified DP remains in the embedded SpecTP, the narrow scope
reading becomes possible as well.28
(71) I believe everyone not to have arrived yet. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
a. I believej [AgrOP everyonei [VP tj [TP ti [TP not [T’ to [ have ti arrived
yet]]]]]]
b. I believej [VP tj [TP everyonei [TP not [T’ to [ have ti arrived yet]]]]]
Consider now the following example involving quantifier float. Given Lasnik’s
assumptions, (72) would plausibly be derived as illustrated in (73).
(72) I believe the students all not to have arrived yet.
28It is not entirely clear what status negation has on Lasnik’s view. I assume here that it
adjoins to TP. If Neg projected on top of TP, then the DP in (71b) would have to occupy Spec-
NegP, rather than SpecTP at Spell-Out. Note also that some scope reconstruction might be
needed on Lasnik’s view after all, since negation does not seem to c-command the universal.
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(73) I believe [AgrOP [ the students]i [VP [TP [ all ti]j [TP not [T’ to have tj arrived
yet]]]]]
The DP would first move to SpecTP to check the EPP feature of T. From this position,
it would continue to move to the matrix clause, leaving the quantifier behind. As
already discussed, this is the standard analysis of quantifier float facts. If Lasnik
is correct that the narrow scope reading with respect to negation becomes available
when the quantifier occupies the embedded SpecTP, then we expect (72) to allow this
reading. This prediction does not seem to be borne out however. According to my
informants, (72) allows only the wide scope reading of the universal.
I see no simple way of getting around this problem on Lasnik’s view. Note that
the floated quantifier occupies the same position as the quantified DP in (71b). We
might hypothesize that negation in (72) and similar constructions can only scope over
full quantified DPs sitting in SpecTP, but not over floated quantifiers. Beside the fact
that it is difficult to see what this might follow from, it would make the account
of scope facts in ECM constructions completely unrelated to observations regarding
(68), (69), and (70). Alternatively, we might argue that stranding in intermediate
SpecTP is for some reason prohibited. If such a reason were found, then we are led
back to the conclusion (argued for in this section) that quantifier float facts do not
argue for the presence of an intermediate stop-off in SpecTP. Rather there must be
another landing site for the ECM subject in the matrix clause where the quantifier
could be stranded.
The alternative account of scope interactions in ECM constructions that I have
been assuming leads to a more coherent understanding of the non-ambiguity in case
of (72). On my assumptions, the quantified DP in (71) always moves all the way
to AgrOP, as illustrated in (74aii). The ambiguity is due to the possibility of recon-
structing the DP to the trace position below the negation.29 The unavailability of the
narrow scope for the universal in quantifier float cases is due to the noted general
impossibility of reconstructing floated quantifiers.
(74) a. (i) I believe everyone not to have arrived yet. (∀ > neg , neg> ∀)
(ii) I believej [AgrOP everyonei [VP ti [V’ tj [NegP not [TP to [ have ti
arrived yet]]]]]]
b. (i) I believe the students all not to have arrived yet. (∀ > neg ,
*neg> ∀)
(ii) I believej [AgrOP [ the students]i [VP [ all ti]k [V’ tj [NegP not [TP
to [ have tk arrived yet]]]]]]
To summarize, we have seen that there is an alternative way of analysing Lasnik’s
scope facts in ECM constructions, without assuming that the SpecTP of the ECM in-
finitive is either an intermediate or the final landing site for the raised DP. The crucial
difference between the two proposals is the assumption regarding the availability of
29There is no problem here with allowing the negation to head its own projection on top
of TP.
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reconstruction with A-movement, A-reconstruction is assumed to be possible on the
approach argued for here, but not on Lasnik’s view. As already noted, the jury is
still out on the issue regarding the availability of A-reconstruction, but there seems to
be suggestive evidence that A movement can reconstruct. If so, then the scope facts
in ECM constructions can be derived from a single derivation. What is more, the
limited scope possibilities in quantifier float cases make Lasnik’s account dubious,
but are expected under an A-reconstruction analysis. Finally, the fact that the quan-
tified ECM subject cannot scope below negation when it displays the high binding
behaviour is just one instance of a more general phenomenon, referred to by Lebeaux
(2009) as ‘scope trapping’.
4.3.1.4 Against the EPP in non-finite T
So far, I have been investigating evidence given in the literature as support for the
presence of the EPP requirement/feature in non-finite TPs, forcing in turn A-movement
to proceed successive cyclically through each intermediate TP. I believe to have
shown that the purported evidence is far from conclusive, and that most, if not all
of the data can be reanalyzed by having A-movement proceed through Specs of in-
termediate VPs, and without a stop over in SpecTP. Before concluding this section,
let me briefly mention some arguments against the presence of the EPP feature in
non-finite TP. The arguments noted here are discussed in more detail in Grohmann
et al. (2000) and Bošković (2002).
•Merge-over-Move preference
Consider the pair of examples in (75) (from Chomsky (1995)).
(75) a. Therei seems ti to be someone in the room.
b. *There seems someonei to be ti in the room.
Under the assumption that the non-finite T hosts an EPP-feature, two options be-
come available at the point when the embedded T is merged: (i) merge of there, or
(ii) movement of someone. Choosing either option suffices to satisfy the EPP. The
question then arises why (75b) is ungrammatical. To rule out this example, Chomsky
(1995) suggests the Merge-over-Move preference. Movement is treated as a complex
operation, involving Merge as one its suboperations, and is therefore argued to be
disprefered. The possibility of merging the expletive thus blocks movement of the
indefinite. There are a number of problems with the Merge-over-Move account how-
ever. To name one, consider the following example, where the indefinite has moved
to SpecTP, although an expletive was available for lexical insertion (from Grohmann
et al. (2000)):30
(76) There was a rumor that a mani was ti in the room.
30To handle these facts, Chomsky (2000) introduces the concept of subnumeration.
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The contrast in (75) can be straightforwardly dealt with if there was no EPP in
the non-finite TP. In that case, the non-finite T hosts no features in need of checking,
therefore nothing needs to either move or merge there. On this view, one way of
analyzing (75a) is to assume that the expletive merges directly in its surface position
(see for instance Bošković (2002) who extensively argues for this kind of analysis).31
(77) There seems [TP to be a man in the garden]
• Double there
Another problem for the EPP is raised by the double-there constructions, such as
(78):
(78) *There seems there to be someone in the garden.
According to Bošković (2002), it is difficult to see how (78) should be ruled out,
especially if Chomsky (1995) is correct in assuming that there does not have case.
On the other hand, if there is no EPP in non-finite TP, there is no reason to merge the
expletive.
• ‘Wanna’-contraction
Elimination of the EPP from non-finite T has interesting consequences for the anal-
ysis of ‘wanna’-contraction. The core observation regarding ‘wanna’-contraction is
that intervening traces of A’-movement block the contraction (79a), but PRO and a
trace of A-movement do not ((79b) and (79c)).
(79) a. *Who do you wanna be there?
b. He doesn’t wanna scare them.
c. Little heed is gonna be paid to my proposal.
The standard analysis of these effects relies on the assumption that only case marked
empty categories block the contraction (Jaeggli (1980)). Though the distinction
seems to yield the right results, it is unclear why case should make an expression
a phonetic “intervenor”. A simpler alternative would be to assume that any interven-
ing empty category blocks contraction. This alternative however is not available as
long as non-finite T has an EPP feature, forcing the presence of either PRO or trace in
SpecTP. On the other hand, if the EPP feature is removed from non-finite T, then the
simpler analysis becomes viable. In raising and control constructions there would be
no intervener in SpecTP, making wanna-contraction possible. The surface position of
PRO in control constructions then must be SpecVP, rather then SpecTP, as illustrated
below. This is essentially what Baltin (1995) proposes.
31Bošković (2002) also presents an argument from ellipsis constructions against the pres-
ence of EPP in non-finite T. I won’t discuss this argument here.
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(80) He doesn’t [VP want [CP [TP to [VP PRO [V’ scare them]]]]]
4.3.2 Interim summary
It has been shown that the standard analysis of ECM constructions conflicts with the
GBOIM because it involves a movement step targeting a position lower in terms of
the functional hierarchy than the launching site. The overt raising approach to ECM
constructions can however be reconciled with the GBOIM if the trace in intermediate
TP is eliminated. This in turn leads to the conclusion that there can be no EPP
feature in non-finite T. That such a conclusion is not necessarily problematic has been
shown by reanalyzing the relevant empirical data without a stop-over in non-finite
TP. However, unlike some other approaches that argue for elimination of the EPP in
non-finite T (or in any T for that matter), the proposal here does not try to eliminate
A-chains altogether. In fact, we have seen that there are good reasons to think that
A-movement proceeds successive cyclically, though intermediate movement steps do
not target SpecTPs, but rather SpecVPs. I conclude therefore that ECM constructions
do not present an insurmountable problem to the GBOIM.32
4.4 Long movement out of a CP
Chomsky (2000) states that in addition to the CP, the transitive vP is also a phase.
If v is a phasal head, then the PIC should force any phrase moving out of the vP to
stop off at the edge of vP. That successive cyclic A’-movement indeed uses Specs
of vPs as intermediate landing sites has been argued by Fox (1999) on the basis of
reconstruction facts. Consider the following pair of examples:
(81) a. [Which of the papers that hei gave Maryj] did every studenti 3 ask
herj to read * carefully?
b. *[Which of the papers that hei gave Maryj] did shej * ask every studenti
to revise *?
The interesting thing about (81a) is that it allows a reading where the first pronoun is
bound by the quantified subject, while the second pronoun is coreferential with the R-
expression, Mary, in the relative clause. The wh-expression however does not fulfill
the c-command requirement on binding of pronouns in its surface position, leading
to the conclusion that the correct interpretation must be derived via reconstruction.
However, reconstructing the wh-phrase to the most embedded clause would give rise
to a violation of the Binding Principle C. If (81a) is to be derived via reconstruction,
then the wh-expression must be reconstructed to a position in between every student
32ECM constructions present a more serious problem for Williams’s LEC approach, so
much that the raising of the ECM subject can no longer be treated as movement proper.
Williams suggests that these constructions should be analysed as ‘mismappings’, a strategy
he uses to derive certain marked word orders.
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and her - a vP adjoined position. In (81b) on the other hand, the wh-phrase must
reconstruct to its merged position in order for he to be bound by every student, but
this then leads to a violation of Condition C, since she c-commands Mary. Hence,
the sentence is ungrammatical.
Legate (2003) points out that passive and unaccusative verbs show the same re-
construction effects. This is illustrated in (82) for a passive verb. In (82), Mary keeps
being introduced to her own date at parties.
(82) a. [At which of the parties that hei invited Maryj to] was every mani 3
introduced to herj *?
b. *[At which of the parties that hei invited Maryj to] was shej * intro-
duced to every mani *?
Like the sentences in (81), those in (82) contain a wh-word which must reconstruct
below every man in order for he to be bound, but above Mary in order to avoid
Principle C violation. This leads to the conclusion that any type of V, not just the
transitive one, constitutes a phase.33
In the previous sections, we have seen that there is evidence that successive-
cyclic A-movement also proceeds via the v/VP edge. There is therefore relatively
compelling evidence that v/V is a phase head, and this assumption enabled us to
reanalyze ECM constructions in a manner compatible with the GBOIM-based ap-
proach.
Nevertheless, it is precisely the phasehood of v/VP which poses a serious problem
for the analysis of improper movement developed here. Given that both C and v/V are
phase heads, a phrase undergoing long movement must stop off at every intermediate
C and v/V head lying on the path of movement. This is sketched below.
(83)
[CPXP [ C . . . [vP <XP> [ v . . . [CP <XP>OO [ C . . . [vP <XP> [v [V P V <XP> ]]]]]]]]]
The problem with the derivation in (83) is that the dashed movement step vio-
lates the GBOIM, since the target of movement is lower in terms of the functional
hierarchy than the launching site. Thus, locality forces an intermediate stop-over in
SpecvP, but this intermediate stop-over violates the GBOIM.
As far as I can see, this problem persists even if we assume that the Spell-Out
of phases is delayed until the next higher phase head is merged, as Chomsky (2001)
suggests. To see this, consider (84) (phase heads are boldfaced). At the point when
the embedded CP is merged, the material inside the lower vP phase is still accessible
to it (see (84a)). The XP with an unchecked feature then moves to the SpecCP,
without a stop off in vP. The vP then spells out. Note that the XP has to move at this
33Legate (2003) also goes through other evidence for vP phases, showing that they equally
well support the phasehood of unaccusative and passive VPs. I won’t discuss these diagnos-
tics here and refer the interested reader to Legate’s work.
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point. If it remains inside the vP, it will be spelled out and become inaccessible to any
further syntactic operations. At the point where the matrix vP is merged the problem
again arises (see (84c)). XP cannot move from CP to vP because that would violate
the GBOIM. However, if it stays in CP, it will be spelled out as soon as the matrix vP
has checked all its features and thus will not be available for attraction by a higher
probe in the matrix clause.
(84) a. [CP [ C [TP T [vP v [V P V XPOO ]]]]]
b. [V P [ V [CP XP [C [TP [T ′ T vP ]]]]]]
c. [vP [ v [V P V [CP XPOO [ C [TP [T ′ T vP ]]]]]
Modifying slightly this view by allowing the edge of the phase to remain acces-
sible after the phase itself has spelled out would allow long distance movement, but
would also rule in constructions displaying improper movement effects. Two poten-
tial derivations need to be considered. If the XP moves, as in the previous case, by
skipping the most embedded vP and targeting first the embedded CP, the right result
seems to be derived. At the point where the matrix CP is merged, the XP occupying
the edge of the embedded CP will still be accessible and could move directly to the
matrix CP, without a stopover in vP.
(85) [CP [ C [TP T [vP v [V P V [CP XPOO [ C TP ]]]]]
However, the problem is that the following derivation is also allowed on this
view. The XP could first move to the edge of the most embedded vP. When the next
higher phase head is merged, namely the embedded C, the complement of vP will be
spelled out, but the edge of vP will not. As a result, the XP sitting in the edge of vP
could still be attracted and move directly to the matrix vP, without a stop-over in the
embedded CP, as in the (a) example below. From the edge of the matrix vP, it could
then be attracted to the matrix TP, without violating the GBOIM. This way we end
up deriving the ungrammatical superraising constructions, the very constructions we
set out to exclude.
(86) a. [vP [ v [V P V [CP C [TP T [vP XPOO [v VP ]]]]]
b. [TP [ T [vP XPOO [v [V P V [CP C TP ]]]]]
As far as I can see, the only way out of this conundrum would be to assume that
Vs headed by bridge verbs, i.e. verbs that allow long extraction out of their comple-
ment clauses, are not phasal. However, such a conclusion would conflict with other
arguments supporting the phasehood of vP, such as those based on reconstruction
effects reviewed above. In addition, it is hard to see why this class of verbs should
differ from all other verb types in not constituting a phasal boundary. If even rais-
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ing Vs are phasal, as we have argued in the previous section, then non-phasehood
of the bridge V would be extremely difficult to substantiate. The problem regard-
ing the phasehood of v/V is thus a serious one, and reveals an internal inconsistency
of the GBOIM-based approach. On the one hand, without the phase-based locality,
the GBOIM captures only a small subset of improper movement operations. On the
other hand, once the phase-based locality is adopted, the GBOIM rules out a number
of licit movement operations.34 In the following chapter, I will propose an alterna-
tive account of improper movement violations that will still rely on the phase-based
locality, but will dispense with the GBOIM. The problem noted in this section will
therefore not arise.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, I have showed that the following constraint, in tandem with a phase-
based theory of locality, rules out a broad range of illicit movement operations that
we have argued should be viewed as falling under the rubric of improper movement:
(87) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement
A phrase cannot be moved to a position lower in terms of the functional
hierarchy than the launching site of movement.
In particular, we have seen that the GBOIM is capable of accounting for asymmetric
feeding relations between different movement operations in cases involving consecu-
tive movements of the same phrase, as well as in remnant movement configurations.
It also captures clause-boundedness of certain movement operations. Finally, these
results are achieved without postulating and appealing to an extrinsic hierarchy of op-
erations. What is needed is the hierarchy of functional projections and a phase-based
theory of locality, both of which are required independently of improper movement
effects.
Nevertheless, several problems for the GBOIM-based approach have been noted.
First of all, ordering restrictions on movement operations in cases involving subex-
traction out of moved phrases are not captured. The reason is that nothing in the
account developed so far prohibits extraction from within the phrase occupying the
phase edge. Therefore, illicit movement operations in these configurations can only
be ruled out by appealing to additional stipulations. In addition, we have seen that
there is an internal inconsistency in combining the GBOIM with the phase-based
locality. Locality requires long movement out of the CP to proceed via Specs of
intermediate CPs and vPs, as these are phasal heads. However, the movement step
from the Spec of embedded CP to the Spec of matrix vP is prohibited by the GBOIM,
34Note that the GBOIM, in conjunction with the phase-based locality, rules out any move-
ment out of the CP that targets a position in the matrix middle field. I won’t discuss here if
and how problematic this prediction is, given that the problem related to the phasehood of v
is already serious enough to call for a revision of the proposal.
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since v is lower than C on the functional hierarchy. Consequently, when combined
with phase-based locality, the GBOIM in fact rules out long movement out of the CP.
These shortcomings call for reevaluation of the proposal. In the following chapter,
an alternative, though a related account, will be developed, which is capable of over-
coming the problems of the GBOIM-based approach. In addition, it will be shown
that the GBOIM can in fact be dispensed with, and its effects derived from the inter-
action between the functional hierarchy and a phase-based locality theory in a more
direct way.
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Chapter 5
Deriving improper movement
from the functional sequence
In the previous chapter, I have explored one possible way of relating improper move-
ment to the functional sequence, namely by encoding restrictions on ordering of
operations in terms of possible landing sites. The proposed account relied on the
following constraint on movement:
(1) Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (GBOIM)
A phrase cannot be moved to a position lower in terms of the functional hier-
archy than the launching site of movement.
Setting aside the problems that the account faces, one advantage of the GBOIM-based
approach to improper movement is that there is no need to postulate an extrinsic hier-
archy of operations, as on some alternative approaches. The only hierarchy appealed
to is the independently needed structural hierarchy. The goal of this chapter is to go
one step further and ask whether we can also do without the GBOIM. In other words,
does the GBOIM need to be stated as an independent constraint on movement, or can
improper movement effects be derived from the functional hierarchy in a more direct
way? In this chapter, I argue that this might be achieved by relying on the internal
structure of the moving phrase itself, again in conjunction with a phase-based theory
of locality. It will then be shown that this alternative account also overcomes the
problems that were plaguing the GBOIM-based approach.
The chapter is organized as follows. As the analysis to be put forth relies on
some ideas sketched in Svenonius (2004), I will start off by presenting Svenonius’s
proposal. The alternative account is then developed in section 5.2, and shown to
be capable of accounting for improper movement effects in both identity and non-
identity cases. Section 5.2.2 shows that long movement via the matrix vP is not a
problem on this account, as it was on the GBOIM-based approach. The proposal also
makes a number of predictions distinct from those made on an approach adopting the
Hierarchy of Operations. These differences are discussed in section 5.2.5. Section
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5.3 summarizes and closes off the chapter.
5.1 Svenonius (2004)
The account of improper movement proposed in Svenonius (2004) builds on the hy-
pothesis that there is a close correspondence between the functional architecture of
clauses and noun phrases. That there are parallels between nominal and clausal struc-
ture has long been noted, at least since Chomsky (1970) and Abney (1987). Over the
years, numerous studies have offered further empirical support for the existence of
such parallelism, as well as shown that the functional structure of both noun phrases
and clauses is quite rich. Relying on these observations, Svenonius (2004) assumes
that clausal projections have their counterparts in the nominal domain. On this view,
a possible arrangement of features in the clausal and nominal structure might be as in
(2). For the sake of illustration, it suffices to assume for now a rather coarse clausal
structure, as in (2a).1,2
(2) a. C – T – v – V
b. Q – K – n – N
Pursuing further the correspondence between the clausal and nominal domain, Sveno-
nius (2004) assumes that there are (at least) two phase heads in the DP, corresponding
to C and v in the clause. When the phase heads are merged, their complements spell
out, as in the clause. This is illustrated below, with brackets indicating spelled-out
domains and asterisks marking phasal heads. Since the label of the phase remains
visible after its complement has undergone Spell-Out, it is still possible to attract or
agree with the phase, but not with anything inside it.3
1An alternative would be to assume that the organization of features in the nominal do-
main is the mirror image of the clausal featural organization, as suggested by Starke (2003).
I will not explore this possibility here.
2The label ‘K’ is taken from an old tradition of postulating K[ase] projection in the noun
phrase. However, it should be noted that it is not Svenonius’s intention to suggest that K
can be straightforwardly identified with case. As he points out, on a fine-grained feature
structure, it is to be expected that descriptive labels such as ‘case’ are too coarse. Morphology
associated with the descriptive label ‘case’ need not reflect only features of K. See Svenonius
(2004) for more details.
3Svenonius (2004) ends up adopting a slightly more complicated model, expanding (3)
into (i). On this view, the trigger for Spell-Out of vP is an aspectual head Asp, and the trigger
for Spell-Out of CP is a topical head Top.
(i) a. Top* – [C – T – Asp* – [v – V
b. Op* – [Q – K – Num* – [n – N
For the sake of simplicity and legibility of the tree representations, I will stick to (3), pre-
senting the approach in terms of this model (note that the tree representations of the deriva-
tions to be discussed here are provided by me on the basis of Svenonius’s (2004) assumptions
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(3) a. C* – [T – v* – [V
b. Q* – [K – n* – [N
Assuming then that A-type attractors attract features within a lower phase, while A’-
attractors operate on features in a higher phase, this opens up a way of deriving the
ban on improper movement. At the point in the derivation where A’-attractors are
merged, the features in the lower phase are already spelled out and inaccessible for
attraction. As a result, there can be no A-operation following A’-movement. Before I
discuss in more detail how this works, let me first address a potential problem that the
assumed phasehood of the nominal heads raises on the model sketched so far. If QP is
a phase on a par with CP, then KP spells out as soon as Q is merged. This means that
if a noun phrase as large as a QP was constructed and merged as the complement of V,
then this noun phrase could never undergo A-movement out of VP, because KP would
already be spelled out and inaccessible. Svenonius (2004) suggests that the problem
might be circumvented by assuming that nominal phasal heads trigger Spell-Out of
their complements only after being merged with the clausal phasal heads. According
to Svenonius, the reason behind this might be that features of the nominal heads are
uninterpretable until they are valued by the corresponding clausal head, so that a
nominal phasal head does not function as a trigger for Spell-Out until its features are
checked by the clausal phasal head.4 Given this assumption, a phrase as large as QP
could be merged quite low without causing any of its parts to spell out too early to be
attracted by higher probes.
A derivation involving long-distance wh-movement compatible with the model
sketched so far is given below (phase heads are marked with an asterisk, the spelled
out domains are marked with a strikethrough). (4a) illustrates the point in the deriva-
tion when the embedded vP enters the structure. QP is then merged in the Specifier
of vP. Since v is a phase head, it triggers Spell-Out of its complement VP. It also
values the features of the corresponding nominal phasal head, n. Once features of n
are valued, n triggers Spell-Out of NP. Note that at this point QP does not function as
a phase. QP will only trigger Spell-Out of its complement once it moves to CP and
has its features checked. In the next step, represented in (4b), QP moves to the TP to
check the K feature.
and are not to be found in his article).
4Assuming a finer-grained functional hierarchy as given below, Svenonius (2004) sug-
gests that this might be implemented in the following way.
(i) a. Top* – [C – T – Asp* – [v – V
b. Op* – [Q – K – Num* – [n – N
Assume for instance that n has {uAsp}, wheras Num has {uAsp, iNum}. Num probes to n,
and their Asp features match, but since both instantiations of this feature are uninterpretable,
no valuation takes place. When Asp is merged along the clausal projection, it comes with
{iAsp, uNum}. It probes for Num, at which point the {uAsp} on both Num and n is valued
and nP spells out.
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(4) Who did you say left?
a. vP1
QP v′1





Q KP T1 vP1
K nP tQP v′1
n* NP v*1 VP
Merger of C, the next phasal head, triggers spell out of TP and checks features of QP,
activating it as a phasal head and thereby causing the complement of QP to Spell-
Out. At this point, the only feature in the noun phrase that is accessible to further
syntactic operations is Q, as all other features are in the spelled-out domain. QP will
then move through the edge of the next phase, namely the matrix vP, before reaching
its final landing site, the matrix CP.
(5) CP1
QP C′1
Q* KP C*1 TP1
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Consider now how the cases of improper movement such as those in (6) would
be ruled out on the proposed model.
(6) a. *Who seems that won?
b. *Who seems that it won?
Once the embedded CP is merged, QP will move to its specifier (see (7a)). When
merged with CP, QP will begin to function as a phasal head, triggering Spell-Out of
its complement KP. In the next step, shown in (7b), both TP and KP are spelled out
and inaccessible for attraction. As a result, the features on the matrix T, and possibly










Q* KP C* TP
Consider next the cases of superraising such as those in (8).
(8) a. *John seems that it won.
b. *John seems that won.
What makes these examples different from those in (6) is that the moved phrase
is a KP, rather than QP. This difference turns out to be quite significant under the
current model. There are two derivations to be considered regarding examples such
as these. When the embedded C is merged, it will trigger Spell-Out of its complement
TP. As a result, everything embedded in the TP will become inaccessible for further
syntactic operations. Therefore, if the KP remains embedded in TP, either in Spec of
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vP, or in Spec of TP, it will be caught in the Spell-Out domain and thus will not be
available for attraction by the matrix T, as desired.
However, there is still a derivation compatible with the current set of assumptions
that would derive the ungrammatical examples in (8). If the KP moves to the escape
hatch position, the Spec of CP, it will not be spelled out with the complement of the
CP phase and could thus escape the embedded clause and target the matrix TP. Note
also that with the QP missing, the potential trigger for Spell-Out of KP is also not
available. Thus, additional assumptions are required to rule out cases such as (8).
A potential way out of this problem could be to deny KP access to SpecCP. If
KP is forced to remain inside the TP, it will inevitably be spelled out as part of the
TP when C is merged. Svenonius (2004) suggests that KP might be prohibited from
moving to SpecCP in the following way. Assuming strong identification of the two
hierarchies, the clausal and their corresponding nominal heads might be too similar
in a Relativized Minimality kind of way, giving rise to intervention effects.5 Thus,
an attractor for Q might not be able to attract QP across the CP boundary, because
Q and C are too similar. In the same vein, T might cause an intervention effect for
K-movement. In the configuration such as (9), C would not ‘see’ and therefore could
not attract a KP embedded in a TP. As a result, KP would not be able to move to
CP. Only a phrase with the Q (or a higher) feature would be visible to C. This way







K nP v* VP
n* NP
It is clear though that C does not cause an intervention effect for Q-movement
when the QP occupies the specifier of CP, as in the configuration below. In this case,
5See Starke (2001), Taraldsen (2008) for similar ideas.
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QP must be made visible to outside probes, otherwise there could be no long QP





Q* KP C* TP
This might be achieved by defining Attract Closest in such a way that the specifier of
CP is equally close to a potential probe as the CP itself. Svenonius (2004) adopts the
following definition:
(11) α enters into agree relations with β iff α and β have features of type f and
there is no closer γ with type f features (closer: γ c-commands β but not α)
Given these assumptions, examples like (8a) are successfully ruled out. However,
cases like (8b), where KP might move to embedded TP, still remain problematic. If
what makes movement of KP to SpecCP impossible is the fact that C does not see K
past an intervening TP, then given the definition above, KP will actually be visible to
C if it occupies SpecTP and would be able to move to SpecCP on this scenario. This
means that examples of superraising as in (8b) must receive a different explanation
from cases such as (8a).6
Summing up the discussion so far, the proposal outlined in Svenonius (2004)
rules out improper movement by assuming a close correspondence between the nom-
inal and clausal functional hierarchy and relying on the phase-based locality. Svenon-
ius assumes that there are at least two phasal heads in the DP, corresponding to C and
v in the verbal domain. Nominal phasal heads however are assumed to trigger Spell-
Out only after their features have been valued by the clausal phasal heads. Once the
complement of the phase head spells out, nothing embedded inside it can be attracted
or agreed with. Assuming then that features involved in A-type operations reside in
a lower phase than those involved in A’-operations, A-type features will be spelled
6(8b) might be ruled out by the Activity Condition (Chomsky (2001, 2000) ), according
to which XPs that have had all their features valued are rendered inactive and cannot enter
into further syntactic dependencies. The proposal to be developed in the following sections
will rule out all cases of superraising in the same manner, and no appeal to the Activity
Condition will be necessary. For arguments against the Activity Condition see for instance
Nevins (2004), Bošković (2007).
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out early on and will not be accessible to syntactic computation once A’-features are
merged. Consequently, there can be no A-movement following an A’-operation.
As we have seen, some additional assumptions are needed to rule out cases of
superraising where the raised phrase is not a wh-expression (i.e. not a QP). In such
configurations, the relevant phrase must be prohibited from moving to the Spec of
CP, the escape hatch position, which is achieved by assuming that clausal heads cause
intervention effects for extraction of the corresponding nominal projections. This is
made to follow from a strong identification of the two hierarchies, in conjunction
with a particular definition of Attract Closest. Nevertheless, the derivation where the
moving phrase lands in the embedded TP still remains problematic as it leaves open
a way of deriving improper movement configurations. To rule such derivations out,
additional assumptions seem to be necessary.
5.2 The proposal
5.2.1 Outline of the proposal
In this section, I develop an alternative analysis of improper movement violations,
building on and modifying somewhat Svenonius’s proposal discussed in the preced-
ing section. In particular, I will also argue that improper movement effects can be
derived by relying on the internal structure of the moved phrase, in conjunction with
a phase-based locality, though the two accounts will differ considerably in details of
implementation. As will be shown, the proposed solution is capable of overcoming
the problems that were plaguing the GBOIM-based account.
Like Svenonius’s account, the proposal to be sketched also relies on the assump-
tion that there is a close correspondence between the nominal and the clausal func-
tional hierarchy. In other words, I will assume that features on the goal are hierar-
chically ordered in a way that parallels the ordering of these features in the clausal
functional sequence. Given the clausal functional hierarchy F1 < . . . < Fn (where F1
is at the bottom of the structural hierarchy and Fn takes Fn−1 as its complement), if
F2 dominates F1, then the matching projection F′2 in the nominal domain will domi-
nate F′1. To illustrate the logic of the proposal, it will be sufficient for now to adopt
a rather coarse functional structure, such as the one already employed in the previous
section.
(12) a. C – T – v – V
b. Q – K – n – N
If the phase-based locality is to be adopted, then the first question that should be
addressed is whether there are any phase heads in the nominal functional sequence.
At first blush, it seems that there cannot be any, otherwise a phrase as large as QP
could never undergo A-movement, as noted in the previous section. Recall that if
Q were a phase on a par with C, then KP would spell out as soon as Q is merged.
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This means that at the point when the QP is inserted into the clausal structure, KP
would already be spelled-out and inaccessible. As discussed in the previous sec-
tion, assuming that Q and n are phasal heads on a par with their clausal counterparts,
Svenonius (2004) suggests that the problem of premature Spell-Out might be over-
come if nominal phasal heads trigger Spell-Out of their complements only after being
merged with their clausal counterparts. In other words, nominal phasal heads are ‘ac-
tivated’ in their function as phases only after their features have been checked against
the clausal phasal heads. Such an approach is however challenged by examples like
(13), which seem to suggest that the phasehood of Q does not hinge on its ability to
establish a meaningful feature-checking relation with C.
(13) *[CP [ Which childi [TP ti wonders [CP tiwho adopted ti]]]?
To see this, consider first the pair of examples in (14).
(14) a. ?Which child do you wonder who adopted?
b. *Which parents do you wonder who adopted?7
Example (14a) is not perfect as it involves extraction out of a wh-island, but it
is significantly better than (14b), which in addition involves a Superiority violation.8
The interesting thing about (14a) is that it contains two QPs. When the embedded
C gets merged, both wh-phrases will move to its Spec. The subject wh-phrase, who
in this case, will establish a feature-checking/valuation relation with the embedded
C and will be interpreted in this position. Due to the PIC, the second wh-phrase
will also have to stop off in the Spec of the embedded CP, but it is unclear whether
it enters into any feature-checking/valuation relation with C, and even if it does, it
would presumably not have all its features checked, making it eligible for further
attraction to matrix CP. In any case, the two wh-phrases cannot establish the same
kind of feature-checking/valuation relation with the embedded C, but crucially both
must be ‘activated’ as phasal heads at this point. If the object QP did not start acting
as a phase, then its complement KP would not be spelled out at this point and would
remain accessible to the probes in the matrix clause. We would then expect the object
QP to be able to undergo A-movement in the higher clause, since KP would still
be accessible. The sharp ungrammaticality of (13) (which contrasts with the mild
deviance of (14a)) shows that this would be an undesirable result. Examples of this
7Bad on the reading where it is the parents who adopt someone.
8The empirical generalization behind the Superiority Condition is that the highest wh-
phrase prior to wh-fronting must move first to the SpecCP. It goes back to Chomsky (1973),
where the pertinent condition is formulated in the following way:
(i) No rule can involve X, Y in the structure ...X ... [...Z...WYV...] where the rule
applies ambiguously to Z and Y, and Z is superior to Y. The category A is superior
to the category B if every major category dominating A dominates B as well but not
conversely.
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type thus suggest that the Spell-Out of KP should not be made dependent on the
relation between Q and C.
This conclusion is further corroborated by the fact that a KP occupying a SpecCP
is unavailable for further syntactic operations even when there is no QP present, as
evidenced by examples of superraising such as (15). In this case the moving phrase
is a KP, not a QP. If it is to move out of the embedded clause, the KP must stop off in
the Spec of the embedded CP (due to the PIC). Despite the fact that this move places
the KP into a phase edge, the KP is not available to probes in the matrix clause and
cannot be fronted to the matrix TP.9
(15) a. *John seems that it likes cheese.










These observations lead to the conclusion that the Spell-Out of KP is not triggered
by Q, but rather directly by C. I will therefore assume that clausal phasal heads can
trigger Spell-Out of nominal projections as well, without the mediation of nominal
phasal heads. This means that there are no phasal heads in the nominal domain, only
clausal heads can ever be phasal. Note that this immediately solves the problem of
premature Spell-Out, discussed earlier. Since Q is not a phase head on this view, there
is no worry that KP embedded under a Q will Spell-Out even before QP is merged
into the clausal structure.
Let me now address the question of how the ability of clausal phasal heads to
9Recall that on Svenonius’s approach, the fact that KP is not visible to outside probes
in (15) is due to the inability of embedded C to attract KP. In other words, KP cannot move
to SpecCP in the first place. (15b) however remains problematic, as already discussed. A
different way of tackling this issue will be developed presently.
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trigger Spell-Out of nominal projections can be implemented. If C is to trigger Spell-
Out of a phrase sitting in its specifier, then it is clear that we can no longer hold on
to the assumption that it is the complement of the phasal head which spells out, as
is standardly done.10 In addition, we do not want every phrase in the Spec of CP to
be spelled out since that would rule out all long movement out of the CP. Relying on
strong identification between the nominal and clausal functional sequence, I suggest
that Spell-Out is regulated by the following principle:
(16) The Spell-Out Principle
Given a functional hierarchy Fn < Fn+1 < Fn+2 < . . .< Fn+x, and Fm a
phase head, then merger of Fm triggers Spell-Out of all features/projections
lower on the functional hierarchy than Fm.
In other words if F4, let’s say, is a phasal head, then F1, F2, and F3 will spell out upon
insertion of F4, but not F4 or any higher feature. Assuming that the same kind of
features (possibly with different values) comprise both the nominal and clausal func-
tional hierarchy, merger of a phasal head will trigger Spell-Out of both nominal and
clausal projections.11 We might schematically represent this as in (17). Phasal heads
are marked with an asterisk. When a phasal head enters the structure, it will trigger
Spell-Out of all the features lower on the functional hierarchy. Features caught in the
spelled out domains (boxed in the diagrams below) are then no longer accessible for
further syntactic operations. Note that on these assumptions, the edge of the phase is
no longer fully transparent.
(17)
10See chapter 1 for an outline of the standard approach to phase-based derivations.
11In other words, the assumption here is that the set of functional heads that make up the
clausal and the nominal functional hierarchy should be (at least partially) identified. Note also
that the proposed Spell-Out Principle is not simply a restatement of the GBOIM. Since the
GBOIM-based approach outlined in the previous chapter also relies on phase-based locality,
it also requires an assumption regarding what constituent(s) spells out upon merging a phasal
head. Following standard practice, I have been assuming in the previous chapter that it is
the complement of the phasal head that spells out. The claim made in this chapter is that
modifying this assumption along the lines of (16) suffices to derive the ordering restrictions
on movement operations, and there is no need to appeal to an independent constraint on
movement, such as the GBOIM.
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Consider now how this kind of approach tackles cases of superraising, starting
with examples involving QPs.
(18) a. *Who seems that it won?
b. *Who seems that won?
Again the crucial point in the derivation is the merge of the embedded CP, represented
in (19). Given that C is a phase head by assumption, all features lower than C on
the functional hierarchy will undergo Spell-Out at this point, in accordance with the
principle stated in (16). Since T and its nominal counterpart labelled K here are lower
on the functional sequence than C, these features will be spelled out and therefore be
inaccessible to probes outside the CP. The ungrammaticality of the examples in (18)
is thus straightforwardly derived. If the QP, who in these examples, remains in the
embedded TP, it will be spelled out as part of the TP (see (19a)). If the QP moves to
Spec of CP (i.e. the phasal edge), KP embedded inside the QP will still be spelled
out, given that K is lower on the functional hierarchy than C (see (19b)). In either
case, KP will not be visible to outside probes.
(19)
a.
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b.
No additional assumptions are required to rule out examples of superraising in
which the moved phrase is a KP, rather than QP, as in (20). Regardless of whether the
KP John remains embedded in the TP, or moves to the escape hatch, the SpecCP, it
will be spelled out when C is merged, as it is lower than C in terms of the functional
sequence. The two options are illustrated in (21). Since whatever is spelled out can no
longer be attracted, KP will not be accessible when the matrix T enters the structure.
Consequently, examples like (20) cannot be derived.
(20) a. *John seems that it won.




Hence, on the approach developed here, moving to the specifier of a phase head
does not necessarily allow a phrase to escape from the Spell-Out domain. This seems
to be a welcome result. Recall that on the model sketched in Svenonius (2004), the
possibility of escaping the Spell-Out domain by targeting the specifier of a phase
head opened up a way of deriving improper movement violations. The strategy that
Svenonius adopted to tackle this problem was to deny KP access to the escape hatch
position by assuming that clausal projections and their nominal counterparts are too
similar in a Relativized Minimality kind of way. Consequently, nominal and clausal
projections enter into competition for raising to some functional head, giving rise to
intervention effects. Nevertheless, we have seen that even if these additional assump-
tions are adopted, the ungrammaticality of superraising examples such as (20b) is
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unaccounted for. In this case, KP occupies the Spec of TP, from where it can move
to the escape hatch position, Spec of CP, without incurring a relativized minimality
violation. KP in the Spec of CP will then remain visible to outside probes since only
the complement of CP spells out on this view.
The approach argued for here does not face these kinds of problems. Given the
definition of the Spell-Out Principle in (16), KP will be spelled out as soon as C
gets merged even if it occupies the Spec of CP and will therefore be unavailable for
further syntactic manipulation.12 In other words, a KP will be trapped inside the CP
regardless of whether it moves to its Spec or not. On the other hand, a phrase which
has an additional Q-feature will remain visible to probes in the higher clause, though
only for purposes of Q-attraction, as all features lower than Q will be spelled out at
this point. No additional assumptions are therefore needed to handle examples in
(20).
5.2.2 Long movement out of a CP
Before turning to improper movement effects in cases involving remnant movement
and subextraction out of moved phrases, let me first illustrate how a derivation in-
volving long movement out of a CP proceeds on the current approach.
Recall that long-distance A’-dependencies pose a serious challenge to the GBOIM-
based approach. The problem lies in the fact that the dashed movement step in (22),
from the Spec of CP to the Spec of higher vP, is required by locality, but prohibited
by the GBOIM. Namely, the PIC forces a phrase undergoing long movement to stop
off in the Spec of every intermediate C and v/V head, assuming that both C and v/V
are phase heads. However, once a phrase moves to the Spec of CP, GBOIM makes all
projections that are lower than C on the functional hierarchy unavailable as potential
landing sites. A phrase undergoing movement should thus be trapped in the embed-
ded CP which will be spelled out as soon as the matrix v is merged, and consequently
no movement out of the CP should be possible.
(22)
[CPXP [ C . . . [vP <XP> [ v . . . [CP <XP>OO [ C . . . [vP <XP> [v [V P V <XP> ]]]]]]]]]
The analysis outlined in this chapter does not face this kind of problem. To see
this, let us go step by step through a derivation involving long-distance wh-movement.
Consider how an example like (23) might be derived. The tree in (23a) illustrates the
point in the derivation when the embedded vP enters the structure.13 Since v is a phase
12Note that some authors assume that when a phrase spells out its label nevertheless re-
mains accessible. I assume here that whatever is spelled out is opaque and can no longer be
attracted or agreed with. See chapter 1 for further clarification.
13Phase heads are marked with an asterisk, the spelled-out domains are marked with a
strikethrough.
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head, it triggers Spell-Out of all projections/features lower than v on the functional
hierarchy. Thus, in accordance with (16), VP and its nominal counterpart will be
spelled out at this point. In the following step, represented in (23b), QP moves to the
Spec of TP to value the K feature.
(23) Who did you say left?
a. vP1
QP v′1





Q KP T1 vP1
K nP tQP v′1
n NP v*1 VP
Merging of C, the next phasal head, triggers Spell-Out of both TP and KP. As a
result, the only feature on the goal that is available for further syntactic operations is
Q, as all other features are in the spelled-out domain. When the matrix v is merged
in (24b), the QP will move to its Spec.
(24) a. CP1
QP C′1
Q KP C*1 TP1
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b. vP2
QP v′2
Q KP v*2 VP2
Note that there is no problem with the last movement step on the model sketched here.
In principle any phrase can move to the Spec of the phase head, though some features
on the goal become unavailable in the course of the derivation. Thus, while both
Q- and K-features are still accessible on the phrase sitting in the Spec of embedded
vP, a phrase which has reached the Spec of matrix v via the embedded CP only has
the Q-feature still available for attraction. In the final step, QP moves from SpecvP
to the Spec of matrix CP, where it is interpreted. The derivation converges with no
problems encountered. A major stumbling block of the GBOIM-based approach is
thus avoided, without losing the account of improper movement effects.
5.2.3 Non-identity cases
Consider now what predictions the approach developed here makes for cases of im-
proper movement in configurations involving subextraction out of moved phrases and
remnant movement. In order to illustrate the logic of the proposal, I will focus my
attention for now on the interaction between K- and Q-movement, i.e. what would
be the canonical instantiations of A- and A’-operations on an approach that assumes
such a distinction.
Recall that K-movement (i.e. movement to a case position) can precede Q-
movement (i.e. wh-movement), but that the reverse feeding relation is disallowed.
That this is true for cases involving remnant movement can be shown on the basis of
examples like (25), reproduced from chapter 2.
(25) a. [How likely ti to win the race]j is Johni tj?
b. *[A picture of ti]j is known [which king]i to have been sold tj .
The licit sequencing of KP- and QP-movement in remnant movement configurations
is schematized below. First, the TP attracts the KP from inside the QP. Recall that
QP is not a phase on the approach developed here. Thus, KP will not be spelled out
before it has a chance to be attracted by T.
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(26)
When C gets merged, it will attract the remnant QP and trigger the Spell-Out
of TP. Given our current set of assumptions, the derivation sketched below proceeds
without problems.
(27)
The illicit reverse ordering of these movement operations is straightforwardly
ruled out. The relevant derivation is sketched below. It plays no role on the current
approach whether KP moves to SpecTP or not. When the embedded CP is merged,
it will attract QP from inside the KP. Since C is a phase head, all features lower than
C on the functional hierarchy will undergo Spell-Out. This means that TP will be
spelled out, together with the remnant KP embedded inside it. As a result, remnant
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K-movement cannot follow Q-movement. Note that even if KP were to move to the
Spec of CP, rather than remaining within the TP, it would nevertheless be spelled out,
in accordance with the Spell-Out Principle in (16), and as already discussed in the
previous section.
(28)
Let us now turn to cases of subextraction from moved phrases which remained
unaccounted for under the GBOIM-based approach. The situation is different un-
der the approach argued for here. Again, the licit ordering whereby K-movement
feeds Q-movement is allowed, while the illicit one where K-movement follows Q-
movement is ruled out.
The derivation involving licit sequencing of these operations is sketched below.
The KP will first move to TP (or AgrOP), carrying the QP along. Subsequently, C
will attract QP from inside the KP. Only at this point, C will cause TP to spell out,
making everything inside it unavailable for further attraction.
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(29)
a. b.
Consider now the reverse ordering of these two operations. (30) illustrates the
point in the derivation when the embedded C is merged. QP will then move to the
Spec of CP, dragging the KP along. C will then cause all features lower on the
functional hierarchy to Spell-Out, which means that both TP and KP will be spelled
out at this point. As a result, KP will no longer be visible for attraction at the point
when a potential probe in the higher clause is merged.
(30)
In fact, a more likely scenario is that the KP in question is contained in another
KP/TP, as illustrated below. A relevant example of this type is repeated in (31).
Again, no K-movement out of the CP is possible.
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(31) *Oscar was asked how likely to win it was.
As illustrated in this section, the approach argued for here accounts for improper
movement violations in both types of non-identity configurations. What is more,
no additional stipulations need to be made to capture these cases other than those
required for identity cases.
So far, I have been focusing on the classic examples involving interaction be-
tween KP and QP movement (i.e. the paradigm cases of A- and A’-movement op-
erations). In the rest of this chapter, I will expand the inventory of movement types
beyond K- and Q-movement and explore how various movement operations are pre-
dicted to interact on the current model. I will first focus on scrambling and show
that like an approach based on the Hierarchy of Operations, the analysis of improper
movement developed here predicts that middle field scrambling (in German) should
precede wh-movement/topicalization. I will then turn to cases where the two types
of approaches, namely the one relying on the Hierarchy of Operations and the one
developed here, make different predictions, investigating more closely the combi-
nation of scrambling and A-movement, and the combination of topicalization and
wh-movement.
5.2.4 Middle field scrambling
Abels (2008b) argues that scrambling should be sandwiched between wh-movement
and A-movement on the Hierarchy of Operations, restricting the term scrambling in
this context to mean movement to a pre-subject position in a language like German.14
For the sake of convenience, the hierarchy proposed by Abels (2008a) is given again
in (32).
(32) A-mvt ≺ (middle field) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
14For a somewhat different implementation, see Grewendorf (2003), as well as chapter 2
of this dissertation for discussion and comparison of Abels’s and Grewendorf’s proposal.
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(32) states that middle field scrambling follows A-movement, but precedes wh-move-
ment and topicalization. Let us now focus on this movement operation and investigate
what locality restrictions the current model imposes on its application.
Consider first clause-boundedness of middle field scrambling in German. As al-






















In this respect, the behaviour of scrambling in German parallels that of A-movement
(or K-movement on our terms). Recall that on the standard view, the clause-bounded-
ness of A-movement is captured in terms of improper movement. The derivation of
examples like (34) involves a step of A-movement from Spec of CP, an A’-position.
(34) a. *John seems that (it) likes cheese.
b. *Who seems that (it) likes cheese.
We have seen in section 5.2.1 how examples of this type are handled under the
current approach. The proposed analysis can easily be extended to examples involv-
ing scrambling. First of all, we need to slightly expand the clausal structure we have
been operating with so far. Let us therefore assume that the scrambled phrase moves
to the specifier of a functional head on top of TP, as we did on the GBOIM-based
approach.15 The expended hierarchy of functional projections is given in (35). As-
suming the parallel arrangement of features in the nominal domain yields (35b).16
(35) a. C – Fscr – T – v – V
b. Q – Fscr – K – n – N
Given this arrangement of features, the observation that scrambling in German cannot
cross the CP (i.e. is clause-bound) is derived in a way completely parallel to the case
of K-movement. If a phrase bearing the scrambling feature remains inside the TP
after the embedded C is merged, it will be spelled out together with the TP. Moving
to the Spec of CP does not enable the phrase in question to escape the embedded CP.
This is because FscrP will be spelled out when C is merged, given that Fscr is lower on
the functional hierarchy than C, as dictated by the Spell-Out Principle. Therefore, as
15There is another scrambling operation in German, often referred to as VP-scrambling,
which places the moved phrase in a position following the subject. Though I focus here on
scrambling to a pre-subject position, it should become clear as the analysis unravels that both
types of scrambling are predicted to be clause-bound on the model argued for here. I will
discuss some locality restrictions on VP-scrambling in the following section.
16I assume here that scrambling is a feature-driven movement operation, though I will
remain agnostic about the exact nature of this feature. See for instance Sauerland (1996),
Grewendorf and Sabel (1999), Müller (1998) for arguments in support of this view.
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soon as C gets merged, FscrP becomes unavailable for further syntactic manipulation.
(36)
It should be clear by now that embedding an FscrP under a QP would not make
long distance scrambling possible. Although a phrase with a Q-feature could poten-
tially move to the higher clause, it could not do so by scrambling since the scrambling
feature is spelled out inside the embedded CP (as illustrated below) and is therefore
not visible to the probes in the upper clause.
(37)
Therefore, wh-movement could not be followed by a scrambling step that would
place the moving phrase in the matrix middle field position. The factual correctness
of this prediction is supported by ungrammaticality of examples like (38), repeated





























‘Yesterday only a world-class detective could have known which student
Hans caught cheating.’
The same results are replicated for the interaction between scrambling and wh-
movement in cases involving subextraction and remnant movement. The observation
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that scrambling necessarily precedes wh-movement in both of these configurations
is straightforwardly derived on the current model.17 The logic of the solution is the
same as already illustrated for the case of K-movement, with no additional stipu-
lations required.18 The proposed account therefore straightforwardly captures the
following observations: (i) that a phrase with a scrambling feature cannot escape out
of a CP, and (ii) that wh-movement must strictly follow scrambling. The interaction
between scrambling and case-driven movement will be discussed in the following
section.
5.2.5 Symmetric feeding relations
We have seen thus far how the proposal developed here accounts for the asymmetric
ordering relations between case movement and scrambling on the one hand, and wh-
movement (and topicalization) on the other. The observed ordering restrictions are a
consequence of there being a phase boundary between the positions targeted by case
movement and scrambling and those targeted by wh-movement and topicalization.
Note that the presence of a phase boundary is crucial. If two operations target posi-
tions which are not separated by a phase boundary, no ordering is imposed on them
in cases of cross-clausal movement. To illustrate this more clearly, let us assume a
functional hierarchy as given in (39).
(39) [XP X [YP Y [ZP Z [WP W]]]]
For clause-internal movement, we predict that movement to ZP must precede
movement to XP regardless of the presence or absence of phase boundaries. The
standard assumption that movement is always to a c-commanding position rules out
the reverse ordering. The predicted feeding relations are given in (40), and the licit
sequencing of the two operations in question is schematized in (41).
(40) a. *X-mvt ≺ Z-mvt (no lowering)
b. Z-mvt ≺ X-mvt
17For relevant examples illustrating this observation I refer the reader back to chapter 2.
18The same predictions are made for the interaction between scrambling and topicaliza-
tion, assuming that topicalization also targets a position in the C-domain.
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(41)
Consider now a configuration involving embedding. If Y is a phasal head, then
we predict that Z-movement should precede X-movement also in cases of cross-
clausal movement. This is because ZP will be spelled out as soon as Y is merged,
given that Z is lower on the functional sequence than Y. X will remain accessible and
could be attracted, but crucially XP movement cannot be followed by ZP-movement.
This is schematized in (43).19
(42) a. *X-mvt ≺ Z-mvt
b. Z-mvt ≺ X-mvt
19Whether W is a phasal head is immaterial on this view, since both Z and X are higher in
terms of the functional hierarchy than W, and will therefore remain accessible after merger
of WP.
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(43)
However, if Y is not a phasal head, neither XP nor ZP will be spelled out when
Y is merged. As a result, both XP and ZP will remain accessible to the probes in the
higher clause, and no ordering on the application of these two operations is imposed.
In particular, the ordering whereby X-movement precedes Z-movement, which was
ruled out on the previous two scenarios, is allowed. This is illustrated in (45). Note
also that movement is always to a c-commanding position, as required.
(44) a. X-mvt ≺ Z-mvt
b. Z-mvt ≺ X-mvt
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(45)
Therefore, the account developed here does not always impose asymmetric or-
dering relations on movement operations in cases of cross-clausal movement. Under
certain well-defined conditions, symmetric feeding relations between movement op-
erations are allowed.
Contrast the predictions of the current model to the one endorsing a Hierarchy
of Operations. The proponents of this view argue that, at least for the subset of
operations they consider, the ordering is always asymmetric. An example of such a
hierarchy is repeated below (taken from Abels (2008b)):
(46) A-mvt ≺ (middle field) scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topicalization
It is clear that even confining our attention to the operations listed in (46), the ap-
proach argued for here does not always impose asymmetric feeding relations. The
potential points of disagreement concern the interaction between A-movement (i.e.
case movement) and scrambling, as well as between wh-movement and topicaliza-
tion. Let me discuss each of these in turn.
5.2.5.1 Combining scrambling and A-movement
Consider first the interaction between A-movement and middle field scrambling in
German. Both A-movement and scrambling in German target a domain between
the C and v phase boundaries. Recall that what was meant by A-movement for the
purposes of the Hierarchy on Abels’s (2008b) approach is movement to a case posi-
tion, while scrambling was defined as movement to a pre-subject position in German.
Given that the landing site of middle field scrambling c-commands all case positions,
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we expect that this type of scrambling should not be able to feed A-movement within
a single clausal domain. In order words, both an approach relying on the Hierarchy of
Operations and the one pursued here predict an asymmetric feeding relation between
A-movement and middle field scrambling in cases of clause-internal movement. This
prediction is borne out. The relevant examples can be found in chapter 2.
The situation is different however when we turn to cases involving cross-clausal
movement. An approach relying on the Hierarchy of Operations still states that there
should be an asymmetric feeding relation between A-movement and scrambling, but
the approach pursued here does not make the same prediction. In principle, as long
as the embedded clause is smaller than a CP, scrambling should be able to feed A-
movement, at least if by A-movement we mean fronting of the subject to a case
position in the middle field (standardly, SpecTP).20 We know that both scrambling
and A-movement are possible out of certain infinitival clauses, such as those selected
by the verb versuchen ‘try’.21 In these contexts, the current proposal predicts that
there should be no ordering on the application of these two movement operations.
However, as already noted in chapter 2, this prediction is difficult to test. Recall that
Grewendorf (2003) provides the following examples to show that scrambling cannot
feed A-movement. In (47), the pronoun scrambles out of the infinitive to a position





































However, I have already noted that there are several observations that cast doubt
on the relevance of (47) for the issue at stake. Let me repeat these briefly. First of all,
the scrambled phrase ends up in a position in the matrix clause which is lower than
the subject position. If the scrambling position is higher than the subject position,
then examples like (47) are expected to be ungrammatical. Secondly, A-movement in
















20A situation might be different regarding movement to an object case position. If this
position is below the vP phase boundary, or if object case is assigned in the base position,
then we again expect middle field scrambling to strictly follow case-assignment. In fact, in
the following chapter, I will argue on the basis of the binding data that the relevant phasal
heads are C and Asp, rather then C and v/V. If so, then there might be even a case position
for an internal argument above the base-generated position of the subject but still within the
domain of the lower phase, again forcing middle field scrambling to strictly follow object
case-assignment.
21Refer back to chapter 2 for relevant examples.















Hence, examples such as (47) might in fact involve two instances of scrambling,
namely scrambling of the pronoun, followed by scrambling of the remnant infinitive.
It is well-known that a phrase cannot be scrambled if another phrase has scrambled
out of it (see Müller (1998) for a list of relevant references). The ungrammaticality
of (47) might then be due to the same restriction. Consequently, it is questionable
whether examples like (47) can tell us anything about a possible feeding relation
between A-movement and scrambling. In fact, it seems to be extremely difficult
to construct examples that would either prove or disprove such a claim. Therefore,
although the approach pursued here makes a prediction different from the one that
an approach relying on the Hierarchy of Operations does, it seems to me that no
compelling evidence for either approach can, or at least has been offered by now.
Note that there is another scrambling operation in German, referred to often in the
literature as VP-scrambling, which targets a position lower than the surface subject
position. This scrambling operation inverts the order of the direct and indirect object,
and displays certain properties which are distinct from middle field scrambling. For
instance, the scrambled accusative can bind a reflexive from the derived position, as
(49a) illustrates. Middle field scrambling, on the other hand, does not create new













































intended: ‘The teachers of himself have undoubtedly kept the student
in good memory.’
The approach pursued here predicts that this type of scrambling should be able to feed
case movement even within a single clausal domain.23 Again, it is difficult to confirm
the validity of this prediction. However, that such a feeding relation is in principle
22(49a) is from Müller (1995), (49b) is from Grewendorf and Sabel (1999).
23The proposal does not necessarily predict that the reverse feeding relations should be
possible, i.e. that case movement (to SpecTP) should feed this type of scrambling in cases
of cross-clausal movement (clause-internal instances of the corresponding feeding relation
are independently ruled out by the Extension condition). If this type of scrambling targets a
position in the lower phase (vP or Asp phase), then the relevant feature will be spelled out too
early to be able to follow an operation targeting a position in the middle field, such as case
movement to SpecTP.
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possible can be more easily demonstrated on the basis of the corresponding Icelandic
examples. Icelandic permits passivization of a direct object only with a subset of
triadic verbs. Thus, the verb gefa ‘give’ allows its direct object to be passivized, but
not a verb like skila ‘return’. The contrast is illustrated below. Note that the indirect
object can be passivized in both cases (examples from Thráinsson (2007)).



































out in the sense: ‘The parents were returned the kids.’
The same class of verbs that allows direct object passivization also allows the direct
and the indirect object to invert their order. Thus, verbs of the gafa-class permit
both the (base) order IO DO, and the (inverted) order DO IO. With verbs of the
skila-class, there is no inversion construction. Thus, (51aii) is ungrammatical on the
reading where the kids were returned to the parents (and is only acceptable if it is the
parents that were returned to the kids) (from Thráinsson (2007)).



































Holmberg and Platzack (1995) (following earlier suggestions by Falk (1990)) ar-
gue that the two observations are related and that the passive which promotes the
direct object originates from the inversion construction. This conclusion is further
corroborated by the fact that constructions involving direct object passivization such
as (50aii) display the same properties as the inversion constructions. For instance,
both configurations require the indirect object to be focused, while examples where
indirect objects are passivized are acceptable regardless of where the focus is placed.
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One way to interpret these observations is to assume that a direct object can be pas-
sivized only if it has scrambled over the indirect object (see for instance Ottósson
(1993)).24 Constructions such as these thus might be used to argue that the scram-
bling operation which inverts the order of internal arguments can in principle feed
case movement, as predicted on the approach pursued here.25
Let me point out here that VP-scrambling has not been discussed by the pro-
ponents of approaches appealing to a Hierarchy of Operations. The fact that VP-
scrambling might feed A-movement (i.e. case movement) is not necessarily a prob-
lem for such approaches though. Recall that on Abels’s (2008b) view for instance,
the placement of scrambling with respect to case movement indicated in (46) holds
only of middle field scrambling. It is plausible to assume that VP-scrambling is an
operation distinct from middle field scrambling and occupies a different position in
the Hierarchy of Operations, though again the exact conditions that determine what
counts as an instance of a particular operation on such an approach remain to be
clarified.
5.2.5.2 Combining wh-movement and topicalization
Another pair of interactions where the approach developed here predicts a symmet-
ric feeding relation to be possible concerns wh-movement and topicalization. Both
movement operations target a projection in the (split) CP domain. If there is one
phase boundary in the left periphery, C for instance, and both wh-movement and top-
icalization target a projection above this phrase boundary, then we again expect no
ordering between these two operations to be imposed in cases of cross-clausal move-
ment.26 This prediction conflicts with Abels’s (2008b) claim that the two operations
24This is not the conclusion that Holmberg and Platzack (1995) reach though. They as-
sume that both possible orders with gefa-type verbs are base generated. For German, the
standard assumption has been that the inverted construction is derived by scrambling (e.g.
Webelhuth (1989), Müller (1995), etc.). Ottósson (1993) who argues that inverted order in
Icelandic is also derived by movement, shows that the conditions on inversion in Icelandic
and German are essentially the same, suggesting a unified analysis of inversion in these two
languages. The discussion in the main text presupposes a movement analysis of inversion
constructions.
25The same conclusion might be drawn on the basis of object shift data. Only verbs
which permit the inverted order allow the direct object to shift over the in-situ indirect object.
With verbs of the skila-class, which don’t have the inverted alternative, this is prohibited.
Collins and Thráinsson (1996) thus argue that the direct object undergoes object shift from
the inverted position. Assuming then, as Collins and Thráinsson (1996) do, that object shift in
Icelandic is A-movement to a case-assigning position, such facts suggest again that inversion
can feed case movement. I refer the reader to Collins and Thráinsson (1996) for further
discussion and relevant examples.
26Rizzi (1997) has argued that the CP should be split into a sequence of hierarchically
ordered functional projections. If this view of the left periphery is adopted, the question
arises which one of the Rizzian functional projections constitutes a phase head. For now,
I will assume that the lowest head in the left periphery is the phasal head. An interesting
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in question are asymmetrically ordered as given in (52).
(52) wh-movement ≺ topicalization
Let us scrutinize this claim more closely, focusing first on cases of remnant movement
in German. Examples such as those below seem to lend support to the ordering given
in (52) (from Grewendorf (2003)).27





































‘I know well about what I should write a book.’
The situation is however a bit more complex. Observe that extraction in (53a)
takes place out of a coherent infinitive, the type of infinitive out of which scram-
bling is allowed. If we adopt Abels’s claim that wh-phrases in German in principle
can scramble, then the wh-phrase in (53a) might have actually scrambled out of the
infinitive and then undergone a step of wh-movement. Similarly, in (53b), the wh-
phrase might have first scrambled out of the DP, and then subsequently wh-moved
to the embedded C-domain. In this case, the examples in (53) would show that topi-
calization can affect a remnant XP out which another phrase has been scrambled. In
other words, these examples might be taken to show that scrambling can feed topical-
ization, not that wh-movement can feed topicalization. This kind of conclusion seems
to be supported by examples like those in (54). Recall that scrambling cannot cross
the finite clause boundary in German. We know therefore that wh-phrases in (54)
could not have been scrambled out the embedded clause, but must have undergone a
step of wh-movement. Interestingly, when the remnant is subsequently topicalized,
the result is ill-formed. Both examples in (54) involve extraction out of a wh-island,
but it has been argued that they contrast sharply with their counterparts in (55), where









































alternative to pursue would be to assume that each head in the left periphery constitutes a
phase (for an argument along these lines see for instance van Craenenbroeck and van Koppen
(2007)). On the latter view, various movement operations targeting the left periphery would
in fact be ordered.
27Note that all the examples to be discussed are quite degraded, so the conclusions are
based on contrasts in grammaticality.











































Müller (1998) however reports that there is a contrast in acceptability between exam-
ples in (54) and the one in (56a). In (56a), extraction takes place out of an incoherent
infinitive. Scrambling out of this type of infinitival clause is impossible. In this re-
spect, incoherent infinitives pattern with embedded finite clause. We know therefore
that the wh-phrase, who, in (56a) could not have scrambled out of the infinitive, but
must have been wh-moved out of it. Thus, as in (54), the topicalized phrase in (56a)
should contain a trace of wh-movement. Interestingly however, Müller (1998) reports
that topicalization of the remnant infinitive in cases like (56a) does not exhibit the se-
vere deviance that can be observed with analogous cases involving finite clauses in
(54), and is on a par with the corresponding sentence in (56b) that do not involve a
trace in the topicalized category.












































If examples such as (56a) are indeed acceptable, then we are led to the conclusion
that wh-movement can indeed feed remnant topicalization. The severe deviance of
(54) cannot then be due to the interaction between topicalization and wh-movement,
but must be attributed to an independent factor.28
Abels (2008b) uses the pattern in (57) to further argue that the hierarchical order-
ing of wh-movement and topicalization is as stated in (52).
28Recall that Grewendorf (2003) treats short wh-movement in German and long wh-
movement as movements of different type, targeting different landing sites. According to
him, short wh-movement is a non-operator movement as it does not show Weak Crossover
effects, while long wh-movement is operator movement. He then takes examples in (53) as
showing that short wh-movement can feed topicalization. Though he does not discuss cases
such as (56a), his account predicts that they should be illicit. If the facts are as Müller (1998)
reports, then these examples present a clear challenge to Grewendorf’s analysis.




















































‘About which German emperor does he say that a completed manuscript
nobody can offer?’
According to Abels (2008b), (57a) which involves topicalization out of wh-moved
constituent is degraded, but is still better than (57b) where wh-movement takes place
out of a topicalized constituent. Let us accept that the judgements are as given and
conclude that wh-movement and topicalization are indeed asymmetrically ordered.
There is however another interfering factor that should be considered before we draw
any firm conclusions on the basis of the patterns given above. Consider the interac-
tion between wh-movement and topicalization in cases where neither moving phrase
contains the other. Example (58a) shows that a topicalized constituent can skip over
a wh-intervenor. On the other hand, topics create strict islands for wh-movement in































In light of this, it is quite plausible to assume that the same restriction which
gives rise to the contrast in (58) is also responsible for the contrast in grammaticality
between the examples in (57). In (58b), there is no feeding relation between wh-
movement and topicalization, rather wh-movement crosses a topicalized constituent
and the result is ungrammatical. It might be argued then that the reason why (58b)
and the corresponding examples involving remnant movement are deviant is because
there is an intervenor along the path of movement and not because topicalization
feeds wh-movement.29 Therefore, we again don’t find here compelling evidence that
29It is interesting to note that a topic intervenes for wh-movement only when it is in its
licensing position. Consider the cases of remnant movement, such as those in (53). Here the
first movement step involves extraction of a wh-phrase out of a constituent bearing a topic
feature. The second movement step involves topicalization of the remnant and the result is
acceptable. In (57b), the first movement step involves topicalization. The second movement
step involves extraction of a wh-phrase across a constituent bearing topic feature and the result
is ungrammatical. Thus, in both configurations there is a step where a wh-phrase extracts out
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wh-movement and topicalization should generally be asymmetrically ordered. The
data reviewed here is compatible with the view that there is no ordering on the ap-
plication of wh-movement and topicalization in cases of cross-clausal movement,
though some feeding relations in German might be ruled out by independent princi-
ples.
The same pattern of interactions is replicated in the corresponding Norwegian ex-
amples, further suggesting that the ungrammaticality observed in examples like (59b)
and (60b) might have a common cause (examples courtesy of Kristine Bentzen).30 I


















































































With these considerations in mind, let us turn to the interaction between wh-
movement and topicalization in English. According to Lasnik and Saito (1992), wh-
movement out of topicalized constituents is at least marginally possible, as already
noted in chapter 2. The relevant examples are repeated below.
(61) a. ??Whoi do you think that [pictures of ti]j , Mary believes tj are on sale?
b. ??Whoi do you think that [pictures of ti]j , John wanted tj?
(62) is another example illustrating the same point.
(62) (?)? [Which emperor]i did you say that [even pictures of ti]j John worships
tj?
a constituent with a topic feature. The difference is that only in the latter case, the topicalized
constituent occupies a licensing position.
30Note that cases like (58) or (60) where two distinct constituents undergo wh-movement
and topicalization respectively, do not fall under the scope of Abels’s (2008b) GenPIM. Under
his definition of affectedness, the wh-phrase in (58b) would not be affected by the previous
step of topicalization. Hence, the contrast observed in (58) and (60) would not be related to
the one in (57) and (59), and would have to receive an independent explanation.
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These examples suggest that topicalization can feed wh-movement in English.31 The
relative acceptability of (63) suggests further that the reverse ordering of these op-
erations is also in principle licit. In these cases, topicalization takes place out of a
wh-moved constituent.
(63) a. ?[That medicine]i I don’t know [how much of ti]j I should take tj .
b. ?[That emperor]i I don’t know [which picture of ti]j we should frame
tj .
Taken together with examples like (61) and (62), cases like (63) seem to suggest that
wh-movement and topicalization in English enter into a symmetric feeding relation.
In other words, these patterns might be taken to indicate that topicalization and wh-
movement are in fact not ordered with respect to each other, at least in cases involving
cross-clausal movement, as expected on the approach pursued here.
For the sake of completeness, consider reported judgements regarding the inter-
action between these two movement operations in cases where neither moving phrase
contains the other. Given our analysis of German facts, we expect that both topical-
ization across a wh-moved constituent, and wh-movement across topicalized phrases
should in principle be possible. Though judgements are subtle, this expectation does
seem to be borne out. Grimshaw (1993) has argued that wh-movement across inter-
vening topics is marginally possible:32
(64) ??Under which/what circumstances did you say that [these books] they would
give to children? (from Grimshaw (1993))
Examples involving topicalization out of wh-islands are not perfect, but again not
fully unacceptable:
(65) a. ??That book I wonder where John put. (from Lasnik and Saito (1992))
b. ?That kind of job even the government must wonder who could be
happy with. (from Grimshaw (1993))
5.2.5.3 Interim summary
To conclude this section, we have seen that the proposal argued for in this chapter
does not exclude symmetric feeding relations between movement operations under
certain well-defined conditions. In particular, when positions targeted by two dis-
31The examples are not fully acceptable, but neither are the German examples discussed
earlier.
32Many reported examples of this type are ungrammatical, but they involve crossing de-
pendencies.
(i) a. *What does John think that Bill Mary gave to? (from Rochemont (1989))
b. *Which books did Lee say that to Robin she will give? (from Culicover (1992))
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tinct movement operations are not separated by a phasal boundary, the operations in
question are not predicted to be ordered with respect to each other in cases involving
cross-clausal movement. As we have seen, no compelling evidence against this pre-
diction can be adduced from the patterns discussed in this section. In addition, the
relative acceptability of examples involving the interaction between wh-movement
and topicalization in English might be taken to suggest that these operations are not
ordered, conforming to the predictions of the proposed approach.
It is interesting to compare the current proposal with the classic analysis of im-
proper movement in terms of the A/A’-distinction and the one appealing to a Hier-
archy of Operations. The classic analysis groups movement operations either under
the label of A-, or under the label of A’-movement and then imposes an ordering
restriction on those two classes of operations. Note that on this view, no ordering is
imposed on members of the same class, thus basically allowing symmetric feeding
relations between movement operations of the same type (A or A’). For the subset
of movement operations discussed in this section, such an approach predicts some-
thing like (66). Whether middle field scrambling should be placed before or after the
precede-sign depends on its status with respect to the A/A’-distinction, which as we
have seen in chapter 2, is a matter of debate.
(66) case-mvt, VP-scrambling, middle field scrambling≺ wh-mvt, topicalization
On an approach such as Abels’s (2008b) which appeals to the Hierarchy of Oper-
ations, it is assumed that no symmetric feeding relations are permitted and all the
operations listed (66) are ordered, yielding (67).33
(67) (VP-scrambling) ≺ case-mvt ≺ middle field scrambling ≺ wh-mvt ≺ topi-
calization
The analysis pursued here thus shares some aspects of the classic approach, although
no appeal to the A/A’-distinction is made. Mutual feeding relations are not (always)
ruled out, and operations targeting positions within the same domain are predicted to
pattern alike as far as possible feeding/bleeding relations with operations targeting a
distinct domain are concerned. By domain I mean here a part of the clausal structure
demarcated by (a) phasal boundary(ies). For the set of movement operations consid-
ered in this section, the predictions of the current proposal might be summarized as
in (68).
(68) VP-scrambling ≺ (subject) case movement, middle field scambling ≺ wh-
movement, topicalization
33I have placed VP-scrambling in brackets as this operation is not discussed by the propo-
nents of the Hierarchy of Operations.
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5.3 Summary
In this chapter, I have argued that a broad range of violations which might be regarded
as falling under the rubric of improper movement can be captured by relying on the
internal featural make-up of the moving phrase, in conjunction with the phase-based
locality. The account crucially relies on the assumption that there is a close corre-
spondence between the nominal and the clausal functional hierarchy. In particular,
I assume that features on the goal are hierarchically ordered in a way that parallels
the ordering of these features in the clausal functional sequence. The ordering re-
strictions on movement operations then fall out as a consequence of the Spell-Out
Principle stated below, which requires that, when a phasal head is merged, all projec-
tions/features lower on the functional hierarchy than the phasal head get spelled out,
rather then only the complement of the phase head, as on standard assumptions.
(69) The Spell-Out Principle
Given a functional hierarchy Fn < Fn+1 < Fn+2 < . . .< Fn+x, and Fm a
phase head, then merger of Fm triggers Spell-Out of all features/projections
lower on the functional hierarchy than Fm.
With these assumptions in place, restrictions on the ordering of various move-
ment operations in both identity and non-identity cases are derived. In addition, the
clause-boundedness of certain movement operations is also accounted for. As we
have seen, the account does not exclude symmetric feeding relations between move-
ment operations under certain well-defined conditions. Namely, if functional projec-
tions targeted by two movement operations are not separated by a phasal boundary,
the current proposal imposes no ordering on such operations in cases of cross-clausal
movement. Some potential evidence against this prediction has been reviewed and
shown not to be compelling.
We have also seen that the proposed analysis overcomes a number of problems
that the GBOIM-based approach faced. In particular, improper movement steps in
configurations involving subextraction out of moved phrases, which were not cap-
tured by the GBOIM-approach, are accounted for in the same manner as identity
cases or cases of remnant movement. In addition, long distance A’-dependencies no
longer pose a problem, since successive cyclic A’-movement via intermediate vPs is
not ruled out in the current model. Finally, not only are these results achieved without
an appeal to an extrinsic hierarchy of operations, but also no condition on movement,
such as the GBOIM or Abels’s GenPIM, need be stated. The ordering restrictions fall
out directly from the way movement relates to the functional sequence and from con-
straints on syntactic derivations imposed by the phase-based locality. Both factors
involved, namely the functional hierarchy and the phase-based locality, are needed
independently of the improper movement effects discussed here.







The preceding chapters have focused on the well-known ordering asymmetry be-
tween A and A’ movements, namely the observation that A-movement can feed A’-
movement, but A’-movement cannot feed A-movement. I have argued that the ob-
served ordering restrictions on movement operations can be made to follow from the
functional hierarchy, in conjunction with a theory of locality, without recourse to or-
dering statements and/or representational filters. The notion of phases and timing of
Spell-Out play a key role in the account. It has been shown that relying on these
factors, we can achieve broad empirical coverage and rule out illicit combinations of
movement operations not only in configurations involving stepwise movement of the
same category, but also in cases of remnant movement and subextraction from moved
phrases. In the following chapters, I will argue that the same factors determine the
nature of anaphoric relations. In particular, I will claim that the phase constitutes the
local domain for binding, offering thereby a unified analysis of locality restrictions
on movement and binding dependencies.
The idea that common syntactic factors constrain both movement operations and
relations between anaphoric expressions and their antecedents is an old one, going
back at least to Chomsky (1973), where it was first proposed that constraints on bind-
ing could be reduced to those on movement. In the Chomsky (1973) system, the
distribution of reciprocals, such as each other in English, was explained by the same
principles that constrained transformational operations, since such constructions were
thought to involve movement of each.1 In his seminal work, Lectures on Govern-
ment and Binding, Chomsky maintains a connection between movement and bind-
ing, though with an interesting modification: rather than binding possibilities being
constrained by conditions on movement, in Chomsky (1981) it was binding principles
that constrained movement operations. This was achieved by treating traces of move-
ment as elements with referential properties and therefore subject to conditions of the
Binding Theory. As already noted in section 3.1 of chapter 3, traces of A’-movement
shared the feature specification of R-expressions and were thus subject to Principle
1Chomsky (1973) offers no account for the distribution of reflexives.
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C, while traces of A-movement were classified as anaphoric elements and were there-
fore under the purview of Principle A of the Binding Theory. Improper movement
violations were then reduced to violations of conditions on binding.2 However, in
his later work (see for instance Chomsky (1993)), Chomsky abandons this line of
research, dissociating movement from binding and leaving it therefore unexplained
why locality restrictions on these two types of dependencies appear to be so similar.
The following chapters will reestablish this link, by arguing that both movement and
binding relations are sensitive to phases. Note that an approach which posits a single
locality domain for movement and binding is also more theoretically parsimonious
than an approach relying on binding and movement-specific locality domains and
thus preferable given the aims and methodology of the Minimalist programme.
Extending the relevance of phases from movement to binding phenomena also
provides further support for the notion of the phase as a valid theoretical tool for cap-
turing the properties of natural language. In the preceding chapters, I have slightly
altered the standard conception of phases and timing of Spell-Out. This modification
has then been shown to have important empirical consequences for the way move-
ment operations interact. Throughout the following chapters, I will use the same
conception of phases that I relied on in accounting for improper movement and show
that it also makes some novel empirical predictions regarding possible anaphoric re-
lations.
In addition to phase-based locality, the internal featural make-up of phrases un-
dergoing movement has played an important role in our analysis of improper move-
ment. I will follow this line of thinking in subsequent chapters as well, especially in
chapter 8, linking the distribution of anaphoric expressions to their featural compo-
sition. Consequently, no specific conditions regulating the distribution of anaphoric
expressions will need to be stated.
Finally, the discussion of the binding phenomena will lead us to address another
well-known difference between A and A’-movements, namely that in contrast to A-
moved elements, elements that have undergone A’-movement cannot bind anaphors
from the derived position. Since the preceding chapters no longer appeal to the binary
distinction between A/A’-movement types, this observation must now be restated.
A way of capturing this contrast in the model pursued here will be outlined in the
following chapter.
The discussion will proceed as follows. The first chapter lays out the hypothe-
sis that phases constitute local domains for anaphora and then tests the plausibility
of this hypothesis against the empirical evidence, focusing mainly on English. This
kind of approach will lead us to distinguish local from nonlocal binding relations,
following some earlier work on anaphora (e.g. Lebeaux (1984), Pollard and Sag
2For some alternative ways of formalizing the relation between movement and binding
phenomena refer back to chapter 3, especially the proposals of Williams’s (2003) in 3.3 (cf.
Riemsdijk and Williams (1981)), and Neeleman and van de Koot (2010) in 3.5. Several
other proposals that establish a link between movement and binding will be reviewed in the
following two chapters.
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(1992), Reinhart and Reuland (1993)). We will however go one step further and ar-
gue that there are in fact two, semantically rather distinct, nonlocal binding relations.
Considerable part of this chapter will be devoted to the discussion of the prohibition
on A’-binders, suggesting a particular way of capturing this restriction and explor-
ing its consequences. In chapter 8, I explore how anaphoric dependencies might be
encoded. Following some earlier proposals, I will argue that an Agree relation must
be established between an anaphor and its antecedent in the course of the derivation,
explaining thereby why phases should act as the relevant locality domains in binding
dependencies. The featural make-up of anaphors and pronouns will be shown to play
a key role in determining both their interpretation and their syntactic distribution.
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Chapter 7
Phases as local binding domains
7.1 Introduction
This chapter concerns itself with the distribution of anaphors (mainly reflexives). A
striking property of anaphors is that they require the presence of an antecedent, i.e.
another NP with which they corefer, within some local domain. This requirement is
met in (1a) for instance. In (1b), even though pragmatic factors strongly point to Mary
as the intended referent for herself, Mary is not local enough to bind the anaphor.
Since there is no other potential antecedent available, the sentence is ungrammatical.1
(1) a. Maryi criticized herselfi.
b. *As soon as Maryi arrived, they asked herselfi to leave.
This behaviour distinguishes anaphors from pronominals. Pronominals can, but need
not, find an antecedent in the same sentence. They simply need their referent to
be sufficiently prominent in the discourse for the speaker and the hearer to be able
to identify it. Thus, the instance of her in (2b) could refer to Mary (marked here
by coindexation), but it could also equally well pick up another referent from the
discourse. In addition, the antecedent must not be ‘too close’ to the pronominal.
Hence, replacing the anaphors in (1) with bound pronominals produces the opposite
judgements:
(2) a. *Maryi criticized heri.
b. As soon as Maryi arrived, they asked heri to leave.
This chapter argues for a particular conception of the local domain relevant for bind-
ing relations. Specifically, I will try to substantiate the claim that the phase is the
relevant locality domain for binding of anaphors. In doing so, I will appeal to the
conception of phases as outlined in the previous chapter and motivated by the analy-
1Following standard practice, the shared subscript index on the anaphor/pronominal is
used to indicate that the two phrases enter into referential dependency.
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sis of improper movement. Whether the distribution of pronominals can be captured
by appealing to the same local domain will be briefly discussed in the following
chapter, though in general the main focus will remain on binding relations involving
anaphors.
The chapter is structured as follows. I start off by laying out the hypothesis that
the relevant local domain for binding is the phase, i.e. the same locality domain that
movement operations are sensitive to. In section 7.3, I then step through a num-
ber of syntactic configurations, testing the plausibility of this hypothesis against the
empirical evidence from English. The relevant data will lead us to draw a distinc-
tion between locally and nonlocally bound anaphors in English in section 7.4, and
nonlocal binding will be further examined in some detail in section 7.6. Section 7.5
discusses the predictions that the current proposal makes regarding binding into so
called picture-NPs. In section 7.7, I explore how the restriction requiring that the
potential antecedent should occupy an A-position might be captured in the model of
binding developed here. Section 7.8 focuses on binding relations established across
a PP-boundary, and particularly on the issue of whether prepositional phrases con-
stitute local binding domains or not. Section 7.9 contrasts the current proposal with
another phase-based approach to binding, namely the one developed in Hicks (2009).
I close off with a short summary of the main conclusions.
Before we proceed, a note on terminology is in order since the terms found in
the literature and the way they are employed from one paper to another yield many
opportunities for confusion. Henceforth, I will use the term anaphor (with the plu-
ral anaphors) as a cover term for reflexives and reciprocals, though we will focus
mainly on reflexives in this and the subsequent chapter. Since the traditional notion
of pronoun applies to reflexive (e.g. myself, himself, etc.) and non-reflexive pronouns
(e.g he, it, I, us, your, etc.) alike, I will use the term pronominal to refer to the latter
class (following essentially Chomsky (1981)). For pronominals coindexed with an
antecedent in the same sentence I will often employ the term bound pronominals. I
will also at times make use of the term anaphora as it is employed in the seman-
tic literature to refer to the relationship between a referentially dependent expression
and a referentially independent expression that serves as its antecedent. Thus, both
anaphors and bound pronominals would fall under the scope of this notion.
7.2 Laying out the hypothesis
On the basis of patterns such as those in (1) and (2), Chomsky (1981) formulated the
following binding conditions, regulating the distribution of anaphors and pronomi-
nals:
(3) Binding Condition A
An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
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(4) Binding Condition B
A pronominal is free in its governing category
In this context, ‘bound’ is understood as in (5), while in each case, binding refers to
A-binding, i.e. by an element occupying an A-position.
(5) An anaphor α is bound in β if there is a category c-commanding it and coin-
dexed with it in β; otherwise, α is free in β.
Chomsky’s (1981) proposal achieved considerable empirical coverage and provided
the most coherent and complete account of the GB era for the distribution of anaphors
and pronominals. In some version or other, it is still adopted, or tacitly assumed in
much recent work on various aspects of syntactic theory. Therefore, I will henceforth
refer to it as the canonical binding theory.
The formulations of binding conditions given above appeal to the governing cat-
egory as the local domain relevant for binding. Roughly, we may characterize the
government relation as holding between a lexical head and its complements, and be-
tween INFL and its subject when it contains AGR, which it must contain whenever
it is tensed (for technical details see Chomsky (1981), pp. 162-170).
(6) Governing Category
α is the governing category for β if and only if α is the minimal category
containing β, a governor of β and a SUBJECT accessible to β.
(7) SUBJECT includes the following: the subject of an infinitive, an NP or a
small clause, AGR in (i), but not NP in (i) if INFL contains AGR.
(i) NP INFL VP, where INFL = [[+/- Tense], (AGR)]
(8) Accessibility
α is accessible to β if and only if β is in the c-command domain of α and
assignment to β of the index of α would not violate (9).
(9) *[γ . . . δ . . . ], where γ and δ bear the same index.
Over the years, a number of modifications to Chomsky’s (1981) definition of the
local domain have been suggested in order to meet the empirical challenges that the
initial formulation faced (see for instance Huang (1983), Chomsky (1986b), Hestvik
(1991)). Some of these empirical challenges will be pointed to in the course of this
chapter. From the theoretical perspective, the definition in (6) remains problematic
even if it can be made to fit the empirical facts since it crucially relies on the no-
tions of government and accessible SUBJECT. The arbitrary nature of these theo-
retical concepts has become a serious cause of concern, especially with the advent
of Minimalism. Consider the notion of government for instance. In the GB theory,
the government relation played a central role since every module of grammar made
reference to it. Thus, government was implicated in Case- and θ-role assignment,
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trace licensing, in determining the distribution of PRO, and in establishing binding
domains. In the Minimalist framework, the status of government has become suspect
as it does not meet the Minimalist demands for elegance, naturalness and parsimony.
Organization of phrases in an X’-format provides a set of privileged relations, namely
the head-complement and the specifier-head relation. Considerations of theoretical
parsimony thus urge us to reexamine whether introducing the notion of government,
alongside the two primitive X’-theoretic relations, is truly needed to capture the em-
pirical facts. This kind of reasoning led to a series of novel proposals, showing that
the relevant grammatical phenomena can be reanalyzed without appealing to govern-
ment (see Hornstein et al. (2005) for an overview).
The notion of accessible SUBJECT raised many worries of both empirical and
conceptual nature already in the GB era. Thus, Huang (1983) has argued that acces-
sibility of a SUBJECT has implications only for the distribution of anaphors, but is
irrelevant as far as pronominals are concerned. On the other hand, Bouchard (1985)
and Chomsky (1986b) propose ways of eliminating the notion of accessibility al-
together. Chomsky (1986b) for instance suggests that this might be achieved by
assuming that anaphors move to INFL at LF, thereby capturing the empirical facts
that previously required appealing to the presence of an accessible SUBJECT. How-
ever, as Hicks (2009) notes, it is unclear whether the stipulation of LF-movement
of anaphors to handle the relevant facts is theoretically more appealing. It imposes
in fact a quite enormous redundancy, with anaphor movement required in all cases
where an anaphor is present, but yet only accounting for ungrammaticality in a very
limited set of cases (see section 7.4 for the cases in question). Even if the notion of
accessibility can be done away with, considerations of theoretical parsimony suggest
that the concept of SUBJECT, argued to be relevant for the binding theory, should be
derived from more general principles/properties, rather than stated as a primitive.2
In light of these concerns, a redefinition of the relevant local domain for binding
is called for. Ideally, such a redefinition should appeal to no binding-specific theoret-
ical concepts and its relevance should not be limited to binding phenomena. In this
chapter, I therefore explore the hypothesis that the pertinent local binding domain
(at least for anaphors) is the only derivational domain employed in the Minimalist
framework, namely the phase. The idea is theoretically appealing as it brings to-
gether locality domains of both binding and movement. If phases determine locality
and cyclicity of movement, then discovering that other properties of grammar exploit
the same fundamental architectural design would provide additional support for the
notion and nature of phases, in addition to dispensing with binding-specific locality
domains. This chapter will argue that identifying phases as relevant local binding
domains has not only theoretical appeal, but empirical bite as well. The idea that the
phase might constitute the relevant domain for binding, though relatively recent, is
not novel. It has been developed most thoroughly by Hicks (2009). His proposal will
be reviewed and contrasted with mine at the end of this chapter.
2See Huang (1983) and Chomsky (1986b) for attempts at simplifying this notion.
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If we are to argue that phases are the relevant local binding domains, then we
have to be explicit about the identity of phasal heads. Following Chomsky (2001),
it is commonly assumed that phase heads are C and v* which introduces an external
argument. However, as already noted in chapter 4, standardly employed phasehood
diagnostics suggest that unaccusative and passive verbs also introduce phase bound-
aries. We have also seen evidence for a phase boundary in VPs headed by raising
verbs in the course of the discussion of successive cyclic A-movement in section 4.3
of chapter 4. In light of these observations, the question arises as to which projection
in the verb phrase should be identified as phasal. Before answering this question, let
me add another observation made in Svenonius (to appear). Svenonius points out that
no matter which verb class a particular verb belongs to (e.g. unaccusative, causative
etc.), the possibility of combining it with tense, aspect, and modality remains un-
changed. I will follow Svenonius (to appear) in assuming that this is because the
verb phrase spells out as a phase separately from the material in the T-domain. If
the entire VP should spell out, regardless of the number and nature of projections it
consists of, then the phasal head must be the one immediately dominating the highest
projection in a decomposed VP. I will assume that that projection is AspP.3 Identify-
ing Asp as the relevant phasal head also captures the observation that all types of verb
phrases (causative, unaccusative, etc.) are associated with a phase boundary, the ob-
servation which here reduces to the fact that all types of verb phrases are dominated
by AspP. The proposal to be put forth in the rest of this chapter will therefore be
phrased in terms of C and Asp being the relevant phasal heads. However, the choice
between Asp and v* as phases will not in fact be crucial until section 7.7.4
Another modification to the standard view of phases that will be adopted here is
the one made in the previous chapter. It is generally assumed that merging a phasal
head triggers Spell-Out of its complement. Hence, while the phasal head and its spec-
ifier remain accessible to further syntactic operations, its complement and anything
embedded inside it do not. In the preceding chapter, I have abandoned the assumption
that it is the complement of the phasal head which spells out, and assumed instead
3The analysis of improper movement developed in the previous chapter can be easily
restated in terms of C and Asp being the phasal heads, instead of C and v/V as assumed there.
As far as I can see, nothing crucial in the account changes if this modification is adopted.
4Attributing the phasehood status to Asp rather than to a projection within VP allows
us also to remain neutral with respect to how the distinction between different verb classes
should be encoded. If the differences between unaccusative, unergative and causative verbs
are to be encoded syntactically, then one way to think about it would be in terms of dif-
ferent flavours of v (Harley (1995), Folli and Harley (2002)). The distinction between a
causative and an unaccusative verb for instance, could then be interpreted as reflecting the
choice between the external-argument-selecting v meaning CAUSE, and an unaccusative little
v meaning BECOME. Alternatively, we might think of different types of verbs as reflecting
differences regarding the number and type of verbal projections, with unaccusatives con-
taining a subset of projections present in causative verbs and crucially lacking the external-
argument-introducing head (e.g. Ramchand (2008)). The choice of Asp as a phasal head is
then compatible with either of these approaches.
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that what spells out is all projections/features lower on the functional hierarchy than
the phasal head, as stated in (10).
(10) The Spell-Out Principle
Given a functional hierarchy Fn < Fn+1 < Fn+2 < . . .< Fn+x, and Fm a
phase head, then merger of Fm triggers Spell-Out of all features/projections
lower on the functional hierarchy than Fm.
Assuming a tight correspondence between the nominal and clausal functional hier-
archy, it has been shown that a broad range of restrictions on ordering of movement
operations can be derived by appealing to the principle in (10). Investigation of bind-
ing patterns that will be carried out in this chapter will not force us to abandon this
conception of phases and Spell-Out. Quite on the contrary, it will be demonstrated
that adopting this view leads to some novel predictions, which I will argue are em-
pirically supported.5
With this background on phases in mind, let us now turn to empirical facts re-
garding anaphoric binding and test the plausibility of treating phases as local binding
domains.
7.3 Binding in finite and non-finite clauses
Consider first a simple case of binding in finite clauses in (11). The antecedent of
the anaphor, Bill, is merged in SpecvP, as illustrated below. Since both the anaphor
and the antecedent are within the same phase, Bill can locally bind the reflexive at
this point. Subsequently, AspP will be merged. As Asp is a phasal head, the external
argument, which still has a case feature to check, will move to the edge of the phase
and from there to SpecTP, its final landing site.
(11) Billi likes himselfi.
[vP Bill [VP likes himself]]
[TP Bill [AspP <Bill> [vP <Bill> [ likes himself]]]]
Contrast this derivation with the one in (12). In this case, the antecedent Bill is
merged too late to locally bind the anaphor. Bill will enter the derivation in the Spec
of matrix vP. At this point however, the anaphor will already have been spelled out
and therefore inaccessible for purposes of local binding.6
(12) *Billi said that Mary likes himselfi.
[vP Bill [V P said [CP that [TP Mary [AspP . . . [V P likes himself ]]]]]
5For ease of exposition, the internal structure of the relevant phrases will generally not
be represented in fine detail that an approach appealing to (10) would require unless making
reference to (10) would lead to predictions distinct from the ones arising on the standard view
of phases.
6I continue to mark the spelled out domain with a strikethrough.
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Observe also that anaphors in English need not be bound by the external argu-
ment, as evidenced by binding patterns in double object constructions. (13a) shows
that an NP in object position can act as a binder (examples from Barss and Lasnik
(1986)).
(13) a. I showed Johni himselfi (in the mirror).
b. *I showed himselfi Johni (in the mirror).
The possibility of establishing a binding relation between the two objects is expected
on the current approach given that they are not separated by a phase boundary.7
(14) [vP I showed [V P John [V P himself ]]]]]]
The ungrammaticality of (13b) falls out assuming, as is standardly done, that the in-
direct object asymmetrically c-commands the direct object in double object construc-
tions. Since a binding relation can only be established in cases where the potential
antecedent c-commands the anaphor (at some point in the course of the derivation),
(13b) is correctly predicted to be illicit given that this basic structural requirement on
binding is not met.8
7The account of binding patterns in double object constructions (DOCs) argued for here
is compatible with a number of proposals regarding the analysis of DOCs. Presenting these
proposals at this point would take us too much afield and I will therefore limit the discussion
to a couple of comments made in this footnote. One way to think about the multiple VP-
shells in the representation in (14) is in terms of verbal decomposition proposed in Ramchand
(2008) (see also Pesetsky (1995), Harley (2003) for similar proposals). On Ramchand’s ap-
proach, the notion of verb is a composite involving maximally three projections: Init(iation)P,
Proc(ess)P, and Res(ult)P. The external argument would be introduced in the Spec of InitP.
The Goal in the DOCs (John in this case) would be merged in Spec of ProcP, while the Theme
would occupy the Spec of ResP, which is in the case of DOCs associated with abstract posses-
sional semantics. The aspect of Ramchand’s analysis that might prove particularly important
in the current context is the fact that the Goal is base generated in a position c-commanding
the Theme. On Larson’s (1988) classic VP-shell analysis, the Goal comes to c-command the
Theme as a result of NP-movement. If we adopted Larson’s approach, then we might expect
(13b) to be grammatical given the assumption adopted here that reflexives can be bound at
any point in the derivation as long as they are within the same phase domain as the binder.
If the Goal is initially merged below the Theme, then it could be bound by the Theme in
this position, prior to subsequent movement, and we would derive the ungrammatical (13b).
However, whether the approach to binding developed here is ultimately incompatible with
Larson’s analysis of DOCs depends on the treatment of Condition C. If Condition C also
applies in the course of the derivation, then it would rule out (13b) quite independently of
Condition A effects. As Condition C effects will be left outside the scope of this study, I
won’t discuss this issue further at this point.
8The c-command requirement on binding will be further discussed in subsequent sec-
tions.
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Note that the external argument is also available as an antecedent in double object
constructions. This is again expected considering that the external argument occupies
the same phase domain as the two objects when it enters the structure in SpecvP. Once
AspP is merged, vP will spell out, but crucially all relevant local binding relations will
have already been established by this point.
(15) Johni showed Mary himselfi (in the mirror).
[vP John showed [V P Mary [V P himself ]]]]]]
Let us now turn to non-finite clauses which have played a central role in deter-
mining binding domains since the earliest formulations of the binding theory. The
challenge posed by such constructions is that the antecedent for the anaphor surfaces
in the matrix clause, not in the embedded clause which contains the anaphor, as in
the case of subject-to-subject raising in (16). Classical GB accounts responded to
this challenge typically by extending the local domain to include the matrix clause,
so that the matrix subject can act as the local binder.
(16) Billi seems to have hurt himselfi.
I assume here that anaphor binding takes place in the course of the syntactic
derivation (the idea goes back to Belletti and Rizzi (1988)).9 What is required on the
approach pursued here is that the anaphor and its antecedent occupy the same phasal
domain at some point in the course of the derivation. If the anaphor and a potential
antecedent never occupy the same phase, as in (12), a local binding relation cannot
be established under the assumption that anaphors are bound in syntax. The reason
for this is that, given the PIC, operations that take place in the syntactic component
cannot reach across a phase boundary and access elements buried within the phase.
With this in mind, consider the example in (16). It is standardly assumed that the
subject in raising constructions moves to the matrix clause from a θ position in the
embedded clause. At the point at which the subject enters the derivation it is in the
same phase as the anaphor, making it possible to establish a local binding relation, as
illustrated in (17). The fact that the subject subsequently moves to the matrix TP is
immaterial since binding takes place as soon as the antecedent is merged and before
it undergoes further movement.
(17) [vP Billi [V P hurt himselfi ]]
[TP Bill [AspP <Bill> [V P seems [TP to have [vP <Bill> [V P hurt himself ]]]]]]
In all the cases discussed so far, binding relations are established between a
binder and a bindee in their base positions, before displacement takes place. Con-
9This view will be refined in the following chapter where I will argue that a syntactic
dependency is established between an anaphor and its antecedent in the course of the syntactic
derivation, which then translates into a variable binding relation at the interface. For now, the
simplified view assumed in the main text will do.
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sider next the cases where movement feeds anaphor binding. A relevant case in point
are ECM constructions. The following examples illustrate the relevant patterns:
(18) a. Billi believes himselfi to love Mary.
b. Mary wants Billi to educate himselfi.
c. *Billi wants Mary to educate himselfi.
To capture these patterns, a theory of binding must be able to predict that the
local domain for the embedded object should be limited to the embedded clause,
while the local domain for the ECM-subject should extend to the matrix clause. In
the canonical binding theory, these domains are correctly computed by the definition
of governing category. The embedded verb governs the embedded object; hence its
governing category is the embedded clause. The ECM-subject, on the other hand,
is governed by the matrix verb, and therefore the governing category for the ECM-
subject extends to the matrix clause.
Consider now how the binding patterns in ECM constructions are captured on the
current approach. (18b) is straightforward and parallel to cases discussed earlier. The
ECM subject enters the derivation in SpecvP of the embedded clause. At this point it
occupies the same phase as the anaphor, and local binding is established before any
movement takes place.
(19) [vP Bill [V P educate himself ]]
The really interesting case is the one in (18a). Here the ECM-subject takes the form
of the anaphor and is bound by the matrix-clause subject. How does this come about?
The ECM-subject enters the derivation in SpecvP of the embedded clause. However,
it is not spelled out within the embedded vP. Following standard assumptions and
as discussed in chapter 4, the ECM-subject moves to the matrix clause. As a result,
during the course of the derivation it comes to occupy a position within the same
phase as the matrix-clause subject, making local binding possible. Assuming that
all movement out of a phase proceeds via the phase edge, the first opportunity for
establishing a local binding relation arises in the configuration given in (20). At this
stage of the derivation, the ECM-subject is located in the phase edge, from where it
will subsequently undergo movement to the matrix clause, while the matrix-clause
subject occurs in SpecvP, its base generated position.10
(20) Billi believes himselfi to love Mary.
[vP Bill [V P believes [TP to [AspP himself [vP <himself> [V P love Mary ]]]]]]
10Since both the matrix and the ECM subject will continue to move, they will come to
occupy positions within the same phase also at later stages of the derivation. This is however
irrelevant, considering that already at the stage illustrated in (20), they are in a sufficiently
local configuration for binding to take place. I also continue assuming that there is no stop-
over in embedded TP in ECM constructions, as discussed in chapter 4. However, nothing
hinges on this assumption in the present context.
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It is clear from the example just discussed that there is no requirement that the
anaphor must be bound within the phase in which it is merged. What is important
for local binding to take place is that the anaphor not be spelled out before it can be
bound. Therefore, by moving the anaphor out of the Spell-Out domain it becomes
possible to establish a binding relation outside of the phase where the anaphor has
originally been merged. If the anaphor stays within the Spell-Out domain, then it
can only be accessible to potential binders within the same domain. Thus, a binding
relation between Bill and the anaphor can never be established in a configuration such
as (18c), repeated below. Here the anaphor is spelled out within the lowest phase in
the embedded clause, while the pertinent binder enters the derivation in the matrix
clause, at the point when the anaphor is no longer accessible.
(21) [vP Bill [V P wants [TP to [Asp Mary [vP <Mary> [V P educate himself ]]]]]]
Let me summarize the discussion so far. I have assumed that anaphor binding
takes place in the course of syntactic derivation. As a result, a binding configuration
must be established within the phase. If an anaphor does not find an antecedent
within the same phase, it will be spelled out and inaccessible to binders merged at
later points in the derivation. An anaphor however does not necessarily have to be
bound within the phase where it is initially merged. If the anaphor moves out of the
Spell-Out domain, it may be locally bound at later stages of the derivation.11 What
is important therefore is that both the anaphor and the potential binder be within the
same phase at some point in the derivation for local binding to be possible.
So far I have been careful to use the term local binding, rather than simply bind-
ing to refer to cases where an anaphor is bound within the phase domain. The reason
for this is that there are contexts in English where it seems that a binding relation
between an anaphor and its antecedent can span across phasal boundaries. The claim
that I will attempt to substantiate in the following section is that cases of binding
across phases are in fact different from cases of binding within the phase domain and
that excluding these contexts from the scope of local binding is an advantage rather
than a drawback of the proposal.
7.4 Non-local binding
It has long been observed that there are environments in English where anaphors
can be bound across rather long distances (Chomsky (1981), Lebeaux (1984)). Con-
sider the following examples where the anaphor finds an antecedent outside the finite
clause in which it is contained (from Lebeaux (1984)):
(22) a. Johni knew that some pictures of himselfi would be on sale.
b. Johni knew that there were some pictures of himselfi inside.
11This view will be refined in section 7.5.
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In order to accomodate such examples into the canonical binding theory, Chom-
sky (1981) incorporates the so called i-within-i condition, stated in (24), into his def-
inition of accessibility. Recall that the relevant binding domain in Chomsky (1981)
is the governing category, the definition of which is repeated below.
(23) β is a governing category for α if and only if β is the minimal category
containing α, a governor for α, and a SUBJECT accessible to α.
(24) *[γ . . . δ . . . ], where γ and δ bear the same index.
(25) α is accessible to β if and only if β is in the c-command domain of α and
assignment to β of the index of α would not violate (24).
Given the definitions above, the governing category for the reflexive in the envi-
ronments under discussion is appropriately extended to the matrix clause. In (22a),
repeated below, NP is not the governing category since it contains no accessible sub-
ject. The embedded clause is not a governing category either, under the assumption
that AGR element of S is coindexed with the NP it governs. As a result, S is not
accessible to the anaphor because of condition (24). The AGR element of the matrix
clause is however accessible and therefore the matrix clause defines the local binding
domain within which the anaphor must be bound.12
(26) Johni knew that [S [NP some pictures of himselfi] would be on sale]
Example (22b) is also ruled out by (24) under the assumption that the expletive
and its associate are coindexed.
Thus, the strategy that Chomsky (1981) adopts in dealing with examples such
as (22) is to subsume them under the cases of local binding. This kind of strategy
would be more difficult to implement on the approach pursued here, where the phase
is argued to be the local binding domain. In both examples, the binding relation is
established across the CP phasal boundary. It is difficult to imagine how we might
go about modifying the notion of phase so as to include these binding environments.
Note also that such a move would have far-reaching consequences since, as we have
seen in the preceding chapters, the notion of phase plays a crucial role in constraining
other syntactic relations as well. The conclusion we are led to therefore is that binding
relations in (22) are not instances of local binding.
12The crucial assumption on this account is that AGR serves as a kind of antecedent to the
anaphor, i.e. it acts as the SUBJECT in the sense relevant to (23). Thus, in (i), the subject is
John, but the SUBJECT is AGR:
(i) John [INFL past AGR] win.
In subsequent work (Chomsky (1986b)), Chomsky tries to eliminate this, as he himself notes,
“somewhat artificial assumption that AGR can be a binder” by assuming that anaphors move
to the INFL position at LF. I will not go into details of this proposal.
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That binding relations in examples like (22) are of a different nature than bind-
ing relations in local binding configurations has been independently argued for by a
number of authors (see Bouchard (1982), Lebeaux (1984), Pollard and Sag (1992),
Reinhart and Reuland (1993), among others).13 It has been pointed out that locally
and nonlocally bound anaphors contrast formally in a number of ways and that the
proper characterization of binding conditions A and B should start by differentiating
local from nonlocal binding domains. Lebeaux (1984) (see also Bouchard (1982))
identifies an array of syntactic properties which he argues distinguish local and non-
local binding configurations. For instance, he points out that only nonlocally bound
anaphors allow split antecedents. An antecedent is split if it consists of (at least) two
NPs occupying distinct argument positions, as in (27).
(27) a. Johni told Maryj that there were some pictures of themselvesi+j in-
side.
b. *Johni told Maryj about themselvesi+j .
Secondly, the requirement that the antecedent c-command the anaphor seems to hold
only of local binding configurations:
(28) a. Johni’s campaign required that pictures of himselfi be placed all over
town.
b. *Johni’s wife loves himselfi.
Thirdly, nonlocally bound anaphors give rise to strict/sloppy ambiguity under VP-
ellipsis. Consider (29a). What is of concern here is the interpretation of the anaphor
in the elided VP. The elided himself can be coreferential with either John (‘strict’
reading) or Bill (‘sloppy’ reading). Locally bound anaphors allow only sloppy read-
ings.
(29) a. Johni thought that there were some pictures of himselfi inside, and Bill
did too.
(=pictures of John, or =pictures of Bill)
b. John hit himself, and Bill did too.
(=Bill hit Bill, but 6= Bill hit John)
Finally, nonlocally bound anaphors are apparently in free variation with pronominals;
locally bound anaphors are not.
(30) a. Johni knew that some pictures of himselfi/himi would be on sale.
b. Johni knew that there were some pictures of himselfi/himi inside.
(31) Johni likes himselfi/*himi.
13Pollard and Sag (1992) use the term exempt anaphora for anaphors that are not locally
bound, while Reinhart and Reuland (1993) term these logophors. I will continue to use the
more neutral notion nonlocal anaphora.
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If the binding relation between an anaphor and its antecedent is always local
in nature, then the non-complementarity between pronominals and anaphors in en-
vironments such as (30) is surprising on the standard model of the binding theory.
Given that Conditions A and B are exact mirror images of each other, as is clear from
the definitions given below, this view leads to the expectation that pronominals and
anaphors should be in strict complementary distribution. This prediction is however
not borne out in cases like (30).
(32) Condition A
An anaphor is bound in its governing category
(33) Condition B
A pronominal is free in its governing category.
It appears then that pronominals and anaphors are in complementary distribution only
in cases of local binding. In nonlocal binding environments, both pronominals and
anaphors are licit.14
Given these considerations, examples such as those in (22) no longer pose a chal-
lenge to our proposal that the phase is the relevant local binding domain. In fact, the
phase-based approach makes the correct prediction that these cases should behave
differently from standard cases of local binding.15
It should be noted at this point that cases of nonlocal binding discussed in this
section involve so called picture-NPs, i.e. contexts where the anaphor is embedded
inside an NP. These environments introduce complications that might make the inter-
vention of CP between the antecedent and the anaphor irrelevant. Namely, a number
of authors have claimed that binding into picture-NPs is always nonlocal in nature,
even when no clausal boundary is crossed. For Pollard and Sag (1992) and Reinhart
and Reuland (1993), the reflexive is nonlocally bound even in cases like (34):
(34) Johni saw a picture of himselfi.
Therefore, binding relations established with an anaphor embedded in an NP merit a
more detailed discussion, which I turn to in the next section.16
14This claim will be scrutinized in more detail in the following chapter.
15The nature of nonlocal binding will be discussed in section 7.6.
16Note that we cannot avoid complications that arise with picture-NPs by using simply
reflexives, rather than reflexives embedded in a noun phrase. This is because bare reflexives
cannot appear in subject positions in English, as shown in (i-a) and (ii-a). Lebeaux (1983) also
notes that there is a contrast regarding the use of reciprocal vs reflexive in subject positions,
with reciprocals being marginal in most cases, and reflexives impossible. He thus concludes
that reflexives must be subject to a principle beyond Condition A that would distinguish them
from reciprocals. There are a number of different approaches as to how the ban on nominative
anaphors might be captured (see for instance Everaert (1991b) for an overview). I will leave
this puzzle for another occasion.
(i) a. *John thinks that himself will win.
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7.5 Binding into picture-NPs
Chomsky (1986b) proposes an analysis of anaphora in subjectless picture-DPs which
has the potential of accounting for their non-local properties in contexts like (22),
while at the same time treating them as cases of local binding. Namely, he suggests
that subjectless picture-NPs contain an implicit argument with the properties of PRO.
If so, then the possibility arises that the reflexives in contexts like (22), which I argued
to be nonlocally bound, are in fact locally bound by PRO, as shown in (35). The
nonlocal properties of the reflexives would then follow from PRO’s long distance
relationship to its controller.
(35) a. Johni knew that there were [PROi pictures of himselfi] inside.
b. Johni thought that [those PROi pictures of himselfi] were nice.
Although an intriguing proposal, Lebeaux (1984) argues that it is untenable. One
piece of evidence against it concerns the interpretation of these examples, which is
not what would be expected if an implicit subject is present. Namely, it is not the
case that pictures in these contexts are necessarily John’s pictures of himself, as the
PRO analysis would lead us to expect, rather than someone else’s pictures of John.
In addition, if the pronominal can be used instead of the reflexive only when PRO is
missing, as Chomsky assumes, then pictures in (36) should necessarily be interpreted
as someone else’s pictures of John. In other words, there should be a contrast in
meaning in these environments depending on whether a pronominal or an anaphor
appears as the object of the picture noun phrase. According to Lebeaux, no such
contrast in meaning is discernible.
(36) Johni thought that those pictures of himi were nice.
An additional argument against the PRO analysis is given by Hicks (2005). He points
out that NPs with possessive and agentive subjects are always definite, and as such
should be illicit as the associate of the expletive there due to the definiteness restric-
tion on this construction:
(37) a. There are [some/several/∅ pictures of Lee Trundle] on every Swansea
City fan’s wall.
b. *There are [the/John’s/someone’s pictures of Lee Trundle] on every
Swansea City fan’s wall.
If there is indeed PRO in the NP-internal subject position in (35a), we would predict
that like (37b), the definiteness effect should render the sentence ungrammatical.
b. ??John and Mary think that each other will win.
(ii) a. *John didn’t know what himself had done.
b. John and Mary didn’t know what each other had done.
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In light of these considerations, I conclude that the PRO-based analysis of exam-
ples like (35) is not viable. The nonlocal properties of anaphors in these construc-
tions do not follow from long-distance binding of PRO, but rather from the fact that
the binder and the anaphor are not within the same local domain. In other words,
the cases in (35) are true instances of nonlocal binding. Some additional evidence
in favour of this conclusion will be presented in the course of this section. Thus, at
least in some cases, binding into picture-NPs must be nonlocal in nature. On the view
pursued here, this is true when an anaphor and its antecedent are separated by a phase
boundary, as in (35) where a CP phase boundary intervenes.
The question I wish to address now is whether anaphors in picture-NPs can ever
be locally bound, or whether binding of anaphors embedded in picture-NPs might
in fact always be nonlocal in nature. If the latter turns out to be the case, then the
intervention of CP in cases like (35) would be irrelevant.
Consider the binding possibilities into picture-NPs in cases where no clausal
boundary intervenes.17
(38) a. Mary saw Johni’s picture of himselfi.
b. Maryi saw a picture of herselfi.
c. *Maryi saw John’s picture of herselfi.
The approach pursued here predicts that all the licit binding relations indicated
in (38) should be local in nature. Recall that the analysis of improper movement in
the previous chapter led us to the conclusion that there are no phasal heads in the
nominal domain. Assuming a close correspondence between the nominal and clausal
functional hierarchy, I have argued in chapter 5 that clausal phasal heads, C and Asp
on our view, trigger Spell-Out of nominal functional projections as well, as dictated
by the Spell-Out Principle repeated below for the sake of convenience.
(39) The Spell-Out Principle
Given a functional hierarchy Fn < Fn+1 < Fn+2 < . . .< Fn+x, and Fm a
phase head, then merger of Fm triggers Spell-Out of all features/projections
lower on the functional hierarchy than Fm.
On this view, parts of nominal structure may incrementally become inaccessible in
the course of the syntactic derivation, despite the fact that no phasal heads are present
in the nominal domain. This allowed us to capture a broad range of restrictions on
ordering of movement operations.
If this view is on the right track, then we now predict that a local binding relation
should be possible between a possessor and an anaphor embedded in the NP since
the two relevant phrases occupy positions within the same phase and no parts of the
17There is a lot of speaker variation in judgements regarding binding into picture-NPs.
While I do feel that ultimately it is important to address such a variation, I won’t tackle this
issue at this point or try to determine what factors might play a role. For the time being, I will
stick to idealized judgements as commonly done in the literature.
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nominal structure are spelled out at this point. The relevant part of the derivation is











The same prediction is made regarding examples like (38b), where the anaphor
is bound by the clausal subject. On our assumptions, the first phasal head to enter
the structure will be AspP, as represented in (41). When Asp is merged, all pro-
jections/features lower on the functional hierarchy than Asp will be spelled out, as
dictated by the Spell-Out Principle in (39). However, since the clausal subject is in-
troduced in a projection lower than Asp, the relevant binding relation between the
subject and the anaphor can be established before Asp is merged.19
18Irrelevant projections within the nominal domain have been omitted in the following
representations.
19When the picture-NP is displaced, the predictions change. We will return to this point
shortly.














Note that the current approach leads to the expectation that (38c) should be licit
as well. The blocking effect of possessors has featured prominently in the alternative
analyses of binding phenomena, as will become clear shortly. However, the presence
or absence of the possessor is not crucial on the approach sketched here, given the
assumptions adopted so far. What matters is whether the anaphor is still accessible at
the point when the antecedent enters the structure. Since (38c) parallels (38b) in this
respect, we predict that the example should be licit with the coindexing as indicated.
I will leave the ungrammaticality of (38c) unresolved for now and return to it in
the following chapter after I have discussed the mechanisms involved in encoding
binding relations. It will then be shown how the pertinent binding relation can be
ruled out on the current model of binding.
This said, let me now turn to predictions made on alternative proposals regarding
the status of examples in (38). In the system of Chomsky (1981), the noun phrase
containing the anaphor in (38a) and (38c) is the governing category within which the
anaphor must be bound, as it contains an accessible SUBJECT, namely the possessor.
In fact, the binding patterns in picture-NPs constituted the main reason for assuming
that the presence of a subject plays a role in determining binding possibilities. If
the noun phrase counts as the local binding domain when the possessor is present,
then potential binders outside of this domain are not accessible to the reflexive. This
accounts for the contrast in grammaticality between (38a) and (38c). When the pos-
sessor is absent, as in (38b), the noun phrase contains no subject and therefore the
governing category is extended to the clause. The clausal subject can then locally
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bind the anaphor.
Recall however that Chomsky (1981) makes no distinction between local and
nonlocal binding relations, subsuming all instance of referential dependency under
local binding. The influential proposal by Reinhart and Reuland (1993) that does
assume such a distinction makes different predictions regarding the nature of bind-
ing into possessor-less NPs. Reinhart and Reuland (1993) treat Condition A as a
condition on the distribution of reflexive predicates, rather than a condition on the
distribution of anaphors.20 A predicate is considered reflexive if two (or more) of
its arguments are coindexed. On this view, a (SELF) anaphor can be logophoric (i.e.
nonlocally bound) when it does not reflexive-mark a predicate. Otherwise, Condition
A, as stated below, will rule it out.
(42) Condition A
A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
(43) Definitions
a. The syntactic predicate formed of (a head) P is P, all its syntactic ar-
guments, and an external argument of P (subject).
b. The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned θ-role or
Case by P.
Given these assumptions, the binding relation between a clausal subject and an NP-
internal anaphor in possessor-less noun phrases, as in (38b) repeated in (44), is pre-
dicted to be nonlocal in nature. In such cases, the anaphor does not reflexive-mark
the matrix verb since it is not an argument of the verb, the entire picture-NP is. In
addition, the definition of syntactic arguments in (43) ensures that the picture-N does
not form such a predicate since it lacks an external argument.
(44) Maryi saw a picture of herselfi.
The blocking effect of the possessor, which was incorporated into the definition of
the governing category in the canonical binding theory, is here captured within the
definition of syntactic predicates. This is how the difference between (38a) and (38c),
repeated below, is accounted for. When the subject (i.e. the possessor) is present, the
N forms a syntactic predicate. The anaphor reflexive-marks this predicate and thus
Condition A applies to require that it be reflexive. This requirement is met in (45a),
where two arguments of picture are coindexed, but not in (45b). The latter derivation
is therefore ruled out.
(45) a. Mary saw Johni’s picture of himselfi.
b. *Maryi saw John’s picture of herselfi.
20A more detailed presentation and critical discussion of this proposal can be found in the
following chapter.
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To sum up, we have seen that there is a general consensus in the literature concerning
contexts such as (45a), where the anaphor is bound by the possessor. All the ap-
proaches known to me, including the one developed here, predict that such a binding
relation should be licit and local in nature. Consensus however breaks down regard-
ing cases like (44). The canonical binding theory and the proposal developed here
predict that anaphors in possessor-less noun phrases are locally bound by the clausal
subject. On the other hand, on Reinhart and Reuland’s (1993) approach (see also
Pollard and Sag (1992)), anaphors in these contexts are predicted to be logophoric.
Can we adduce some evidence in favour of one or the other view?
First of all, it is important to note that on Reinhart and Reuland’s analysis, bind-
ing into subjectless picture-NPs is always nonlocal, regardless of the syntactic envi-
ronment in which this NP occurs. Thus, for them picture-NPs in contexts like (38),
receive the same treatment as picture-NPs in examples like (22), repeated here for
convenience.
(46) a. Johni knew that some pictures of himselfi would be on sale.
b. Johni knew that there were some pictures of himselfi inside.
This is not the case on the approach pursued here. While anaphors in subjectless
picture-NPs are locally bound in (43), they are not in (46), where a phase boundary
intervenes between the binder and the anaphor. Therefore, Reinhart and Reuland’s
argument that anaphors in subjectless picture-NPs are logophoric which is based on
examples in (47) loses its force. These are all examples where the binder and the
anaphor are not within the same phase.
(47) a. A picture of myself would be nice on that wall.
b. Lucie thought that a picture of herself would be nice on that wall.
c. The queen demands that books containing unflattering descriptions of
herself will be burned.
We must therefore restrict our attention to configurations such as (38). One way
we might go about determining the nature of binding relations in such contexts is to
check whether anaphors in these environments show properties of nonlocal binding
identified by Lebeaux (1984). An attempt along these lines has been made by Hicks
(2009). The conclusion he reached is that results are far less convincing than in cases
of binding across a clause boundary into an NP. Recall that according to Lebeaux
(1984), locally bound anaphors do not allow split antecedents, must be c-commanded
by their antecedents, allow only sloppy readings under VP ellipsis and are in comple-
mentary distribution with pronominals. Consider for instance the possibility of taking
split antecedents. While (48a) seems fine, Hicks (2009) provides (48b) to show that
other types of NPs assumed to be in the class of picture-NPs produce more deviant
results:
(48) a. Bushi showed Kerryj every picture of themselvesi+j .
b. *?Bushi told Kerryj a story/rumour/lie about themselvesi+j .
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Similarly, testing the possibility of taking a non-c-commanding antecedent yields
inconsistent results:
(49) a. Maxi’s eyes watched eagerly a new picture of himselfi in the paper.
(Reinhart and Reuland (1993))
b. *Bushi’s opponents spread malicious rumours about himselfi involving
pretzels. (Hicks (2009))
In VP-ellipsis contexts, reflexives in possessor-less picture-NPs sometimes, but
again not always, pattern as nonlocal anaphors in giving rise to both strict and sloppy
readings (from Hicks (2009)):
(50) a. Bush wouldn’t show the reporters pictures of himself in a pretzel fac-
tory, but Kerry would.
= show the reporters pictures of Kerry, or:
= show the reporters pictures of Bush
b. Bush told a great joke about himself, and Kerry did too
= tell a great joke about Kerry, but
6= tell a great joke about Bush
Finally, the availability of pronominals in place of an anaphor in subjectless picture-
NPs seems to suggest that the anaphor is nonlocally bound.21
(51) Maryi saw a picture of heri.
The results of applying Lebeaux’s diagnostics to environments like (44) thus
seems to be inconclusive. Until we understand the nature of the diagnostics in ques-
tion and the factors that regulate the distribution of nonlocally bound anaphors, it is
unclear how these results should be interpreted. I will therefore refrain from drawing
any firm conclusions on the basis of such patterns.22
Note that the difficulty in determining the nature of binding into subjectless
picture-NPs in English stems from the fact that anaphors in this language can in
principle be both locally and nonlocally bound. Turning to other languages might
offer us a clearer picture. Consider German for instance. There is no evidence that
the German reflexive sich can be used logophorically. In environments which we
argued allow nonlocal binding of anaphors in English, the German reflexive sich is
21It should be noted though that speaker judgements regarding the acceptability of
pronominals in these cases are far from clear or consistent. Chomsky (1981) for instance
assigns a star to (i) (Chomsky, 1981, p. 217, his 92iii):
(i) *Johni saw a picture of himi.
22Note also that the examples contrasted above differ along several parameters, such as
the type of the verb, the type of the prepositional phrase, etc. Some of these factors might
play a role in determining binding possibilities. I will leave such issues aside for now, but
hope to return to them in future work.
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‘Gernot remembered that die ZEIT had published a picture of himself.’
(translation mine)





























The same is true in Serbian. The reflexive sebe cannot be used in nonlocal binding














































































‘Peter sold that picture of himself with the Prime Minister.’
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Facts such as these suggests that anaphors in picture-NPs can be locally bound, as
predicted on the approach pursued here.23
The account pursued here makes another prediction that is not shared by either
of the two alternative approaches considered. Since on the current view the nature of
a binding relation hinges on the presence/absence of an intervening phasal boundary,
anaphoric dependencies in configurations like (56) are predicted to be distinct from
those in (57). Only in the latter set of cases are the binding relations nonlocal in
nature, given that there is a phase boundary intervening between the anaphor and its
antecedent. Anaphors in examples like (56) are instances of local anaphora.
(56) Johni saw a picture of himselfi.
(57) a. Johni knew that some pictures of himselfi would be on sale.
b. Johni knew that there were some pictures of himselfi inside.
On the other hand, both the canonical binding theory and the reflexivity theory of
R&R predict that binding relations in (56) and (57) are uniform in nature. For
R&R in both types of configurations we are dealing with nonlocal binding, while the
canonical binding theory treats all these examples as cases of local binding. These
approaches thus offer little hope of understanding the contrast in grammaticality be-
tween German examples in (52) and (53), or the parallel cases in Serbian, given in
(54) and (55). The observed contrast is however expected on the approach pursued
here, under the assumption that anaphors in these languages must be strictly locally
bound. If that is the case, then (52) and (54) are correctly predicted to be unaccept-
able since a local binding relation cannot be established due to the presence of a phase
boundary. When binding into a picture-NP does not cross a phasal boundary, as is
the case in (53) and (55), anaphors become licit in these languages. In English, the
contrast is blurred by the fact that anaphors in this language can also be nonlocally
bound. However, as we have seen, even in English there are some indications that
the two configurations must be distinguished, given that they do not equally consis-
tently display properties of nonlocal binding. These considerations suggest that the
position that the picture-NP occupies in the syntactic structure matters in determin-
ing the binding possibilities and/or the nature of the binding relations established, as
predicted on the approach pursued here.
Another set of cases that are relevant in this respect are examples like (58), noted
by Barss (1986).
(58) a. Johni wondered which picture of himselfi Mary saw.
b. Johni wondered which picture of himselfi/j Billj saw.
23Whether anaphors can in addition be nonlocally bound in such contexts in languages like
English which allow nonlocally bound anaphors depends on one’s view of nonlocal binding.
I won’t discuss at this point possible restrictions on the distribution of nonlocally bound
anaphors. Some aspects of nonlocal binding relations will be discussed in the following
section.
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c. Which picture of himselfi does Johni think that Mary saw?
It is often argued that sentences like (58) show that wh-movement can feed Condition
A (e.g. Chomsky (1995)). According to this view, wh-movement of which picture of
himself would place the anaphor in SpecCP, where its binding domain would include
the matrix subject. The examples are of particular interest for a phase-based approach
like the one pursued here because the picture-NP in this case occupies the phase edge,
the SpecCP. As a result, the picture-NP and the matrix clause subject are within the
same phase at one point in the derivation, as schematized below:
(59) [ Asp* [vP SUBJ [VP V [CP picture-NP [ C* . . . ]]]]]
Nevertheless, the binding relation between the anaphor and the matrix clause
subject is predicted to be nonlocal in nature on the approach developed here. The
reason is that the anaphor embedded in the NP will be spelled out before the picture-
NP reaches the SpecCP. To see this, we need to focus on the embedded clause. The
first phasal head to enter the structure is Asp. Recall that at this point projections
lower than Asp in the functional sequence will be spelled out, including the nominal
projections in the Spec of AspP. In other words, on our assumptions, both the vP and
its nominal counterpart, nP, will be spelled out at this stage, as illustrated below (the
spelled out domains are again boxed).
(60)
Given that the anaphor is contained in the spelled out domain, it will not be
accessible to potential binders outside of the AspP. As a result, any binding rela-
tion between the anaphor and a potential binder introduced at the later stages of the
derivation will have to be nonlocal in nature.24
24It might be argued that different types of PPs (e.g. of - vs. about-PPs) attach at different
heights in the nominal structure. On the view pursued here, such differences in the height of
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The approach pursued here thus predicts that the syntactic position of the picture-
NP bears on possible binding relations. As we have already seen, when the picture-
NP is in the base-generated object position, an anaphor embedded inside it can be
locally bound by an antecedent outside the NP, as in cases like (61).
(61) Billi saw a picture of himselfi.
However, as soon as AspP is merged, the anaphor embedded inside the picture-NP
will be spelled out and consequently, once the picture-NP moves out of the AspP, no
local binding relations with the anaphor contained inside it can be established.
That anaphors in these contexts are nonlocally bound has been independently
argued for by Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and Pollard and Sag (1992). Note also
that the comparative data point to the same conclusion. Reflexives in German and
Serbian, which we noted cannot be nonlocally bound, are hopeless in these contexts















































































Observe also that in (62b) and (63a), the anaphors can be bound by the subject of
the embedded clause, pointing again to the conclusion that these binding relations
are different from the ones established after the displacement of the picture-NP. The
approach developed here thus correctly predicts that the position of the picture-NP
in the syntactic structure has consequences for the possibility of establishing local
binding relations. Note that no such prediction is made on alternative approaches
attachment might affect binding possibilities. Note that if a PP is merged in a position higher
than nP in (60) it would not be spelled out when AspP is merged. An anaphor embedded
in such a PP should then at least be accessible to potential antecedents in the middle field.
Investigation of such issues would require a careful study of the properties of different types
of PPs, taking us too much afield. I will therefore set these issues aside for now. Note however
that for cases discussed here such considerations do not seem to be crucial. The anaphor is
presumably a KP, and thus will be spelled out as soon as the embedded C is merged (given that
K is lower on the functional hierarchy than C). Therefore, the anaphor should be inaccessible
to potential antecedents in the matrix clause, and we again predict that the binding relation
between the anaphor and the matrix clause subject in examples like (58) should be nonlocal
in nature.
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considered.25 Summarizing the discussion of picture-NPs, we have seen that by re-
lying on the conception of phases motivated in chapter 5 on the basis of improper
movement violations, we end up making some novel predictions in the domain of
anaphoric binding. While all three approaches discussed here correctly account for
the fact that the possessor can function as a local binder, predictions diverge regard-
ing the nature of binding into possessor-less NPs. These are summarized in the table
below.
Chomsky (1981) R&R (1993) current model
nature of the binding
relation
local nonlocal local/nonlocal
syntactic position of the
picture-NP matters
no no yes
Table 7.1: Binding into possessor-less picture-NPs
The current model predicts that an anaphor embedded in a possessor-less NP can
be either locally or nonlocally bound depending on whether it occupies the same
phase as the potential binder at the point when binding takes place. If it does, as in
cases where the picture-NP occupies its base-generated object position, then a local
binding relation can be established. Once the picture-NP leaves the AspP, only a
nonlocal binding relation can be established. Consequently, only in languages which
allow anaphors to be nonlocally bound will such constructions be licit. This is distinct
from both Chomsky’s (1981, 1986) and Reinhart and Reuland’s (1993) view. While
for Chomsky, binding into subjectless picture-NPs is always local, for R&R anaphors
in these contexts are always logophoric. I have argued here that the empirical facts,
and particularly the comparative data, speak in favour of the current model, i.e. that
binding into subjectless picture-DPs is not always uniform in nature.
In the following section, I focus on nonlocal binding relations, examining their
nature in more detail and arguing that the typology of binding relations should be
further refined.
7.6 Zooming in on non-local binding
In the previous sections, I have followed the work of Lebeaux (1984), Pollard and Sag
(1992) (henceforth P&S), Reinhart and Reuland (1993) (henceforth R&R), among
others, in drawing a distinction between local and nonlocal binding environments.
However, as we have already seen, the set of environments where I have argued non-
local binding obtains is not identical to the one predicted on alternative approaches.
25Hicks (2009), who also develops a phase-based account of binding phenomena, distin-
guishes configurations such as those in (56) from those in (57), but not from those in (58), as
is the case on the current view. See section 7.9 for further elaboration on this point.
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In this section, I spell out my assumptions regarding the nature of nonlocal binding
relations, which will mark a further departure from these earlier accounts.
7.6.1 Refining the typology of binding relations
Having identified nonlocal binding relations, an important question that arises is what
the nature of this type of binding relation is. For P&S and R&R, coreference in
nonlocal configurations is not subject to principles of grammar and is regulated solely
by discourse considerations. We might follow P&S and R&R in assuming that all
uses of anaphora in nonlocal configurations are logophoric. If so, syntax would have
nothing interesting to say about these cases and we could relegate all the potential
questions to a theory of discourse. I will however pursue here a different kind of
approach. I have argued in the previous sections that anaphoric binding takes place
in the course of the syntactic derivation, making phases the relevant local binding
domains. Once the phase is complete, the domain of the phase is shipped to the
interfaces for interpretation. The possibility then arises that an anaphor which has
not been bound within a phase in the course of the syntactic derivation, gets bound at
the semantic interface. In other words, a reflexive in English which, as we have seen,
can find an antecedent outside the local binding domain, might not be discourse-
bound, but rather bound at the interface. There might in addition be also logophoric
uses of reflexives in English, but not all nonlocal binding configurations would be
logophoric on this view. Some potentially good candidates of true logophoric uses of
reflexives in English are given below:
(64) a. A picture of myself would be nice on that wall. (from Reinhart and
Reuland (1993))
b. What about yourself? (from Hicks (2005))
c. Johni was furious. The picture of himselfi in the museum had been
mutilated. (from Pollard and Sag (1992))
While not denying that anaphors in (64) might be discourse-bound, I will argue
here that some instances of nonlocal binding take place at the semantic interface,
rather than at the level of discourse. I will show that such an approach avoids certain
complications of the theory of variable binding that arise if all cases of nonlocal
binding are treated as logophoric. It also reduces the class of examples relegated to
the discourse component by placing a subset of nonlocal relations under the purview
of grammar proper.
Thus, in the system just outlined, three possibilities arise for establishing shared
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3. at the discourse level
Anaphors in particular languages then might differ in whether they allow all,
or only some of these binding options. English reflexives seems to be relatively
flexible in allowing all three options, while anaphors in German and Serbian appear
to be more restricted and require a local antecedent, as we have seen in the previous
section.
In the rest of this section, I will probe the nature of nonlocal binding a bit further,
arguing in favour of the proposed two-way distinction in nonlocal binding relations.
Given the grammaticality of examples like (64) where there is no potential antecedent
available in the sentence, we already know that discourse-binding must in general be
allowed as an option (at least for reflexives in English). The question therefore is
whether there is some reason to assume another type of nonlocal binding relations,
distinct from discourse-binding. In this section I argue that there is.
That a binary distinction in binding relations is not sufficient has also been argued
by Williams (2003), who considers as one of the fundamental problems of R&R’s
approach the fact that there is nothing intermediate between the grammatical and
logophoric anaphora. He observes that the behaviour of reciprocals cannot satisfac-
torily be resolved on this approach. This is because reciprocals can be nonlocally
bound but do not escape the utterance altogether in finding their antecedent.
(65) [John and Mary]i think pictures of [each other]i are in the post office.
If we conclude, on the basis of the grammaticality of (65), that each other can be
logophoric, then we might expect (66) also to be licit, on a par with examples in
(64).26
(66) a. [John and Mary]i called on each other at the same time. *[Each other]i’s
houses consequently had a forlorn and deserted look.
b. [John and Mary]i were furious. *A picture of [each other]i in the mu-
seum had been mutilated.
Williams (2003) concludes that what is needed is something intermediate be-
tween grammatical and discourse-level anaphora. In the current model, the contrast
between (65) and (66) might be interpreted as suggesting that reciprocals in English
can be nonlocally bound at the interface, but do not have truly logophoric uses.
7.6.2 Variable binding vs coreference
Another advantage of assuming a three-way distinction in binding relations along the
lines argued for here is that it allows us to retain the standard assumptions concerning
variable binding. It is well-established in the semantic literature on binding that there
26Example (66a) is from Williams (2003), example (66b) is from Peter Svenonius, p.c.
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are two strategies of anaphora resolution: variable binding and coreference.27 In
cases like (67a), we can think of the embedded pronominal as a referring expression
of its own, which just picks out the same individual as its antecedent. We will refer to
this relation as one of coreference. In (67b), the pronominal functions as a variable,
bound by the quantified NP.
(67) a. Johni said that hei was OK.
b. No womani doubts that shei is OK.
It is important to note that the syntactic environments allowing coreference are
not identical to those allowing a bound variable interpretation, suggesting that the two
interpretations must be kept apart. Generally, a bound variable interpretation is pos-
sible only when the antecedent c-commands the pronominal, as in (67b). This con-
dition is not met in (68) and (69) (examples from Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993)),
which explains the ungrammaticality of (68b) and (69b). Nevertheless, the pronom-
inals in (68a) and (69a) can refer to the same individual as Lucie. This suggests that
there must be another strategy of anaphora resolution apart from variable binding,
and that the strategy in question is not sensitive to the c-command requirement.
(68) a. Most of heri friends adore Luciei.
b. *Most of heri friends adore every actressi.
(69) a. A party without Luciei annoys heri.
b. *A party without every actressi annoys heri.
The relation between Lucie and the pronominal in the examples above has been ar-
gued to be one of coreference, not variable binding. The coreferential interpretation
is not available in (68b) and (69b). A pronoun cannot corefer with a quantified NP
since quantified NPs are not referential expressions in the first place. Thus, when
the antecedent is a quantified NP only the bound variable interpretation is possible.
Since the binding relations in (68b) and (69b) must involve variable binding, but
the potential binder does not c-command the pronominal, the examples are simply
ungrammatical on the coindexing indicated.
While the coreferential use is sensitive to the semantic type of the antecedent, the
bound variable interpretation is not. As Reinhart (1983b) and Reinhart and Grodzin-
sky (1993) show, the bound variable interpretation is available with all types of NPs,
including the referential ones. A sentence like (70), where Alfred and he refer to the
same individual (marked here by coindexing), is in fact formally ambiguous between
the two readings represented in (70a) and (70b).
27Note that the term anaphora is used here in the broad sense that encompasses both
bound pronominals and reflexives. See footnote (2) for clarification. I also continue to use
the term pronominal, as a way of distinguishing non-reflexive from reflexive pronouns.
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(70) Alfredi thinks hei is a great cook
a. Alfred (λx (x thinks x is a great cook))
b. Alfred (λx (x thinks he is a great cook))
In (70a), where the pronominal is construed as a bound variable, it is the property of
considering oneself to be a great cook that is attributed to Alfred, whereas in (70b),
on the coreference interpretation, it is the property of considering Alfred to be so.
In the context of (70), these two interpretations are equivalent. However, there are
contexts where this is not the case. One of these is given in (71), which is ambiguous
with respect to whether (70a) or (70b) is attributed to Alfred only.
(71) Only Alfredi thinks that hei is a great cook.
Reinhart (1983b) has argued that the failure to acknowledge the distinction between
coreferential and bound variable uses of pronominals has led to many misconceptions
and complications in the canonical binding theory. Under the standard view, there is
no difference between (68a) and (68b) as far as the binding theory is concerned. The
ungrammaticality of (68b) is then attributed to a peculiar property of quantification in
natural language, formulated as Bijection Principle, which filters it out at LF.28 The
principle prohibits an operator from locally binding more than one variable. After QR
has applied to (68b), the operator every locally binds both the trace and the pronoun.
Although the Bijection Principle rules out (68b), it seems like a rather ad hoc solution
since it is not, as Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993) note, reducible to any independent
property of operators.
Reinhart (1983b) suggests an alternative way of approaching these facts. Note
that both anaphors and pronominals can function as bound variables, in which case
they need to be syntactically bound, i.e. coindexed with a c-commanding antecedent.
Pronominals can however also choose their reference freely from the discourse and
it is this property that distinguishes them from other anaphoric expressions. These
considerations lead to the conclusion that coreference is in fact the exceptional case.
Reinhart (1983b) thus argues that binding conditions regulate only bound variable
anaphora, while coreference is governed by distinct principles as a peculiar property
of reference resolution in natural language. Pronominals do fall under the scope of
the binding theory, but only with respect to their bound variable interpretation. On
this view, the ungrammaticality of (68b) is not unexpected, but rather conforms to the
general requirement on anaphoric relations.
If coreference is not subject to the binding theory, then requirements imposed
on syntactic binding have no consequence for coreferential interpretations. Variable
binding (or semantic binding, as it is often referred to) on the other hand, requires
syntactic binding (see also Bach and Partee (1980), Heim and Kratzer (1998)).
28The Bijection Principle was proposed by Koopman and Sportiche (1982) and subse-
quently adopted in the GB framework.
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(72) Syntactic binding
A node α is bound by a node β iff α and β are coindexed and β c-commands
α.
This means that c-command is not a prerequisite for a coreferential relation to be
established, nor is syntactic coindexing necessary. Reinhart (1983b) in fact argues
that coreference is just a subcase of the broader process of reference resolution that
takes place in the discourse component.29 It is clear that we need mechanisms to
regulate reference resolution in cases of cross-sentential anaphora where the syntactic
binding requirements are not met. As Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993) note, there is
no reason why the same mechanisms could not apply sentence-internally.30
With these considerations in mind, let us now focus on examples in (73). By
turning a potential antecedent into a quantified NP, it can be shown that anaphors in
nonlocal binding contexts can function as bound variables.
(73) a. Every boyi asked which picture of himselfi Lucie likes.
b. Which picture of himselfi does [every boy]i think that Lucie likes?
Acknowledging this, R&R conclude that the relation between an antecedent and a
nonlocally bound anaphor (logophor on their view) can be either that of coreference,
or of variable binding. But recall that for them logophoric uses of anaphors are
governed purely by discourse principles. This means that variable binding can also
be achieved in the discourse component. If so, it is difficult to see how the standard c-
command requirement on variable binding should be stated, given that the discourse
component should not have access to such structural notions as c-command. In fact, it
seems that on such an approach, the well-established c-command requirement must
be abandoned altogether. Consider (73b). In this case, the antecedent does not c-
command the anaphor at surface structure. Nevertheless, the sentence is grammatical.
This is noted by R&R as a problem for the theory of variable binding under their
approach. If variable binding can be established without c-command, then a host of
ungrammatical cases remain unaccounted for, including those in (68b) and (69b).31
29A similar view of coreference is presented in Partee (1978) who views coreferential
anaphora as just one subcase of a more general phenomenon of pragmatic anaphora.
30A terminological remark is in order. It is important to note that the use of the notion
coreference in the GB-style binding theory differs from the way semantic literature has been
employing this term. In the GB framework, the term is used to characterize the relation be-
tween an antecedent and an anaphor/pronominal in contexts where they overlap in reference.
Coindexation is standardly used to mark such a relation. The use of the term is then extended
also to cases involving quantified NPs, since these also involve coindexation, although, as we
already noted, quantified NPs do not strictly speaking refer. The main text assumes a much
narrower use of this term. In fact, on Reinhart’s view coreference obtains in environments
where there is no coindexation, insofar as coindexation is a signal of a syntactic binding
relation.
31Even if we resorted back to something like a Bijection Principle to rule out (68b) and
(69b), as R&R seem to suggest, it is still unclear to me why the same principle does not rule
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Note that these problems might be avoided if nonlocal binding is allowed to op-
erate at the semantic interface. If we can appeal to the semantic representation of
(73b), then, after reconstruction, the quantified NP would c-command the anaphor,
and (73b) would thus conform to the c-command requirement on variable binding.
There is thus no need to allow variable binding to take place in the discourse com-
ponent in order to accommodate cases of nonlocal binding such as those in (73), and
in fact by not doing so we circumvent the problems related to the c-command re-
quirement noted above. I will therefore assume that discourse binding involves only
coreference, never variable binding. Given that coreference is not subject to prin-
ciples of grammar proper, it is thus not surprising that it is insensitive to structural
conditions such as c-command.
























discourse/text coreference no yes
As stated in the table above, both binding in the course of the syntactic derivation
and binding at the semantic interface involve variable binding.32 They differ however
with regard to locality: only binding in syntax is constrained by phases. On the
other hand, discourse binding is semantically distinct from the previous two in that
it involves coreference, not variable binding. Discourse binding should therefore be
impossible with quantified antecedents. We thus end up with two distinct binding
relations, both of which can be characterized as nonlocal binding relations.
Since the current proposal builds on Reinhart’s (1983b) view that the binding
theory is only concerned with the bound variable, but not the coreferential reading of
anaphoric expressions, let me end this section by noting that in her later work (see
Reinhart (2000)), Reinhart argues that the traditional distinction between binding
out (73b).
32This view will be refined in the following chapter. For now, we will stick to this coarse
characterization.
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and coreference should be modified to distinguish binding and covaluation. Cov-
aluation is a cover term which includes coreference and so called cobinding. That
another anaphoric relation termed cobinding must be distinguished was argued by
Heim (1998) on the basis of examples like (74).
(74) Every wife thinks that only she respects her husband.
(74) can mean either that every wife thinks that other wives do not respect their
husbands, or that every wife thinks other wives do not respect her husband. The
question is what gives rise to this ambiguity. The second reading cannot be due
to coreference since coreferential interpretation is not available with quantified NP
antecedents. The two readings are then argued to arise as a consequence of two
different binding patterns. On both construals, she is bound by every wife (or more
precisely by the λ-operator that every wife is a sister of). However, her is bound by
she on the first reading, and by every wife on the second. Thus, on the latter construal,
she and her end up cobound, i.e. both bound by every wife.
In what is to follow, I will ignore cobinding and stick to the traditional distinction
between variable binding and coreference. Cobinding is only relevant in configura-
tions involving two or more pronominals linked to the same antecedent. We will leave
such complex examples out of the scope of our study. Furthermore, as Heim (1998)
and Fox (2000) argue, the main difference between regular binding and cobinding is
in the degree of locality involved. Both involve operator-variable dependencies, but
in cases of covaluation, the λ operator that binds the variable is not the closest one
available. Coreference however still remains distinct from the other two binding re-
lations in not requiring c-command and being restricted to referential antecedents.33
7.6.3 A fresh look at nonlocal binding contexts
The previous sections have argued that a relation between an anaphor and its an-
tecedent can be established either in the course of the syntactic derivation, at the
semantic interface, or at the level of discourse. Only the first type of binding re-
lation must be established within the local domain, leaving us with two types of
nonlocal binding relations. Unlike previous approaches which relegate all nonlo-
cal anaphoric relations to the discourse component, we have now taken a subset of
nonlocal relations back under the wing of grammar proper. Thus, we have consid-
erably reduced the number of occurrences of discourse-bound or logophoric uses of
anaphors.34 Hopefully, this will allow us not only to avoid the problems noted in the
33For further discussion of cobinding see Heim (1998), Reinhart (2000), Fox (2000),
Büring (2005b).
34A note on terminology. The term logophoric may be somewhat misleading given that
it was coined by Clements (1975) to describe pronouns in the West-African language Ewe
which can take as their antecedents an individual whose belief or attitude towards a certain
state of affairs is being reported. R&R use the term to mean all instances of reflexives which
are grammatical despite the fact that they appear bound beyond what they consider to be the
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previous sections, but also to ultimately get a sharper picture of discourse-binding. It
is thus worth revisiting examples of nonlocal anaphora given in the literature, in light
of our two-way distinction in nonlocal binding relations.
Clearly, examples where there is no sentential antecedent available for the anaphor
must be treated as cases of logophoric use also on the approach pursued here. Exam-
ples of this type are particularly frequent with first and second person reflexives in
English.
(75) a. There were five tourists in the room apart from myself. (from Reinhart
and Reuland (1993))
b. Physicists like yourself are a godsend. (from Reinhart and Reuland
(1993), citing Ross (1970))
c. She gave both Brenda and myself a dirty look. (from Reinhart and
Reuland (1993), citing Zribi-Hertz (1989))
d. Both John and myself knew the answer but didn’t dare say it. (from
Hicks (2009))
e. No-one misbehaved, myself excepted. (from Hicks (2009))
Though it seems that examples of this type are more difficult to construct with third
person reflexives, it is claimed that they are not impossible. Two such examples are
given below.
(76) a. Physicists like herself are rare. (from Hicks (2009), citing Fiengo
(1977))
b. Johni was furious. The picture of himselfi in the museum had been
mutilated. (from Pollard and Sag (1992))
There are however many examples where third person reflexives are bound beyond
the local domain. In the rest of this section, we will focus on such examples.
Consider the following examples of picture-NPs:
(77) a. Johni found a picture of himselfi.
b. Johni heard stories about himselfi.
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and Pollard and Sag (1992) claim that anaphors in these
contexts are nonlocally bound. I have already argued that there are reasons to doubt
this claim, particularly in light of the cross-lingustic data. Recall that reflexives in
languages like German or Serbian are licit in these contexts, although they in general
cannot be nonlocally bound. I repeat the relevant contrast from Serbian.
local binding domain. P&S employ the term exempt anaphora, instead of logophoric, in the
same sense. I will use the term logophoric to mean discourse-bound. Defining the term in
this way has no significant consequences for R&R’s, or P&S’s approaches since for them
nonlocally bound reflexives are always bound in the discourse component. It does however
have significance for the approach developed here since nonlocally bound does not equal
discourse-bound on our view.


































‘David heard stories about himself.’
Patterns such as the one in (78) led us to the conclusion that binding into picture-
NPs need not always be nonlocal in nature as R&R and P&S argue. On the approach
pursued here, cases such as (77) involve local binding relations. If this conclusion
is on the right track, then regardless of how we treat nonlocal binding contexts, we
already have a narrower set of discourse-bound anaphora than R&R or P&S assume.
Let us now turn to examples which would feature nonlocal binding relations both
on R&R/P&S’s view and on the approach developed here. First of all, there are cases
like (79), discussed already by Lebeaux (1984) and Chomsky (1986a) (examples are
from Lebeaux (1984)):
(79) a. Johni knew that some pictures of himselfi would be on sale.
b. Johni knew that there were some pictures of himselfi inside.
The binding relations in (79) are clearly nonlocal in nature as they cross a finite
clause boundary. However, on our view they still need not be relegated to the dis-
course component. The antecedent, John, c-commands the reflexive and the binding
relation can be established in semantics.
However, as P&S argue, there are many grammatical cases where the antecedent
does not c-command the reflexive. Given that on our assumptions, c-command is a
necessary requirement for establishing a successful binding relation at the seman-
tic interface,35 such examples would be potentially good candidates of discourse
anaphora. One set of examples that P&S mention are cases involving wh-movement:
(80) a. Which picture of himselfi does Johni think Mary sold?
b. Which picture of herselfi/j does Susani think Maryj prefers?
Although the antecedents do not c-command the anaphors at surface structure in these
cases, they do so after the phrase containing the anaphor has reconstructed either
to its base position or to one of the intermediate positions on its movement path.36
Hence, not only can these cases be analyzed as involving binding at the semantic
interface, but as I have already argued (see the discussion regarding examples like
(73b)), adopting such a view has clear advantages over a discourse-based analysis.
Such an approach is further supported by the contrast between (81) and (82) (the
examples are from Pesetsky (1987)). In (82) c-command is not satisfied even after
35See the following chapter for further discussion of this point.
36Note that on our view, the ‘j’-cases might be instances of local anaphora, so it is the
‘i’-cases which are particularly significant.
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reconstruction, and such examples are therefore ungrammatical as expected. If on
the other hand cases like (80) involved logophors and c-command was irrelevant,
then one would expect that (81) and (82) should pattern alike.
(81) a. Pictures of himselfi I know Johni likes.
b. Which pictures of herselfi did you say Maryi bought?
(82) a. *Pictures of himselfi I know Johni’s friends like.
b. *Which picture of herselfi did you say the company that employs Maryi
bought?
Let me now turn to other examples discussed by P&S where binding seems pos-
sible despite the apparent lack of c-command. The examples they give are listed
below:37,38
(83) a. The fact that there is a picture of himselfi hanging in the post office is
believed (by Mary) to be disturbing Tomi.
b. The picture of himselfi in the museum bothered Johni.
c. The picture of herselfi on the front page of the Times made Maryi’s
claims seem somewhat ridiculous.
d. The picture of each otheri with Ness made [Capone and Nitty]i some-
what nervous.
e. Johni’s campaign requires that pictures of himselfi be placed all over
town.
f. Johni’s intentionally misleading testimony was sufficient to ensure that
there would be pictures of himselfi all over the morning papers.
g. The agreement that [Iran and Iraq]i reached guaranteed each otheri’s
trading rights in the disputed waters until the year 2010.
h. The picture of herselfi on the front page of the Times confirmed the
allegations Maryi had been making over the years.
Examples (83a) and (83b) involve object experiencer verbs. This class of verbs
shows many interesting properties, one of which is the long-noted binding puzzle
that (83a) and (83b) illustrate: anaphors contained within the subject of such verbs
37I have reordered their examples to facilitate subsequent discussion. Examples (83a) and
(83e) are originally from Jackendoff (1972).
38They also give the following two examples, although as far as I can see, the antecedent
does c-command the anaphor in these cases. I assume that these examples can be handled in
the same way as those in (79), i.e. as involving binding at the interface.
(i) a. Theyi made sure that nothing would prevent each otheri’s pictures from being
put on sale.
b. [Kim and Sandy]i knew that Computational Ichthyology had rejected each
otheri’s papers.
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may be bound by the object, in violation of the usual c-command condition on bound
anaphora. However, Belletti and Rizzi (1988) have argued that the surface subject in
such constructions is c-commanded by the Experiencer object at D-Structure.39 As-
suming then that Condition A can apply at D-Structure, the Experiencer can properly
bind the anaphor, satisfying the c-command requirement. The odd binding proper-
ties of Experiencer verbs are thus just another instantiation of the same problem we
observe in (80) and (81): in both contexts, movement of the phrase containing the
anaphor reverses the original c-command relations. Given that I have been assuming
that Condition A can be satisfied at any point during the syntactic derivation, we thus
need only adopt Belletti and Rizzi’s proposal that the surface subject starts out lower
than the Experiencer and we can bring (83a) and (83b) back under the purview of
grammar proper. (83b) might then instantiate a local binding relation. The anaphor
is base-generated in a position lower than John, where it is bound prior to undergo-
ing movement to the subject position. The anaphor in (83a) might be bound at the
interface, after the clause containing it reconstructs to its base position where it is
c-commanded by Tom. There is no need to appeal to discourse binding to account for
these cases.
Unlike object experiencer verbs, subject experiencer verbs fail to display the
backward binding pattern (examples are from Hale and Keyser (2002)):
(84) a. *Each otheri’s mothers love [Bill and Hank]i.
b. *Each otheri’s students respect [Noam and Morris]i.
This observation calls for an explanation but is not addressed by P&S. On the other
hand, the ungrammaticality of (84) is expected on Belletti and Rizzi’s view since at
no point in the course of the syntactic derivation is the experiencer c-commanded by
the antecedent in (84).
Note further that licit binding configurations with object experiencer verbs allow
quantified NPs as antecedents. On our view, this means that cases like these cannot
involve discourse-binding since the only strategy of anaphora resolution at the dis-
course level is coreference. It also further supports the conclusion that the required
c-command relation holds at a certain point in the course of the syntactic derivation.40
(85) a. Jokes about herselfi amuse every philosopheri. (Reinhart and Reuland
(1993))
b. A picture of himselfi in the papers would bother any mafia bossi.(Peter
Svenonius, p.c.)
39Belletti and Rizzi’s proposal was aimed at solving another puzzle posed by experiencer
predicates, namely the problem that these constructions raise for the Uniformity of Theta
Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH).
40The grammaticality of (85) is not unexpected on R&R’s view, given their assumption
that discourse-binding involves both coreference and variable binding. However, we have
already seen that this assumption requires considerable weakening of the c-command re-
quirement on variable binding.
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Pesetsky (1995) notes that the same kind of binding puzzle observed with object
experiencer verbs arises in periphrastic causatives:
(86) a. Each otheri’s remarks made [John and Mary]i angry.
b. These stories about herselfi made Maryi nervous.
c. Pictures of each otheri caused [John and Mary]i to start crying.
According to Pesetsky (1995), even (87) are fairly acceptable compared to the similar
agentive examples in (88).
(87) a. ?Each otheri’s stupid remarks eventually killed [John and Mary]i.
b. ?Rumours about herselfi always plunge Maryi into a deep depression.
(88) a. *Each otheri’s stupid friends eventually killed [John and Mary]i.
b. *Each otheri’s swimming coaches plunged [John and Mary]i into the
pool.
Let us add another set of examples. Consider (89):
(89) Nixon gave Mailer a book.
As discussed in Pesetsky (1995), (89) can be interpreted as asserting that Nixon per-
formed a particular action, i.e. giving a book to Mailer. However, the sentence has
another reading which might be paraphrased as in (90):41
(90) “Mailer wrote a book which he wouldn’t have been able to write if it hadn’t
been for Nixon.”
Interestingly, the second reading, which Pesetsky refers to as causative, is missing in
the alternant with to. (91) is thus fine, but has only the “perform an action”-reading.
This can be made particularly clear by replacing Nixon with a non-Agentive DP, in
which case the to-construction lacks any non-deviant reading. (93) illustrates the
same pattern (examples are from Pesetsky (1995)):
(91) Nixon gave a book to Mailer.
(92) a. The war years gave Mailer his first big success.
b. *The war years gave his first big success to Mailer.
(93) a. Katya taught me Russian.
b. Katya taught Russian to me.
c. Lipson’s textbook taught me Russian.
d. *Lipson’s textbook taught Russian to me.
Observe now that backward binding is possible on this causative reading of verbs like
41The example and observation go back to Oehrle (1976).
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give (from Pesetsky (1995)):
(94) a. Each otheri’s remarks gave [John and Mary]i a book.
b. Those books about himselfi taught Billi the meaning of caution.
Pesetsky (1995) argues that all these cases, including the object experiencer verbs,
can be unified under the following generalization:
(95) A Causer argument of a predicate π may behave as if c-commanded by an
argumental DP governed by π.
Building on Belletti and Rizzi’s proposal, he then argues that the availability of back-
ward binding (and other puzzling properties) in these constructions is due to the fact
that the Causer argument starts out lower than (other) internal arguments. This initial
“lowness” allows anaphors inside the Causer argument to be bound by apparently
non-commanding antecedents.42
If this conclusion is on the right track, then examples (83c) and (83d) that P&S
provide can be dealt with without resorting to discourse binding.43 We may debate
the correctness of Pesetsky’s analysis, but it remains to be shown how the analysis of
backward binding in these constructions in terms of discourse-binding would capture
the relevant facts and whether it could offer a way of relating the binding patterns
to other puzzling properties of these constructions, such as the unavailability of the
to-alternate on the causative reading of double object verbs.
Let us now turn to the examples in (83e) and (83f) where the antecedent is a
possessor embedded in a DP, instantiating another violation of the c-command re-
quirement. Note that the problem in this case is in fact more general and extends also
to bound variable uses of pronominals:
(96) a. Everyonei’s mother kissed himi. (from Reinhart (1983b))
b. Every girli’s father thinks shei’s a genius. (Kayne (1994))
This has long been noted as a problem for the c-command requirement on variable
binding and various ways around this problem have been suggested in the literature
(see for instance Reuland (1998)). In fact, as Hicks (2009) points out, other interpre-
tative phenomena assumed to require c-command in order to be licensed show the
same behaviour, such as Negative Polarity Items:
(97) Noonei’s ticket will be worth anything if the manager decides to rest all the
best players. (from Hicks (2009))
42Pesetsky’s analysis is naturally more complex than reported here. For relevant details, I
refer the reader to the work in question.
43Even if the phrase containing the anaphor in (83c) reconstructs to a position below the
antecedent, the problem with c-command persists given that Mary does not c-command out
of the DP. We will return to this issue shortly.
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P&S argue that the correct generalization has to do with viewpoint rather than with
c-command. According to them, the contrast in grammaticality between (98a) and
(98b) is due to the fact that the bearer of the experiencer role is the individual whose
viewpoint is being reflected: in (98a) the experiencer is John, but in (98b) it is John’s
father, not John. Similarly, (98c) and (98d) are fine because in all these cases it is
John whose viewpoint is reflected.
(98) a. The picture of himselfi in Newsweek bothered Johni.
b. *The picture of himselfi in Newsweek bothered Johni’s father.
c. The picture of himselfi in Newsweek dominated Johni’s thoughts.
d. The picture of himselfi in Newsweek made Johni’s day.
Nevertheless, even if this proposal were adopted to handle the reflexives, the
more general problem for variable binding would persist. On the other hand, if a sat-
isfactory solution to the c-command puzzle that possessor DPs pose could be found,
then again there might be no need to deal with cases like (83e) and (83f) in terms of
discourse binding.44
This leaves us with examples in (83g) and (83h) as the only potential cases of
discourse-binding in (83). All other examples, as we have seen, might be reanalyzed
as cases of nonlocal binding at the interface.
7.6.4 Further considerations
In the previous section, I have argued that a large set of cases that P&S (and R&R)
treat as discourse binding could in fact involve binding at the semantic interface,
and thus be under the purview of grammar proper. Two additional factors must be
considered when discussing logophoric uses of reflexives, which I will just briefly
mention in this section.
P&S note that the written register seems to tolerate violations of Principle A more
easily. Zribi-Hertz (1989) illustrates this by giving a number of examples attested in
the works of various writers, two of which are reproduced below:
(99) a. Not till she had, with difficulty, succeeded in explaining to himi that
she had done nothing to justify such results and that hisi wife was
equally incredulous of her innocence and suspected himselfi, the pas-
tor, to be the cause of her distress, did his face light up with under-
standing. [William Gerhardie]
44P&S also provide the following example with the possessor acting as a binder (originally
from Lebeaux (1984)):
(i) A fear of himselfi is Johni’s greatest problem.
I will leave the discussion of copular constructions for some future occasion. Let me just
note that P&S acknowledge that their account does not explain why anaphors in copular
constructions should be exempt.
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b. Clarai did not know whether to regret or to rejoice at their arrival; shei
did not get on well with either of them (...), and yet, on the other hand
their presence did not intensify the difficulty, but somehow dissipated
and confused it, so that at least its burden did not rest upon herselfi
alone. [Margaret Drabble]
Examples such as these are predicted to be ungrammatical on P&S’s and R&R’s
analyses because according to these analyses anaphors cannot be used logophorically
when they appear in an argument position. According to P&S, it is instructive to
note that examples such as these are uniformly judged ungrammatical by American
speakers. They thus conclude that grammaticality of cases such as (99) is a special
property of the written register. It seems that the grammatical constraints on anaphora
can sometimes be relaxed in highly stylized narrative.
R&R argue that focus is another factor which seems to facilitate logophoric uses
of anaphors in argument positions. They distinguish two logophoric uses: perspective
and focus logophors. Perspective logophors are the by now familiar to us point-of-
view logophors, exemplified in R&R’s view by the following examples:
(100) a. There were five tourists in the room apart from myself.
b. Physicists like yourself are a godsend.
c. She gave both Brenda and myself a dirty look.
d. It angered him that she . . . tried to attract a man like himself.
e. Max boasted that the queen invited Lucie and himself for a drink.
In all these cases, anaphors do not occupy an argument position and are thus pre-
dicted to be logophoric. On R&R’s view, (101) are crucially different from (100). In
(101), a free SELF anaphor occurs in an argument position at S-structure. According
to R&R, this is only possible when the anaphor is focussed. They then assume that
focus expressions undergo movement at LF and are thus no longer in argument po-
sitions at LF. If Condition A applies also at LF, then it follows that focus anaphors
should appear exempt from Condition A despite occupying argument positions at
S-structure.
(101) a. This letter was addressed only to myself.
b. Why should the state always take precedence over myself?
c. Bismarck’s impulsiveness has, as so often, rebounded against him-
self.
In R&R’s view thus, although both (100) and (101) involve logophoric uses of ana-
phors, they are significantly different. Namely, those in (101), where the anaphors oc-
cur in argument positions at S-structure, can only be occurrences of focus logophors.
R&R then go on to claim that “this is why such examples are more marked: they are
possible only when the context clearly signals focus, or a contrastive reading, so they
are highly context-dependent.” (Reinhart and Reuland (1993), p. 673). On the other
hand, logophors not occurring in argument positions at S-structure, like (100), “do
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not require any special accommodation and are easily judged acceptable with no con-
text” (Reinhart and Reuland (1993), p. 673). I leave to future research to determine
whether such a stark contrast as R&R suggest really exists between (100) and (101).
Given that we have reanalyzed a substantial number of examples featuring ana-
phors in non-argument positions as involving nonlocal binding at the interface, rather
than discourse binding, the question arises whether the right cut is really between
examples like (83) and (100) versus those in (101). On the approach pursued here,
discourse-binding constitutes a far more limited phenomenon in English than R&R
and P&S lead us to expect. If factors such as register and focus-marking need to
be taken into account, we could then ask whether the remaining cases of nonlocal
binding (at least in case of third person reflexives) which cannot be reanalyzed as
involving binding at the interface might in fact involve uses of reflexives in special
registers or uses of reflexives as focus markers.
7.6.5 Interim summary
In this section, I have argued that binding relations which are not established within
the local domain need not necessarily be analyzed in terms of discourse binding. I
have distinguished two types of nonlocal binding relations: nonlocal binding estab-
lished at the interface and discourse binding. Semantically, the two types of binding
relations are significantly different: the former one involves variable binding, while
the latter one involves coreference. Consequently, only binding at the interface re-
quires c-command and allows quantified NPs as antecedents. Binding in the dis-
course component, on the other hand, is not sensitive to c-command relations and is
limited to referential antecedents.
7.7 The ban on A’-binders
Since the earliest formulations of the binding theory, it has been assumed that a binder
must occupy an A-position for a local binding relation to be possible. In all the cases
we have looked at up to now, this requirement has indeed been met. That elements
in A’-positions cannot serve as potential antecedents can be shown on the basis of
examples like (102). In the first example it is the topicalized phrase which fails to
serve as a potential antecedent, while the remaining examples involve wh-movement
((102a–c) are from Grewendorf and Sabel (1999), citing Chomsky, class lectures;
(102d) is from Williams (2003)).
(102) a. *The guestsi, [each otheri’s dance partners] criticized <the guests>.
b. *Whose friendsi did [each otheri’s pictures] convince the director that
he should interview <whose friends>?
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c. *Which actorsi did [pictures of themselvesi] convince the director that
he should interview <which actors>?
d. *John wondered [which man]i pictures of himselfi convinced Mary
that she should investigate <which man>.
In the canonical binding theory, it is simply assumed that a potential antecedent must
occupy an A-position for local binding to be possible. In this section, I will discuss
how this restriction might be reformulated, and possibly derived, within the model
of anaphoric binding argued for here and without appealing to the notions of A/A’-
positions.
7.7.1 Local binding relations
Let us start tackling the ban on A’-binders by focusing on example (102d), repeated
below, in a bit more detail.
(103) *John wondered [which man]i pictures of himselfi convinced Mary that she
should investigate <which man>.
The wh-phrase undergoes successive-cyclic movement to SpecCP. What (103) seems
to illustrate is that the wh-phase cannot bind the reflexive from SpecCP. Note that
given our earlier assumptions, we already predict that a wh-phrase should fail to bind
a reflexive embedded in a picture-NP from the Spec of CP. In such contexts, the
picture-NP will already have moved from its base-generated position to Spec of TP.
Recall from our discussion in section 7.5 that when a picture-NP occupies Spec of
TP, the anaphor embedded inside it is already spelled out and hence can no longer be
locally bound. Binding an anaphor in the complement of an NP from the Spec of CP
is therefore expected to be impossible.
However, on a phase-based approach, a phrase undergoing successive-cyclic move-
ment must stop off at every intermediate phase edge. On our assumptions (at least)
C and Asp are phasal heads. Therefore, to successfully rule out (103), we must in
fact focus on an earlier stage in the derivation when the wh-phrase lands in Spec of
Asp. What we need to rule out therefore is a binding relation between the anaphor
and the wh-phase in Spec of AspP. At this point, the anaphor is still not spelled out
and occupies the same phase as the potential wh-antecedent. Hence, given what we
have said so far, it should be possible to establish a local binding relation between the
wh-phase and the reflexive in Spec of vP. The relevant configuration is given below:













In order to rule out anaphoric binding in a configuration such as this, a potential
antecedent occupying a position in the phase edge must not be allowed to bind an
anaphor embedded within the domain of the phase. Such a result would be achieved
if Spell-Out applied before binding. I would therefore like to suggest that upon the
merge of a phase head, no operations other than the evacuation of elements with
unvalued features can take place prior to Spell-Out. As we have already noted, it
is standardly assumed that once a phasal head is merged, the domain of the phase
spells out. The relevant question to ask then is at which derivational point precisely
the Spell-Out applies, and what operations involving the phase head are allowed to
apply before a part of the syntactic structure is sent to the interfaces. We know that
the Spell-Out of the relevant chunk of syntactic structure must be slightly delayed
to allow elements with unvalued features to move out of the Spell-Out domain, oth-
erwise there could be no movement across phasal boundaries.45 I assume here that
movement of elements in need of further feature valuing to the phase edge is the only
operation allowed to take place before Spell-Out makes part of the syntactic structure,
or more precisely all the features/projections lower than Asp on the functional hier-
archy, inaccessible to further syntactic computation.46 With this assumption in place,
binding in configurations such as (103) becomes impossible.47 In (104), Spell-Out
45I won’t go here into the issue of how these intermediate movement steps should be
implemented.
46See Hiraiwa (2002) for similar ideas. Hiraiwa argues that the complement domain of
HP , HP a phasal head, becomes inaccessible by the PIC as soon as Merge extends the HP .
47Note that the assumption adopted here does allow other operations involving the phasal
head to apply after Spell-Out. Since the phasal head is not spelled-out, it is available to further
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will apply as soon as the QP moves to the edge of AspP. The anaphor will then be
spelled out and local binding therefore impossible. Hence, on this view, no binding
relation can be established between a phrase moved to the phase edge and an element
embedded within the Spell-Out domain.
Observe that if the picture-NP in (104) would itself move to the Spec of AspP,
i.e. to the phasal edge, it would nevertheless be impossible to establish the relevant
binding relation. Recall that, given the Spell-Out Principle proposed in chapter 5,
the anaphor in the complement position of the noun will be spelled out when Asp is
merged even if it occupies the Spec of AspP, as discussed at lenght in section 7.5.
If Spell-Out must apply as soon as the picture-NP (and the wh-phrase) moves to the
edge of AspP, as assumed here, then we correctly predict that the anaphor cannot
be bound by which man in (103). The relevant binding relation is thus ruled out
regardless of whether the picture-NP moves to the phase edge or not.
Note that if the assumption regarding the timing of Spell-Out suggested here is
adopted, then it becomes crucial to treat Asp, rather than v as a phasal head. If v
had the status of a phase, then we would predict that an external argument merged
in the Spec of vP cannot locally bind an anaphor within VP, given that phrases in
the Spec of a phasal head cannot serve as potential binders. This would rule out an
array of grammatical local binding configurations. Having Asp serve as a phasal head
circumvents this problem. This can then be seen as an additional argument in favour
of treating Asp, rather than v, as phasal.48
The account of the ban against A’-binders just sketched raises a potential problem
for cases involving subject-to-subject raising. Consider the following example (from
Reinhart and Reuland (1993)):
(105) Luciei seems to herselfi to be beyond suspicion.
Examples such as (105) have been used to argue that in contrast to A’-moved ele-
ments, A-moved phrases can act as binders from the derived position. The raised
subject is able to bind a reflexive in the matrix clause. To see why this binding rela-
tion might be problematic, consider (106).
syntactic manipulation. Thus, the possibility of externally merging specifiers and adjuncts to
a phase head is not ruled out.
48For further motivation refer back to section 7.2.










The subject raises from the embedded clause to the matrix TP, making a stopover
in Spec of AspP. It cannot bind the reflexive from the Spec of matrix TP, since there
is a phase boundary intervening, namely AspP. It cannot however bind the reflexive
from the Spec of AspP either since we have just ruled out the possibility of establish-
ing a binding relation between a phrase in the Spec of a phase head and an anaphor
embedded within the same phase.49 We are thus forced to conclude that there is a
landing site for the raised subject below AspP. I will not speculate further on the na-
ture of this landing site. I would just like to add two additional comments regarding
(105). One is that the problem which arises in (105) does not necessarily general-
ize to all examples involving A-movement. In other words, it is not the case that
A-moved elements can never bind anaphors from derived positions under our current
set of assumptions. We will return to this point shortly. The second thing to note re-
garding (105) is that constructions involving raising across experiencers are puzzling
in other respects as well. One problem raised by such constructions that has attracted
a lot of attention in the literature is that the subject moves across the experiencer in
apparent violation of Attract Closest. It is a cross-linguistically robust fact that the
experiencer blocks raising of the embedded subject. As an illustration, consider the
Icelandic pattern below. That it is the presence of experiencer which blocks raising is
made clear by contrasting (107b) with (107c), where the experiencer is not lexically













‘Olaf seemed to them to be intelligent.’
49Note that no problem would arise if raising verbs did not constitute phases. However,
such an assumption would contradict our conclusions from chapter 4.























English therefore appears to be special in allowing subjects to raise across the expe-
riencer. In most languages, configurations such as that in (105) would not even arise.
Preminger (2010), for instance, suggests that this locality puzzle observed in English
might be handled if we were to assume that the raised subject stops off in the Spec
of ApplP, the same projection which hosts the experiencer. It is often assumed that
multiple specifiers of the same projection are equidistant with respect to a structurally
higher probe. If the experiencer and the raised subject occupy specifiers of the same
head at a certain point in the derivation, then no intervention effects are expected.
An analysis along these lines thus suggests that there might be a landing site for the
raised subject below the matrix AspP, as the account of binding facts adopted here
leads us to conclude.
Let us now briefly return to some other instances of A-movement and see how
their binding properties can be accounted for in the current model. Consider the



































As already noted, it is standardly assumed in the literature on German that indirect
objects precede and c-command direct objects. What the examples in (108) then
show is that movement of the direct object across the indirect object can create new
binding possibilities.50 The pattern can easily be accomodated within the current
model as long as the displacement of the direct object is extremely local, i.e. within
the domain of AspP. This is indeed the standard view in the literature, where this type
of scrambling in German is generally analyzed as adjunction to VP.
There are also instances of clause-internal scrambling targeting a position in the
middle field which seem to be able to feed anaphoric binding, as illustrated by the











‘(The fact that) each other’s teachers criticized them.’
50See chapter 3, section 3.3 and chapter 5, section 5.2.4.











‘(The fact that) them, each other’s teachers criticized.’
This type of scrambling is commonly analyzed as adjunction to IP. Whether the
scrambled phrase adjoins to IP, or moves to the Spec of a functional projection imme-
diately dominating IP is immaterial on the approach pursued here. What is crucial is
that this landing site is below the CP phase. Therefore, the binder and the anaphor are
within the same phase domain and the observed binding relation can be established.
It is a well-known fact that in contrast to clause-internal scrambling, long-distance
scrambling in Japanese never gives rise to new binding possibilities. Contrast (109b)


















‘(The fact that) them, each other’s teachers said that Hanako criticized.’
As (110) shows, a long-scrambled phrase cannot bind an anaphor in the matrix clause.
The contrast is standardly attributed to the A vs A’-nature of the movements involved.
Here the contrast reduces to the fact that long-scrambling targets a position in the
matrix C-domain. As a result, a phase boundary intervenes between the scrambled
phrase and the anaphor and the binding relation cannot be established. Note that even
if the scrambled phrase lands in the Spec of CP it cannot bind the anaphor, given that
we have ruled out the possibility of binding by a phrase in the phase edge. Finally,
moving the long-scrambled phrase to a position in the middle field is ruled out as an
instance of improper movement.
Summarizing this section, we have seen that the unavailability of phrases oc-
cupying A’-positions to serve as potential binders reduces to the fact that in such
configurations there is a phase boundary intervening. Even in cases where the an-
tecedent occupies the phase edge, a binding relation cannot be established given our
assumption that upon merge of a phase head, no operations other than evacuation of
elements with unvalued features can take place prior to Spell-Out. With this assump-
tion in hand, all the potential cases of binding between an anaphor and an A’-binder
are ruled out.
Note that the proposal just sketched rules out only cases of local binding. A ques-
tion that arises at this point is why the reflexive in English cannot be nonlocally bound
by the antecedent in an A’-position, since we know that reflexives in English need not
be locally bound. The discussion to follow outlines a possible way of tackling this
issue.
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7.7.2 Non-local binding relations
In the previous subsection, I have discussed how a local binding relation between an
anaphor and a phrase in an A’-position might be ruled out on the current approach.
However, it remains unclear why the anaphor cannot be non-locally bound in the
same contexts. Given our conclusion from section 7.6 that nonlocal binding can
be established at the interface, the fact that examples like (111) are ungrammatical
seems to suggest that the ban on A’-binders holds at this level as well, something that
remains unaccounted for under our current set of assumptions. Here I will make some
tentative remarks as to why this might be the case, leaving a thorough investigation
of this issue for future research.
(111) *John wondered [which man]i pictures of himselfi convinced Mary that she
should investigate <which man>.
Since our account of the prohibition against A’-binders captures only cases of
local binding, let us therefore take it that no such prohibition holds of nonlocal bind-
ing. This means that the ungrammaticality of (111) is not due to the fact that the
antecedent occupies an A’-position but must be attributed to some other factor. What
could this factor be? One option that might be worth exploring relates to the ob-
servation that reflexives in English are subject-oriented. It is a well-known fact that
long-distance bound anaphors tend to prefer subjects as binders cross-linguistically.51
The ungrammaticality of (111) might then be due to the fact that the antecedent is not
a subject. Chomsky (1986a) provides the following examples in support of the claim
that long-distance bound anaphors in English are subject-oriented (from Chomsky
(1986a), his (237) and (217ii) respectively):
(112) a. Theyi told usj that [pictures of each otheri/∗j] would be on sale.
b. *I told themj that Bill liked each otheri.
In (112a), the binder of each other must be they, not us. Note that subject-orientation
does not hold for cases of local binding.
(113) Theyi told usj about each otheri/j
In (113), either they or us may be the antecedent of the anaphor. Thus, for cases of
local binding we still need an independent account for the ban on A’-binders. In cases
of nonlocal binding on the other hand, the ungrammaticality of relevant examples
may reduce to the requirement that the anaphor be bound by a subject.52
51Consult for instance Giorgi (1984), Chomsky (1986b), Reuland and Koster (1991), Cole
and Hermon (1998).
52How subject-orientation of long-distance anaphors might be derived is too complex an
issue to be addressed within the scope of this section. I will therefore set this important
question aside for now. The solution proposed here must therefore remain just a tentative
suggestion, until an analysis of subject-orientation compatible with the set of assumptions
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Interestingly, that binding across greater distances should in principle allow A’-
antecedents is also predicted on Williams’s (2003) approach. Let me briefly review
Williams’s proposal and the evidence he provides in support of this prediction.53 As
already noted in chapter 3, Williams (2003) derives a typology of anaphoric elements
by associating them to different levels of his Representation theory. Associating dif-
ferent anaphors to different levels interacts with the Level Embedding Conjecture to
determine the properties of anaphoric elements, namely their locality restrictions and
the choice of antecedents. An anaphor introduced at a particular level will be bind-
able by elements that are defined at that level. Thus, a CS (Case Structure) anaphor
will not be able to take topics as antecedents, since topics are introduced at a later
level. That same anaphor will also have to find an antecedent within the same tensed
clause, since tensed-clause embedding also takes place at a later level. However, if a
particular anaphor can be bound across a tensed clause boundary, then that anaphor
must itself be introduced at a later level and thus have at its disposal a broader set of
possible antecedents. In other words, if topics appear at the level of SS, and tensed-
clause embedding happens at the same level, then an anaphor bound across clausal
boundaries should allow topics as antecedents. In this system therefore, the loos-
ening of locality requirements on binding relations predicts a larger set of potential
antecedents to be possible.
As a support for this prediction, Williams (2003) points out that in some lan-
guages nonlocally bound anaphors can indeed be bound by elements in A’-positions.
Korean appears to be among these languages. Consider the behaviour of the Korean
anaphor caki (from Williams (2003), citing Gill (1999)). Example (114a) shows that
caki can be nonlocally bound. (114b) and (114c) show that caki can be bound by an
































‘As for John, self went.’
The paradigm in (114) seems to straightforwardly support the prediction made
on both Williams’s approach and the one pursued here, namely that in configurations
we have adopted is provided.
53I refer the reader back to chapter 3, section 3.3, for a more general presentation of
Williams’s model.
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where locality restrictions on binding are suspended, a broader set of antecedents
becomes possible. However, as far as I can see, there are (at least) two other ways of
interpreting the paradigm in (114) under the current approach.
One option would be to assume that when it is nonlocally bound, caki can either
be bound at the interface or at the discourse level. In the former case, caki must be
bound by a subject. Note that caki cannot take the matrix clause object in (114a) as
its antecedent, although it can take the more remote subject. In (114b) and (114c),
caki would be bound at the level of discourse. The condition imposed on discourse
binding of caki would then be that the antecedent be a topic, which is well in line with
the notion of point of view, commonly employed in the discourse based accounts of
long-distance anaphora.
Another option would be to treat all cases in (114) as cases of nonlocal binding at
the interface, while keeping the assumption that caki must be subject-oriented. The
examples in (114b) and (114c) would seem at first to pose a problem for this view
since in these sentences the binder is clearly not a subject. A possibility of bringing
these in accord with the requirement on subject-orientation arises on the analysis of
these constructions proposed by Gill (1999). Gill (1999) takes as a starting point
the observation that the East-Asian languages noted here which apparently allow A’-
binders are all languages which have double nominative constructions. In (115), two
nominative marked NPs occur with a one-place predicate. Note also that the first














‘Mary’s hair is yellow.’
Gill (1999) then argues that cases like (114b) and (114c) where the anaphor is ap-
parently bound by an A’-element are underlyingly double nominative constructions.
In other words, the topic that binds caki in these instances is always in a legitimate
argument position.
We therefore have three analyses of the Korean binding facts presented here at
our disposal that are in accord with the model of anaphoric binding argued for here.
The first one would treat all cases in (114) as instances of binding at the interface,
the availability of A’-elements as possible antecedents resulting from the fact that no
ban against A’-binders holds at this level. The second approach would analyze (114a)
as involving binding at the semantic interface, while anaphors in (114b) and (114c)
would be discourse bound. Finally, the third approach would share with the first one
the assumption that all binding relations in (114) are established at the interface, but
would treat cases in (114b) and (114c) as instances of A-binding. This is made possi-
ble by reanalyzing these examples as underlyingly double nominative constructions.
There might be a reason however to favour the latter two analyses over the first one.
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Note that only on the last two approaches would the anaphor be subject-oriented.
This assumption cannot be adopted on the first approach since we need to rule in
(114b) and (114c). It therefore becomes puzzling on the first account why the matrix
clause object is not a potential antecedent in (114a).54 Observe that an object can











‘I showed John himself in the mirror.’
In light of these considerations, it seems that the first approach must be abandoned
in favour of one of the latter two. I won’t discuss here which of these two remaining
analyses might be preferred, as either option is compatible with our view of anaphoric
binding. The Korean facts thus seem to mirror the English binding patterns, modulo
the fact that English does not allow double nominative constructions. In both lan-
guages, there is no A’-binding either in local or in nonlocal configurations, though
for different reasons. In local contexts, A’-elements are not possible antecedents due
to the nature and timing of Spell-out. In nonlocal configurations, it is the subject-
orientedness that makes A’-elements ineligible as potential antecedents.
The Korean/Japanese facts thus cannot be used to convincingly argue that loosen-
ing of locality restrictions on binding makes available a broader range of antecedents,
as predicted on both Williams’s (2003) model and the one argued for here. For En-
glish it is even clearer that although anaphors can find antecedents outside the local
binding domain, they do not allow A’-elements as potential binders. What is more,
both Korean and English seem to show that, rather than being expanded, the set of
possible antecedents in fact becomes more limited. Note that this state of affairs is
problematic on Williams’s view. In Williams’s system, an anaphor which is intro-
duced at a level X will take as possible antecedents elements that are defined at that
level. However, if the same anaphor can be also bound at the next higher level, X+1,
it should take as antecedents all elements available at the level X, plus all the new
elements defined at the level X+1. Crucially, an anaphor which is bindable at several
levels is not expected to lose potential antecedents along the way. However, this pre-
cisely seems to be the case in English and Korean. It remains to be shown therefore
how the observed binding patterns might be captured on Williams’s model. On the
other hand, I have suggested that, on the approach pursued here, the inaccessibility of
objects as potential binders might be attributed to the fact that the anaphor in nonlocal
binding configurations is subject-oriented. This same restriction rules out A’-binders
in the cases under consideration.
The restrictiveness of English anaphors raises further concerns on Williams’s
view. Namely, the question arises why English anaphors do not behave like Korean
ones in allowing A’-antecedents since both languages allow binding relations to be
established across relatively large distances. The account of the Korean pattern that
54The object is erroneously marked as a possible antecedent in Williams (2003).
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Williams (2003) puts forth goes as follows. Caki can be bound across a tensed-
clause boundary. Therefore, “caki must be an anaphor introduced at a late level,
perhaps SS or FS, the levels at which tensed clause embedding takes place. As a SS
or FS anaphor, it will take as its antecedents the elements that are developed at that
level, among them Topic and the Focus of the utterance." (Williams, 2003, p. 86). It
is thus not surprising that caki allows A’-antecedents.55 It is surprising though that
English anaphors do not, considering that they can also be bound across a tensed-
clause boundary. In fact, the English pattern is even more puzzling in light of the
fact that in Williams’s system, John and Mary in (117) cannot bind the anaphor from
the canonical subject position (SpecTP on standard approaches). Since the binding
relation crosses the clausal boundary, it must be established at a later level, with
John and Mary mapped onto a position made available at that level (possibly a Topic
position). The same goes for the binding relation between John and caki in (114a),
though this seems harmless in the case of Korean since caki does apparently allow
Topics as antecedents.
(117) John and Mary think pictures of each other are in the post office. (from
Williams (2003))
We might suggest that binding in (117) is done at a level between the one where
tensed-clause embedding takes place and the one where topics/wh-phrases (i.e. the
standard A’-elements) are introduced, but this kind of view would in my opinion
raise issues regarding the explanatory adequacy of Williams’s approach, and would
certainly undermine his correlation regarding the distance crossed and the choice of
antecedent.
A closer investigation of the Korean(/Japanese) binding patterns has thus revealed
that the behaviour of anaphors in these languages cannot be used to convincingly ar-
gue for a correlation between the locality of the binding relation and the available set
of antecedents. We have yet to find a language where anaphors bound across clausal
boundaries would allow A’-binders as antecedents, as predicted to be possible on both
Williams’s approach and the one pursued here. A possible candidate might be Latin,
which is also discussed in Williams (2003). Citing the facts and analysis reported in
Benedicto (1991), Williams notes that the Latin se anaphor has both a greater scope
and a greater class of possible antecedents than standard anaphors. As illustrated in
(118), reflexive binding of se (which is in its dative form here) can penetrate into fi-
nite clauses. That reflexive binding can target A’-antecedents is argued on the basis of
examples like (119) (all examples from Williams (2003), citing Benedicto (1991)).56
55Recall that Williams (2003) dispenses with the notion A and A’-position, which have
no status in his system. I will however continue to use these terms for ease of exposition, as
Williams himself does.
56According to Williams, Benedicto notes that passive by-phrases cannot normally bind
reflexives. If so, then the fact that the by-phrase in (119b) can serve as an antecedent suggests
that it can do so solely by virtue of its role as a topicalized NP, which is also consistent with
its surface position.
















































‘The trusty watchfulness of the dogs, ... what else does it mean, ex-



















‘Caesar most liberally invites me to take a place on his personal staff.’
If Williams’s interpretation of the Latin facts is correct, then we have evidence
that A’-binders should not categorically be ruled out in nonlocal binding configura-
tions.
7.7.3 Long-distance scrambling
Recall again the contrast between clause-internal and long-distance scrambling in
Japanese. Only clause-internal scrambling can feed anaphoric binding. The relevant





























‘(The fact that) them, each other’s teachers said that Hanako criti-
cized.’
I have argued that the contrast observed in (120) reduces to the fact that long-
scrambling targets a position in the matrix C-domain. As a result, a phase boundary
intervenes between the scrambled phrase and the anaphor and the binding relation
cannot be established. Note again that this rules out only the local binding relation.
We also want to know why the long-scrambled phrase cannot nonlocally bind the
anaphor.
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Recall now our discussion of the binding patterns in Korean. Since Japanese
has been argued to pattern with Korean in the relevant respects, I will assume that
our conclusions regarding Korean carry over to Japanese. Now I noted that there
were three possible analyses of the Korean/Japanese nonlocal binding data. On the
first approach, nonlocally bound anaphors in Korean/Japanese would in principle al-
low A’-binders. On the latter two approaches, anaphors in these contexts would be
subject-oriented. We have already seen some evidence speaking against the first op-
tion. Cases involving long-distance scrambling offer further evidence to this effect.
If A’-binders were in general available in Japanese as potential antecedents in nonlo-
cal binding configurations, then the ungrammaticality of (120b) becomes completely
mysterious. We would expect that the A’-moved phrase should be able to bind the
anaphor in (120b). Since it cannot, then it must be the case that A’-binding is not gen-
erally allowed in Japanese even in nonlocal binding configurations, and thus the first
potential analysis of apparent cases of A’-binding by topics must be discarded. If, on
the other hand, long-distance bound anaphors in Japanese are subject-oriented, then
the grammaticality status of (120b) is expected since the scrambled phrase does not
occupy the canonical subject position. Note further that (120b) cannot instantiate a
concealed double nominative construction, as argued for apparent cases of A’-binding
in Korean. Such an option is categorically ruled out on the approach pursued here
since it would require that the landing site of a long scrambled phrase be below the
C domain, a clear instance of improper movement.
The full account of the ungrammaticality of (120b) under the current approach
would then go as follows. The long scrambled phrase lands in a position in the matrix
C domain. From this position it cannot locally bind the anaphor since there is a
phase boundary intervening, namely C. Recall that even if the long-scrambled phrase
lands in SpecCP, (120b) is still predicted to be illicit since no binding relation can
be established with a phrase sitting in the edge of a phase. For the same reason, the
scrambled phrase cannot bind the anaphor from the intermediate SpecAspP, where
the scrambled phrase is forced to stop off on its way to the C domain. As a result,
all instances of local binding are ruled out. A nonlocal binding relation between the
scrambled phrase and an anaphor in the matrix clause cannot be established because
nonlocally bound anaphors are subject-oriented and the scrambled phrase is not, in
fact cannot on our view, land in the canonical subject position.
7.8 Binding into PPs
This section focuses on anaphoric relations in configurations involving prepositional
phrases. So far I have set PP-environments aside. However, it is virtually impossible
to discuss Condition A effects without looking at PPs, and in fact the attentive reader
might have observed that several examples discussed in previous sections, such as
those in (121), featured anaphors embedded in PPs.
(121) a. Johni sent a letter to himselfi.
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b. Johni seems to himself to be smarti.
Thus, an account of these examples and Condition A effects more generally cannot be
complete without discussing PP-anaphora. This section therefore investigates the na-
ture of the binding relation between anaphors embedded in PPs and their antecedents,
with the goal of determining whether anaphors in these environments are locally or
non-locally bound.
In the literature on binding phenomena, typically two classes of prepositions
are distinguished, the main distinguishing criterion concerning the distribution of
anaphors and bound pronominals. When the preposition belongs to the class of what
I will call functional Ps, only anaphors are allowed, as shown in (122). In this respect,
environments featuring functional Ps pattern with canonical local binding contexts,
such as those in (123).
(122) a. Johni always talks about himselfi/*himi.
b. Johni seems to himselfi/*himi to be smart.
(123) a. Johni praises himselfi/*himi.
b. Johni considers himselfi/*himi to be smart.
However, both anaphors and bound pronominals can appear as complements to spa-
tial PPs in English. Some illustrative examples are provided in (124).57
(124) a. Johni saw a snake near himselfi/himi.
b. Johni looked around himselfi/himi.
I will discuss each of these classes in turn. The conclusion we will reach is that
anaphors embedded in PPs are always locally bound, regardless of the type of prepo-
sition chosen. This means that PPs do not define local binding domains, i.e. they do
not constitute phases on our view. Since it is generally agreed in the literature that
anaphors which are complements of functional Ps are instances of local anaphora, I
will discuss functional Ps only briefly here, and focus rather on the more controversial
cases involving spatial Ps.
7.8.1 Functional Ps
As the examples below illustrate, bound pronominals are illicit as complements to
functional Ps. In this respect, PPs headed by functional prepositions pattern with
other local binding configurations.
(125) a. Johni sent a letter to himselfi/*himi.
b. Johni seems to himselfi/*himi to be smart.
57It should be pointed out that the judgements are not always clear and consistent across
speakers. This raises many issues which I cannot hope to address within the scope of this
study.
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c. Johni talked about himselfi/*himi.
It is also often noted that prepositions of this type differ from spatial Ps in their
theta-marking capacities. Marantz (1984) has argued that when a verb selects for
a spatial PP, the whole PP, rather than the NP in it, carries the thematic role of the
verb. The NP embedded inside the PP is assigned a θ-role by the preposition. One
indication that there is no (direct) semantic relation between the NP-complement of
a spatial preposition and the verb is that verbs selecting the spatial role allow all
locative prepositions. On the other hand, in cases like (125), the verb selects its
argument only via one specific preposition, suggesting a tighter semantic relation.
Another way of stating Marantz’s generalization, according to Reinhart and Reuland
(1993) (see also Hestvik (1991)), would be to say that in (125) the preposition and
the verb necessarily form a complex thematic unit selecting the NP. In general, such
prepositions seem to have limited semantic import and appear to act simply as Case-
markers.
These observations might be taken to suggest that functional prepositions simply
spell out case layer(s), and are not in fact instantiations of category P (see Ross (1967)
for the origins of this idea). I have already been assuming that there is a K(ase)P
within the nominal functional sequence. A preposition like to in English might then
be treated as the Spell-Out of this functional layer. On this view, the structure of the
phrase to himself as in (126) would look as follows:






The K-part of this phrase would be spelled out by the preposition to, while the NP
would be spelled out by himself. Arguably, there could be many more functional lay-
ers present in the nominal sequence, and the KP might itself be decomposable into a
sequence of case layers as suggested by Caha (2009). The logic of the solution would
however remain unaltered and I will stick to the maximally simplified representation
for the sake of clarity. Note that this type of analysis presupposes that lexical inser-
tion takes place post-syntactically, with lexical items spelling out chunks of syntactic
structure. The present dissertation adopts such a view of lexical insertion. The details
of the Spell-Out procedure will be discussed in the following chapter.
On the analysis of functional Ps just sketched, there would be no category P in
the structural representation of (126). The lexical item to would in fact spell out a
projection in the nominal functional sequence. The lack of the category P would then
straightforwardly account for Marantz’s (1984) observation that there is a more direct
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semantic relation between the verb and the to-complement than between a verb and a
complement of spatial PPs. Since there is no category P in the former case, P cannot
act as a θ-role assigner.
The suggested analysis might also allow us to deal with the long-standing c-
command problem related to examples featuring functional Ps.58 Recall that the
antecedent must c-command the anaphor in order to bind it. Consequently, under
the assumption that to heads a prepositional phrase, the fact that Mary can bind the
reflexive in cases like (127) is surprising since Mary appears not to c-command the
reflexive.
(127) John talked to Maryi about herselfi.
No problem regarding c-command would arise in cases like (127) if the PP-layer
were in fact missing, as suggested here. On this view, Mary would not “c-command
out of the PP” as it is usually phrased. There would simply be no PP in the first place.
If there is no PP present in examples such as (125) and the like, the issue regard-
ing the phasehood of PP does not arise and we would straightforwardly predict that
the binding relation between the antecedent and the anaphor in these configurations
should be a local one. However, it will soon become clear that whether or not an
anaphor embedded in a PP is available for purposes of local binding cannot be de-
pendent on the possibility of reanalyzing the head of such a PP as a case marker. In
the following section we will turn our attention to spatial Ps. There are no obvious
reasons to treat spatial Ps as case markers rather than true members of the category
P. Yet, the following section will argue that anaphors embedded in spatial PPs can be
locally bound.
7.8.2 Spatial Ps
Let us now turn to binding relations between anaphors embedded in spatial PPs and
their antecedents. Some representative examples are repeated below:
(128) a. Johni saw a snake near himselfi.
b. Johni looked around himselfi.
c. Johni pulled the blanket over himselfi.
In contrast to functional Ps, these prepositions are not semantically bleached and
express various spatial relations. As already noted, they also differ from functional
Ps in their theta-marking capacities. I will therefore assume that these prepositions
are true exponents of the category P.59 Given that anaphors in cases like (128) are
58See for instance Reinhart (1983a), Jackendoff (1990), Larson (1990).
59I find that using the term locative-PP when referring to this class of PPs, as commonly
done in the literature, leaves it somewhat unclear whether directional Ps should be included
in the same class or not. I opt thus for the notion spatial prepositions, as a cover term for
locative and directional Ps.
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embedded inside PPs, the question arises what the nature of the binding relation
between anaphors and their antecedents in (128) is. In other words, do PPs count as
local binding domains (i.e. phases on our view), or not? If they do, then the binding
relations in (128) are nonlocal in nature. If they do not, then we are dealing with local
anaphora also in these environments.
There is no consensus in the literature regarding this issue. Reinhart and Reu-
land’s (1993) influential theory of binding predicts that anaphors embedded in spatial
PPs are instances of nonlocal anaphora. Their main piece of evidence in support of
this prediction is the availability of both anaphors and bound pronominals in these en-
vironments, as illustrated below. Recall that noncomplementarity in the distribution
between anaphors and bound pronominals is typically seen as one of the hallmarks
of nonlocal binding relations, following the work of Lebeaux (1984).
(129) a. Johni saw a snake near himselfi/himi.
b. Johni looked around himselfi/himi.
c. Johni pulled the blanket over himselfi/himi.
In contrast to Reinhart and Reuland (1993), Hicks (2009) argues that anaphors em-
bedded in spatial PPs are locally bound. This view is shared by the canonical binding
theory as well. The canonical binding theory, as already noted, does not recognize
the distinction between local and nonlocal anaphora, but subsumes all cases of bound
anaphora, including those in (128) under local binding. On these approaches, the
observed non-complementarity in distribution between anaphors and pronominals
cannot be attributed to the nonlocal nature of the pertinent binding relations, and
alternative solutions must be sought. A common strategy in dealing with this is-
sue is to assume that local binding domains for anaphors and pronominals are not the
same (see for instance Hestvik (1991), Hicks (2009)). Non-complementarity between
anaphors and bound pronominals cannot therefore be treated as a reliable diagnostic
in determining the nature of binding relations.
Can some other evidence be adduced in support of either a local or nonlocal na-
ture for the binding relations in question? Recall that Lebeaux (1991) has identified
a number of properties that distinguish local from nonlocal binding, noncomplemen-
tarity between anaphors and pronominals being just one of these. Other relevant
properties are repeated below.
1. nonlocal binding gives rise to strict/sloppy ambiguity, while local binding al-
lows only a sloppy reading
2. local binding obeys the c-command requirement, nonlocal binding does not
3. nonlocal binding allows split antecedents, local binding does not
Applying these tests to PP-anaphora might then help us establish whether we are
dealing with a local or nonlocal binding context. According to Hicks (2009), the
diagnostics listed indicate that binding in PP-environments is local in nature. Exam-
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ple (130a) shows that the anaphor cannot have split antecedents, and (130b) illus-
trates that the antecedent must c-command the anaphor. Finally, under VP-ellipsis in
(130c), only the sloppy reading is available.
(130) a. *Johni showed Maryj a snake near themselvesi+j .
b. *Johni’s mother found a snake near himselfi.
c. *Johni found a snake near himselfi, and Bill did too.
=found a snake near Bill, 6= found a snake near John
I will accept Hicks’s conclusion that the pertinent binding relations are local in nature.
However, since the persuasiveness of this argument depends on our understanding of
Lebeaux’s tests, let me add a few comments regarding the status of these diagnostics
and acknowledge some issues that they raise. Why should nonlocal binding show the
properties that it does? What is more, given that I have distinguished two types of
nonlocal binding relations in the previous section, we might ask whether Lebeaux’s
tests truly distinguish local from nonlocal binding contexts, or do they rather distin-
guish two types of nonlocal binding relations. If the latter turns out to be the case,
then we don’t have an argument here for treating binding into PPs in terms of local
binding.
In the preceding sections I have argued that binding relations can be established
in the course of the syntactic derivation, at the semantic interface, or at the level of
discourse. The local domain, namely the phase, is relevant only for the first type
of binding relations. We still however have a two-way distinction between binding
relations that do not respect this locality restriction. I have also argued that, from the
semantic point of view, discourse binding involves coreference, while the other two
types of binding relations involve variable binding. Consequently, a relation between
an antecedent and a quantified NP cannot be established in the discourse component.
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Let us now reconsider Lebeaux’s tests in light of this typology of binding rela-
tions. According to Lebeaux, local binding obeys the c-command requirement while
nonlocal binding does not. However, I have argued that the c-command requirement
holds not only of local binding relations but also of binding at the interface (nonlo-
cal), and does not hold of binding at the discourse level (nonlocal). Therefore, while
the fact that anaphors must be c-commanded by their antecedents is compatible with
the view that they are locally bound, this is in fact not a necessary conclusion.
What about the remaining two tests? Let us take cases of VP-ellipsis first. It is
standardly assumed that the sloppy reading involves variable binding, while corefer-
ence gives rise to the strict interpretation (see for instance Reinhart (1983b), Heim
and Kratzer (1998)). Consider the following example (from Reinhart (1983b)):
(131) a. Felix hates his neighbours and so does Max.
b. Max hates Felix’s neighbours.
c. Max hates Max’s neighbours.
d. Felix (λx (x hates x’s neighbours)) and Max (λx (x hates x’s neigh-
bours))
In the first conjunct, the pronominal is assigned the same referent as Felix, regardless
of whether it is bound by Felix or coreferential with it. The interpretation of the
second conjunct is crucial and in fact (131a) is ambiguous between the reading in
(131b) and (131c). In addition, the sentence of course has a third reading on which
both Max and Felix hate a third person, identifiable from the context, but that reading
need not concern us here. In order to license ellipsis, a ‘parallelism’ requirement must
be satisfied, i.e. the elided element must be identical (in certain relevant respects)
to the antecedent. On the interpretation in (131b), the pronominal is referential and
simply corefers with Felix. The parallelism is then satisfied if the pronominal retaines
the same reference in the second conjunct. This gives rise to the strict interpretation.
To derive the reading in (131b), we need to assume that the first conjunct of (131a)
contains an open formula x hates x’s neighbours which is satisfied by Felix in the
first conjunct and by Max in the second. This reading is represented in (131d) and is
referred to as the sloppy reading.
It is well-known that locally bound anaphors allow only sloppy readings (e.g.
Sag (1976), Williams (1977), etc):
(132) Johni hit himself,i and Bill did too.
(=Bill hit Bill, but 6= Bill hit John)
On the other hand, Lebeaux (1984) notes that nonlocally bound anaphors give rise to
strict/sloppy ambiguity and thus pattern more like pronominals in this respect:
(133) Johni thought that there were some pictures of himselfi inside, and Bill did
too.
(=pictures of John, or =pictures of Bill)
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The availability of sloppy reading thus sheds no light on the locality of the bind-
ing relations, since it can arise both in local and in nonlocal binding environments.
However, the unavailability of strict interpretation in cases like (132) shows that the
coreferential strategy is not available for local anaphors.60 The observation that the
strict reading does not arise in PP-binding contexts thus suggests that these environ-
ments constitute local binding domains.
Testing whether split antecedents are possible reveals that PP-binding contexts
again pattern with local binding configurations (134b) and contrast with examples
involving nonlocal binding (134c):
(134) a. *Johni showed Maryj a snake near themselvesi+j .
b. *Johni told Maryj about themselvesi+j .
c. Johni told Maryj that there were some pictures of themselvesi+j in-
side.
Why local anaphors disallow split antecedents is an open question. Let me just note
that this cannot follow from interpretative facts about anaphors, such as the fact that
they must function as bound variables. Pronominals interpreted as bound variables
can have split antecedents, as the following examples demonstrate:
(135) a. Everyone told someone that they should get married. (from Sportiche
(1988))
b. Someone persuaded every kid that they should tell each other a story.
(from Hornstein (2001))
In light of these considerations, let us now reconsider the conclusion that was reached
regarding the nature of binding into PPs. The c-command requirement, I have argued,
distinguishes two types of nonlocal binding relations, rather than singling out local
anaphors. Therefore, we can’t use c-command as a diagnostic of local binding. The
remaining two tests, though not fully conclusive, indicate that anaphors contained in
PPs are locally bound.
This conclusion is further corroborated by cross-linguistic data. If the configu-
rations in (128) involved nonlocal binding, then the grammaticality of anaphors in
these contexts would hinge on whether or not a particular language allows nonlocally
bound reflexives. We already know that English allows reflexives to be nonlocally
bound. Thus, whether PPs are opaque for purposes of local binding cannot be de-
60This claim has been challenged by Pollard and Sag (1992) who provide the following
example to show that the strict reading is licit in a local binding configuration:
(i) If John doesn’t prove himself to be innocent, I’m sure that the new lawyer he hired
will.
Until these data are fully understood, any conclusions based on the (un)availability of
strict/sloppy readings must be taken with a grain of salt, and should not be used as a sole
piece of evidence for treating any binding configurations as either local or nonlocal in nature.
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termined by simply checking the grammaticality status of the sentences in question,
but we must resort to diagnostics such as those identified by Lebeaux. The situa-
tion is however different in languages that require their anaphors to be locally bound.
One case in point is Serbian. As already noted, the Serbian reflexive sebe cannot be
nonlocally bound (see (136)). Nevertheless, counterparts of English (128) are gram-
matical in Serbian, with sebe in place of the reflexive himself, suggesting that PP is
























































The same conclusion can be reached by inspecting the data from German.61 I have
already noted that the German anaphor sich cannot be nonlocally bound. A relevant
example is repeated in (138). However, it is the reflexive sich which is used in PP-
binding contexts.62
61See also Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007) for the same argument based on Dutch
facts.


























In Serbian, many speakers find bound pronominals relatively acceptable in PP-contexts.
However, the examples become unacceptable if a quantified antecedent is used instead of
a referential one, showing that only coreferential strategy, which is outside the purview of
grammar proper, is available in these configurations. Recall that this is not true of English,














































































Putting the observations from cross-linguistic data together with the results we
got by applying Lebeaux’s diagnostics, we are led to the conclusion that binding into
spatial PPs is local in nature. On the model of binding developed here, this means
that PPs are not phases, given that phases constitute local binding domains.
7.8.3 Interim summary
In this section, I have examined the nature of binding relations in configurations
where anaphors are embedded in PPs. Two contexts have been distinguished: those
involving functional Ps, which allow only anaphors, and those involving spatial Ps,
which take both anaphors and bound pronominals as their complements. The con-
clusion we have reached is that anaphors embedded in PPs can always be locally
bound, regardless of the type of the P. I have focused in particular on cases involving
spatial Ps since the nature of binding into this type of PPs is subject to debate. The
conclusion that anaphors embedded inside spatial PPs are instances of local anaphora
has been reached on the basis of two kinds of considerations. First of all, the results
obtained by applying Lebeaux’s diagnostics for distinguishing local from nonlocal
anaphora speak in favour of such a conclusion. The crosslinguistic data provide fur-
ther support. Namely, in contrast to English, in many languages anaphors must be
locally bound and cannot be coreferential with a nonlocal antecedent. The fact that
in such languages anaphors can neverthless surface as PP complements strongly sug-
gests that binding into PPs is local in nature.
The conclusion reached in this section bears significantly on the issue of apparent
noncomplementarity between pronominals and anaphors in PP-binding contexts in
languages like English. An analysis of the noncomplementarity issue based on the
assumption that binding into PPs is nonlocal in nature, such as the one advocated
by Reinhart and Reuland (1993), cannot be adopted and an alternative account must
be sought. Addressing this question requires making explicit claims about the status
of Condition B. So far I have set Condition B effects aside and focused exclusively
on the distribution of anaphors. The following chapter will offer some discussion of
Condition B effects, including the apparent non-complementarity issue in spatial PPs.
The main focus however will remain on Condition A effects, and a more extensive
study of the distribution of pronominals will be left for future research.
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7.9 Hicks (2009)
In this chapter I have argued that the local domain for anaphoric binding reduces
to the syntactic notion of the phase, with the nature and timing of Spell-Out again
playing a crucial role, as in our account of improper movement. That the phase is
the relevant local binding domain is not a novel idea though. It has been argued
for most systematically by Hicks (2009). The precise implementation of this idea
developed here differs however in certain important respects from Hicks’s. I will end
this chapter by briefly reviewing Hicks’s proposal.63
Hicks (2009) argues that features which drive the narrow-syntactic derivation are
of two types: morphosyntactic and semanticosyntactic features. Each of the two
interfaces interprets only a single type of feature: morphosyntactic features are in-
terpreted at PF, and semanticosyntactic features at LF. This is an important assump-
tion around which Hicks builds his analysis of binding relations. Hicks then further
assumes that the points in the derivation where the interfaces read off the features
interpretable to them need not be the same for both PF and LF, introducing thereby a
distinction between LF- and PF-phases. At PF-phases, the PF reads off morphosyn-
tactic material, while at LF-phases, it is the semanticosyntactic features that are inter-
preted. The distinction between LF- and PF-phases is crucial for Condition A effects,
and even more so in accounting for the (non)complementarity in distribution between
anaphors and pronominals, the issue we will return to in more detail in the following
chapter.
Hicks then argues that Condition A effects are entirely reducible to feature-
agreement. Anaphoric binding is assumed to involve an agreement relation between
an anaphor bearing an unvalued feature, and an antecedent capable of valuing it.64
Binding viewed in this way becomes thus just another instance of feature valuation
under Agree in syntax. If anaphor binding is determined by Agree, then the locality
restrictions on binding relations are simply a reflex of locality restrictions imposed
on the operation Agree, which in the framework of Chomsky (2000, 2001) is con-
strained by phases. It then follows that the local domain for anaphoric binding is the
phase. Since the relevant feature belongs to the type of semanticosyntactic features, it
is sensitive to LF-, but not PF-phrases. In other words, the anaphor and its antecedent
must occupy the same LF-phase so that an Agree relation can be established. C and
v are assumed to be LF-phases (and PF- phases), thus a local binding relation cannot
be established across a CP or a vP.
In many cases, Hicks’s account makes the same predictions as the model devel-
oped here. I won’t therefore step through all the relevant contexts in order to show
how these are handled on Hicks’s view, rather I will limit my attention to those con-
63See also Hicks (2009) for a brief presentation and critical review of some other related
proposals I will not discuss here.
64The identity of the assumed feature and the precise mechanisms of feature valuation
will be discussed in the following chapter.
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figurations where Hicks’s proposal makes different predictions from mine.65
Consider first Hicks’s treatment of binding into picture-DPs. The proposal as-
sumes that the internal structure of DPs is as given in (140). A DP-internal subject,
when present, is base-generated in Spec of nP, and moves to the Spec of NumP, where
it receives genitive case.
(140) [DP [NumP Bill’s [Num ] [nP <Bill> [NP picture]]]]
Hicks then argues that DPs are not LF-phases (only PF-phases). In addition,
by analogy with the light v, he assumes that nP is an LF phase when it introduces a
subject, but not otherwise. These assumptions lead to the following set of predictions.
Consider first cases where a DP-internal subject is present.
(141) John [vP <John> likes [DP [NumP Bill’s [nP <Bill> picture of himself]
The anaphor must find an antecedent within its minimal LF-phase, nP. Consequently,
Bill is the only possible antecedent, since John does not enter the derivation until the
next LF-phase, the matrix vP. On the other hand, in subjectless picture-DPs, such as
(142), the local binding domain for the anaphor expands to vP, since nP, lacking a
subject, fails to constitute an LF-phase. In (142) therefore, John is a possible local
antecedent for the anaphor.66
(142) John [vP <John> likes [DP [NumP [nP picture of himself]
In contrast to Hicks, I have argued that there are no phasal heads in the nominal
sequence, a conclusion we have reached on the basis of facts relating to improper
movement. Rather, the clausal phasal heads, C and Asp on our view, can make parts
of the nominal structure opaque for further syntactic operations. On the analysis pur-
sued here, neither DP, nor any DP-internal projection constitutes a phase. Thus, any
noun phrase occupying a position in the same AspP where the picture-DP is merged
is a potential local antecedent for an anaphor embedded inside the picture-DP. For
the cases at hand, this leads to different predictions only regarding the possibility
of establishing a binding relation between the clausal subject and the anaphor in the
presence of a possessor. As it was already pointed out, given our current set of as-
sumptions, the analysis pursued here, in contrast to Hicks’s, predicts that a binding
relation of that kind should be licit. However, once I have outlined my view regard-
ing how binding relations are encoded, this discrepancy between Hicks’s proposal
and mine will be removed, and both approaches will end up predicting the pertinent
65The following chapter investigates mechanisms responsible for encoding binding re-
lations and addresses the issue of (non)complementary distribution between anaphors and
pronominals. There will be considerable differences between Hicks’s and my way of han-
dling these issues.
66Hicks argues that in the same configuration the anaphor can also be logophoric. The
factors regulating the distribution of logophoric uses of reflexives remain however largely
unclear. I will set this point aside for now.
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binding relation to be ungrammatical.
A more significant difference between Hicks’s approach and my own concerns
cases where the picture-DP is displaced from its base-generated position. Recall
that on the analysis outlined here, parts of the DP are spelled out when a clausal
phasal head is merged. Thus, in cases like (141) and (142), the anaphor will become
inaccessible for further syntactic operations as soon as AspP is merged on top of
the vP. Thus, an anaphor in a complement position of a noun cannot be bound by
an antecedent outside the AspP, even if the entire DP moves to a position within
the same phase domain as the potential antecedent. On Hicks’s view however, the
binding possibilities in picture-DPs are not altered by displacement of that DP, as long
as both the antecedent and the picture-DP are within the same phase. One relevant
set of cases to look at in this regard are configurations discussed by Barss (1986),
repeated below.
(143) a. Johni wondered which picture of himselfi Mary saw <which picture
of himself>.
b. Johni wondered which picture of himselfi/j Billj saw<which picture
of himself>.
The approach pursued here predicts that the binding relation between Bill and the
anaphor, and the one between John and the anaphor in (143b) are not of the same
nature. Bill can locally bind the anaphor from its base-generated position, vP, given
that it occupies the same phase domain and no part of the picture-DP is spelled out at
this point in the derivation. However, binding between John and the anaphor can only
be nonlocal, since by the time the picture-DP reaches the Spec of the embedded CP,
the anaphor will already have been spelled out and be inaccessible to further syntactic
operations. This has been discussed in detail in section 7.5. There I have argued that
this prediction of the current approach is supported by comparative data. While in
English, where anaphors can be both locally and nonlocally bound, it is difficult to
determine the nature of a particular binding relation, this is not the case in languages
where anaphors have to be locally bound. Thus, German and Serbian for instance
distinguish the two contexts in question. In cases like (143b), an anaphor in these
languages can only be bound by the subject of the embedded clause, but crucially not
by the subject of the matrix clause, suggesting that the matrix clause subject and the


















































































On Hicks’s view however, both John and Bill can serve as local antecedents in (143b).
Recall that there are no LF-phasal boundaries in subjectless picture-DPs. Thus, the
anaphor can be locally bound by Bill within the vP phase of the embedded clause.
If this option is not chosen, the picture-DP, by virtue of its wh-feature requirements,
moves to the Spec of the embedded CP. At this point, the anaphor, within the CP-
edge, is once again in a local binding configuration, this time with John. The binding
patterns in languages like German and Serbian thus remain unaccounted for on this
approach.
The present chapter also addresses in some detail two issues which receive only
scant attention in Hicks (2009). The first issue concerns the nature of nonlocal bind-
ing. Hicks merely notes that, on their logophoric use, reflexives share the feature
composition of pronominals, i.e. come with the valued version of the pertinent fea-
ture, and thus behave essentially like pronominals in relevant respects. The second
issue that is only briefly discussed in Hicks’s work regards the ban on A’-binders.
Recall from section 7.7 that an A’-moved antecedent cannot bind an anaphor from
the derived position. This is shown for wh-movement in (146) (the second example
is from Hicks (2009)).
(146) a. *John wondered [which man]i pictures of himselfi convinced Mary
that she should investigate <which man>.
b. *Whoi does each otheri’s mother love <who>?
The would-be antecedents, which man and who in the examples above, c-commad the
anaphor in a sufficiently local configuration, since there are no intervening LF-phase
boundaries between the anaphor and the surface position of these wh-phrases. Yet,
the binding relation is not successful. Hicks speculates that the ungrammaticality of
examples like (146) has nothing to do with constraints on anaphor binding. Rather, he
draws a parallel between these cases and configurations involving a weak crossover
violation, as in (147), where a variable is bound by an element which moves across
it, but whose trace the variable doesn’t c-command.
(147) ??Whoi does theiri mother love <whoi>?
He then suggests that whatever explanation turns out to be correct for weak
crossover effects will carry over to examples like (146). However, the ungrammat-
icality associated with weak crossover effects is typically weak, and contrasts with
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sharper ungrammaticality of cases like (146).67 This suggests that the status of ex-
amples like (146) cannot be attributed solely to a weak crossover violation.
Facts from German cast further doubt on the suggestion that the ban on A’-
binders might be reduced to a weak crossover violation. Recall that short wh-movement
and topicalization in German do not display weak crossover effects, as illustrated in





























If unavailability of A’-binders is due to a weak crossover violation, then we ex-
pect wh-moved and topicalized phrases to be able to act as potential antecedents
in German since these movement operations do not display weak crossover effects
in this language. However, this prediction is not borne out, as illustrated for wh-









































































I conclude therefore that a potential weak crossover violation is not enough to exclude
elements in A’-positions from the class of possible antecedents. In section 7.7, I have
suggested how the ban on A’-binders might be restated on a phase-based approach to
anaphoric binding.
Overall, although Hicks’s proposal and the one argued for here share some im-
portant assumptions, they nevertheless differ in details of implementation, which at
67Hicks acknowledges this in a footnote, though he expresses some uncertainty regarding
the precise strength of ungrammaticality in cases like (146).
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times lead to distinct empirical predictions. Further similarities and differences be-
tween Hicks’s approach and my own will be discussed in the following chapter.
7.10 Summary
In this chapter, I have argued that the phase constitutes the relevant local domain for
anaphoric binding. Theoretical benefits of such an approach are easily discernible.
Locality domains for movement and binding are thereby unified, and no binding-
specific locality domain needs to be postulated. This yields a more parsimonious
theory, with fewer technical devices necessary, which is in line with the methodology
and aims of the Minimalist Program. It has been shown that such an approach is not
only theoretically appealing, but it also goes a long way in capturing the empirical
facts regarding anaphoric binding. The conception of phases employed throughout
this chapter has been the one motivated in the preceding chapters and used there to
account for improper movement phenomena. One significant departure from the stan-
dard view of phases concerns the way Spell-Out ships off parts of syntactic structure
to the interfaces. In particular, I have argued that once a phasal head is merged, all
features/projections lower on the functional hierarchy than the merged phasal head
undergo Spell-Out, rather than the complement of the phase, as generally assumed.
In the realm of binding, this leads to some novel empirical predictions, as we have
seen. Thus, parts of the DP will be spelled out incrementally in the course of the
syntactic derivation, making an anaphor embedded inside it accessible to antecedents
outside the DP when that DP is in its base position, but not after it has been displaced
(above AspP). I have argued that anaphors in languages such as German and Serbian
show precisely the predicted pattern of distribution, supporting thereby the current
proposal. In English, the picture is often blurred by the fact that English reflexives
can be both locally and nonlocally bound.
As we have seen, the distinction between local and nonlocal binding relations is
important to maintain. As pointed out by Reinhart and Reuland (1993), the failure
to do so in the canonical binding theory has led to many misconceptions concerning
the syntactic distribution of anaphors. While I do share this view, I disagree with
Reinhart and Reuland regarding both the identity and the nature of nonlocal binding
relations. In particular, I argue that treating the phase as the local domain makes
the correct split between local and nonlocal binding contexts. In addition, in con-
trast to Reinhart and Reuland, I don’t assume that all nonlocal binding relations are
subject solely to the principles of the discourse component. Rather, I make a distinc-
tion between two types of nonlocal relations: those established at the interface, and
those involving discourse binding. Semantically, these two binding relations differ
significantly; the first one involving variable binding and the latter coreference. Fur-
ther details concerning the nature of various binding relations will be clarified in the
following chapter.
In this chapter, I have also discussed how the ban on A’-binders might be restated
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within the current approach. On the view pursued here the relevant examples are
ruled out by prohibiting that a binding relation be established between an anaphor
and a phrase occupying a phase edge position. Consequently, a phrase in the Spec of
CP, the canonical A’-position, cannot bind an anaphor within the same clause.
This chapter has argued that treating the phase as the relevant locality domain for
binding relations is both theoretically appealing and empirically plausible. The fol-
lowing chapter will attempt to provide an answer as to why phases should play a role
in regulating the distribution of anaphoric expression. As we will see, the relevance of
phases reduces to the fact that a syntactic dependency must be established between
an anaphor and its antecedent, which then translates into a particular interpretative
dependency at the interface.
Chapter 8
Encoding binding relations
In the previous chapter, I have focused on showing that we do not need a notion of
local domain specific to the binding theory. Rather the locality domain relevant for
movement operations is also the domain within which local binding relations are es-
tablished, namely the phase. If so, then Binding Condition A should be reformulated
in the following way:
(1) Binding Condition A
An anaphor must be bound within the phase.
So far I have offered no explanation as to why the phase should be the relevant
locality domain for anaphoric binding. The answer to this question can be found in
this chapter, where I will investigate mechanisms responsible for encoding binding
relations. In doing so, it will be shown that Condition A need not be stated, but that
its effects can be reduced to more general principles of grammar. In particular, I will
argue that an Agree-relation is established between the anaphor and its antecedent,
following some earlier accounts that attempt to do away with the binding conditions.
Locality restrictions on anaphoric binding thus follow from locality restrictions im-
posed on the operation Agree, which on the current view is constrained by the PIC.
The syntactic dependency between the anaphor and its antecedent then translates into
a bound variable dependency at the interface.
The proposal will also take us into discussion of Condition B effects, though a
full and detailed account of the distributional properties of pronominals will not be
attempted here. We will focus on those distributional patterns that fall out as a conse-
quence of our analysis of Condition A effects. Ways of handling other aspects of the
distribution of pronominals will only be sketched out and details of implementation
left for further research.
The chapter is organized as follows. I first discuss some earlier proposals regard-
ing possible ways of encoding binding relations. An analysis of anaphoric binding is
then developed in section 8.2. I start out by spelling out my assumptions regarding
how lexical insertion proceeds, which will be shown to have significant implications
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for the shape of the solution adopted. I then argue that a binding relation between an
anaphor and its antecedent involves an Agree-operation established in the course of
the syntactic derivation and discuss the nature of the features involved in some de-
tail. The proposed model is then further refined in order to capture the distributional
properties of anaphoric expressions in languages that make a distinction between two
kinds of anaphors. A language of this type that we will focus on is Dutch. In section
8.3, I then turn to the issue of (non)complementarity between anaphors and bound
pronominals in various kinds of binding environments, investigating what effects the
proposed analysis of Condition A has on the distribution of pronominals. The chapter
ends with a summary of the conclusions reached.
8.1 Previous proposals
There have already been a number of proposals as to how binding relations could
be encoded, consistent with the view that Condition A effects are determined in the
course of the syntactic derivation. Two general approaches have emerged: encoding
binding relations via Move, or via Agree. Some representative examples of these two
types of approaches will be briefly reviewed in this section. The rest of this chapter
will then argue for a particular implementation of an Agree-based approach.
8.1.1 Binding relations derived by Merge/Move
8.1.1.1 Hornstein (2001)
Hornstein (2001) aims to eliminate the binding theory by recruiting the theory of
movement. He suggests that the derivation of a sentence like John likes himself starts
by merging John with self in the base-position. John receives the internal theta role
in the object position of the verb. It then raises to Spec VP where it gets the external
theta role of like. Note that the analysis abandons the theta criterion since a DP is
permitted to receive more than one theta-role. Finally, John raises to SpecIP where it
checks case and EPP features. The lower copies of John are deleted for usual reasons
of linearization at PF. As a result, the bound morpheme self is left unsupported,
triggering the insertion of a pronominal. The pronominal part of the reflexive is
effectively the φ-features of the moved DP spelled-out. On Hornstein’s view, bound
pronominals are not lexical elements and therefore not present in the numeration, but
are grammatical formatives that are added in the course of the derivation.1 Self is
1This appears to violate Chomsky’s (1995) Inclusiveness Condition, which states that
objects with semantic import that are not present in the numeration cannot be introduced in
the course of the derivation. Hornstein (2001) however points out that no violation of the
Inclusiveness Condition is incurred if the proposed grammatical formatives are semantically
inert. Since bound pronominals are essentially bundles of φ-features, he concludes that these
φ-features have no semantic import. Bound pronominals are then assumed to be crucially
different from referential pronominals in that the latter ones are not grammatical formatives
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present for Case-checking reasons, allowing a nominal to bear more than one Case.
Since anaphors are simply residues of A-movement, it is clear why the same locality
domain should be relevant for both movement operations and binding relations: the
local domain for the reflexive reduces to the domain in which the antecedent can
A-move.
Hornstein derives Condition B effects by assuming that bound pronominals are
‘costly’ and appear only when reflexives are unavailable. The competition is not
simply between different morphological forms, Hornstein argues, but rather between
derivational alternatives: operations that introduce bound pronominals are less eco-
nomical than operations which license reflexives. Since reflexives surface in configu-
rations involving movement, this means that the preferred way of encoding referential
dependencies is via movement. Hicks (2009) however points out that it is difficult to
see what exactly makes the pronominal so costly. The derivation of reflexives also
requires insertion of a bound pronominal as the spellout of the movement trace, so
it is not entirely clear why this derivation is less costly then the one where only the
pronominal is used.
8.1.1.2 Kayne (2002)
Adopting Hornstein’s view that binding relations should be derived via movement
and focusing particularly on bound readings of pronominals, Kayne (2002) argues
that the reading of (2a) on which he takes John as its antecedent involves a derivation
in which John and he start out together as part of one ‘doubling’ constituent. The
antecedent, John, then extracts out of this complex DP and moves into the matrix
clause. The derivation is sketched in (2b). The analysis complies with the theta cri-
terion since John is not assigned two theta roles. It is the entire doubling constituent
that receives a theta role in the embedded clause, while John gets a theta role by
moving into the subject theta position of think. Note also that the pronominal is not
inserted in the course of the derivation, as on Hornstein’s view, but is already present
in the numeration.
(2) a. John thinks he is smart.
b. thinks [ John he] is smart→ Johni thinks [ ti he] is smart
As Kayne rightly observes, if this were the whole story, then we would expect
cases like (3) to be derivable in similar fashion, making it possible for John and him
to corefer.
(3) *Johni likes himi.
To rule out Condition B violations such as (3), Kayne therefore introduces a number
of additional stipulations. In particular, he assumes that the doubling constituent
must move to a licensing position, which is crucially higher than SpecvP, before the
and their φ-features are semantically active.
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antecedent extracts out of it. Once this movement has applied, John in (3) can no
longer move to SpecvP to pick up a theta role, given that downward movement is
disallowed. (3) therefore reduces to a violation of the theta criterion.
Pursuing this line of reasoning further, Kayne argues that reflexives are licit in
configurations such as (3) because the addition of self makes the required licensing
position available. The presence of the noun self yields a possessive-type DP struc-
ture, in whose Spec the doubling constituent can be licensed. Since the needs of
the doubling constituent are met DP-internally, the doubling constituent can remain
inside the VP, making it possible for the antecedent to move into the Spec of vP to
receive a theta-role.
Without going into further details, note that this type of analysis offers little hope
of capturing locality restrictions on anaphoric relations. Since the movement of the
antecedent from within the doubling constituent must be extremely free to allow
pronominals to be long-distance bound, it is diffiult to see how this movement step
can be restricted in cases involving reflexives. The account therefore loses one ap-
pealing aspect of Hornstein’s proposal, namely the unification of locality restrictions
on movement and binding. The issue of locality is further complicated by Kayne’s
assumption that there are no cases of ‘accidental coreference’ so that all cases of
coreference between a pronominal and its antecedent must be derivable in the man-
ner described above. Thus, even examples like (4a) would, on Kayne’s assumptions,
involve movement of the antecedent out of the doubling constituent. Kayne suggests
that in cases such these, the two sentences initially form a single syntactic entity, akin
to coordination as in (4b). Nevertheless, locality restrictions on movement would
have to be considerably loosened in order to allow movement of the antecedent from
inside the doubling constituent in configurations of this type.
(4) a. John is famous. He’s smart, too.
b. John is famous, and he’s smart, too.
8.1.1.3 Zwart (2002)
In an attempt to avoid the problems that Kayne’s analysis faces, Zwart (2002) sug-
gests that only binding relations involving anaphors are encoded by merger. Pronom-
inals, on the other hand, are not merged with their antecedents. On his view, (nonac-
cidental) coreference of α and β arises if and only if α has been merged with β in
a structure like (5), where α is the antecedent of the PRONOUN β, and β is the head
of the noun phrase XP containing α. PRONOUN is the label for a generic variable
referential element, encompassing both pronominals and anaphors.
(5) [XP [antecedent] [PRONOUN] ]
Merging an antecedent with a PRONOUN is what makes the PRONOUN reflexive.
As an automatic consequence of the merger operation, the PRONOUN acquires the
feature [+coreferential]. A coreferential PRONOUN is invariably spelled out at PF
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and interpreted at LF as an anaphor. Anaphoricity is thus treated as a property ac-
quired in the course of the syntactic derivation, rather than a lexical feature which is
present from the outset. As on Kayne’s view, the antecedent then moves out of the
complex phrase into a position in which it can get a theta role and Case. Since the
target for the noun phrase movement is an A-position (by definition), locality restric-
tions on anaphor binding are reduced to locality restrictions on A-movement, as on
Hornstein’s account.
Interestingly, though their analyses are similar in many respects, Zwart and Kayne
reach entirely opposite conclusions regarding the availability of accidental corefer-
ence. Recall that for Kayne, there is no accidental coreference and any instance of
referential dependency between a pronominal and another DP, including cases that
span sentential boundaries, involves the formation of a doubling constituent. On the
other hand, Zwart assumes that coreference as a function of sisterhood of the an-
tecedent and the dependent applies to anaphor binding only. Hence, he is led to the
conclusion that all cases of pronominal binding are instances of accidental coref-
erence. I have already noted some problematic aspects of Kayne’s view. Zwart’s
approach also raises a number of concerns. For one, it is not obvious how examples
such as (6), involving quantified DPs as antecedents, should be handled. As already
pointed out, binding relations in examples of this type cannot be due to coreference,
since quantified DPs are not referential expressions.
(6) [Every participant]i thinks that hei is a genius.
What is more, even in examples featuring referential expressions, a distinction must
be made between coreferential and bound variable interpretation of pronominals, as
already discussed in the previous chapter.2 It is unclear how this can be achieved on
either Zwart’s or Kayne’s approach, since both proposals treat all cases of pronom-
inal binding in a uniform way. Finally, given how freely ‘accidental’ coreference is
allowed on Zwart’s approach, one wonders why this option is not available in cases
of local binding such as (7).
(7) *Johni likes himi.
8.1.2 Binding relations derived by Agree
A different line of approach suggested in the literature is to encode binding relations
via the operation Agree (Reuland (2001, 2006), Hicks (2009), among others). In the
framework of Chomsky (2000, 2001), the application of Agree is a prerequisite for
movement. Locality constraints on movement are thus reinterpreted as constraints
on Agree. If binding operations are encoded via Agree, then it is again unsurprising
that movement and binding should share the same locality restrictions. Intuitively,
Agree seems to be an appealing way of encoding anaphor binding relations since an
2See also section 8.1.2.2 of this chapter.
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anaphor must share the φ-features and reference of its antecedent.
Agree operates between features, typically assumed to be attribute-value pairs.
Features can enter the derivation already bearing a particular value, or they can be
unvalued. On standard assumptions, an unvalued feature is not tolerated at the inter-
faces so it must enter into an Agree relation with another feature capable of valuing
it. If local binding is reducible to Agree, then anaphors are obvious candidates for
bearing the unvalued version of the relevant feature, given that anaphors are depen-
dent on the presence of an antecedent. A syntactic dependency which would value an
anaphor’s unvalued feature must thus be established between the anaphor and its an-
tecedent before the relevant chunk of syntactic derivation is sent off to the interfaces
for interpretation. This is the common intuition behind Agree-based approaches.
Though the logic of the proposal is clear and appealing, determining which feature(s)
is involved in encoding binding relations is far from a trivial matter. Let me discuss
some options that have been suggested in the literature.
8.1.2.1 Referential features
Given that an anaphor and its antecedent share the same referent, a plausible approach
would be to posit a referential feature, call it [REF], unvalued on anaphors and val-
ued on pronominals and other DPs. Regarding the values of [REF], these might be
thought of as simply integers, corresponding to the indices of pre-Minimalist ap-
proaches to binding. This possibility has been explored by Hicks (2005).
The most serious drawback of the proposal relying on the [REF]-feature from
an empirical perspective is that it does not extend to cases where the antecedent is a
quantified DP. As already noted, quantified DPs are not referential, and thus cannot
bear a valued [REF]-feature, yet they can serve as antecedent for anaphors, as (8)
shows.
(8) [Every boy]i likes himselfi.
8.1.2.2 Operator and variable features
Hicks (2009) argues that the empirical challenge noted above can be overcome if we
were to assume that features involved in binding relations are more closely related to
the semantics of the DPs in question. In the spirit of Adger and Ramchand’s (2005)
proposal regarding the features that give rise to operator-variable dependencies in
wh-movement constructions, he proposes that operators and variables are encoded
syntactically as distinct semanticosyntactic features, [OP] and [VAR] respectively.
An element bearing an unvalued [VAR]-feature must enter into an Agree-relation
with an element bearing an [OP]-feature.3 The values for [OP] might be ∀ and ∃.
The values of [VAR] must be able to identify it with respect to other variables, and
3This requirement seems to be relaxed in cases involving referential DP antecedents.
Refer to the discussion regarding example (11) for clarification.
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to this end Hicks assumes it is simply an integer.4 Pronominals and anaphors, as
variables, are lexically specified with a [VAR]-feature. Anaphors enter the derivation
with an unvalued [VAR]-feature, which is the trigger for an Agree operation. Dur-
ing the derivation of (9), we get the following representations pre- and post-Agree
respectively:
(9) Every boy loves himself.
a. Every[Op:∀] [V ar:x] boy loves himself[V ar:_]
b. Every[Op:∀] [V ar:x] boy loves himself[V ar:x]
Various problems however arise on this implementation of the Agree-based anal-
ysis. By assumption, pronominals (and R-expressions) differ from anaphors in hav-
ing a valued [VAR]-feature. Given that the value of [VAR] is an integer, it cannot be
listed in the lexical entry. Hicks thus concludes the following: “What appears to be
required is that upon selection of the numeration, a value is selected for [VAR]. In
some sense, then, the value of [VAR] on R-expressions and pronouns is simply an
instruction to assign an integer upon selection for the numeration.” (Hicks (2009),
p. 115). It seems however that we might equally well interpret the unvalued [VAR]-
feature of the anaphor as an “instruction to assign an integer”. As far as I can see, the
crucial distinction between pronominals and anaphors on Hicks’s view is that with
pronominals the integer must be assigned upon selection for numeration, while in
case of anaphors this happens in the course of the syntactic derivation. Hence, the
approach appears to allow feature-valuation upon selection of the numeration. This
is a serious concern since the numeration is not a level of representation, thus as little
as possible should happen there. In addition, if pronominals always have the value
of [VAR] already assigned upon entering the syntactic derivation, we must somehow
ensure that the value of [VAR]-feature covaries with the one of the antecedent in cases
where pronominals function as bound variables.
Interestingly, although the approach Hicks proposes accounts for configurations
involving quantified-DP antecedents, modulo the worries noted above, it runs into
difficulties with referential DPs. The problem is thus converse to the one that the
previous solution in terms of the [REF]-feature faced. The question is whether refer-
ential DPs bear the Operator feature or not. Recall that pronominals can also function
as referential expressions and act as potential antecedents for anaphors.
(10) Hei loves himselfi.
If pronominals, and other referential DPs, bear the [OP]-feature, then the parallel
between anaphors and bound pronominals would be lost since pronominals would
4It is obvious that the value of [VAR]-feature does not strictly match the value of [OP]-
feature. To make this mismatch more plausible, Hicks draws a parallel with the [CASE]-
feature. The standard view is that a [CASE]-feature value is assigned as a reflex of φ-feature
agreement between a head (v or T) and the DP it probes. The relevant head in that Agree
operation does not in fact bear a matching valued [CASE]-feature.
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have the same feature composition as referential DPs. In order to maintain this paral-
lel, Hicks opts for a different solution and assumes that referential expressions do not
bear the [OP]-feature. Since there is no [OP]-feature capable of binding the anaphor’s
[VAR]-feature, one wonders how the anaphor gets bound by a referential expression.
In configurations featuring referential phrases as antecedents, the following features
would be involved:
(11) John[V ar:x]/He[V ar:x] likes himself[V ar:_]
According to Hicks, in (11), the anaphor’s variable feature will receive its value from
another valued [VAR]-feature. As a result, the anaphor and its antecedent will end
up sharing the value for their variable (x), but there will be no operator capable of
binding the variable since there is no element bearing the [Op]-feature. Following
Heim (1998), Hicks then assumes that in cases such as these, each free index in an
LF-representation is assigned a distinct referent by the context. In (11), there is a
single free variable index, namely x, and upon interpretation the context assigns an
appropriate individual to x, at once for the antecedent and for the reflexive.
Note that this ensures that the anaphor corefers with its antecedent, but not that
it is semantically bound by it. In other words, it gives rise only to the coreferential
interpretation. Recall that even with referential antecedents, it is possible to find
syntactic environments where the coreferential and the bound variable reading can
be distinguished. As we have already seen, an example of such an environment is
a VP-ellipsis construction. On the basis of such constructions, it can be shown that
binding by referential antecedents can involve variable binding. In fact, this is the
only interpretation available with locally bound anaphors. Examples such as (12) for
instance allow only the sloppy reading (which involves variable binding).
(12) John hit himself, and Bill did too.
(=Bill hit Bill, but 6= Bill hit John)
This is unexpected on Hicks’s approach if the relation between the anaphor and
a referential antecedent can only be one of coreference. As a way of dealing with
this problem, Hicks suggests that at LF, if the configurational requirements of bind-
ing are met (shared [VAR]-feature and c-command), a λ-operator is inserted on the
c-commanding DP, resulting in a semantic binding relation. This would be an obliga-
tory interpretative process at LF under the appropriate configurational requirements.
Though the suggestion appears to resolve the problem at hand, the proposal loses
some of its initial simplicity. Bound variable dependencies are no longer derived sim-
ply by mapping [OP]- and [VAR]-features to operators and variables at LF, given that
they can be established via the proposed LF-interpretative mechanism also in cases
where no [OP]-feature is present in the course of the syntactic derivation. Hence,
elements bearing [OP]-features are translated as operators at LF, but not all elements
functioning as operators at LF need to bear the [Op]-feature. Note also that in cases
like (11), the referential DPs bear the [VAR]-feature but can in fact be interpreted as
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operators at LF. As far as I can see, there is therefore no neat correlation between the
syntactic [OP] and [VAR] features and operators and variables at LF. One also won-
ders how the correct interpretation is ensured in cases where an element bears both
an [OP] and a [VAR]-feature, as in (9) for instance. Given Hicks’s assumption that
[OP] and [VAR] are semanticosyntactic features, and that all features of this type are
interpreted at LF, it seems that the quantified DP in (9) should be interpreted both as a
variable and as an operator. A potential solution to this problem would be to assume
a condition that would regulate how features in an Agree-chain are interpreted. A
suggestion along these lines has been put forth by Adger and Ramchand (2005) as a
way of dealing with the same kind of problem in their analysis of A’-dependencies.
They then propose an interface condition which states that interpretable features in
an Agree chain are interpreted only once. Such a condition would then ensure that
the [VAR]-feature of the quantified DP, though in principle interpretable, is not in-
terpreted when it is a part of an Agree-chain, as in cases like (9). For binding facts
that Hicks considers, there might still be a problem though in cases where there is a
quantified DP but no anaphor present since no Agree-chain involving [VAR]-features
would then be established.
8.1.2.3 φ-features
Another suggestion that can be found in the literature is to encode anaphor binding via
φ-agreement (e.g. Reuland (2001), Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2010)). For in-
stance, Reuland (2001) argues that the relevant feature distinction between anaphors
and pronominals is their φ-feature specification, anaphors being underspecified, and
pronominals being fully specified for φ-features. Without providing the technical de-
tails, the core idea of Reuland’s account is that an agreement relation in φ-features
is then establishing between the anaphor and its antecedent. A particular transla-
tion procedure mapping the syntactic onto the semantic representation ensures that
the φ-feature dependency between the two elements results in a binding relation at
LF. Specifically, Reuland assumes that an anaphor is translated as a variable.5 A
pronominal is translated as a variable, or undergoes QR and is treated as a DP. Fi-
nally, if XP establishes a CHAIN relation with a DP, their φ-features are copies, and
vblXP=vblDP .6
English poses a challenge for this kind of analysis since English reflexives are
morphologically marked for person, number, and gender, i.e. they are not obviously
underspecified for φ-features.7 Reuland focuses mostly on Dutch data, and offers
just a brief discussion of English facts. For English, he essentially adopts the analy-
5More precisely, a SE-anaphor, such as zich in Dutch. See section 8.2.5 for clarification
regarding the distinction between SE and SELF-anaphors.
6See Reuland (2001) for the characterization of the chain relation involved.
7This has been noted already by Burzio (1991), who thus concludes that only a one-way
implication can be established: featural defectiveness implies referential defectiveness, but
not the other way round.
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sis of SELF-anaphors put forth in Reinhart and Reuland (1991, 1993). On this view
binding conditions are seen as conditions on linguistic marking of reflexivity. SELF is
interpreted as an identity predicate that adjoins to the predicate head, restricting its in-
terpretation. It reflexive-marks a syntactic predicate precisely in those environments
where it is a syntactic argument of that predicate and where it is allowed to (covertly)
adjoin to the head of the predicate. Further aspects of Reinhart and Reuland’s (1991;
1993) proposal and some problems it raises will be discussed in section 8.2.5.5. For
now, note only that Reuland (2001) does not extend the φ-based analysis to English
facts, but rather adopts a significantly different strategy to capture the distribution of
English anaphors.
In the following sections, I will follow Reuland’s intuition that φ-features play a
role in determining binding relations, but I will show that English facts can also be
analyzed along the same lines. In other words, I will argue that the establishment of
a φ-feature dependency is crucial in regulating the distribution of anaphoric expres-
sions in both English and Dutch. The two languages will differ not in the strategies
they employ for encoding binding relations, but rather in morphological resources
they have at their disposal for lexicalizing syntactic structure.
I have here offered just a very brief sketch of Reuland’s proposal. However, since
I will adopt various aspects of Reuland’s account in the course of this chapter, further
details of his analysis will be discussed at the points where they become relevant.
8.2 Developing an analysis
In this section, I will develop an Agree-based analysis of binding relations. In other
words, I will argue that a feature-dependency is established between an anaphor and
its antecedent in the course of the syntactic derivation. This syntactic feature depen-
dency is then translated into a bound variable dependency at the semantic interface.
The account will draw on earlier proposals that encode binding relations via Agree,
but the precise implementation will differ in a number of important respects. The first
difference that will be of significance concerns the assumptions regarding how lexical
insertion proceeds. I will therefore start off by outlining my assumptions regarding
the nature of lexical insertion.
8.2.1 On lexical insertion
Unlike the Agree-based approaches discussed in the previous section, I assume that
insertion of lexical material occurs post-syntactically. Lexical insertion is here seen
as a process that provides features which are manipulated by syntax with a phono-
logical expression. Rather than there being one-to-one correspondence between mor-
phemes and syntactic terminals, I assume that a single morpheme can spell out more
than one terminal (Starke (2006), Ramchand (2008), etc.). The insertion of lexical
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material is regulated by the following interface Spell-Out condition:8
(13) The Superset Principle
A phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item can spell out a fragment of a
syntactic tree if its lexical entry contains all or a superset of features present
in the structure that is to be spelled out.
There are also structural conditions on lexical insertion. For the purposes of the
current discussion, I will adopt the view that a morpheme can lexicalize a sequence
of syntactic heads, where the lexicalized syntactic heads must be contiguous (see
Abels and Muriungi (2008), Ramchand (2008), etc). For instance, a lexical item LI
whose lexical entry contains the features X, Y and Z can spell out these features in
(14a), but not in (14b), as in the latter case X, Y and Z are not adjacent.9
(14)
(a) (b)
Another licit lexicalization pattern is given in (15). In this case, LI spells out
only X and Y, W and Z being lexicalized by some other lexical item(s). This is in
conformity with the Superset Principle since the spelled-out features are a subset of
the features present in the lexical entry of LI. On this view, the features of lexical
8The Superset Principle was first proposed by Michal Starke in a series of class lectures.
For an alternative, widely adopted condition on realization of syntactic structure, namely the
Subset Principle of Distributed Morphology, consult for instance Halle and Marantz (1993),
Halle (1997). For a detailed discussion of the Superset Principle and some of the benefits of
adopting it over the Subset Principle see Caha (2009).
9An alternative (see Starke (2006), Caha (2009)) is to require that the fragment of a
syntactic tree spelled out by a lexical item be a constituent, which is consistent with (14) only
if “. . . ” is empty. Since this view often requires extra movements to create the right context
for lexicalization, I resort to the former alternative purely for the sake of convenience, and
won’t explore at this point whether there are any empirical benefits in choosing one alternative
over the other.
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items can be ignored during insertion, but all the features present in the syntactic
structure must be lexicalized.
(15)
With this background on lexical insertion in place, let me now return to the dis-
cussion regarding the mechanisms involved in encoding binding relations.
8.2.2 On the nature of the feature(s) involved
In the canonical binding theory, binding relations were encoded by means of index-
ation. Indices are integers that are appended to DPs, though in practice alphabetic
subscripts such as i,j,k etc. are often used as a notational variant. The Binding The-
ory controlled how these indices are distributed on DPs and in this way regulated
when DPs can corefer and when they cannot. For instance, Condition A stated that
anaphors must be bound, i.e. coindexed with another c-commanding DP, within a lo-
cal domain. With the advent of Minimalism, indices have been declared illegitimate
syntactic objects, chiefly due to the fact that they violate the Inclusiveness Condition.
The Inclusiveness Condition, proposed in Chomsky (1995), requires that any struc-
ture formed by computation be constituted of elements already present in the lexical
items selected for the numeration, hence “no new objects are added in the course
of computation apart from rearrangements of lexical properties (in particular, no in-
dices, bars, traces, lambdas)” (Chomsky (1995), p. 228).10 Note that indices cannot
be present in the featural specification of lexical items since an index borne by an
anaphor or a bound pronominal must covary with that of an antecedent, while other
noun phrases must be distinguishable on the basis of the integer value they bear. In
light of these considerations, binding conditions, if they are to be maintained, have to
be reformulated, given that they make reference to the concepts ‘bound’ and ‘free’,
whose definitions involved indexation. In Chomsky (1993), binding conditions are
restated in the following manner (with D an undefined local domain):
10Chomsky reiterates this position in his later work. See Chomsky (2000, p. 114) and
Chomsky (2001, p. 3).
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(16) Condition A
If α is an anaphor, interpret it as coreferential with a c-commanding phrase
in D.
(17) Condition B
If α is a pronominal, interpret it as disjoint from every c-commanding phrase
in D.
However, as Hicks (2009) notes, it is questionable whether binding conditions con-
ceived of in this way indeed need no recourse to indexation. Unless ‘coreference’
and ‘disjoint reference’ are taken as grammatical primitives, they will need defini-
tions too, which presumably brings us back to indices. Note also that the definition
of binding based on indexation allowed two types of relationships to be dealt with
in the same manner: binding of anaphors and pronominals by quantified DPs, and
binding by referential DPs. The restated binding conditions capture only the latter
relationship, leaving binding relations involving quantified DPs without an explana-
tion.
Setting the concerns that the use of indices raises aside for a moment, I would
like to follow the intuition that indexation plays a role in encoding binding relations,
but implement it differently than was done within the canonical binding theory. In
particular, I assume that every noun phrase contains what I label here the In(dex)-
feature. At the semantic interface, this feature is interpreted as an instruction to
assign an index, i.e. an integer, to the phrase bearing it. Syntax manipulates the [In]-
feature, but no indices (in the sense commonly conceived) are present in the course
of the syntactic derivation. Integers are only inserted at the point when the syntactic
structure is mapped onto a semantic representation.11
This view of indexation avoids, I believe, the problem regarding the violation of
the Inclusiveness Condition. Observe that the Inclusiveness Condition prohibits the
use of indices only insofar as these are inserted in the course of the syntactic deriva-
tion. As far as the Inclusiveness Condition is concerned, there is in principle nothing
wrong with employing indices to establish anaphoric dependencies, as long as these
are not introduced in the narrow syntactic component. Reuland (2001) also notes that
certain linguistic objects, such as lambdas, must be allowed to enter the structure at
some level of representation without incurring a violation. He thus concludes that the
mapping to the semantic interface does not obey the Inclusiveness Condition.12 The
analysis proposed here leads to the same conclusion.
Let me now sketch how the presence of the [In]-feature can be used to regulate the
distribution of anaphoric expressions. Note that SELF anaphors are morphologically
11I will focus here on indexation as a means of encoding anaphoric relations. How other
uses of indices, for instance as markers of movement dependencies, should be handled is
beyond the scope of the current chapter.
12Cf. also Adger and Ramchand’s (2005) proposal, where operator-variable relations in
A’-dependencies are encoded via syntactic features Λ and ID, which map at the interface onto
a lambda-operator and a variable, respectively.
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complex, and can be decomposed into a pronominal part and a SELF-morpheme. I
assume that the morpheme self in English bears the uninterpretable Index-feature,
[uIn], in its featural specification. In contrast to Chomsky (1995), I pursue here the
view that uninterpretable features need not be checked off and deleted before they
are sent off to the interface; they are simply not visible at the interface.13 A partial
derivation of a simple transitive sentence such as (18) is given in (19).14
(18) Johni likes himselfi.
In (18), the internal argument will start out with [uIn] and interpretable, though un-
valued φ-features, as illustrated in (19a). Note that nothing is said at this stage about
the phonological realization of the syntactic structure. The φ-features of the inter-
nal argument will be valued through an Agree-relation with the external argument.
(19b) gives the structure after the application of the Agree operation. Observe that
the relevant syntactic dependency between the internal and the external argument is
established within a phase. The first phasal head to enter the structure, on our assump-





iIn φP v VP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . . V InP
uIn φP
iφ[ ] . . .
13See the following section for a brief discussion regarding the nature of the feature system
assumed here.
14For the sake of clarity, other features present in the nominal functional hierarchy that
are not relevant for the discussion at hand are ignored.
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b. vP
InP v’
iIn φP v VP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . . V InP
uIn φP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . .
At Spell-Out, the [uIn] will be lexicalized by the morpheme self, which contains this
feature in its feature specification. The pronominal part of the complex anaphor will
spell out the φ-features.
At the same time, the structure in (19b) will be sent off to the interfaces for
interpretation. I have already suggested that the syntactic [In]-feature is interpreted
at the semantic interface as an instruction to assign an index. Let us further assume
that every noun phrase must bear an index in the semantic representation in order to
be interpreted. The presence of the [In]-feature in the syntactic structure typically
ensures that this requirement is met. However, in (19b), the internal argument bears
[uIn], which is not visible at the interface. Therefore an index cannot be assigned by
simply mapping the [In]-feature onto an integer value. I would like to suggests that
in such cases, the noun phrase lacking a visible [In]-feature receives the same index
as the noun phrase it enters into an Agree-relation with; i.e. the translation procedure
mapping the syntactic structure onto a semantic representation copies the index of the
NP which is in a φ-feature dependency with the phrase that has no [iIn]. The current
proposal thus follows the intuition of some earlier approaches that an Agree-relation
in φ-features plays an instrumental role in regulating the distribution of anaphoric
expressions (e.g. Reuland (2001), Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2010)).
Note that the establishment of an Agree-dependency in configurations involving
anaphors is crucial. A derivation that starts with the combination of [uIn] and valued
φ, as illustrated below, would not yield an interpretable interface representation since
the phrase bearing [uIn] would not be able to receive an index. On the one hand,
direct mapping of [uIn] to an integer value is not possible since [uIn] is not visible
at the interface; on the other hand, an index cannot be assigned via the proposed
translation procedure since no dependency would be established with the antecedent
DP.




iφ[3.sg.m.] . . .
Hence, on the approach pursued here, locality restrictions on the distribution of
anaphors reduce to the requirement that a syntactic feature dependency be established
between the anaphor and another c-commanding DP. In the previous chapter, I have
argued that the phase is the local domain for binding, i.e. that an anaphor cannot
be separated from its antecedent by a phase boundary. The account just sketched
explains why this should be the case. As we have seen, an anaphor must enter into
an Agree-relation with another DP capable of valuing its φ-features. No valuation
of features can take place across a phasal boundary, given that the Agree-operation
is sensitive to the PIC. Consequently, a noun phrase can function as a potential an-
tecedent for an anaphor only if it occupies the same phasal domain.
It remains to be explained why anaphors are necessarily bound by the same DP
that values their φ-features. In other words, why isn’t it possible for an anaphor to
get its φ-features valued in syntax via an Agree-relation with a local DP, and then be
bound at the interface by a different, local or nonlocal DP? Recall that the translation
procedure we have adopted mapping syntactic to semantic representations ensures
that the anaphor always bears the same index as the DP it agrees with in φ-features.
In other words, an anaphor always ends up coindexed with the DP it is syntactically
dependent on. In the semantic literature on binding, it is commonly assumed that
coindexation obligatorily results in semantic binding, or to put it differently, that
the only interpretation of coindexation is the bound variable one (see for instance
Reinhart (1983b), Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993), Heim and Kratzer (1998)). We
might implement this by following Heim and Kratzer (1998) in assuming that in cases
of coindexation QR must apply. The rule of Predicate Abstraction, given in (21), then
applies, yielding the desired bound variable interpretation.15
(21) Predicate Abstraction Rule (Heim and Kratzer, 1998, p. 186)
Let α be a branching node with daughters β and γ, where β dominates only
a numerical index i. Then, for any variable assignment a, JαKa = λx ∈ D.
JγKax/i .
15See Heim and Kratzer (1998) for further details and Reinhart (1983b) and Büring
(2005a) for alternative ways of deriving bound-variable interpretations from configurations
involving coindexation. Since choosing between these alternatives is not crucial for the anal-
ysis sketched, I won’t discuss the issue further.
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It is well-known that anaphors obligatorily function as bound variables. Recall
that one piece of evidence supporting this conclusion is the fact that anaphors con-
tained within elided VPs do not display the same strict/sloppy ambiguity as pronom-
inals under VP-ellipsis. Only the sloppy interpretation, which requires variable bind-
ing, is possible, while the strict reading which involves coreference is unavailable. A
relevant example is repeated below.
(22) John hit himself, and Bill did too.
(=Bill hit Bill, but 6= Bill hit John)
Under our current assumptions, the only way an anaphor can receive an in-
dex is by ‘inheriting’ it from an antecedent, thereby ending up coindexed with a
c-commanding DP. Given that coindexation necessarily results in semantic binding,
the analysis pursued here correctly predicts that configurations featuring anaphors
should allow only the bound variable interpretation.
Pronominals on the other hand can, but need not, function as bound variables, as
evidenced by the fact that both the sloppy and the strict reading under VP ellipsis are
possible.
(23) Felix thinks that he is smart, and Max does too.
(=Max thinks that Max is smart, or
=Max thinks that Felix is smart)
I assume that pronominals (as well as other DPs) differ from anaphors in being lex-
ically specified with an interpretable [In]-feature. The [iIn] is then directly mapped
onto an integer value at the semantic interface. If a pronominal is assigned the same
integer value as another c-commanding DP, a bound variable interpretation will be
derived, in accordance with the assumption that coindexation leads to semantic bind-
ing. A pronominal can however be assigned an integer value distinct from those of
other DPs present in the structure. The assignment function will then map the integer
to an individual in D, i.e. the set of actual individuals in the real world (see Heim
and Kratzer (1998), Büring (2005a) for details). Note that this does not ensure that
a pronominal will end up disjoint in reference from other DPs present. A distinct
integer value assigned to another DP may be mapped to the same individual in the
real world, yielding a coreferential interpretation.16
Now that we have clarified the role of indexation in encoding binding relations,
pursuing the practice we have adopted from the canonical binding theory of mark-
ing shared reference by coindexation becomes rather inconvenient. Note that in the
canonical binding theory, employing shared subscripts as in (24a) is used to indi-
cate referential dependency, with no distinction being made between the bound vari-
able and the coreferential interpretation. Contra-indexing, as in (24b), typically sig-
nals that the indexed NPs are disjoint in reference. On the view pursued here how-
ever, coindexation necessarily implies semantic binding, so employing the notation in
16The distribution of pronominals will be discussed in more detail in section 8.3.
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(24a) would be interpreted as signalling only the bound variable interpretation, which
might be a problem if we want the discussion to encompass the coreferential reading
as well. In addition, recall that in the system we have just outlined, contraindexation
can nevertheless yield shared reference.
(24) a. Felixi thinks that hei is smart.
b. Felixi thinks that hej is smart.
To sidestep this problem, I will henceforth use italics to signal referential depen-
dency in cases where I wish not to be explicit about whether we are dealing with a
bound variable or a coreferential interpretation. Thus, italicizing he with Felix in (25)
should be interpreted as signalling that he is either semantically bound or coreferen-
tial with Felix.
(25) Felix thinks that he is smart.
The analysis just sketched assumes that pronominals bear an [iIn] in their fea-
tural specification, in addition to a valued set of φ-features. Since the [In]-feature
is interpretable, there is no requirement that a syntactic dependency be established
between a pronominal and another DP it is either semantically bound or coreferential
with. The [iIn] can be directly mapped onto an integer value at the interface. In cases
such as (25), the subject of the embedded clause would bear [iIn] and a valued set
of φ-features.17 No feature dependency with the subject of the matrix clause would
be established. At Spell-Out, the pronominal lexicalizes both the φ-features and the
[iIn], as made possible by its feature specification.
(26) . . .
V CP
C TP
InP . . .
iIn φP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . .
As we have seen, the absence of a syntactic dependency does not preclude the es-
tablishment of a bound variable dependency at the interface. If the pronominal’s [iIn]
is mapped onto an integer value shared by another c-commanding DP, the pronominal
17Other features not relevant for the discussion at hand are ignored.
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will end up being semantically bound. Thus, although both anaphors and pronomi-
nals may be semantically bound (anaphors obligatorily so), only anaphors enter into
a syntactic dependency with their antecedents. This explains why only configurations
involving anaphors display syntactic locality effects. Pronominals on the other hand,
are insensitive to locality restrictions even when they are interpreted as bound vari-
ables. They can appear inside embedded clauses, and even inside syntactic islands,
as illustrated in (27) ((27a) is from Hornstein et al. (2007), the subsequent examples
are from Johnson (2009)). In (27a), the bound pronominal is embedded in an adjunct
island, in (27b) it is inside a complex NP and in (27c) inside a sentential subject. A
bound-variable dependency can nevertheless be established. Recall that coreferential
interpretation is impossible with quantified-NP antecedents. Thus, using quantified-
NPs in (27) ensures that we are dealing here with the bound variable interpretation.
(27) a. [Every boy]i was pleased because Mary met himi.
b. [Every linguist]i reviewed the claim that this interested heri.
c. [No linguist]i realizes that to understand heri isn’t easy.
Let me now summarize the proposed analysis of anaphoric relations. The account
developed here assumes that every NP must bear an index at the interface in order to
be interpreted. The syntactic correlate of an index is the proposed [In]-feature, which
is mapped onto an integer value at the interface. If a noun phrase receives the same
integer value as another c-commanding NP, a bound variable dependency will neces-
sarily be established, assuming that coindexation always results in semantic binding.
If the integer value a particular NP receives is unique, the assignment function will
map this value onto an individual in the real world. In such cases, coreference can
nevertheless obtain, given that NPs with distinct integer values can be mapped onto
the same individual. The presence of the [In]-feature and the mechanism of indexa-
tion behind it play a crucial role in encoding anaphoric relations. As we have seen,
there are several properties that distinguish anaphors from pronominals (and other
NPs). On the semantic side, anaphors are always interpreted as bound variables. On
the syntactic side, anaphors require their antecedents to be sufficiently local; on our
view, they must occupy the same phasal domain. On the analysis sketched, these
properties are a consequence of the particular featural specification of anaphors and
the way syntactic structure maps onto a semantic representation. A derivation yield-
ing an anaphor starts with [uIn] and unvalued φ. It is the combination of these features
that ultimately obligatorily yields a bound variable dependency at the interface. In or-
der to value anaphor’s φ-features, an Agree relation must be established with another
c-commanding DP. At Spell-Out, the [uIn]-feature is lexicalized by the morpheme
self in English, while the pronominal part of the complex anaphor spells out the now
valued set of φ-features. Given that the morpheme self contains [uIn] in its featural
specification, this morpheme will necessarily appear whenever [uIn] is present in the
syntactic structure. [uIn] is invisible at the interface and therefore an anaphor cannot
be assigned an index by simply mapping the [In]-feature onto an integer value. In
cases such as these, the translation procedure mapping syntactic onto semantic repre-
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sentation ensures that the anaphor receives the same integer value as the noun phrase
it agrees with in φ-features. The establishment of a syntactic feature dependency is
therefore crucial for obtaining a legitimate interface representation. A consequence
of this view is that an anaphor always ends up coindexed with its antecedent, and
we thus correctly predict that it should always be interpreted as a bound variable.
The presence of a syntactic dependency is also responsible for the observed local-
ity restrictions on anaphoric binding. Given that Agree cannot operate across phasal
boundaries, the relevant featural dependency must be established within the phase.
Consequently, potential antecedents for an anaphor are only those noun phrases that
occupy the same phasal domain.
Pronominals differ from anaphors in bearing an [iIn] in their featural specifica-
tion. The [iIn] can be directly mapped onto an integer value and no syntactic de-
pendency is required. As already noted, this mapping procedure may result both
in a bound variable and a coreferential interpretation. No syntactic locality effects
are expected even on the bound variable readings of pronominals since no syntactic
dependency is established between a pronominal and its antecedent.
8.2.3 Some comments on the feature system assumed
Chomsky (2000, 2001) (henceforth MI/DbP) makes the following assumptions re-
garding the mechanism of Agree and the nature of the feature system involved, as
summarized in Pesetsky and Torrego (2007).
(28) Agree
(i) An unvalued feature F (a probe) on a head H scans its c-command domain
for another instance of F (a goal) with which to agree.
(ii) if the goal has a value, its value is assigned as the value of the probe.
(29) Valuation/Interpretability Biconditional
A feature F is uninterpretable iff F is unvalued (at the point at which it enters
the derivation).18
(30) Deletion of uninterpretable features
Once an uninterpretable feature is valued, it can and must delete.
The Agree operation provides values to unvalued features under appropriate condi-
tions. While the valuation of an unvalued feature has consequences for PF-represent-
ations, any feature valued by Agree in the course of the syntactic derivation remains
uninterpretable at LF. It is assumed that uninterpretable features are not tolerated at
LF and therefore must be deleted by the Spell-Out operation. The system conjectures
that all and only features which enter the derivation unvalued are uninterpretable.
The hypothesized link between being unvalued and being uninterpretable is neces-
18The bracketed part is not stated in Pesetsky and Torrego (2007), but is necessary, I
believe, to make the assumption behind Chomsky’s system clear.
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sary because the Spell-Out operation has no access to the interfaces and therefore
does not ‘know’ which features to transfer to LF and which to delete. Once the link
between feature values and feature interpretability is established, the decision about
which features should be deleted can be made by simply examining whether the fea-
tures have been valued or not. A problem that arises on this view, as Chomsky (2001)
himself notes, is that once an LF-uninterpretable feature is valued in the course of the
syntactic derivation it becomes indistinguishable from a feature which entered the
derivation valued. In other words, although the relevant distinction exists prior to the
application of Agree, it is lost once Agree has applied. Chomsky thus concludes that
Spell-Out must apply shortly after the uninterpretable features have been assigned
values, so that it ‘remembers’ that the relevant features were previously unvalued and
delete them accordingly.
The analysis of binding relations in terms of Agree outlined in the previous sec-
tion makes several departures from Chomsky’s assumptions regarding Agree and the
nature of the feature system. These will be briefly mentioned here, but the reader
is referred to the references that will be cited for more extensive discussion of the
pertinent assumptions. The goal of this section is simply to point out that such de-
partures from Chomsky’s MI/DbP’s model are neither entirely novel, nor completely
unmotivated.
First of all, the proposed analysis rejects the Valuation/Interpretability Bicondi-
tional.19 Note that I have assumed that a derivation yielding an anaphor starts with
an unvalued set of φ-features, which is nevertheless (once it has been valued) inter-
pretable at the interface. Doubts about the plausibility of the Valuation/Interpretability
Biconditional have also been raised by Pesetsky and Torrego (2007). The authors
wonder why a link of that kind should exist between two such distinct properties of
lexical items as interpretability (“does the item have a message to send to the seman-
tics?”) and valuation (“are any syntactically relevant properties of the lexical item
left unspecified?”). They suggest instead that interpretability and valuation are inde-
pendent of each other. This leads to an enriched repertoire of features, but one which
Pesetsky and Torrego argue is empirically supported. Allowing uninterpretable fea-
tures into the system also makes it possible to simplify some aspects of Chomsky’s
system. Recall that on Chomsky’s view there is a problem regarding how Spell-Out
can distinguish features which enter the derivation valued (which are by assumption
interpretable) from those that receive their value in the course of the syntactic deriva-
tion (by assumption uninterpretable). To circumvent this problem, Chomsky suggests
that Spell-Out must apply shortly after valuation, and argues that this provides fur-
ther motivation for the cyclic nature of Spell-Out. However, Epstein and Seely (2002)
point out that the logical conclusion of this approach is that at any stage after feature
valuation has taken place (whether ‘shortly’ after or not), the two types of valued
features are indistinguishable, so the problem remains. Allowing uninterpretable fea-
tures then provides a potential solution. Regardless of whether an uninterpretable
19Hicks (2009) also abandons this conjecture of Chomsky’s and assumes instead that all
features are interpreted, either at LF or at PF.
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feature is valued or not, its lexical status as being uninterpretable remains unaltered.
The current proposal also rejects the assumption stated in (30). On the view pur-
sued here, uninterpretable features need not be deleted before reaching the interface.
The same position has been taken and argued for recently by Epstein et al. (2010)
(see also Carstens (2010)). The necessity to assume (30) in Chomsky’s system stems
from another stipulation, namely that the LF interface can recognize every feature
appearing at LF. Hence the removal of uninterpretable features is required and dele-
gated to the Spell-Out operation. However, as Epstein et al. (2010) point out, it is not
necessary to stipulate that the interface is designed to recognize features that it cannot
use. Instead, we may assume that the interface recognizes only the interpretable fea-
tures. Uninterpretable features are simply invisible. The interface then by definition
cannot recognize uninterpretable features, hence these need not be removed before
reaching the interface. This considerably simplifies the internal mechanisms of the
Spell-Out operation, given that inspection of syntactic structure and feature deletion
are no longer necessary.
Finally, consider the conditions on the Agree operation stated in (28), in partic-
ular the configurational requirement on probe-goal agreement. Chomsky assumes
that upon entering the derivation, unvalued features search within their c-command
domain for an appropriate goal with a matching set of valued features. Crucially,
probing is always downwards, that is the element bearing the unvalued feature(s) al-
ways c-commands the goal. However, precisely the opposite configurational relation
between the probe and the goal seems to be required on the analysis of binding re-
lations pursued here; the element bearing unvalued features (φ-features in our case)
must be c-commanded by the goal, rather than the other way round as Chomsky as-
sumes. Note however that this particular condition on Agree operation has not gone
unchallenged in the literature (see Baker (2008), Rezac (2003), Hicks (2009), Zei-
jlstra (2010)). Baker (2008) for instance argues that agreement must be allowed to
probe both upwards and downwards, suggesting that the c-command condition on
Agree be revised as follows:
(31) The c-command condition (Baker, 2008, p. 45)
F agrees with XP, XP a maximal projection, only if F c-commands XP or
XP c-commands F.
On the other hand, Zeijlstra (2010) has argued that Agree is in fact always upwards.
He points to a number of empirical and conceptual problems that Chomsky’s con-
ception of Agree faces, claiming that these can be avoided if it is assumed that Agree
applies in a configuration where the probe is c-commanded by the goal, rather than
the other way round.
As Baker (2008) notes, Chomsky (2000) argues for restricting the search space of
the probe to its c-command domain on the grounds that it reduces computational load,
and thereby reflects a ‘perfection’ of human faculty. However, Baker points out that
the independent restriction that the search space extends no further than the current
phase is adequate enough to narrow the probe’s search space and avoid computational
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explosion. Thus, there is no conceptual motivation for assuming that Agree can apply
only in configurations where the probe c-commands the goal. The empirical facts that
these authors review furthermore suggest that such an assumption is also theoretically
undesirable.
8.2.4 Minimality violations
In the previous section I have argued that configurations where anaphors surface in-
volve the establishment of an Agree relation in φ-features between the anaphor and its
antecedent DP. It is generally assumed that Agree is sensitive to Minimality, i.e. that
a probe cannot see past the closest potential goal bearing the relevant feature. If an
Agree dependency lies at the heart of anaphoric relations, then we should see the ef-
fects of Minimality in binding configurations. In other words, if there are two poten-
tial antecedents available, i.e. two phrases bearing a valued set of φ-features, within
the same phase, Minimality should block the establishment of an Agree-relation with
the more distant phrase. Consider in this light examples involving picture-NPs. Re-
call that, as commonly noted in the literature, the presence of a possessor is crucial
in determining the binding domain for an anaphor embedded inside a noun phrase.
In examples like (32a), although John and the anaphor occupy the same phase at one
point in the derivation, John cannot bind the anaphor. The only available antecedent
is the possessor, as shown in (32b). When the possessor is absent, the clausal subject
can bind the anaphor, as illustrated in (32c).20
(32) a. *Johni likes Bill’s pictures of himselfi.
b. John likes Billi’s pictures of himselfi.
c. Johni likes pictures of himselfi.
On the approach pursued here, the fact that the clausal subject cannot bind the
anaphor in contexts like (32a) might be attributed to a Minimality violation. Consider
a syntactic configuration with the possessor present.
20Recall that within the canonical binding theory, these facts are handled by simply stating
that a domain counts as a local domain for anaphors only if it contains a subject.




iIn φP v VP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . . V PossP
InP Poss’
iIn φP Poss NP
iφ[3.sg.m.] . . . N KP
K InP
uIn φP
iφ[ ] . . .
In (33), the closest phrase bearing valued φ-features is the possessor. The unval-
ued φ-features of the anaphor can thus receive a value through an Agree relation with
the possessor, yielding the binding pattern observed in (32b). Given that the pos-
sessor is the closest goal bearing the relevant feature, Minimality prohibits valuation
of the anaphor’s φ-features via an Agree relation with the external argument. This
accounts for the ungrammaticality of examples such as (32a).
In configurations where a possessor is present, a bound variable dependency can
be established between the complement of the picture-NP and the external argument
if the pronominal is used instead of the anaphor, as shown in (34a), or perhaps more
clearly in (34b).
(34) a. Johni likes Bill’s pictures of himi.
b. [Every student]i likes Bill’s picture of himi.
In such cases though, no syntactic dependency is established, and Minimality is there-
fore irrelevant. Recall that on our assumptions, derivations that yield a pronominal
start with an [iI] and a valued set of φ-features. At the interface, the bound vari-
able relation between the pronominal and the external argument can be established.
As already pointed out, the interpretative relation established at the interface is not
sensitive to syntactic locality restrictions.
When the possessor is absent, as in (32c), no intervention effects arise and the
relevant Agree relation with the external argument can be established. Consequently,
it is correctly predicted that in cases such as these the derivation yielding an anaphor
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converges.
A potential problem now arises with binding relations established in double ob-
ject constructions. Consider the following pair of examples.
(35) a. John showed Billi himselfi in the mirror.
b. Johnj showed Bill himselfj in the mirror.
In (35), the anaphor surfaces regardless of whether John or Bill is chosen as
the antecedent. As things stand now, the grammaticality of (35a) is predicted. The
unvalued set of φ-features of the direct object can be valued via an Agree relation
with the indirect object, which is the closest potential antecedent. That the anaphor
appears in cases like (35a) is therefore unsurprising. That it should appear in (35b)
is however unexpected. In this case, the external argument should not be able to
value the φ-features borne by the direct object across the intervening indirect object.
We rather expect that the bound variable interpretation should be derived from a
configuration that would see the pronominal surfacing, i.e. the one starting with
valued φ-features, as in the superficially similar (34a). Yet, the anaphor nevertheless
surfaces.
Suppose however that there is an additional feature involved in configurations
such as (35) (but crucially not in those like (34)), which only the self -morpheme can
lexicalize. The appearance of the self -morpheme in (35b) would then be unsurpris-
ing, even if no Agree relation in φ-features is established. In the following section,
I will argue that this is precisely the case, i.e. that in configurations where there is a
referential dependency between two arguments of the same predicate, as is the case
in (35), an additional feature is involved. This feature can be spelled out by the SELF-
morpheme, but crucially not by the pronominal. Consequently, the self -morpheme
will be obligatorily present in cases like (35b).
In order to find some evidence for the presence of this additional feature we will
need to look beyond empirical facts from English and focus on a language which,
unlike English, distinguishes two kinds of anaphors. The following section therefore
discusses the distribution of anaphoric expressions in a language of this type, namely
Dutch.
8.2.5 Encoding a three-way contrast in the anaphoric sys-
tem: A case study of Dutch
8.2.5.1 Featural composition of Dutch anaphors
It is well-known that there are languages which, unlike English, have two types
of morphologically distinct anaphors. For instance, Dutch distinguishes zich from
zichzelf, and Norwegian has both seg and seg selv. Following Reinhart and Reu-
land (1993), I will use the terms SE and SELF anaphors to refer to these two types
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of anaphoric expressions.21 In languages such as these, there are therefore three ex-
pressions which can serve as bound variables at LF: SELF anaphors, SE anaphors and
pronominals. How could this three-way contrast in the anaphoric system be captured?
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) argue that the contrast between SE and SELF ana-
phors has to do with reflexivity. A predicate is defined as reflexive if (at least) two
of its arguments are coindexed.22 Crosslinguistically, reflexive constructions have a
special status, in that they must be linguistically marked as reflexive.23 As Reuland
(2001) notes, from the perspective of logical syntax, it is difficult to see why the
reflexive counterpart of a structure we may represent as DP1 V DP2 or DP1 (λx (x V
DP2)) could not be obtained by simply replacing DP2 by a pronominal since we know
that pronominals can function as bound variables. What is more, in many languages
it does not suffice to exchange the pronominal for just any anaphoric expression. In
Dutch, for instance, the SE anaphor zich differs from the pronominal hem in that it
must be bound. Thus, it appears to be a true anaphor. Nevertheless, (36a) is still
ill-formed and cannot mean that everyone hated himself. To express this meaning
the SELF anaphor zichzelf must be used instead of zich. In other words, a reflexive
configuration must be specially marked by means of a SELF anaphor in this case.














Reuland (2001) further notes that the special status of reflexive predicates also shows
up in a pervasive contrast between transitive and ECM constructions.24 Whereas the
canonical binding theory treats binding of an object of a transitive verb and binding of
an ECM subject in the same way, in many respects these two cases are not equivalent.
21It has become common practice to refer to SE and SELF anaphors as long-distance and
local anaphors, respectively. I find this terminology misleading because it presupposes that
SE anaphors are not bound within the local domain, a contention I believe is highly debatable.
In fact, in this section I will argue that both SE and SELF anaphors are locally bound.
22The analysis proposed in the previous section restricts coindexation to cases involving
bound variable interpretation, which may give rise to some terminological confusion, as al-
ready pointed out. Note however that this understanding of coindexation does not conflict
with Reinhart and Reuland’s since they also assume that the binding theory only regulates
the bound variable interpretation. Thus, using coindexation to mark anaphoric dependencies
in this more limited sense is consistent with their view.
23Languages employ various means of signalling reflexive configurations, the use of
SELF-type anaphors being just one of these. Other strategies include reflexive clitics, ver-
bal affixes, duplication of the bound element etc. (see Schladt (2000) for an overview). Each
of these strategies merits extensive study by itself. I will limit my attention here just to SELF
anaphors.
24For another discrepancy see Reuland (2001) and Reinhart and Reuland (1993).
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For instance, in Dutch (and Frisian), a SELF anaphor is required in canonical transitive
constructions, as shown in (36), but not in cases of ECM, an example of which is
provided in (37). Note that the configuration in (37) does not qualify as a reflexive









‘Henk heard himself sing.’
In contexts of reflexivization, i.e. configurations where a binding dependency is
established between coarguments of a predicate, Dutch requires that a SELF anaphor
be used. How can this requirement be captured within the model of binding outlined
so far? In answering this question, I will follow the strategy adopted in the previous
section of linking the distribution of anaphoric expressions to their featural content.
I will therefore assume that in constructions involving reflexivization, there is an
additional feature present. Let us label the pertinent feature [R], which we may view
for now as a shorthand for ‘Reflexive’. Based on the data from Dutch, I conclude
that [R] is part of the nominal functional sequence for reasons that will become clear





Postulating the presence of an additional feature in reflexive configurations is in
line with the observation that of the two anaphoric expressions available, the morpho-
logically more complex one is used in these contexts. Observe that the SELF-anaphor,
zichzelf, can be decomposed into a SE anaphor, zich, and a SELF morpheme, zelf.
Since the SELF morpheme must surface in reflexive configurations, I will assume that
zelf has the [R]-feature in its feature specification. The morpheme zich on the other
hand, contains at least φ-features and the feature [uIn], but crucially no [R]-feature.
The presence of [uIn] ensures that zich behaves as a true anaphor in Dutch. The dis-
tributional differences between SELF and SE anaphors can then be attributed to their
featural composition.25
25Note that on this view there is no lexical item zichzelf in Dutch. In other words, Dutch
has lexical items zich and zelf, rather than zich and zichzelf. For ease of exposition however, I
will continue at times to use the term SELF anaphor as a descriptive label for the combination
of the morphemes zich and zelf.
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Before spelling out in more detail how the distributional facts can be captured,
I will first briefly discuss the possible semantics of [R] feature. I will then examine
a range of syntactic environments, showing how the observed distributional patterns
can be accounted for. In 8.2.5.4 I reconsider the featural specification of English
reflexives in light of the conclusions reached in this section. The section closes with
a discussion of Reinhart and Reuland’s (1993) account, highlighting some of the
differences between that proposal and the one pursued here.
8.2.5.2 Semantics of the [R]-feature
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) do not discuss the semantic interpretation of SELF
anaphors, noting only that the reflexivizing function is carried by SELF, whose seman-
tics they take to be a restriction imposing identity on two arguments of a predicate.
Note that on their view, SELF is a noun and it combines with a pronoun determiner
or a SE determiner, as in (39).
(39) [NP Pron/SE [N’ self]]
In an earlier paper however (Reinhart and Reuland (1991)), they are somewhat more
explicit regarding the semantic analysis of SELF anaphors. They propose that SELF
be analyzed as a two-place predicate denoting the relation of identity, as in (40a).
When a SELF-NP occurs on a grid position, it is interpreted as a restriction on that
grid, i.e. it restricts the range of the predicate interpretation. Thus, a VP like (40b)
is interpreted as in (40c), where SELF specifies that the two arguments of the V grid
must be identical variables. The SELF-N adjoins to V by head-to-head movement.
This, they claim, yields an LF of the form (40c), without elaborating any further on
the mechanisms of meaning composition involved.
(40) a. SELF<x,y>
b. . . . [V<y,x> . . . [ . . . SELF<x,y>]]
c. SELF<x,y> & V<y,x> . . .
I will follow a different line of thinking and assume that a SELF anaphor has the
semantics of a generalized quantifer.26 In particular, I assume that the postulated
[R]-feature, which is part of the feature specification of the morpheme zelf, denotes
a function of the type < e,<< e, t >, t >>, i.e. it is a function from entities to
generalized quantifiers. The semantic composition might then proceed as follows.
The [R]-feature borne by the zelf -morpheme combines with the pronominal part of
the complex anaphor to yield an NP of the type << e, t >, t >. Such an NP in
the object position of a transitive verb cannot combine with the verb directly due
to a type mismatch (as the verb is of the type < e,< e, t >>). It must therefore
undergo QR. The verb can then compose by function application with the trace and
the subject, yielding a type t meaning. Predicate Abstraction applies to this node
26Origins of this idea can be traced back to Cresswell (1973). See also ter Meulen (2000).
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producing meaning of type< e, t >, which is then a suitable argument for combining
with the QR-ed object NP.
What kind of function does this feature denote? As we have seen, examples such
as (41) are ungrammatical despite the fact that zich is an anaphoric expression which







In other words, zich cannot be coindexed with another argument of the same
predicate. Adding the morpheme zelf yields a well-formed output. The question
is why. Reuland (2001) offers the following reasoning. Zich, being an anaphor, is
translated as a bound variable at the interface. The semantic representation of (41) is
thus as given below.
(42) Oscar λx (x haat x)
The representation in (42) contains two tokens of the variable x. Ungrammaticality
of (41) might thus be interpreted as showing that representations of the form P(x,x)
are illicit. According to Reuland, the reason for this is that two tokens of the same
variable cannot be distinguished at the interface. Therefore, configurations such as
(42) effectively contain only one semantic argument. This leads to a valency violation
since haaten is a two-place predicate, and thus needs two semantic arguments.27
The situation can be remedied by using the morpheme zelf. Reuland argues that
adding zelf makes it possible to keep the two arguments formally distinct. The inter-
face structure that arises from SELF marking is given in (43).
(43) NP λx (x hates f(x))
The verb takes two arguments, one identical to x and the other to the value of some
function of x. The interpretation of the second argument, f(x), must therefore ap-
proximate that of the first argument, but be formally distinguishable from it. In other
words, ||f(x)|| must be able to stand proxy for ||x|| wherever necessary.
I will follow this view and assume that zelf, or more precisely the [R]-feature
which zelf lexicalizes, denotes a function that maps x onto an object that can stand
proxy for x. Support for this kind of analysis can be found in contexts that allow
both zich and zichzelf, such as ECM constructions illustrated already in (37). In such
cases, a contrast in interpretation may arise, showing that the value of zichzelf can
indeed be distinguished from the value of its antecedent, whereas the value of zich
cannot. Reuland provides the following pair of examples, inspired by Jackendoff’s

















27Consult Reuland (2001) for a more detailed discussion.

















In (44a), the preferred reading is the one where the subject sees her own reflection
in the mirror, i.e. the person seeing and the one being seen are indistinguishable.
The interpretation where the subject sees a representation of herself, e.g. a statue,
can only be obtained by using zichzelf. In other words, the person seeing and the one
being seen are presented as distinguishable entities, which is achieved by interpreting
zichzelf as a representation of the subject. This interpretation is often referred to as
a dissociation or proxy reading.
A contrast along the same lines can be observed in the following examples (at-

























‘Münchhausen pulled himself out of the swamp.’
Note first that assuming a small clause analysis of (45), (45) is predicted to pattern
with cases like (37), rather than with examples such as (41). Münachausen and zich
are not arguments of the same predicate, and both zich and zichzelf should in princi-
ple be possible. We will return to the distributional facts in more detail below. Given
the availability of both zich and zichzelf, interpretational differences arise. The Ger-
man baron Münchhausen, famous for telling far-fetched stories about his adventures,
claimed to have escaped from the swamp by pulling himself up by his hair. This
improbable interpretation, but the one relevant for the story, can only be obtained by
using zichzelf. With zich, the sentence receives the more natural interpretation where
Münchhausen pulled himself out by holding on to something, such as a branch or a
rope. In Reuland’s terms, the subject and object are indistinguishable in (45a), but
presented as distinguishable in (45b).Thus, in both cases the sentence with zichzelf
expresses a relation between x and f(x) that bears a systematic resemblance to x, but
can be distinguished from it. More examples of proxy readings will be provided in
the course of this section.28
To summarize, I have argued that the proposed [R]-feature denotes a function of
the type < e,<< e, t >, t >, which maps x onto an object that can be viewed as a
representation of x. The [uIn]-feature, which is part of the featural specification of the
zich morpheme, ensures that there is an anaphoric dependency between the anaphor
and its antecedent, as discussed in the previous section. When the antecedent is
an argument of the same predicate as the anaphor (i.e. in reflexive configurations),
the output is ungrammatical because it yields an illicit interface representation in
which two arguments of a predicate become indistinguishable. The use of the zelf -
28See also Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2010) for a discussion of dissociation con-
texts, and a similar view regarding the semantics of the zelf -form.
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morpheme, or more precisely the [R]-feature, provides a way of circumventing this
problem and obtaining a grammatical output. Hence, the [R]-feature is expected to
occur in configurations where two arguments of the same predicate are involved in a
binding dependency.29
8.2.5.3 Explaining the distribution of SE and SELF anaphors
Let me now discuss how the presence of the [R]-feature accounts for the distribution
of SELF and SE anaphors. Recall that I have adopted the view that lexical insertion
takes place post-syntactically and is regulated by the Superset Principle, repeated
below for the sake of convenience.30
(46) The Superset Principle
A phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item can spell out a fragment of a
syntactic tree if its lexical entry contains all or a superset of features present
in the structure that is to be spelled out.
I have also already made clear my assumptions regarding the featural specification
of the morphemes zich and zelf in Dutch. Recall that the lexical item zelf has the
[R]-feature in its feature specification, while the lexical item zich contains at least
φ-features and [uIn].31 I have also argued that two local binding environments must
be distinguished, namely reflexive and non-reflexive configurations. I will discuss
each of these in turn.
Consider first reflexive configurations, i.e. contexts where two arguments of the
same predicate are coindexed. In these cases, the [R]-feature must be present for
reasons that were discussed in 8.2.5.2. We therefore predict that zelf should obli-
gatorily surface in reflexive contexts since it is needed to lexicalize the [R]-feature.
Lexicalization of the [R]-feature can’t be accomplished by using zich, because the
[R]-feature is not a part of the featural specification of this lexical item.
Simple transitive sentences are the canonical cases of reflexive configurations.
As illustrated in (47), if the object of a transitive verb is bound by the subject, it must
take the form of a SELF anaphor. This is precisely what we expect. Given that the
subject binds another argument of the same predicate, an item is required which can
29Given that [R]-feature can also appear in non-reflexive configurations, as I will argue,
interpreting the label as standing in for ‘reflexive’ could cause some confusion. We might
therefore think of [R] as a shorthand for ‘representation’, in light of the proposed semantics
of this feature.
30As far as I can tell, the analysis proposed here is rephrasable in terms of the Subset
Principle of Distributed Morphology.
31I wish to point out here that lexical items zich and zelf might contain more features than
noted here. I will restrict my attention only to features that are relevant for the discussion
at hand, namely the [R]- and the [In]-feature and φ-features, and leave it as an open ques-
tion what other features might be present in the nominal sequence and how they should be
distributed between these two forms.
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(Reinhart and Reuland (1993))
‘Max hates himself.’
However, the distributional patterns observed in (48) are unexpected given our
assumptions so far. Structurally, these examples appear identical to those in (47),
with two arguments of the same predicate in a binding dependency. Yet, using zich
is not only allowed in these cases, but in fact required. (from Reinhart and Reuland























As often noted, the distribution of anaphoric expressions observed in (48) hinges on
the choice of the verb, and is only possible with inherently reflexive verbs. These
verbs can never take an object distinct in reference from the subject. How can we
account for the patterns in (48)? I will assume that inherently reflexive verbs have the
[R]-feature in their feature specification. Consequently, in these cases, the verb can






Thus, there is no need for a zelf morpheme. The remaining features match the
lexical entry of the morpheme zich, which therefore appears in these contexts.32 What
32On this view, the verb ends up lexicalizing a part of the nominal structure. For other
proposals where a lexical item of a particular category can spell out a part of the extended
projection of another category see for instance Son and Svenonius (2008) (a verb lexicalizes
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the examples in (48) and (47) have in common is that in both cases the [R]-feature is
present. What makes them different is that only in the former case can the relevant
feature be spelled out by the verb.33
The proposal just sketched makes strong predictions regarding cases such as (50).
The anaphors in these contexts appear in the complement position of a PP selected
by the verb. The prepositions heading the PPs in question belong to the class of
functional prepositions and it is plausible to assume that they are not predicative. If
so, then the anaphor is in fact the argument of the verb and we again have a reflexive
configuration. In light of this, the distributional patterns given below are expected:







































(Reinhart and Reuland (1993))
Recall now that the (sole) internal argument of the verb can surface as a SE
anaphor provided the verb belongs to the class of inherently reflexive verbs. The
analysis of inherently reflexive verbs that I have sketched above predicts that zich
should never appear in cases involving functional prepositions. That is, even if the
verb is of the right type and contains the [R]-feature in its feature specification, we
should still see the zelf morpheme surfacing. To see why this is so, consider the
structure in (51).
a piece of prepositional structure), Dékány (2009) (a preposition lexicalizes a projection in
the nominal functional structure), Caha (2009) (a verb lexicalizes nominal functional projec-
tions).
33Reinhart and Reuland (1993) assume that the analysis of configurations headed by in-
herently reflexive predicates involves an operation in the lexicon which reduces the valency
of the predicate. This suggests another way of looking at examples like (48). We could argue
that inherently reflexive verbs are listed as one-place predicates, without necessarily assuming
that there is an intransitivization operation in the lexicon. If so, then the anaphor would not
be the argument of the predicate. Consequently, we would not have a reflexive configuration
and the appearance of the SE anaphor would be expected. On this view then constructions
with inherently reflexive verbs would be intransitive, while the analysis sketched in the main
text predicts that they should be syntactically transitive. Though both views have been argued
for in the literature, I find Lekakou’s (2005) arguments in favour of a transitive analysis rea-
sonably convincing (for the opposite view see for instance Everaert (1986)). Secondly, on the
intransitive analysis it remains to be explained what the function of zich is and why it appears
at all, given that it is not an argument of the verb. For now I see no compelling reasons to
adopt the intransitive analysis.







Recall that if a lexical item is to spell out a sequence of functional heads, the
relevant functional heads have to be contiguous. Therefore, even if a verb’s lexical
entry contained the [R]-feature, such a verb could not spell out both V and R in the
structure above since there is a functional head intervening, namely P.34 Thus, in
structures featuring functional prepositions, zelf would be called upon to spell out
the [R]-feature, regardless of the verb’s featural specification.
I know by now of no clear counterexamples to this prediction. At first blush, cases
like (52) might seem problematic. As (52) shows, the complement of the preposition
in this configuration cannot be distinct in reference from the subject, as in contexts
with inherently reflexive verbs. Still, zich must be used rather than zichzelf, although













Nevertheless, I would argue that cases like (52) do not feature functional prepositions
and are thus not expected to pattern with examples in (50) regarding the distribution
of zich and zichzelf. Rather we are dealing here with a spatial PP. As we will see
shortly, in contexts featuring spatial PPs, zich is the default choice. Some dialects also
allow bound pronominals to appear in spatial PPs, and this is true of the configuration













Note further that the relation between the verb and the preposition in (52) is not as
tight as in cases involving functional prepositions. The preposition in (52) can be
replaced by a number of other locative Ps, such as naast ‘near’, achter ‘behind’, etc.
34The problem remains even if functional prepositions can be reanalyzed as case markers.
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If (52) features a spatial PP, one might then wonder why coreference between
the subject and the object of the preposition is required, since this is not generally
true of cases involving spatial PPs. I won’t try at this point to develop an analysis of
(52) that would capture this restriction, but I think it is instructive to compare cases
like (52) to similar examples in English discussed by Déchaine et al. (1995) (see also
Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007)). Déchaine et al. (1995) consider cases like
(54), involving a possessive have and a spatial PP.
(54) a. Mary has $5 on her.
b. John has dirt on him.
An interesting property of such constructions is that the PP must contain a pronomi-
nal bound by the subject of have. Déchaine et al. (1995) account for this fact in the
following way. They assume that have is morphologically complex, consisting of
an (incorporated) abstract preposition and a form of BE, i.e. HAVE=P+BE. The BE-
component is assumed to be a partitive operator, which is itself bound by the subject,
but must at the same time bind a variable in its scope. The latter can happen under
the following circumstances: (i) either the complement of have is a small clause con-
taining a bound pronoun, as in (54), or (ii) an inalienably possessed noun is present.
Such nouns, according to Déchaine et al. (1995), contain an empty argument position
that must be bound by the possessor. Note that the latter option is also instantiated in
Dutch. In cases like (52), zich can be replaced by an inalienably possessed noun, as



















I conclude therefore that the obligatory coreference observed in (52) is a property
of the construction in question, and can, as we have just seen, be observed in similar
constructions in other languages.35 Whatever the correct analysis of the obligatory
coreference in English examples like (54) turns out to be, I believe that the same
analysis should be extendable to Dutch facts. Given these considerations, it seems
higly plausible to me that examples such as (52) involve spatial PPs and therefore do
not present a counterexample to our prediction concerning functional prepositions. I
postpone a more extensive analysis of constructions such as (52) to a future occasion.
Let us now turn to non-reflexive, local binding configurations, i.e. to examples
where the antecedent and the anaphor are not arguments of the same predicate but
35There are some differences concerning animacy effects between the relevant construc-
tions in Dutch and English, which remain to be explained. Namely, Dutch does not have the
analogue of possessive have with inanimate subjects, as pointed out by Rooryck and Van-
den Wyngaerd (2007).
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still appear within the same phase. Sentences involving spatial PPs are one relevant
set of cases under the broadly-shared assumption that spatial Ps form their own pred-
icate (see for instance, Marantz (1984), Baker (1988), Hestvik (1991), Reinhart and
Reuland (1993), etc). Examples in (56) present the distributional pattern of anaphoric
expressions in Dutch spatial PPs. The SE anaphor is the default choice. Some dialects
of Dutch resemble English in that they also allow pronominals in these contexts. In
that case, a destressed pronominal is used (examples from Rooryck and Vanden Wyn-






















The distributional pattern observed in PPs is consistent with the approach devel-
oped here given that we are not dealing with reflexive configurations. The anaphor
is the argument of the P, rather than of the verb. Hence, the sentences in (56) do
not represent configurations where a binding dependency is established between two
arguments of the same predicate. The presence of the [R]-feature is therefore not
strictly required. In other words, there is nothing wrong with P embedding an InP (as




The featural composition of the lexical entry for zich matches the features present in
the syntactic structure, thus we predict that zich should surface in non-reflexive local
binding configurations.
The issue of why a pronominal is in some dialects also licit in spatial PPs must be
postponed until the following section. It will be suggested there that the distribution
of pronominals in contexts such as these is regulated by an economy condition. As a
result, pronominals will under certain conditions be allowed in configurations of this
type.
As we have seen, contexts involving spatial PPs do not qualify as reflexive con-
figurations, and therefore the presence of [R]-feature is not required in order to obtain
a well-formed output. However, nothing we have said so far rules out the presence of
[R]-feature either. Recall that the failure to employ the [R]-feature in configurations
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where two arguments of the same predicate are coindexed leads to an illicit interface
representation because the arguments become formally indistinguishable. The [R]-
feature which we argued semantically denotes a function that maps x onto an object
that can stand proxy for x, enables one to circumvent this violation. When the coin-
dexed phrases are not arguments of the same predicate, an interface violation of this
type does not arise. Hence, the [R]-feature is not required to obtain a licit output, but
its presence is not ruled out. Thus, we expect that a SELF anaphor could in principle
also surface in configurations involving spatial PPs. Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd
(2007) note that zichzelf can indeed occur in these contexts. In such cases, the use
of zichzelf gives rise to dissociation or proxy readings, which is consistent with our
semantic analysis of the [R]-feature. Thus, (58a) is best interpreted as meaning that
John saw the snake behind a representation of himself, such as on a picture or a video.
Some additional dissociation contexts are provided in (58b) and (58c) (all examples






































‘Piet fell over himself.’
(fine with zichzelf a statue)
Let us now turn to ECM and raising constructions which constitute another set
of non-reflexive, local binding contexts. I will just briefly discuss the distribution of
anaphoric expressions in Dutch ECM constructions, deferring a more detailed inves-
tigation of these configurations for some future occasion. According to the literature,


























The ECM subject is not an argument of the matrix predicate. Since only in cases
where two arguments of the same predicate are in a binding relation must the [R]-
feature be employed, we again predict that the [R]-feature is not obligatorily present,
but not excluded either. Consequently, both zelf and zichzelf might appear. In cases
where zelf surfaces, the syntactic structure contains the [R]-feature. When only zich
appears, the [R]-feature is absent. Since both forms are available, the presence or
absence of this feature may yield interpretational differences. Thus, the contexts in
which zelf occurs again favour proxy readings, as already noted in 8.2.5.2. I repeat
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the relevant pair of examples from Reuland (2001). Recall that in (60a), the preferred
reading is the one where the subject sees her own reflection in the mirror, i.e. the
person seeing and the one being seen are indistinguishable, whereas in (60b) the

































Interpretational effects of this type have also been studied by Voskuil and Wehrmann
(1990) and Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd in a number of papers. (61) provides an-
other example illustrating the same point, taken from Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd
(1999). When zich is used the preferred reading is the one where Noam simultane-
ously speaks and hears himself through headphones. By contrast, the use of zichzelf
is more appropriate if Noam either listens to a temporally dissociated broadcast of
himself, or he is unaware of his own speech, as when drunk or dreaming or otherwise













‘Noam heard himself talk about baseball.’
8.2.5.4 Featural composition of English reflexives
Turning back to English, we must now reconsider the featural specification of English
reflexives in light of the revisions made in this section. Given that English anaphors
occur in reflexivization contexts, they must be able to spell out the [R]-feature. I
conclude therefore that like its Dutch counterpart, the English self morpheme has
the [R]-feature in its feature specification. However, unlike Dutch, English does not
have a distinct form lexicalizing the [uIn]-feature, namely the SE anaphor. Rather, the
lexical entry for the morpheme self in English contains both [R] and [uIn]. The φ-
features in the nominal sequence are spelled out by the pronominal. This is schema-
tized below. The Dutch lexicalization pattern is given in (62b).












Consequently, the English morpheme self is predicted to surface also in those
local binding configurations where only the [uIn], but no [R]-feature is present, as in
ECM constructions or spatial PPs. Thus, in contrast to Dutch, in configurations such





In such contexts, features spelled out by self will constitute a subset of features
present in its lexical entry, which is in accordance with the Spell-Out principle we
have adopted. The difference in the inventory of anaphoric expressions between
Dutch and English has therefore important consequences for the distributional prop-
erties of these anaphoric forms.
8.2.5.5 Reinhart and Reuland (1993)
The analysis developed in this section takes as its starting point the observation that
cross-linguistically reflexive constructions seem to require special licensing, which in
Dutch is instantiated in the choice between a SELF and a SE anaphor. The requirement
for special licensing of reflexive configurations lies also at the heart of the extremely
influential proposal by Reinhart and Reuland (1993). I will finish off this section by
contrasting their account with the one proposed here.
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On the analysis pursued here, the observation that a SELF anaphor, or more pre-
cisely the self morpheme must be used in reflexive configurations reduces to the fact
that the proposed [R]-feature is obligatorily present in these contexts. Since neither
the pronominal nor the SE anaphor can lexicalize this feature, a SELF morpheme is
required (except in cases featuring inherently reflexive verbs). This however does not
mean that SELF morphemes will only surface in reflexive configurations. We have
seen that the analysis allows us to capture the fact that SELF anaphors can also ap-
pear in non-reflexive local binding contexts, such as ECM constructions and cases
involving spatial PPs. The situation is different on R&R’s view.
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) assume that a reflexive predicate must be reflex-
ive marked and argue that SELF anaphors function as reflexive markers. Recall that a
predicate is reflexive if two of its arguments are coindexed. On R&R’s view therefore,
whenever we see a SELF anaphor, we are either dealing with a reflexive configuration,
or the predicate is not reflexive and the anaphor is logophoric. Given these options,
the strategy they adopt for dealing with SELF anaphors in ECM constructions is to ar-
gue that ECM constructions qualify as reflexive configurations, while SELF anaphors
embedded in spatial PPs are treated as logophoric. Both solutions are problematic, as
I will argue in the rest of this section. The first requires considerable complications of
the theory, and particularly of the definition of argumenthood. The second, as I have
already argued, wrongly pushes PP-anaphora out of the domain of grammar proper
and into the realm of the discourse component.
Consider first cases involving ECM verbs. As R&R note, when they function
as ECM subjects, anaphors do not show properties associated with logophoric uses
of anaphora and therefore cannot be treated as logophors. On their account, the
only remaining option is to analyze them as markers of reflexivity in these contexts.
However, assuming a standard definition of argumenthood in terms of theta-marking,
the matrix predicate in (64) would not be considered reflexive as the ECM subject is
not theta-marked by the matrix verb. Thus sentences such as (64) seem to violate their
Condition A, since the anaphor would reflexive-mark the predicate, but the predicate
would not be reflexive.
(64) Maxi expects himselfi to pass the exam.
(65) Condition A
A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
To circumvent this problem, R&R propose an alternative definition of argumenthood,
assumed to be relevant for the Binding theory. First, they argue that Condition A
applies to syntactic predicates and then suggest the following disjunctive definition
of syntactic arguments:
(66) The syntactic arguments of P are the projections assigned θ-role or Case by
P.
With these modifications, ECM cases such as (64) no longer pose a problem. The
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ECM subject does not receive its theta-role from the matrix predicate, but it is as-
signed case by it, which according to R&R’s definition, suffices to make ECM sub-
jects count as arguments of the matrix predicate. If so, then Condition A is met in
(64) given that the syntactic predicate of expect has two of its syntactic arguments
coindexed.
In contrast to R&R’s account, on the analysis pursued here ECM constructions
are not treated as reflexive configurations. This creates no problems since SELF
anaphors are not limited to appearing in reflexive configurations. The featural spec-
ification of the English morpheme self allows it to surface also in configurations
where no [R]-feature is present, in accordance with the adopted Spell-Out principle.
In ECM constructions, the self morpheme will obligatorily surface in English not
because it is spelling the [R]-feature, but because it is lexicalizing [uIn]. In addition,
the [R]-feature itself, which is obligatory in reflexive configurations, can also appear
in non-reflexive constructions and thereby cause a SELF-morpheme to surface.
For languages which, unlike English, make a two-way distinction between SE
and SELF anaphors, the analysis I have been pursuing also predicts that a SE anaphor
should be licit in ECM contexts given that these are not reflexive configurations. As
we have seen, this prediction is borne out in Dutch. For R&R, the fact that a SE
anaphor can appear in ECM constructions constitutes one of the major reasons for
assuming that Conditions A and B do not apply to the same types of predicates, as
stated below (italics mine).
(67) Condition A
A reflexive-marked syntactic predicate is reflexive.
(68) Condition B
A reflexive semantic predicate is reflexive-marked.
If Condition B, like Condition A, also applied to syntactic predicates, then it









Zich here counts as a syntactic argument of the matrix verb since it is assigned
case by it. Therefore, this is a reflexive construction in R&R’s view and should be
reflexive marked, but zich cannot function as a reflexive marker. This problem is
avoided by making Condition B apply to semantic, rather than syntactic predicates.
In (69), the whole embedded IP, rather than its subject, is the semantic argument of
the matrix verb. Thus, there is no reflexive semantic predicate and reflexive marking
is not necessary, making zich licit in these configurations.
Turning to configurations which involve spatial PPs, R&R treat SELF anaphors
in these environments as logophoric in nature. As I have already extensively argued
in the previous chapter, this seems to be a problematic conclusion for English, and
one that leads to complications of the theory of variable binding. Moreover, it is
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called into question by the fact that in certain languages anaphors which can function
as reflexive markers also occur in PP-environments even though they generally do
not have logophoric uses. In contrast to R&R’s proposal, the analysis pursued here
allows us to subsume PP-anaphora under cases of local binding.
8.2.6 Summary
In this section, I have argued that the behaviour of anaphors can be understood on
the basis of the features they possess and the way these interact with properties of
the grammatical system. The proposal takes as its starting point the semantic distinc-
tion between variable binding and coreference in interpreting anaphoric relations. As
pointed out by Reinhart (1983b) and much subsequent work, the failure to distin-
guish bound variable from coreferential uses of anaphora has led to many stubborn
problems in the canonical binding theory. Binding theory, Reinhart (1983b) argues,
should only regulate bound variable uses of anaphora. Coreference, on the other
hand, is subject to the principles of the discourse component and beyond the purview
of grammar proper. This is the view I have adopted in this and the preceding chap-
ter. I have then assumed that a combination of [uIn] and unvalued φ yields a bound
variable dependency at the interface. The φ-features must be valued in the course of
the syntactic derivation in order to be interpretable at the interface. This establishes
a syntactic dependency between an anaphor and the antecedent. The [In]-feature is
interpreted at the interface as the instruction to assign an integer to the noun phrase
bearing it. When an [uIn] is inserted into the derivation, as in the case of anaphors, it
will not be visible at the interface. In such cases, the translation procedure mapping
syntactic to semantic representation ensures that the anaphor receives the index of the
noun phrase it enters into φ-agreement with. The anaphor thus always ends up coin-
dexed, and semantically bound, by its antecedent. The requirement that anaphors find
antecedents follows from the need to establish the relevant Agree-relation between
the features lexicalized by the antecedent and those lexicalized by the anaphor. Since
Agree is constrained by the PIC, it also follows that the phase should act as the local
binding domain for anaphors, as argued extensively in the previous chapter. If no lo-
cal antecedent is available, i.e no antecedent within the same phasal domain, only the
derivation which starts with an [iIn] will yield a licit interface representation. [iIn]
can then be lexicalized by the pronominal at the point of Spell-Out. No syntactic
locality effects are expected in this case, given that no Agree relation is established
between the binder and the bindee in the course of the derivation. As we have seen,
this is the correct result since pronominals can be associated with their antecedents
across phasal boundaries, and even syntactic islands.
The distribution of anaphors and pronominals is thus tightly linked to their featu-
ral make-up and general principles of syntactic computation. Relying on assumptions
about the featural composition of particular lexical items paves a way for capturing
at least some of the differences in distributional patterns between various anaphoric
expressions across languages. Thus, while in English the pertinent [uIn]-feature is
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argued to be part of the featural specification of the self -morpheme, forcing its pres-
ence in all local binding configurations, in Dutch this feature is arguably lexicalized
by the anaphor zich, rather then by zelf, the cognate of the English SELF-morpheme.
Consequently, in a number of local binding environments in Dutch, a SELF anaphor
is not required and it suffices to use zich instead.
Investigation of anaphoric dependencies in Dutch led us also to further refine-
ments regarding how binding relations are encoded. It has been shown that two types
of local binding configurations must be distinguished, those where the anaphor and
its antecedent are coarguments of the same predicate, and those where they are not,
but are still within the same local domain, namely the phase. Following a relatively
well-established tradition, I have used the term reflexive configuration to refer to the
former type. In languages that make a distinction between SE and SELF anaphors,
the SELF anaphor must appear in reflexive configurations. In other local binding
environments, either anaphoric expression can be used.
On the analysis developed here, the obligatory presence of the SELF anaphor,
or more concretely the SELF morpheme, is tied to the obligatory presence of a par-
ticular feature, labelled as [R], in reflexive configurations. Adopting the view that
lexical insertion happens post-syntactically and assuming that the lexical entry for
the SELF-morpheme contains the proposed [R]-feature, the SELF morpheme is pre-
dicted to occur whenever the [R]-feature is present in syntactic structure. The relevant
question to ask then is why [R]-feature must be present in reflexive configurations.
In answering this question, I have followed an earlier proposal by Reuland (2001),
who argues that coreference between two arguments of the same predicate results in
an illicit interface representation where the two arguments can no longer be distin-
guished as distinct semantic objects. In other words, cases where P(x,x), i.e. where
the predicate takes two tokens of the same variable, are illicit. The violation can
be circumvented, while retaining the bound reading, if the predicate takes two argu-
ments, one identical to x, and the other to the value of some function of x, i.e. P(x,
f(x)). This is achieved by SELF-marking. Adopting this view, I have thus argued that
the proposed [R]-feature, lexicalized by a SELF morpheme, denotes a function which
maps x onto an object that can stand proxy for x, i.e. it yields a ‘representation’ of x.
The [uIn]-feature is still needed though to ensure anaphoric dependency.
The proposed account allows us to capture the fact that a SELF morpheme must
surface in reflexive configurations, but at the same time it does not predict that these
are the only environments in which a SELF morpheme can appear. In non-reflexive
contexts, the [R]-feature is not required, but not ruled out either. Consequently, a
SELF morpheme may surface also in non-reflexive configurations, whenever this fea-
ture is present in the syntactic structure. In Dutch, where both zich and zichzelf are
available in non-reflexive contexts, the choice of one anaphoric expression over the
other may yield interpretational differences. In such cases, the use of zichzelf yields
a dissociation or a proxy reading, which is consistent with the semantic analysis of
the [R]-feature which zelf lexicalizes. In English, the self -morpheme is assumed to
be able to lexicalize both the [R]- and the [uIn]-feature, and is therefore predicted
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to occur also in contexts where no [R]-feature is present. Such a treatment of En-
glish reflexives allows us to rather straightforwardly account for their presence in
ECM/raising constructions and contexts involving spatial PPs, without encountering
problems that Reinhart and Reuland’s (1993) analysis faces.
8.3 The issue of (non)complementarity between
anaphors and pronominals
In the canonical binding theory, the distribution of anaphors and pronominals is reg-
ulated by the following binding conditions:
(70) Binding Condition A
An anaphor is bound in its governing category.
(71) Binding Condition B
A pronominal is free in its governing category.
So far I have focused almost exclusively on anaphors, arguing that their distri-
bution can be reduced to their featural make-up, thereby eliminating Condition A.
Anaphors surface in cases where the derivation starts with the combination of [uIn]
and unvalued φ. The φ-features are valued in the course of the syntactic deriva-
tion through an Agree relation with a local antecedent. Given that the application of
Agree is constrained by the PIC, the locality conditions on anaphoric binding follow.
In other words, the proposal predicts that the phase is the local domain for binding of
anaphors, as argued extensively in chapter 7.
What about Condition B effects? In the previous sections, I have made explicit
my assumptions regarding the featural specification of pronominals. One might ask
whether the distribution of pronominals can also be made to follow from the their
featural composition. Given that we have shown Condition A to be eliminable, main-
taining Condition B would be highly undesirable. In this section, I will investigate to
what extent the distribution of pronominals can be derived from their featural spec-
ification. We will see that although relying solely on the featural specification and
the theory of lexical insertion that we have adopted can take us a long way in ac-
counting for the distribution of pronominals, these factors alone are not sufficient to
capture all Condition B effects. I will then briefly discuss what additional factor(s)
might be involved, leaving a more detailed account of Condition B effects for another
occasion.
8.3.1 Non-local binding configurations
In configurations where a binding relation spans a phasal boundary, as in (72), the
bindee takes the form of a pronominal.
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(72) Johni/[Every classmate]i knows that we invited himi/*himselfi.
The model developed here predicts that this should be the case. Recall that an anaphor
will surface in configurations where [uIn] is present, given that it bears [uIn] in its
featural specification.36 Since the [In]-feature is uninterpretable, an Agree-relation
in φ-features must be established in the course of the syntactic derivation in order to
obtain a licit interface representation, as discussed in detail in the previous section.
The required syntactic dependency cannot however be established in cases like (72)
since there is a phase boundary intervening between the binder and the bindee and
Agree is constrained by the PIC. Therefore, in order to get the object of invite in
(72) bound by the matrix clause subject, the object of invite must enter the derivation




iIn φP v VP
φ[3.sg.m.] . . . V CP




φ[3.sg.m] . . .
[iIn] can be directly mapped onto an integer value at the interface, and no syntac-
tic dependency with the antecedent needs to be established. Consequently, the fact
that the binder and the bindee are separated by a phasal boundary causes no problems.
At the point of Spell-Out, the pronominal will lexicalize both the [iIn] and the φ-
features, in accordance with its featural specification. Recall that on the assumptions
spelled out in the previous section, pronominals contain at least [iIn] and [φ]-features
in their featural specification. Since in cases like (72), the features present in the syn-
tactic structure match the features that the lexical entry for the pronominal contains,
36More precisely, [uIn] is part of the featural specification of the morpheme self in En-
glish, and the morpheme zich in Dutch.
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a pronominal will be inserted in this configuration. Note that the self -morpheme can-
not be inserted in this case since the features it is lexically specified for, namely [uIn]
and [R], are not present in the syntactic representation of (72). At the interface, the
configuration in (73) may give rise to a bound variable interpretation, as discussed
in the previous section. We have already seen that the interpretative relation at the
interface is not sensitive to syntactic locality restrictions. The analysis pursued here
thus correctly predicts that a pronominal should be used in nonlocal binding config-
urations, i.e. configurations where the binder and the bindee are not within the same
phase.
The situation is different when it comes to local binding contexts. We have seen
in the previous section that two types of local binding configurations must be distin-
guished: reflexive and non-reflexive ones. I will discuss each of these in turn.
8.3.2 Reflexive local binding configurations
In section 8.2.5, we have distinguished two types of local binding configurations:
those where the phrases in a binding relation are arguments of the same predicate
and those where they are not, but where they still occupy the same phasal domain.
In a language like Dutch, the distinction is reflected in the choice of the anaphoric
type. Namely, in reflexive configurations a SELF anaphor must be used, whereas
in other local binding contexts both a SELF and a SE anaphor is in principle pos-
sible. We have captured this distributional difference by postulating the presence
of an additional feature in reflexive configurations, namely the [R]-feature. Failure
to employ this feature in cases where the binding relation involves two arguments
of the same predicate has been argued to result in an illicit interface representation.
Assuming then that the pertinent feature is lexicalized by the SELF morpheme, we
correctly predict that a SELF anaphor would be obligatory in such environments. In
other local environments, the presence of [R]-feature is not required and therefore a
SELF-morpheme need not surface. The presence of [uIn] ensures the establishment
of an anaphoric dependency. In Dutch, we have argued, [uIn] is spelled out by the SE
anaphor, zich.
In English, the distinction between reflexive and non-reflexive local configura-
tions is blurred by the fact that English only has one type of anaphors, namely SELF
anaphors. The self -morpheme in English lexicalizes both the [R] and the [uIn]. Thus,
it is predicted to appear in all local binding configurations. Assuming that pronomi-
nals do not have the [R]-feature in their feature specification, we also predict that the
self -morpheme is obligatory in reflexive configurations. An example of the relevant
context is repeated below.
(74) Johni likes himselfi/*himi.
Given that the binder and the bindee are coarguments in (74), the presence of
the [R]-feature is required to obtain a licit result. Since only the self -morpheme, but
crucially not the pronominal, can spell out the [R]-feature, it is predicted that the
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self -morpheme will surface in cases such as these.
The proposed analysis therefore captures a subset of Condition B effects by re-
lying on the featural composition of pronominals and the self -morpheme. In local
binding configurations involving two arguments of the same predicate, the need to
lexicalize the [R]-feature ensures that we never see simply a pronominal appearing.
The self -morpheme is always required in such contexts.
8.3.3 Non-reflexive local binding configurations
Let us turn now to non-reflexive local binding configurations. Recall that these are
contexts where the binding relation is established between two phrases which are
not arguments of the same predicate but nevertheless occupy the same local domain,
namely the phase. Two environments of this type that we will focus on at this point
are ECM/raising constructions and spatial PPs. Interestingly and quite surprisingly,
we observe different distributional patterns in these two contexts. In ECM and rais-
ing constructions, only anaphors are licit, whereas inside spatial PPs both anaphors
and bound pronominals can be used in English. Some representative examples are
repeated below.
(75) a. Johni considers himselfi/*himi to be smart.
b. Johni seems to himselfi/*himi to be smart.
(76) a. Johni saw a snake near himselfi/himi.
b. Johni looked around himselfi/himi.
c. Johni pulled the blanket over himselfi/himi.
Within the canonical binding theory, the availability of both anaphors and pronom-
inals in spatial PPs is prima facie unexpected. Conditions A and B taken together
predict that anaphors and pronominals should be in complementary distribution, i.e.
in environments where anaphors are licit, pronominals should be ruled out. This
prediction is clearly not borne out in cases like (76). The fact that the expected com-
plementarity breaks down in certain configurations has led to a number of revisions
of the classical binding theory (see for instance Chomsky (1986b), Hestvik (1991)).
While cases like (76) are problematic for the canonical binding theory, it is in
fact examples such as (75) that are troublesome on the approach pursued here. Let
us consider why. Note that the coindexed phrases in (75) and (76) are not argu-
ments of the same predicate: the antecedents are arguments of the matrix verb, while
the anaphors/pronominals are arguments of the embedded verb in (75) and of the
preposition in (76). Therefore, we are not dealing with reflexive configurations in
these cases and the presence of the [R]-feature is not strictly required. This means
that the anaphoric relations given above can be encoded solely in terms of the [uIn]-
feature (and φ-features). Observe also that the anaphors/pronominals and their an-
tecedents are within the same local domain. In (75), the two do not initially occupy
the same local domain, but come to do so as a result of displacement. In (76), the
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anaphors/pronominals and their antecedents are within the same domain when both
occupy their base-generated positions, given the assumption that PPs do not define
phases. Consequently, one possible derivation of (75) and (76) would start with [uIn]
and unvalued φ. φ-features can then be valued through an Agree operation with a
local antecedent. At Spell-Out, [uIn] would be lexicalized by the self -morpheme.
The availability of anaphors in both (75) and (76) is therefore expected.
Consider now an alternative derivation of (75) and (76) that would start with a
valued set of φ-features, accompanied by an interpretable [In]-feature.37 In that case,
no syntactic dependency would be created between the binder and the bindee. At
Spell-Out, the bindee could then take the form of a pronominal, given that, in ac-
cordance with its feature specification, a pronominal can lexicalize [iIn] and φ. At
the interface, this configuration can result in a bound-variable relation. Nothing we
have said so far rules out such a derivation. When the derivation starts with an inter-
pretable [In], it is thus irrelevant whether the potential antecedent is in the same local
domain or not since no syntactic dependency needs to be established. Consequently,
we predict that in cases like (75) and (76), both anaphors and pronominals should in
principle be available. This prediction is however not borne out in (75). Hence, on
the approach pursued here, the question is how to rule out pronominals in configura-
tions such as (75) and how to capture the difference between (75) and (76). It is clear
that relying solely on the featural composition of anaphors and pronominals does not
suffice to capture their distribution in non-reflexive local binding configurations.
Following some earlier suggestions, in the following subsection I will argue that
this residue of Condition B might be captured by appealing to an economy condition.
In 8.3.3.2, I will then revisit PP-binding environments and briefly discuss what factors
might be responsible for yielding different distributional patterns in (75) and (76).
8.3.3.1 Economy considerations
A recurring idea in the literature among those trying to eliminate Condition B is to
reduce it to an economy condition of a sort (Taraldsen (1996), Koster (1997), Horn-
stein (2001), Reuland (2001), Hicks (2009), etc.). On these accounts, pronominals
are considered less economical for some reason or other, and therefore disfavoured
in contexts where an anaphor is licit. Approaches such as these are consistent with
the emphasis placed on economy in the Minimalist Program.
Koster (1997), for instance, formalises this idea as the Principle of Maximal Spe-
cialization, a general grammatical principle which subsumes Condition B.
(77) Principle of Maximal Specialization
In a grammatical dependency relation R, select the most specialized form.
A form is more specialized if it ‘can fulfil fewer functions’. The consequence of
this is that reflexives, which are more specialized than pronominals, will be chosen in
37Recall that combining [uIn] with a valued φ would yield an illicit interface representa-
tion. Refer back to section 8.2.2 for discussion.
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contexts where they are licensed. One concern that this approach raises is how ‘being
a more specialized form’ is to be properly defined so that the desired empirical facts
are derived.
Hicks’s (2009) economy-based elimination of Condition B is a formalization of
the idea that ungrammaticality in Condition B configurations arises from the fact that
Agree could have applied were it not for the fact that pronominals bear valued [VAR]
features and so are incapable of triggering Agree. He takes as his starting point
Ćitko’s (2006) proposal regarding Across-the-Board (ATB) movement constructions
in Slavic. Namely, Ćitko suggests that economy prefers derivations arising from
numerations with fewer instances of the same lexical items over those with more.
Such derivations result in maximal structure-sharing. Hicks suggests that this pref-
erence for structure-sharing should be broadened to a preference for feature-sharing.
In particular, feature sharing is maximised not only when the number of tokens of
identical lexical items is reduced, but also when as many features as possible enter
the derivation unvalued. He proposes that this type of economy consideration can be
formalized in the following way:
(78) Maximize Featural Economy
Establish dependencies via syntactic operations where possible.
Hicks then argues that this economy condition ensures that when two matching fea-
tures with identical values are in a configuration in which Agree can apply between
them, Agree must have applied, establishing feature-sharing by syntactic means. Re-
call that on Hicks’s view bound pronominals do not receive the value of the [VAR]-
feature in the course of the syntactic derivation, but just happen to enter the derivation
bearing the same value of the [VAR]-feature as their antecedents. Consider then (79).
Both the pronominal and its local antecedent enter the derivation with an identical
value of the [VAR]-feature. However, if the [VAR]-feature were unvalued, precisely
the same output could be derived by Agree, so (78) applies to block (79). Employing
a pronominal that enters the derivation with a [VAR] already specified with the same
value as its local antecedent is ruled out as uneconomical.
(79) *Johni loves himi.
[TP John[V ar:x] [vP < John[V ar:x] > likes him[V ar:x]]]
Though the intuition behind Hicks’s approach is clear and not novel, the down-
side of Hicks’s proposal is that the formulation in (78) is rather vague. This particu-
larly concerns the clause “where possible”. It is also not obvious that the step from
Ćitko’s economy condition to the one that Hicks proposes is as straightforward as
Hicks presents it to be. While it seems intuitively plausible that having a numera-
tion with a single token of a lexical item would be more economical than employing
several tokens of the same item, it is more difficult to see why choosing unvalued
features and then valuing them in syntax should be more economical than simply
choosing the valued version of the same feature. Hicks offers no discussion of this
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point. Note that the condition in (78) seems to imply that establishing dependen-
cies by syntactic means is more economical than establishing dependencies via some
other mechanisms. However, it is unclear what other mechanisms (78) is intended to
rule out. What is more, if I understood Hicks’s proposal correctly, there is in fact no
formal dependency whatsoever between the pronominal and its antecedent and thus
no mechanism for encoding dependencies is required: upon the selection for the nu-
meration, a particular value for the [VAR]-feature borne by the pronominal is chosen
and this value just happens to be the same as the value of another c-commanding DP.
An earlier proposal by Reuland (2001) is more explicit in this respect. According
to Reuland, the relevant ‘cost’ is linked to the component of grammar involved. In
particular, he argues that syntactic processes are more economical then processes at
the interface, and the latter are more economical than processes involving the dis-
course storage. The proposal builds on Reinhart (1983b) and Reinhart and Grodzin-
sky (1993), who discuss the availability of bound variable and coreferential interpre-
tations of pronominals. Observe that an example like (80) has in fact two representa-
tions at the interface, one where him is a variable bound by Bill, the other where him
is referential.
(80) *Bill adores him.
a. Bill λx (x adores x)
b. Bill λx (x adores a)
As Reuland points out, since the value of a can be freely chosen, one interpretation
of (80b) is (81).
(81) Bill λx (x adores Bill)
According to Reinhart (1983b) and Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993), Binding
theory regulates only the bound variable interpretation. Coreference is a matter of
the discourse component. Thus, Condition B can be called upon to rule out (80a),
but not (80b). Although we might want to rule out (81) in general, the acceptability
of examples such as (82) shows that it would be wrong to exclude this interpretation
under all circumstances.
(82) a. I know what Mary and Bill have in common. Mary adores him and
Bill adores him too.
b. I dreamt that I was Brigitte Bardot and I kissed me. (due to George
Lakoff, discussed in Heim (1998))
Reinhart (1983b) and Reinhart and Grodzinsky (1993) thus formulate the following
interpretative condition to express when the coreference option is blocked:
(83) Rule I: Intrasentential Coreference
NP A cannot corefer with NP B if replacing A with C, C a variable A-bound
by B, yields an indistinguishable interpretation.
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The rationale behind (83) is that coreference is not grammatically impossible in (80),
but this option cannot be used because another available process is preferred for in-
dependent reasons.38 Reuland (2001) points out that Rule I uses in fact an economy
principle, reflecting a division of labour within the linguistic system: the process of
encoding a dependency in the semantic structure by variable binding is more read-
ily accessible than establishing coreference by using the discourse storage. Reuland
then argues that the choice of anaphors over pronominals involves the same logic,
but different components - namely, operations in narrow syntax versus operations
at the interface. Given that both pronominals and anaphors can function as bound
variables and thus yield the same interface representations, logical binding should
be compared with some other way of establishing a dependency, which, in the end,
should be preferred. The alternative mechanism in question is feature-valuation in
narrow syntax. This intuition is then stated as Rule BV, where R stands for a syntac-
tic feature-checking relation, an A-bound in this context refers to Reinhart’s (1995)
logical-syntax-based definition of binding.39
(84) Rule BV: bound variable representation
NP A cannot be A-bound by NP B if replacing A with C, C an NP such that
B R C, yields an indistinguishable interface representation.
Taken together, Rule I and Rule BV imply a ranking, with processes within narrow
syntax being most and those in the discourse component least economical. Other
considerations also speak in favour of such a ranking.40 It is often assumed that
processes in the narrow syntax are automatic, and hence plausibly cheap. As Reu-
land points out, computations within the interpretative component are automatized
to a lesser extent, as evidenced by difficulties that speakers face in interpreting com-
plex quantificational structures. The same has been argued for processes involving
the discourse storage, as these require access to various linguistic and non-linguistic
contextual information. Rule I and Rule BV are thus a consequence of more general
economy considerations that prefer the establishment of dependencies in one linguis-
tic component over the other.
I will follow Reuland (2001) in assuming that the choice between anaphors and
pronominals reflects a more general preference for employing narrow syntactic, rather
than interface operations in establishing dependencies. In (85a), the dependency be-
38The process in question is the “early closure” of an open expression. See Reinhart
(1983b) for details.
39(i) gives Reinhart’s (1995) definition of binding:
(i) A-binding
α A-binds β iff α is the sister of a λ-predicate whose operator binds β.
40Reuland (2001) argues that the relevant ranking need not be stipulated, but can in fact
be derived and proposes an economy metric that is intended to achieve that. I refer the reader
to Reuland (2001) for details regarding this economy metric.
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tween the two coindexed noun phrases is expressed within narrow syntax, by means
of the Agree operation involving φ-features. In (85b), the dependency is expressed in
the semantic structure, but not encoded in the syntactic component. Deriving (85c)
from (85a) via a syntactic Agree-relation is thus preferred for reasons of economy.
(85) a. Johni considers himselfi to be smart.
b. *Johni considers himi to be smart.
c. John λx (x consider (x smart))
On this view, the derivation yielding (85c) from (85b) does not crash, as no rule of the
narrow syntactic component is violated. As Reuland (2001) points out, this is a wel-
come result because only if it converges can such a derivation block (86). (86) repre-
sents the coreferential interpretation, which involves accessing the discourse storage.
If (86) were allowed, examples such as (85b) would be predicted grammatical on a
coreferential interpretation.
(86) John λx (x consider (a smart)) & a=John
Note that economy conditions only compare convergent derivations (Chomsky
(1995), pp. 220-221). A convergent derivation could never compete with a non-
convergent one. Hence, a derivation yielding a pronominal will be licit from the point
of view of economy, whenever the relation between the anaphor and its antecedent
cannot be syntactically encoded. In these instances pronominals can, and must be
used instead of anaphors.
Before concluding this section, let me add a few comments regarding the kind
of economy we must appeal to in these cases. Observe that economy considerations
the proposed account relies on are not local in character. I have argued that in cer-
tain cases both the derivation yielding a pronominal and the one yielding an anaphor
converge and the decision about which derivation to choose is made on the basis of
information available at the interface. In the current minimalist theorizing, the status
of global economy conditions, such as this one would be, is a matter of debate. It
has been argued both on conceptual and empirical grounds that only local economy
conditions should be permitted, i.e. those that determine well-formedness of a deriva-
tion D by relying solely on information available in the set of syntactic objects that
are part of D, with no appeal to alternative derivations, convergent or non-convergent
ones, allowed. Such a view arose in particular as a reaction to the extensive role that
economy considerations played in the earlier versions of the Minimalist program (see
for instance Chomsky (1995)), which gave rise to growing concerns that incautious
use may lead to computational blowup. Collins (2005), one of the fervent advocates
of local economy, has shown that a number of empirical phenomena previously ar-
gued to involve global economy considerations could be successfully reanalyzed in
terms of local economy. Nevertheless, global economy conditions are still appealed
to in many recent accounts of various linguistic phenomena (see for instance Rein-
hart (2000), Fox (2000), Rezac (2007), etc.). Reinhart (2000) and Fox (2000) make
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a particularly strong case, in my opinion, that at least in the domain of binding phe-
nomena recourse to global economy (i.e. reference-set computation) is required. It is
yet to be shown whether facts they discuss, which involve properties of the interface
such as scope-taking and coreference, could successfully be integrated into purely
local computation. For now, cases such as these might provide the necessary empir-
ical justification that a computationally more complex comparison of derivations is
needed. As already noted, supporting evidence for this view is provided by increased
processing difficulties associated with derivations involving reference-set computa-
tion, as reported in acquisition studies. If the derivations of the pertinent examples
indeed involve a more complex strategy, rather than a mechanical syntactic rule, then
this might explain the observed processing difficulties that arise with such examples.
A common conceptual argument against global economy is that it greatly in-
creases computational complexity since alternative derivations must be constructed
and compared. Though this is a valid concern, how grave it is depends on how one
construes interface access to the computation. On a phase-based view of computation
as assumed here, we do not need access to the entire derivation to determine whether
an anaphor or a pronominal will be used. It suffices to inspect a phasal domain. It
is only within a phase that the pertinent syntactic dependency can be established (in
cases where the bindee bears [uIn]), resulting in a legitimate output that can be sent
off to the interfaces. The relevant part of the structure can then be evaluated for econ-
omy. If the valuation cannot be achieved within a phase containing the phrase bearing
the unvalued φ-features, the derivation will not converge and the only alternative that
remains is to resort to the derivation which would yield a pronominal. No appeal to
economy is then required. Thus, only a part of the structure needs to be considered,
which considerably reduces computational burden. I won’t discuss the issue further
at this point. For a more detailed justification of the need for global economy condi-
tions within the domain that concerns us here, namely that of binding phenomena, I
refer the reader to Reinhart (2000), Fox (2000), Reuland (2001).
8.3.3.2 PP-binding contexts
The economy-based solution sketched out in the previous section captures the previ-
ously problematic contrast between the (a) and (b) examples below. Examples where
the self -morpheme surfaces involve the derivation where the dependency between the
anaphor and its antecedent is syntactically coded via an Agree relation in φ-features,
which in turn is required due to the presence of [uIn] in the structure. No such syntac-
tic dependency exists in examples featuring pronominals. Economy considerations
then favour derivations yielding anaphors.
(87) a. Johni considers himselfi to be smart.
b. *Johni considers himi to be smart.
(88) a. Johni seems to himselfi to be smart.
b. *Johni seems to himi to be smart.
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Whereas the distributional patterns observed above are now captured, problems how-
ever arise with binding configurations involving spatial PPs. We expect now that
economy should block the use of pronominals in PP-binding contexts, on a par with
examples involving ECM and raising verbs. Nevertheless, as we have already seen,
both anaphors and bound pronominals can appear as complements to spatial Ps in
languages like English. Some representative examples are repeated below.
(89) a. Johni saw a snake near himselfi/himi.
b. Johni looked around himselfi/himi.
c. Johni pulled the blanket over himselfi/himi.
One common line of approach in dealing with examples like (89) is to assume
that local domains for anaphors and bound pronominals are not the same. Hicks
(2009) appeals to this type of solution within the phase-based approach to binding
phenomena. Recall that Hicks makes a distinction between LF- and PF-phases. On
his view, anaphors must find an antecedent within their minimal LF-phase, while
pronominals are sensitive only to the presence of a PF-phase boundary. The ‘core’
phases vP and CP count as both LF- and PF-phases, which, Hicks argues, created the
illusion of full complementarity between pronominals and anaphors. However, both
anaphors and bound pronominals become available in environments involving spatial
Ps. According to Hicks, this happens because PPs are only PF-phases, but crucially
not LF-phases. Thus, in cases like (89), the pronominal is acceptable because it
remains unbound within its minimal PF phase, namely the PP. On the other hand,
since only LF-phases are relevant for the distribution of anaphors, an anaphor is free
to search for an antecedent outside the PP. Hence, the use of anaphors in (89) is also
licit.
The question that arises on this view is why anaphors and pronominals should
care about LF- and PF-phases, respectively. The reasons why anaphors are sensi-
tive to LF-phases have already been discussed in section 7.9. Recall that, on Hicks’s
assumptions, anaphors enter the derivation with an unvalued [VAR]- feature which
must be valued before the relevant chunk of syntactic derivation is transferred to
the interfaces. At the LF-phasal boundary, it is semanticosyntactic features that are
transferred. Since the [VAR]-feature belongs to this class of features, the sensitivity
of anaphors to LF-phases is explained. It is more puzzling however why PF-phases
should be the relevant local domains for bound pronominals. Once a PF-phase is
complete, morphosyntactic features are sent to the PF-interface. Semanticosyntactic
features are unaffected. The question then is why the transfer of morphosyntactic fea-
tures to the PF should affect semantic interpretation, i.e. the binding possibilities of
pronominals. To explain the relevance of PF-phases for Condition B, Hicks appeals
to the Activity condition. Namely, Chomsky (2000) argues that only DPs bearing
unvalued Case features are syntactically active and capable of entering into an Agree
operation. Hicks proposes that “the mechanisms giving rise to Condition B effects
are sensitive to whether the features of the pronoun are active at the point when an-
other DP sharing the same value for [VAR] enters the derivation” (Hicks (2009), p.
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201). But it is unclear why they should be. The answer can’t be that a valued case
feature makes other features inactive and precludes a successful Agree relation. This
is because pronominals enter the derivation with a valued [VAR]-feature (the value
of which happens to be the same as that of its local antecedent), and are thus inde-
pendantly incapable of triggering Agree. It is anaphors which enter into an Agree
relation with their antecedents, so if anything we should expect anaphors to be sensi-
tive to the value of case features. Nevertheless, Case plays no role in Hicks’s account
of Condition A effects, but is apparently crucial for Condition B effects.
Given these concerns, one wonders whether the distributional pattern observed
in (89) can be accounted for without enriching the typology of phases. Let me briefly
sketch two possibilities that are consistent with the assumptions we have adopted so
far.
In this section I have argued that economy considerations dictate that a deriva-
tion which requires the morpheme self to surface is preferred in nonreflexive local
binding configurations. Note that only derivations that yield nondistinct interface rep-
resentations are assumed to enter into economy calculations. This is made explicit in
Rule I and Rule BV, both of which require that the derivations considered result in
indistinguishable interface representations. If the use of the pronominal in place of
an anaphor in PP-binding contexts has distinct interpretational effects, then the two
derivations, the one yielding the pronominal and the one yielding the anaphor, would
no longer be in competition and both derivations would be allowed.
In fact, it has long been noted that choosing a pronominal or an anaphor in config-
urations involving binding into PPs can affect interpretation. These interpretational
effects have recently been discussed by Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007), who
formulate several generalizations on the basis of such observations.
Already in the 70s, Cantrall (1974) has observed that the choice of an anaphor
or a pronominal may reflect a shift in viewpoint. Consider the following pair of
examples from the classic paper by Lees and Klima (1963):
(90) a. They placed their guns in front of them.
b. They placed their guns in front of themselves.
Lees and Klima (1963) mark (90b) as unacceptable. Cantrall (1974) however notes
that for many speakers both examples are fine, though with a difference in meaning
which can be perceived as a shift in viewpoint. Insertion of a parenthetical indicating
viewpoint makes this difference clearer.
(91) a. They placed their guns, as they looked at it, in front of themselves /
*them.
b. They placed their guns, as I looked at it, in front of *themselves / them.
According to Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007), the generalization that emerges
on the basis of these and similar examples is that the use of the pronominal correlates
with the speaker perspective, while the use of the reflexive shifts the perspective to
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that of the referent of the anaphor.
A different interpretational effect has been noted by Kuno (1987). Consider as
an illustration the following pairs of examples:
(92) a. John hid the book behind himself.
b. John hid the book behind him.
(93) a. John pulled the blanket over himself.
b. John pulled the blanket over him.
(94) a. John put the blanket under himself.
b. John put the blanket under him.
According to Kuno, the difference in (92) has to do with whether or not there is
physical contact between John and the book. In (92a), the book is in John’s hands,
touching his back. (92b) on the other hand does not require direct contact between the
book and John: the book might be on a chair, with John standing in front of the chair
so that the book cannot be seen. (93a) implies that the blanket is over John’s entire
body. If his head is sticking out, (93b) is preferred. Similarly, (94a) implies that John
was trying to hide the blanket by covering it with his body, while (94b) lacks such an
implication. Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007) argue that considerations of this
type support the following generalization: the self -form requires a locative relation
of concrete, close, total bodily proximity, while the pronominal allows for a more
abstract locative relation: vicinity, proximity, partial coverage.41
Relying on interpretative differences such as those noted above, we might then ar-
gue that derivations yielding anaphors and those yielding pronominals in PP-binding
configurations do not result in indistinguishable semantic representations. Conse-
quently, the two derivations would not enter into competition and economy would
41Kuno’s generalization is somewhat different, as he tries to extend these observations be-
yond contexts involving locative PPs. For Kuno, the (non)complementarity between pronom-
inals and anaphors is a consequence of the following semantic filter:
(i) Semantic Constraint on Reflexives
A [+reflexive] NP that ends with -self/selves can be used in English if and only if
its referent is the direct recipient of the actions or mental states represented by the
sentence.
According to Kuno, both reflexives and pronominals are in principle acceptable in what are
standardly viewed as local binding contexts. The reason why reflexive is always used in
canonical cases of local binding such as (ii) is because in such contexts the referent is always
the direct target of the actions represented by the sentence.
(ii) John killed himself / *him.
Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007) restrict their generalization only to locative con-
texts, which I believe is the correct step to take.
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not block the derivation in which the pronominal surfaces.
An alternative solution might be developed by building on the proposal by Rooryck
and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007) (henceforth R&VW). R&VW’s account of binding
patterns in PP-environments is tightly linked to the locative nature of the binding
contexts in question. Following Svenonius (2006), R&VW assume that prepositions
project an AxPartP when used in their locative sense. Semantically, AxPart identifies
a region along a particular axis of the object, such as the up-down, or the front-back
axis. The consequence of this assumption is that there is a structural difference be-
tween locative contexts and other configurations including non-locative PPs, namely
only locative PPs contain AxPartP. The choice between pronominals and anaphors
in locative PPs then derives from the following assumptions regarding their inherent
featural composition:
(95) a. pronominals lack grammatical axial dimensions
b. self contributes grammatical axial dimensions to the pronominal form
it attaches to
This amounts to saying that the complex self anaphor has intrinsic AxParts, while
the pronominal him lacks intrinsic AxParts. Thus, the self -form is semantically rich
enough to provide the semantics of axial dimensions in locative contexts.
When a reflexive is used in a locative PP, an Agree-relationship is established
between AxPart and the axial dimension of the self -form.
(96) John put the book behind himself.
[Evid Speaker1P.SG John put the book [PP behind [AxPart ∅{front-back} [D
himself{front-back}]]]
According to Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007), this gives rise to the intrinsic
frame of reference. The axial dimensions provided by self also account for a strictly
locative interpretation, involving typically direct, physical contact.
When pronominals are used axiality cannot be determined inside the PP projec-
tion, given that pronominals lack axial features by assumption. In this case, R&VW
argue that the Speaker, grammatically represented in the left periphery of the clause,
anchors AxParts via variable binding.
(97) John saw a snake near him.
[Evid Speaker1P.SG John put the book [PP behind [AxPart ∅Speaker [D him]]]]
Binding of AxPart by the Speaker yields the extrinsic or speaker-oriented frame of
reference. Since pronominals lack AxParts and therefore spatial dimensions, con-
figurations involving pronominals allow a more abstract interpretation of locative
relations.
According to R&VW, the proposed derivations also have important ramifications
for the calculation of the local binding domain. They are however not very explicit
regarding the version of the binding theory they endorse. With regards to (96) they
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only note that “the domain for the self -form simply is the minimal domain with an
accessible subject, i.e. the IP that has John as a subject.” (Rooryck and Vanden Wyn-
gaerd (2007), p. 46). In (97), they argue that the Speaker-bound AxPart variable can
be viewed as a second occurrence of Speaker within the same sentence. “The Speaker
a fortiori creates an opaque domain for the application of Condition B of the binding
theory.” (Rooryck and Vanden Wyngaerd (2007), p. 47).
Embedding this proposal within the model of binding pursued here, suppose then
that the presence of the Speaker in AxPartP creates an intervention effect in a manner
similar to the one discussed in the previous section, blocking the valuation of φ-
features. The only alternative hence would be to select [iIn] and valued φ for the
numeration, and avoid the necessity of establishing the relevant Agree relation. Such
a derivation would result in a configuration featuring a pronominal. In (96), where
an Agree relation is established between AxPart and the axial features of the self -
form, no intervention effects would arise. Recall that on our assumptions, an anaphor
embedded in a PP occupies the same phasal domain as the clausal subject, when
the latter is in its base-generated position, SpecvP. All the conditions are therefore
met for an Agree relation to be established in the course of the syntactic derivation.
Consequently, a derivation starting with [uIn] and unvalued φ would yield a licit
output. At Spell-Out, the [uIn] would be spelled out by the morpheme self. The
choice between an anaphor and a pronominal could thus potentially be reduced to a
minimality effect, though precise details of implementation remain to be worked out.
Summing up, I have sketched two potential ways of accounting for availability
of both bound pronominals and anaphors in spatial PPs in English. Both proposals
rely on the presence of interpretative differences between the configurations featuring
anaphors and those that feature bound pronominals. Since, as I have argued, the
choice between the derivation yielding a pronominal and the one yielding an anaphor
in local nonreflexive environments hinges on economy considerations, one possibility
is to argue that due to the presence of intepretative differences, the two derivations
do not enter into competition. Recall that by assumption economy only considers
derivations that lead to indistinguishable interface representations. An alternative is
to rely more closely on a recent analysis of PP-binding configurations by Rooryck and
Vanden Wyngaerd (2007), arguing that the syntactic environments in which anaphors
and pronominals surface are in fact different. In cases where an anaphor appears,
there would be no intervenor present. On the other hand, the derivation yielding a
pronominal would involve an intervenor, namely the Speaker inside the PP, blocking
thereby the syntactic encoding of the relevant binding relation.
8.3.3.3 Revisiting the typology of PPs
In light of the suggested analysis of binding into PPs, let us return for a moment to
the typology of PPs that we took as our point of departure in the previous chapter.
Recall that we started by distinguishing functional prepositions such as those in (98)
that do not allow bound pronominals as their complements, from those in (99) that
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allow both an anaphor and a pronominal.
(98) a. John sent a letter to himself /*him.
b. John always talks about himself /*him.
(99) a. John pulled the blanket over himself /him.
b. John looked around himself /him.
I then speculated that the relevant difference between these two types of Ps might
be that the functional prepositions are simply the Spell-Out of case-layer(s), rather
than instantiations of category P. However, the investigation of mechanisms respon-
sible for encoding binding dependencies undertaken in this chapter, and in particular
the distribution of anaphoric expressions in Dutch led us to the conclusion that the
relevant difference between functional and spatial Ps responsible for the observed
binding patterns is the fact that only the latter type of Ps are predicative in nature.
Functional Ps do not form a distinct predicate and hence the complement of such Ps
is an argument of the verb. In other words, contexts featuring functional Ps are in
fact reflexive configurations. As a result, the [R]-feature will be present in cases like
(98), forcing a SELF anaphor to appear. Employing just a pronominal in such con-
texts is illicit since the pronominal cannot lexicalize the [R]-feature. The suggestion
from the preceding chapter that functional Ps might not be instantiations of category
P but simply spell out layers in the nominal functional sequence is compatible with
the view that these Ps are non-predicative. If functional Ps are simply case markers,
then it would be unsurprising that their complements should in fact be arguments
of the verb. However, even if the analysis of functional Ps along these lines proves
plausible once developed in more detail, a task which I will leave for some other
occasion, there might be reasons not to extend such an analysis to all functional Ps.
In the preceding chapter, I have suggested that treating to as the Spell-Out of case
layer(s), rather than as a member of the category P, might also explain why binding
out of to-phrases is possible despite the apparent lack of c-command. Note how-
ever that to- and about-phrases differ when facts pertaining to the c-command puzzle
are reviewed, although they pattern alike in allowing anaphors and disallowing bound
pronominals as complements. Already Postal (1971) observed that while antecedents
embedded in a to-phrase do seem to c-command out of that phrase for the purposes of
binding, potential antecedents embedded in about-phrases do not, as shown in (100).
Note that when no binding is involved, rearranging the order of to- and about-phrases
does not produce an ungrammatical output, as (101) illustrates.
(100) a. I talked to Bill about himself.
b. *I talked about Bill to himself.
(101) a. I talked to Bill about communism.
b. I talked about communism to Bill.
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We might interpret this pattern as indicating that to-phrases and about-phrases differ
with respect to whether they instantiate the category P. If to spells out case layers,
then in effect there would be no PP layer dominating Bill in (100a) and thus no
problem with c-command would arise. In this case, to would be simply spelling out
a projection within the nominal functional sequence. On the other hand, we might
argue that the preposition about does head a PP phrase, in which case Bill would
not c-command and therefore could not bind the reflexive. Reflexives would still be
required though, on the assumption that the preposition about is non-predicative in
nature.42
This view would then lead to a three-way typology of Ps: to-type prepositions,
about-type prepositions, and locative prepositions. A representative example of each
class is given below.
(102) John always talks to himself /*him.
(103) John always talks about himself /*him.
(104) John pulled the blanket over himself /him.
On this view, members of the first class would be part of the nominal functional
structure, rather than instantiations of category P. This would explain why they differ
from the latter two types in apparently not counting for purposes of calculating the
relevant c-command domain of the DP that they seem to take as their complement. On
the other hand, functional Ps like about would instantiate the category P, but would
be non-predicative in nature, explaining why they do not allow bound pronominals
as their complements. Finally, spatial prepositions form their own predicate. Conse-
quently, bound pronominals as complements of spatial Ps are not categorically ruled
out and might surface under certain conditions, as discussed in this section. Many
issues arise and the details of this type of approach need to be carefully attended to.
I won’t pursue such an analysis further at this point, and will leave a more detailed
investigation of functional Ps for some future occasion.
8.4 Summary and some consequences
Let me now summarize the proposed analysis and the main conclusions we have
reached in the preceding sections. I have pursued an Agree-based account of anaphor
binding, arguing that anaphors enter into a feature dependency with their antecedents
in the course of the syntactic derivation. I have assumed that the relevant features
involved are φ-features and the feature [In], which is mapped onto an integer value
at the interface. The self -morpheme surfaces in a derivation that starts with [uIn]
and unvalued φ. An Agree-relation is then established with another c-commanding
42Alternative ways of analyzing the pattern in (100) have been suggested in the literature.
See for instance Pesetsky (1995).
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noun phrase in order to value the unvalued set of φ-features. This must be achieved
before the phase is complete, i.e. before the relevant part of the syntactic structure
is sent to the interfaces for interpretation, which explains why anaphors need local
antecedents. The translation procedure mapping the syntactic to semantic representa-
tion ensures that the phrase bearing [uIn] receives the same index value as the phrase
it enters into an Agree-relation with. Consequently, a bound variable dependency will
be established at the interface, assuming that coindexation always results in semantic
binding. When the derivation starts with [iIn], the self - morpheme does not surface.
A pronominal then lexicalizes both the φ-features and the [iIn]. In such cases, no
syntactic dependency needs to be established and no locality restrictions are there-
fore observed. The configuration in which a pronominal surfaces might give rise to
a bound variable dependency at the interface, but it need not to, since the pronom-
inal does not necessarily end up coindexed with its antecedent. Hence, the relation
between a pronominal and its antecedent may also be one of coreference.
Investigation of anaphoric dependencies in Dutch, a language which makes a
three-way distinction in the anaphoric system, suggests that not all local binding
configurations are alike. I have argued that in reflexive configurations, i.e. contexts
where a binding relation is established between two arguments of the same predicate,
the presence of what I have labelled [R]-feature is required in order to circumvent
a violation at the interface. In such configurations therefore, a lexical item must be
used which can spell out this feature. In languages under discussion, this can be
achieved by using a SELF anaphor. Pronominals on the other hand, are strictly ruled
out in reflexive configurations, since they cannot lexicalize the [R]-feature.
In non-reflexive local binding configurations, the distribution of anaphors and
bound pronominals is regulated by an economy principle which favours the establish-
ment of dependencies in the course of the syntactic derivation. As noted, a syntactic
dependency always exists between an anaphor and its antecedent, which then results
in an interpretative dependency at the interface. When a pronominal is used, the
same interpretative dependency can be obtained at the interface, without there being
any syntactic dependency between the pronominal and its antecedent. Consequently,
anaphors are preferred over bound pronominals for reasons of economy. This is how-
ever only true of local binding configurations. When the anaphor’s unvalued features
cannot be valued within the local domain, i.e. the phase, the only derivation that
converges is the one which yields a pronominal. A consequence of this view is that
bound pronominals in non-reflexive local binding configurations are not ungrammat-
ical per se, but generally do not surface due to economy considerations. This is a
welcome result given that (i) as Reuland (2001) points out, only if such a derivation
converges can it block the coreferential interpretation in the relevant contexts, and
(ii) pronominals do sometimes surface in local binding configurations, as is the case
in certain PP-binding contexts. We have then briefly considered two potential ways
of accounting for the availability of both anaphors and bound pronominals in envi-
ronments involving spatial PPs. Both suggested solutions build on the existence of
certain interpretative differences correlating with the use of an anaphor or a pronom-
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inal.
In the previous chapter, I have argued that binding can take place either in the
course of the syntactic derivation, at the semantic interface, or at the level of dis-
course. Now that we have discussed how binding relations might be encoded, these
claims can be further clarified. Recall that I have argued that, semantically, binding
in syntax and binding at the semantic interface behave alike, i.e. they both involve
variable binding. However, only the former type of binding relations must be estab-
lished within the local domain, i.e. the phase. As we have seen in this chapter, this
locality restriction is due to the requirement that a syntactic feature dependency be
established. Thus, ‘binding in syntax’ involves a formal dependency which trans-
lates into a bound variable representation at the interface. What I have previously
called ‘binding at the semantic interface’ would then involve the same interpretative
dependency, without the corresponding syntactic dependency. Discourse ‘binding’ is
crucially different since it employs a distinct strategy for establishing overlapping ref-
erence, namely coreference. Coreference is subject to the principles of the discourse
component and not under the purview of grammar proper.
This chapter has aimed to provide an answer as to why syntactic locality re-
strictions should play a role in constraining binding relations, relations which are
essentially interpretative in nature. I have argued that sensitivity of anaphor binding
to syntactic factors is due to the fact that an anaphor enters into an Agree-relation
with its antecedent in the course of the syntactic derivation. On this view, structural
restrictions on binding of anaphors thus reduce to structural conditions on the Agree
operation. We therefore predict that anaphors and their antecedents should occupy
the same phase, given that Agree cannot operate across phasal boundaries. In other
words, we explain the relevance of phases as locality domains on anaphoric bind-
ing. We also correctly predict that anaphors and their antecedents should be in a
c-command relation, given that c-command is a structural requirement on the Agree-
operation.
On the view pursued here, binding of pronominals, unlike binding of anaphors,
is not encoded in syntax. Consequently, we capture the fact that the relation between
a bound pronominal and its antecedent can span phasal boundaries. Note however
that bound pronominals, which I have argued are related to their antecedents only
via an interpretative dependency, must also be c-commanded by their antecedents. In
this case, the c-command requirement cannot be reduced to a condition on syntactic
relations since no syntactic dependency is established between a bound pronominal
and its antecedent. We are therefore led to the conclusion that there is an independent
c-command requirement on variable binding. However, it has been argued in the lit-
erature that the c-command requirement on variable binding need not be stipulated,
but can be derived from general properties of the interpretative process. I refer the
reader to Reinhart (1983b, 1995) and Reuland (1998) for relevant discussion. Thus,
on the view pursued here, anaphors end up being subject to a double c-command re-
quirement: the c-command requirement which is the consequence of the established
Agree-relation, and the c-command requirement as a consequence of the bound vari-
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able relation at the interface. That this might be a desirable result, rather than an
inconvenient redundancy, has been argued by Reuland (1998) and Hicks (2009). As
noted already by Reinhart (1976, 1983b), there are some well-known cases of vari-
able binding which seem not to involve surface c-command. For instance, for many
speakers, a bound pronominal can take as its antecedent a possessor embedded in a
DP ((105a) is from Reinhart (1983b), (105b) is from Reuland (1998)).
(105) a. Everyonei’s mother kissed himi.
b. Every girli’s father admires heri.
Since the antecedents in (105) are quantified DPs, we know that the relation between
the pronominals and their antecedents in these cases must be one of variable binding,
not coreference. Such examples thus seem to suggest that for reasons that are not yet
very well understood, the c-command requirement on variable binding can be relaxed
in some cases.43
However, replacing the bound pronominals with anaphors in contexts like (105)
yields a deviant result. In other words, a possessor embedded in a DP cannot appar-
ently serve as an antecedent for an anaphor.
(106) *Every girli’s father admires herselfi. (from Reuland (1998))
It appears therefore that the c-command requirement is less strict on pronominal
binding than on anaphor binding. Since both anaphors and pronominals can func-
tion as bound variables, it is unlikely that the contrast is due to restrictions on vari-
able binding. However, if anaphors, unlike bound pronominals, must also be locally
c-commanded by their antecedents in narrow syntax, then this discrepancy in the
behaviour of anaphors and bound pronominals becomes less mysterious.
.
43See Reuland (1998) for a proposal on how this might be captured.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
The intuition that common syntactic factors constrain both movement operations and
the relation between anaphoric expressions and their antecedents is an old one and
has been pursued in many accounts of movement/binding phenomena. As I have
noted, in Chomsky’s highly influential work, Lectures on government and binding,
for instance, ordering restrictions on movement operations followed from binding-
theoretic properties of traces. On this view, the same principles, namely the binding
conditions, were responsible for deriving both the improper movement effects and
the distribution of anaphoric expressions. This dissertation offers a new angle on
the link between these two empirical domains. The main focus is no longer on the
Binding theory as the unifying factor, but rather on the nature of syntactic derivation
and featural composition of the elements involved.
The first part of the dissertation investigated improper movement phenomena.
The empirical foundation for subsequent discussion was laid out in chapter 2. Whereas
the original formulation of the relevant generalization regarding possible feeding/-
bleeding relations between movement operations encompasses only cases involving
consecutive movements of the same phrase, it was shown that the phenomenon is
much broader in scope. Namely, the same interactions between movement opera-
tions can also be observed in cases involving remnant movement and subextraction
from moved phrases, as argued in several recent analyses of the phenomena. Dif-
ferent ways of capturing these ordering restrictions suggested in the literature were
reviewed in chapter 3. Although the noted shortcomings of these proposals prompted
us to search for a different solution, they nevertheless provided important insights
that shaped the analysis developed in the following chapters.
Chapters 4 and 5 investigated how the restrictions on ordering of movement op-
erations might be derived from the independently needed hierarchy of functional pro-
jections. A first attempt in this direction was outlined in chapter 4. Drawing on the
work of Sternefeld (1993), Williams (2003), Abels (2007), I formulated a constraint
on movement requiring the landing site of any movement operation to be higher than
its launching site in terms of the functional hierarchy. I have referred to this constraint
as the Generalized Ban on Improper Movement (GBOIM). It has then been shown
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that an analysis relying solely on the GBOIM fails to capture a broad range of rele-
vant cases, but that the restrictive power of such an analysis increases considerably
once GBOIM is combined with a phase-based theory of locality. It is important to
note that such a move does not amount to adding new technical machinery, given that
phases play a significant role in accounting for other properties of language as well.
Among these are distributional properties of anaphoric expressions, as I have argued
in chapters 7 and 8. I have also shown that despite initial appearances, the GBOIM
is compatible with the analysis of ECM-constructions in terms of raising-to-object,
under the assumption that successive-cyclic A-movement proceeds via the Specs of
v/VPs, rather then Specs of TPs. We have seen that most, if not all the evidence for
intermediate stop-over in Spec of TP can be reanalyzed as involving the Specs of v/V
instead. While the analysis of ECM-constructions in terms of raising-to-object can be
reconciled with the GBOIM, some other aspects of the proposal remain problematic.
In particular, without additional stipulations, no restrictions on ordering of move-
ment operations are predicted in cases involving subextraction out of moved phrases.
While in this respect the proposal seems to be too permissive, closer consideration
reveals that a theory adopting both the GBOIM and phase-based locality is in fact
overly restrictive since it rules out all cases of long movement out of the CP.
In light of these concerns, in chapter 5 I have outlined an alternative, though re-
lated analysis of improper movement. In particular, drawing on a proposal by Sveno-
nius (2004) and assuming a close correspondence between the nominal and clausal
functional hierarchy, I have argued that restrictions on ordering of movement oper-
ations can be derived by relying on the internal featural composition of the moving
phrase, again in conjunction with a phase-based locality. To this end, I have sug-
gested that the standard view regarding the nature of Spell-Out be modified so that
upon the merger of H, H a phasal head, all features/projections lower than H on the
functional hierarchy spell out. A consequence of this view is that the phrase, or part
of the phrase, sitting in the specifier of the phasal head might spell out, not just the
complement of the phasal head, as standardly assumed. It was then shown that, with
these assumptions in place, a broad range of violations which might be viewed as
falling under the rubric of improper movement can be captured. This alternative ac-
count not only avoids the problems that plagued the GBOIM-based approach, but
it also does not require that an independent constraint on movement, such as the
GBOIM, be stated. The ordering restrictions fall out from more general constraints
on syntactic derivations and particular assumptions regarding the featural make-up of
the elements involved.
The same assumptions about the nature of syntactic computation have then been
carried over to the realm of anaphoric binding. In chapter 7, I have explored the hy-
pothesis that the phase constitutes the relevant locality domain for binding relations.
Though many details remain to be clarified, I hope to have shown that pursuing this
line of enquiry can take us a long way in accounting for empirical facts. It has also
been shown that the particular modifications to the assumptions regarding the nature
of Spell-Out proposed in the previous chapter and motivated by the analysis of im-
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proper movement facts lead to some novel predictions in the domain of anaphoric
binding, which I have argued are empirically supported. I have also argued that as-
suming the phase to be the relevant binding domain makes the correct split between
local and nonlocal binding relations. I went on to show that there are grounds for
distinguishing two types of nonlocal binding relations, thereby further refining the
typology of referential dependencies. Finally, considerable attention was dedicated
to the task of capturing the ban on A’-binders within the current model of binding.
The goal of the final chapter was to explain the relevance of phases for anaphoric
binding and to further clarify the nature of binding relations. I have pursued the
view that a binding relation between an anaphor and its antecedent involves the es-
tablishment of an Agree-relation in the course of the syntactic derivation. Locality
restrictions on anaphoric binding therefore reduce to the locality restrictions on the
operation Agree, which is constrained by the PIC. On the analysis developed here,
features that are involved in encoding binding relations were identified as φ-features
and the [In]-feature, the latter feature being interpreted at the interface as an instruc-
tion to assign an index to the DP bearing it. The relevant syntactic dependency for
encoding binding relations is φ-feature agreement, which must be established, as I
have argued, in cases where the derivation starts with an uninterpretable [In]-feature.
In English, the [uIn] is then lexicalized by the morpheme self, which I assume bears
this feature as part of its featural specification. Given certain assumptions regarding
how the mapping from syntactic to semantic structure proceeds, the analysis ensures
that the established syntactic dependency translates into a bound variable dependency
at the interface. The availability of a bound variable interpretation on the current pro-
posal is not however dependent on the presence of a syntactic feature dependency.
Consequently, pronominals, which I have argued bear an interpretable [In]-feature
and do not enter into an Agree relation with their antecedents, can nevertheless be
interpreted as bound variables.
Investigation of Dutch, a language which unlike English distinguishes morpho-
logically two kinds of anaphors, prompted us to further refine the featural composi-
tion of anaphoric expressions. Two types of local binding relations were identified,
those where the anaphor and its antecedent are coarguments of the same predicate
(labelled reflexive configurations), and those where they are not, but are still within
the same local domain, namely the phase. The obligatory presence of SELF anaphors,
or more precisely, of the SELF morpheme, in the former type of local binding con-
figurations was tied to the obligatory presence of a particular feature in the syntactic
structure. Differences between English and Dutch regarding when a SELF anaphor is
required to surface stem, on the current view, from different featural specifications of
the SELF morphemes in these two languages.
The final part of this chapter explores the consequences of the proposed analysis
for the distribution of pronominals. As we have seen, the (un)availability of anaphors
and pronominals in particular syntactic environments follows in most cases directly
from their featural specification. An exception in this respect is local non-reflexive
binding configurations, where without additional assumptions, the proposed analysis
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predicts that both anaphors and pronominals should be licit. I have suggested that the
distribution of anaphoric expressions in this type of syntactic environment might be
captured by relying on economy considerations, leaving however a more careful and
detailed analysis as a task for future research.
The goal of this dissertation was to offer a way of relating locality restrictions
on movement and binding relations to a common set of syntactic factors. Since the
empirical domains involved are extremely broad, many intriguing questions had to
be ignored or have received only scant attention. Many aspects of the analysis also
remain to be clarified. Though I have to leave these tasks for future work, I hope
to have shown that the current proposal opens some promising avenues for deeper
investigation of these phenomena.
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